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Abstract 
 

This thesis is the first detailed and evaluative study of the opera Taverner (Op. 45) by Peter 

Maxwell Davies. It is presented in two parts: Part A (Perspectives) and Part B (Critique).  

 

Part A contextualises the opera. It considers its subject, describes its genesis and location, 

identifies its influences and shows how the opera intersects with other works. Part B considers 

the opera’s component parts through an explanation of its principal themes, appraisal of the 

libretto, discussion of structure and an examination of compositional style.  

 

This is a critical study which is empirical as opposed to theoretical in character and takes as its 

point of departure an existing work and does not seek to apply or develop any particular 

theory. The methods involve a review of existing primary materials, chiefly the opera’s score, 

writings and talks by the composer, plus secondary sources. This project will not explore 

Davies’s compositional techniques through analysis since extensive research has already been 

done in this field. The thesis favours a hermeneutical approach and embraces influence study in 

seeking to explain the opera’s considerable extra-musical dimensions. 

 

As there is no detailed critique of Taverner the primary objective of this study, and in which lies 

its doctoral originality, is to address that omission. By a comprehensive reappraisal of the 

opera, the thesis aims to acknowledge the work’s seminal importance and confirm its pivotal 

position in the composer’s completed oeuvre. Further, a lack of critical engagement with the 

work allied to its continued absence in the opera house may conspire to the opera acquiring the 

status of neglected masterpiece. Hence, a secondary objective of the project is to stimulate 

renewed interest and make a case for the revival of Taverner on stage. 
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Synopsis of the opera 
 
Act I 

 

Scene i   A Courtroom 

John Taverner is on trial for being in possession of books supporting the Lutheran heresy. The 

court is presided over by the White Abbot. Taverner tries to defend himself by attacking the 

Catholic church. He is saved by the intervention of the Cardinal who needs Taverner for his 

music. 

 

Scene ii  The Chapel  

Music sung by the chorus is based on the In Nomine from Taverner’s Missa Gloria Tibi Trinitas. 

Taverner decides to put his fate in the hands of God. 

 

Scene iii  The Throne Room 

The King is in conference with the Cardinal. Taverner is not on stage and the orchestra does not 

play.  A consort of viols and lute accompanies the King as he tells of how a split from Rome will 

be of great benefit. It will make money and allow him to divorce his wife and make his mistress 

Queen. The Cardinal is indecisive but decides to try to persuade the Pope to accept the King’s 

position. The Jester appears and comments on the hypocrisy of the situation.  

 

Scene iv  The Throne Room 

The Jester removes his mask and reveals his true identity, Death. He commands Taverner to 

confess. Two monks appear and, along with Death, confuse Taverner so that he is unable to tell 

good from evil. Taverner condemns Rome as the Antichrist. At the mention of his name, the 

Antichrist appears and declares that it is virtuous to kill Protestants. Taverner declares his 

loyalty. Death tells Taverner that he must also renounce his own humanity and his music.   

Taverner’s mistress, Rose Parrowe, tries to persuade Taverner that he is making a mistake and 

to stand by his art. Rose fails and Death wins. Taverner signs his confession and swears that he 

is reborn and will defend Christ’s faith with ‘sword and fire.’ 
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Act II 

 

Scene i  The Courtroom 

Taverner has become the judge and the White Abbot is the defendant. The music of this scene 

is based on that of Act I, scene i, but is now compressed and speeded up. The scene ends as 

Death spins a Wheel of Fortune.  

 

Scene ii The Throne Room 

The Cardinal tells the King that his second marriage is forbidden by the Pope. The King rebukes 

Rome. Death re-appears, removes the Cardinal’s robes and replaces them with the garb of an 

Anglican archbishop; he then grants the King his wishes. 

 

Scene iii The Chapel 

The condemned White Abbot and his monks are celebrating Mass in Latin. Taverner enters and 

accuses the Catholic church of corruption. The Mass continues until the King’s soldiers rush in 

and announce the dissolution of the monasteries.  

 

Scene iv The Market Place, Boston 

There is to be no reprieve for the White Abbot. He is to be burned at the stake. In the White 

Abbot’s final moments he makes a plea that ‘I am fell into the hands of those who, preaching 

free thought, do burn me for opposing it.’ Taverner kneels before the pyre and prays. Rose 

Parrowe, a representation of Taverner’s music, stands beside him but her love for Taverner is 

no more – he has betrayed her and she sings: ‘The Lord has made thee a stranger, drunk with 

wormwood.’ 

 

 

 

 

Synopsis provided by the author and not by the composer. 
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Prologue 

An Anatomy of Betrayal1 

 

Peter Maxwell Davies's first opera Taverner (Op. 45) has long been regarded as something 

of an enigma. For some, it marks the beginning of the end of Davies’s early creative period, 

whilst, for others, it represents the end of the beginning of his maturation and is his greatest 

work, possibly his masterpiece. The opera’s long creation occupied Davies for over a decade 

and it has a unique, pivotal position in the composer’s completed output. In Taverner, 

Davies excavates, for the first time, one of his lifelong pre-occupations, betrayal.  

 

This doctoral study considers Taverner’s status, locates the work as part of Davies’s 

compositional legacy and in the context of middle to late twentieth-century British opera.  

It is the first detailed study of Taverner and aims to offer a comprehensive account of the 

opera’s genesis and its musical, technical, aesthetic, psychological and philosophical 

substructures.  

 

I first encountered Taverner when employed by BBC Radio 3. In 2009, as part of a major 

retrospective project mounted in Glasgow to mark Davies’s seventy-fifth birthday, the BBC 

Scottish Symphony Orchestra presented a concert performance of Taverner for which I was 

the Senior Music Producer. A review stated that the production ‘demonstrated beyond 

doubt that the opera is a masterpiece.’2 Masterpiece or otherwise, the opera made a lasting 

impression upon me and many of my colleagues and, when considering a suitable topic for 

doctoral investigation, prompted by Davies’s death in 2016, Taverner loomed large as a 

work of considerable significance and one which I wished to return to. 

 

For the opera’s BBC production in November 2009, Davies attended the rehearsals and the 

semi-staged concert performance at Glasgow’s City Halls. As the project’s Producer, I was 

fortunate to work closely with the composer, the conductor, the cast and orchestra and 

gained valuable insights into the opera. However, my fascination with Taverner began years 

earlier during the late 1990s and early 2000s when working for the BBC at Davies’s St 

 
1 Stephen Pruslin, ‘An Anatomy of Betrayal’, Music and Musicians, 20 (July 1972). 
2 Rowena Smith, The Guardian, 10 November 2009. 
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Magnus Festival on the Orkney Islands in the north of Scotland. At that time, I became 

familiar with the composer’s orchestral music including the Second Taverner Fantasia which 

the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra performed in St Magnus Cathedral in Kirkwall in June 

1998. Following countless conversations with musicians and colleagues along the way, 

Taverner became something of a running theme. In 2009, to celebrate the composer’s 

birthday the opportunity arose for me to produce and record Taverner and the opera 

revealed itself to be a powerful, multi-dimensional, albeit technically challenging work. 

Throughout the planning and casting processes, rehearsals and performance, Davies’s score 

compelled, but it also presented challenges which raised questions about the efficacy of the 

opera’s libretto, its vocality and dramatic shape. Nonetheless, my close involvement in 

bringing Taverner to life in 2009 was a privilege and went on to serve as the inspiration for 

the writing of this thesis a decade later. 

 

This is the first detailed, evaluative study of this major work. The project builds upon 

existing scholarship and seeks to advance our understanding of Taverner through its focus 

on the opera’s genesis, context, structure and compositional style and to establish its 

central position in the composer’s completed oeuvre.   

 

The critical methods involve a review of existing primary and secondary sources and the 

contextualisation of the work during the era in which it was created. The study is empirical 

in character, as opposed to theoretical, and takes its point of departure a work which exists 

rather than seeking to apply or develop any particular theory. In seeking to reveal aspects of 

this work, the thesis draws upon a wide range of methods and approaches in keeping with 

the eclectic and multi-faceted nature of the complex work itself. The study does not limit 

itself to the development or application of any single theoretical approach. The project 

draws upon both primary and secondary source materials. Primary sources include the 

published score of Taverner, the composer’s pre-compositional sketches (lodged in the 

British Library, London, UK) and documentary materials relating to the opera’s first 

performance (held by the Royal Opera House Collection, Covent Garden, London) including 

production papers, internal and external correspondences, minutes of the Royal Opera 

House Board of Directors, minutes of the Royal Opera House sub-committee, printed 

programmes, original production and design photographs and newspaper articles and 
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periodical pieces previewing and reviewing the opera’s original 1972 production and its 

1983 revival. An invaluable addition to the literature is a collection of selected writings by 

and talks given by Davies edited by Nicholas Jones which includes commentary about 

Taverner, related works and other matters germane to this study. There are also 

transcriptions of interviews with the composer discussing his views on religion, ethics, 

education and politics.3  There exist four BBC audio recordings of Taverner dating from 

1972, 1983, 1996 and 2009. Secondary source materials include all books, theses, press 

preview features, reviews and articles as detailed in the bibliography.  

 

The thesis is presented in two parts: Part A (Perspectives) and Part B (Critique). In Part A, 

Chapter 1 (Subject) offers a brief survey of the life, times and music of John Taverner. 

Chapter 2 (Creation) examines the opera’s long gestation. It shows how Taverner spawned 

and informed other works written simultaneously with and subsequently to the opera and 

demonstrates how it is at the centre of a constellation of works. Chapter 3 discusses 

Davies’s stylistic evolution and the opera’s reception; it shows how Taverner intersects with 

other works and ideas.  

 

Part B of the study offers the first detailed examination of the opera’s component parts and 

seeks to clarify how prequels, sequels, recurrent themes and ideas ferment, coincide and 

reach maturation. Chapter 4 unpacks the opera’s main themes. Chapter 5 examines the 

work’s structure. Chapter 6 considers the composer’s libretto whilst Chapter 7 appraises 

Davies’s compositional style in Taverner. 

 

This project does not intend to present a meticulous exposition of Davies’s compositional 

techniques through analysis, since extensive research has already been done in this field. 

David Roberts,4 Rodney Lister5 and others have all provided detailed commentaries on 

Davies’s compositional procedures ranging from his early serial methods, ordered pitch-

 
3 Nicholas Jones (editor) Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 
2018). 
4 David Roberts, Techniques of Composition in the music of Peter Maxwell Davies, PhD thesis (Birmingham 
University, Department of Music, Faculty of Arts, 1985). 
5 Rodney Lister, Steps through the Maze: Image, Reflection, Shadow and Aspects of Magic Squares in the works 
of Sir Peter Maxwell Davies (PhD thesis, Boston Mass., Brandeis University, 2001). 
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class sets and transformational processes through to the composer’s manipulation of magic 

squares used to generate musical structures. In David Roberts’s seminal study of Davies’s 

musical syntax, he provides a detailed discussion of the techniques used in Act I, scene iv of 

Taverner and in the Second Taverner Fantasia. Also, Jonathan Rees has examined in detail 

the construction of Davies’s music-theatre piece, Revelation and Fall.6 Rees provides a 

detailed assessment of Davies’s development of transformational processes as employed in 

the Second Taverner Fantasia and, comprehensively, explores how and why the composer 

integrates medieval and renaissance elements such as plainsong, canons and dance forms 

into his work.   

 

Davies’s approach to these forms and processes in Taverner will be amplified in Part B of 

this study which aims to further our appreciation and understanding of the opera in its 

entirety. It is this holistic approach which, as Rees contends in the Abstract to his thesis, 

avoids ‘restricting an analysis to the serial level of organisation [which] cannot prove the 

musical viability of the work.’7 Consequently, in critiquing the opera, I acknowledge Kevin 

Korsyn’s theory of ‘influence study’ as a model which seeks to integrate historical, 

psychological, theoretical and critical concerns in its methodology.8 In doing so, Part B 

endeavours to address Korsyn’s complaint that some analyses of music tend to ‘view works 

as autonomous, synchronic entities, divorced from an artistic continuum of historical 

development.’9 In that context, the thesis seeks to offer an interdisciplinary and holistic 

critique of Taverner. Part B of the study builds upon the analytical work done by Roberts, 

Rees, Lister et al., but it does not intend to compete with or duplicate it, rather only to 

enhance our comprehension and appreciation of the work. 

 

 

 

 
6 Jonathan Rees, Peter Maxwell Davies’ ‘Revelation and Fall’ - influence study and analysis, PhD thesis (The 
Open University, 2010). 
7 Ibid.  
8 Kevin Korsyn, ‘Towards a New Poetics of Musical Influence’, Music Analysis, Vol 10, No.1/2 (March-July 
1991), pp.3-72. 
9 Ibid. 
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Peter Maxwell Davies died at the age of 81 on 6 March 2016. In the composer’s obituary 

notice for The Guardian, Ivan Hewett wrote,  

Davies himself thought that the 1950s were his best period, but the general 
consensus is that beyond the oft-performed expressionist scores, his really great 
work is Taverner, which has not been seen since its inaugural production. All these 
works dramatize deep tensions, between rationality and instinct, and between 
institutional authority – with its realpolitik and moral equivocation – and the 
unclouded vision of the lonely creator.10 

 
Even though the opera has been recorded commercially11 and presented in a concert 

performance, as Hewett notes, it still remains to be ‘seen’ in a contemporary production in 

the opera house. Even though he asserts that the opera is a ‘really great work,’ its absence 

from the stage may be explained by its mixed critical reception in 1972 and subsequent 

comments by Davies that he regarded it as forming part of his apprenticeship as a 

composer. 

…all those early works, up to about 1964, I think of as apprentice pieces. I knew what 
I was doing: I was building up a solid foundation of compositional technique, and the 
last two things I did like that were Taverner and the Second Taverner Fantasia.  Even 
as early as 1962 I could feel that there was something about to happen which was 
going to burst out of the style in which I was then writing, and you can already feel 
that in the Second Taverner Fantasia and in the opera, I wasn’t aware what the 
musical consequences of the upheaval were going to be, but I knew that I had to 
have enough technique to be able to withstand the shock of it.12  

 

The study seeks to explain some of those ‘musical consequences’ and challenge its  

categorisation as an ‘apprentice’ piece in the light of its renewed status as a ‘masterpiece.’ 

It also shows how compositional techniques used in Taverner prefigure or ‘burst out’ in later 

works, a notion supported by Davies’s comment that it was ‘much more extrovert than 

anything […] before… In fact the opera has a lot of techniques used for the first time which I 

later used in other things.’13  

 

Since its first performance in 1972, there have been various published writings in 

periodicals, journals and books about Taverner. There remains, however, no detailed 

 
10 Ivan Hewett, The Guardian, 15 March 2016. 
11 NMC, D157, BBCSO, Oliver Knussen (conductor), rec. 05-14 Dec. 1996. 
12 Davies, quoted in Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), pp.109-110. 
13 Davies, in conversation with Stephen Walsh, ‘Taverner’, Musical Times, Vol. 113 (July 1972), p.653. 
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critique. The primary objective of this study has been to address that omission. Also, given 

Taverner’s limited performance history, there has been a lack of critical engagement with 

the work since its world-première and revival in 1983. 

Joseph Kerman considered Taverner to be ‘a rather marvellous score but rather less 

marvellous as a theatre piece’14 whist for others the production was ‘impossible to 

penetrate.’15 In the work’s defence, Hans Werner Henze praised ‘the sense of a dialectic 

mind working in a theatre of ideas’16 and, at its revival, Andrew Porter believed Taverner’s 

structure to be ‘formally strong.’17 Paul Griffiths regarded the opera to be ‘a work of 

immense richness and vigour.’18  

 

Although Griffiths, Smith, Hewett and other commentators may regard Taverner as one of 

Davies’s finest creations, if not his ‘great work,’ its continued absence from the opera house 

increases its risk of becoming a neglected masterpiece. Only through performance is it 

possible fully to re-assess and realise the value of the opera. Consequently, a secondary 

objective of this project is, through reappraisal of Taverner, to stimulate renewed interest 

and, hopefully, to encourage its revival on stage. 

 

Davies began work on Taverner in 1956 and he completed it in 1968. Part of the opera was 

reconstructed in 1970. Its world-première  was at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden in 

London on 12 July 1972, conducted by Edward Downes. It is a watershed work without 

which the neo-expressionist music-theatre pieces of the 1960s such as Revelation and Fall 

(Op. 31), Eight Songs for a Mad King (Op. 39) and Versalii Icones (Op. 42) seem 

unimaginable. It was through these works that Davies gained his reputation as an enfant 

terrible of British music. In the late 1960s, European art music was dominated by figures 

such as Boulez, Stockhausen, Nono, Maderna, Berio, Xenakis, Ligeti et al. Along with Davies, 

they represented the last generation of the European post-Second World War avant-garde. 

Many had championed modernism, total serialism and challenged national and cultural 

identities in favour of aesthetic autonomy and greater internationalism. This 

 
14 Joseph Kerman, ‘Popish Ditties’, Tempo No.102 (Summer 1972), p.20. 
15 David Roberts, ‘Taverner’, Musical Times, 124 (September 1983), pp.562-63. 
16 Hans Werner Henze, ‘Letters to the Editor’, Tempo, No. 103 (1972), p.63. 
17 Andrew Porter, ‘Opera on Radio’, Opera 48/6 (1997) p.741. 
18 Paul Griffiths, ‘Much Dared, Much Achieved’, The Times, 1 July 1983. 
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internationalism and the search for a new musical Lingua franca was exemplified by the 

birth and growth of the Darmstadt International Summer School, which Davies attended in 

1956 and 1957.19 As with many composers writing in the aftermath of World War Two, 

Davies advocated for a musical language which possessed integrity, was unprejudiced and 

free of nationalism. Writing in 1959, he stated that ‘there is no longer any place for 

nationalism in music: our problems are fundamental, general, international’ and that ‘any 

living Englishness will be spontaneous - and at first unrecognizable as such; it will be the 

natural expression of English composers solving their problems in an unselfconscious way.’20 

And although, Davies may have advocated for an international perspective, he actually 

turned to the national and, for many years, immersed himself in the study of the life and 

music of a quintessentially English composer, John Taverner.   

 

Davies’s image as a radical, firebrand composer was forged in the 1960s yet he was equally 

keen to identify with his musical past and, specifically, to acknowledge a lineage of English 

composers which reached back to William Byrd (1539-1693), John Dunstable (c.1390-1453) 

and John Taverner (c.1490-1545). Gabriel Josipovici believed that, 

…it is not surprising that a young musician, feeling his Englishness strongly, yet 
repudiating the narrowness and bigotry of the established musical traditions in this 
country, should, in the years following the Second World War, have turned back to 
the roots of those traditions to discover the sources of his own music.21 

 

Davies’s obsession began when he was eighteen years old, just seven years after the end of 

World War Two. As post-war Europe rebuilt itself, Davies held up a mirror and looked into it. 

He saw John Taverner, an enigmatic composer, who like Davies, had lived through conflicts, 

both public and personal, albeit four hundred years ago.  Verisimilitude is the name of the 

game, where, at the dramatic heart of the opera, nothing is ever quite as it seems and, 

ultimately, where irrefutable truth, is replaced by ambivalence. Taverner was long in 

gestation but there is a sense of the inevitable about its creation. It was impossible for the 

composer not to give voice to that audible connection with his past whilst simultaneously 

articulating the contemporary and examine the ceaseless tension between the mortal and 

 
19 For an account of the composer’s recollections of Darmstadt, see Davies in Jones, op. cit., pp.172-173. 
20 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Problems of a British Composer Today’, Peter Maxwell Davies, 
Selected Writings (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2018), p.33. 
21 Gabriel Josipovici, ‘Taverner: Thoughts on the Libretto’, Tempo No. 101 (1972), p.13. 
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the eternal, church and state, the public and the private. Davies’s first longform texted work 

was to be a modernist opera, albeit of grand proportions, inspired, by a shadowy English 

Renaissance composer.   
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PART A: Perspectives 

Chapter 1  

Subject 

 
The ambitious cardinal gathered together into that college whatsoever excellent 

thing there was in the whole realm ….as were found to excel in any kind of learning 
and knowledge [including] Taverner of Boston, the good musician.1 

 

In order to understand how and why Peter Maxwell Davies found inspiration in the music 

and the life of John Taverner (c.1490-1545), this chapter offers a brief introduction to the 

composer. It also considers Taverner’s status, profile and developing reputation during the 

early and middle years of the twentieth-century.  

 

Davies was only eighteen years of age when his obsession with the music of Taverner began. 

The attraction may have, in part, been because of the composer’s mysterious and 

controversial past. Gabriel Josipovici has remarked that: 

….when it appears that a great composer of Henry’s [Henry VIII] time, one of the 
finest late medieval musicians, unable to square the edicts of the Church of Rome 
with his own conscience, turned Protestant, turned informer, ‘repented him very 
much that he had made songs to popish ditties in the time of his blindness’, and 
wrote no more, it is easy to see the fascination exercised by John Taverner over 
Peter Maxwell Davies.2 

 

This fascination was ignited by a piece of chamber music: Taverner’s In Nomine for organ.3  

Reflecting on this in 2000, Davies stated ‘until 1968 I had respectfully used plainsong and 

medieval/renaissance polyphony as the basis for some of my music, most obviously in those 

of my works based on John Taverner’s In Nomine.’4    

 

 

 

 
1 John Foxe, quoted in Hugh Benham, John Taverner, his Life and Music (Aldershot, Ashgate Publishing, 2003), 
from The Acts and Monuments, v pp.4-5 based on the 1583 edition. The 1563 edition (as quoted in Tudor 
Church Music, i, p.1) had the expression ‘Taverner of Boston, a man very singular in music’ instead of ‘Taverner 
…. the good musician.’ 
2 Gabriel Josipovici, ‘Taverner: thoughts on the libretto’, Tempo No. 101 (1972), p.13. 
3 An arrangement of part of the In Nomine Domine from the Benedictus of the Missa Gloria Tibi Trinitas.   
4 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (II): Parody, References and Meaning’, 
Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2018), p.220. 
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Also, he remarked that his early interest in medieval music stemmed from ‘purely the 

sound’ and that:  

…from being involved in performances of plainsong, of Renaissance music 
particularly. On a technical level I think I was first sparked off by isorhythmic 
processes, and by the medieval rhythmic modes…. I’ll admit that perhaps I deceive 
myself in thinking that my interest in old music is of primary importance and I’ve 
often thought I’m using this as a catalyst – acting rather like a catalyst in a chemical 
reaction.5 
 

Taverner’s music and particularly his In Nomine was certainly a catalyst but the renaissance 

composer’s life also provided inspiration.6 

 

John Taverner was born circa 1490 and died in 1545. The precise date and place of the 

composer’s birth remains unknown, although there are records of families with the name of 

Taverner dating from the late middle ages living in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. There is no 

known existing documentation which traces the composer’s musical education but it is 

probable that he was a member of the collegiate establishment in the village of Tattershall 

in Lincolnshire. This college had a musically literate community including a well-regarded 

choir. The boy choristers attending the college were taught to play the organ, perform 

plainsong and study both written and improvised polyphony.7 Education at Tattershall 

Collegiate College was so heavily biased towards music that a visiting bishop, William 

Atwater of Lincoln, was to complain that:  

The present instructor teaches the boys only music, and little or no grammar. The 
Lord enjoins that henceforth, after the boys are versed adequately in song, they 
ought to be taught grammar diligently as well.8 

 
Following Taverner’s education, David Josephson believes that the musician moved to 

London to search for employment amongst the city’s many churches. In 1514 there is a 

record of a John Taverner and his wife joining the Fraternity of St Nicholas, the guild of 

parish clerks in the City of London, membership of which was necessary for any musician 

 
5 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Musical Innovation’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2018), p.78. 
6 The life and work of John Taverner was an essential stimulus for Davies, but the time in which Taverner lived 
was an equally important inspiration. Davies had a strong spiritual affinity with the renaissance, but he 
physically immersed himself in this historical period. One of Davies’s homes, was, reportedly, filled with 
objects from the early renaissance and the middle ages. 
7 David Josephson, ‘In Search of the Historical Taverner’, Tempo No. 101 (1972), pp. 42-43. 
8 Ibid.  
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seeking to earn a living as a church musician.9 However, other commentators believe this 

was not the composer but a different John Taverner. Taverner’s biographer and editor Hugh 

Benham states that, ‘at least one John Taverner who was not a musician is known to have 

lived in London at that time; and there is no other reason to connect the composer with the 

capital in the early or mid 1510s.’10  

  

Josephson asserts that Taverner went to London in an effort to access the court of Henry 

VIII and that the composition of the Western Wynde Mass was ‘a presentation piece for the 

King’ to gain a foothold in the royal establishment.11 However, Taverner did not attain a 

position at court and subsequently returned to Tattershall Collegiate College. This is 

confirmed by the Bishop of Lincoln’s chancellor since, in May 1525, Taverner is listed as one 

of the six adult singers or ‘clerk fellows.’ In 1526, he moved from Tattershall to become 

informator choritarum (the instructor of the choristers) at the newly established Cardinal 

College, Oxford,12 subsequently, Christ Church, Oxford. This appointment occurred through 

an invitation from John Longland, Bishop of Lincoln13 who was the representative of 

Cardinal Wolsey. Initially it appears that Taverner was reluctant to accept the position but 

on 17 October 1525, the Bishop of Lincoln wrote to Wolsey informing him that, 

It may please you to understand that Taverner, a singing man whom I sent for by 
virtue of the king’s commission to have been informator of the children of your 
chapel in your honourable college at Oxford (who no doubt of [it] is very meet for 
the same), I can in no wise have his good will thereunto. He allegeth the assurance 
and profit of his living at Tattershall: and that he is in way of a good marriage which 
he should lose if he did remove from thence.14  

 
Taverner may have been trying to negotiate the best possible financial terms for his new 

role, but when pressure mounted with the prospect of a different appointee, he accepted 

the position. Hugh Benham notes that the expectation for Taverner to excel at Cardinal 

College must have been great as the institution sought to surpass the musical standards 

being set by the other colleges in Oxford and Cambridge. Even the Protestant Martyrologist 

 
9 Ibid. 
10 Hugh Benham, John Taverner, his Life and Music (Aldershot, Ashgate Publishing, 2003), p.6. 
11 Josephson, op. cit., p.44. 
12 Founded by Thomas Wolsey (1473-1530), churchman, statesman and Cardinal of the Catholic church and 
Lord Chancellor to King Henry VIII, 1515-29. 
13 At this time, Oxford formed part of the diocese of Lincoln.  
14 Benham, op cit., p.9.  
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John Foxe,15 who was no admirer of Wolsey, described Cardinal College as ‘whatsoever 

excellent thing there was in the whole realm…Besides that, he [Wolsey] also appointed unto 

that company all such men as were found to excel in any kind of learning and knowledge 

[including] Taverner of Boston, the good musician.’16 As the College’s informator Taverner 

was required by the college statutes to possess a good singing voice, to be a competent 

organist, an accomplished teacher and to direct the music. There are no records of any 

commissions for compositions from Taverner during his tenure at Cardinal College, but, as 

Benham suggests, it is likely that some of the music written there included various votive 

antiphons. Josephson asserts that a manuscript of part books housed in the Bodleian Library 

which includes three Masses by Taverner (Gloria tibi Trinitas, Corona spinea and O Michael) 

may well date from these Oxford years.   

 

Early in 1528, Taverner was involved in a series of incidents at Cardinal College when 

authorities discovered Lutheran literature in circulation. Foxe reported that Taverner was 

‘accused and suspected for hiding …. books under the boards in his school, yet the cardinal, 

for his music, excused him saying that he was but a musician: and so he escaped.’17 It was 

this controversial and mysterious episode in Taverner’s life which initially drew Davies to the 

composer and his work.   

 

Taverner’s escape was, allegedly, due to Cardinal Wolsey’s intervention and his support for 

the composer. John Higdon, the Dean of Cardinal College, wrote to one of Wolsey’s 

chaplains: 

As for Master Taverner I have not commit him to prison, neither Radley [one of the 
clerks], because the register [registrar] of the university at his being with my lord’s 
grace…their names among other suspect sent up by the university, his grace said to 
him, as for Taverner and Radley, they be unlearned, and not to be regarded. As for 
Master Taverner, the hiding of Master Clark’s books and being privy to the letter 
sent of Master Clark from Master Garrett after he was fled be the greatest things 
after my mind that can be laid to his charge.18 
 

 
15 John Foxe (c.1516-87). 
16 Benham, op. cit., p.9. 
17 E.H. Fellowes (editor): Tudor Church Music, Vol. I (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1923-39), p.xlix.  
18 Hugh Benham, John Taverner, his Life and Music (Aldershot, Ashgate Publishing, 2003), p.11. 
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However, Foxe’s narrative does claim that, to set an example, [Taverner] had to ‘walk in 

procession carrying a faggot, as a reminder that convicted heretics could be burned; as a 

sign of repentance, he was obliged to throw a book into a bonfire.’19 According to 

marginalia in Foxe’s account of the incident, Taverner was reported to have ‘repented him 

very much that he had made songs to Popish ditties in the time of his blindness.’20 Benham 

interprets the phrase, ‘in the time of his blindness,’ as reference to a ‘subsequent seeing of 

the light through acceptance of Protestant beliefs’ and that the expression ‘Popish ditties’ 

was a reference to texts associated with Catholic services.21 Benham suggests that although 

it is easy to dismiss such marginalia as propaganda made by a Protestant commentator, he 

also speculates that these comments could have been made born out of frustration or even 

in ‘jest.’22 Ultimately, Taverner escaped any heresy trial after what appears to have been 

this passing flirtation with Protestantism and events which followed do not support the idea 

that the composer converted to Lutheranism in 1528.23 

 

In 1529 Wolsey’s power at the court of Henry VIII ended and with it a reduction in the 

number of choirs and choristers across the country. Subsequently, Taverner’s tenure at 

Cardinal College ended and he returned to his Lincolnshire home in 1530. It was there, in 

Boston, that he became involved in music at the parish church of St Botolph where, through 

the support of a society called the ‘Guild of St Mary,’ music flourished. Benham notes that it 

was in the late 1530s that Taverner appears to have withdrawn from music at St Botolph’s 

and attributes this, in part, to the declining fortunes of the Guild caused by its financial 

support being curtailed because of Henry VIII’s split with Rome.24  After his withdrawal from 

St Botolph’s, Taverner does not appear to have been employed further as a musician but, 

seemingly, was financially sustained by way of his marriage to Rose Parrowe. It is likely that 

Rose was the daughter of Thomas Parrowe who was a landowner in Boston. Taverner 

prospered and served as an alderman until a few months prior to his death in October 1545. 

 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid., p.12. 
23 Ibid., p.11. 
24 Ibid., p.13. 
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Benham regards John Taverner as being ‘one of England’s most important composers, [and] 

was the outstanding figure between John Dunstable (c.1390-1453) and Thomas Tallis 

(c.1505-85).’25 Most of Taverner’s music embraced various forms of pre-Reformation church 

music written in sixteenth-century England including large-scale festal cantus firmus Masses, 

votive antiphons and Magnificat settings. Similarly, Josephson states that Taverner’s ‘festal 

Masses must be counted among the supreme musical creations of Tudor England.’26  And, in 

the Preface to the score of Taverner, Davies himself asserts that ‘these “songs” are as fine as 

anything written in Europe at that time and constitute some of the best music of our English 

inheritance.’27 It is noteworthy that these critical assessments date from the later part of 

the twentieth-century. However, Davies was first drawn to the music and life of Taverner in 

the 1950s when the composer was still relatively unknown and his reputation less well-

regarded. Davies’s engagement with Taverner’s work at this time is notable since the 

composer had received little musicological attention between the early seventeenth-

century and the first quarter of the twentieth-century.28 Josephson has reasoned that,  

Very little church music composed by Taverner and his contemporaries was copied 
(and none printed) in score during their lifetime.  Most of the part-books in which 
their music was inscribed were treated carelessly and later lost or destroyed. With 
the rapid religious and musical developments that followed the death of Henry VIII in 
1547, the compositions of these men became liturgically irrelevant on the one hand 
and stylistically outdated on the other.29 
 

Davies’s reference to the ‘disputed introduction’30 probably refers to an article which was 

also written in the summer of 1972 for the special edition of the journal Tempo to coincide 

with the world-première of Taverner. Josephson’s article, entitled ‘In Search of the Historical 

Taverner’, was critical of Fellowes’s interpretation of Taverner’s life.31 He regarded the 

account as ‘drastic’ and that the biographical information relating to the years 1526-30 and 

 
25 Benham, op. cit., p.13. 
26 Josephson, op. cit., p.49. 
27 Taverner, Full score, Preface (London, Boosey and Hawkes, 1972). 
28 Benham, op. cit., p.11. 
29 Josephson, op. cit., pp.40-52. 
30 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘Taverner, Synopsis and Documentation’, Tempo (No. 101), Taverner (1972), p.4. 
31 Writing in the San Francisco Chronicle on 20 August 1972, Joseph Kerman noted, ‘Just when Taverner was 
being premiered in London, in New York a graduate student, David Josephson was coming up for his PhD oral. 
His subject was musicology, his topic the historical John Taverner and the accepted doctrine about his giving 
up music and persecuting monks – the basis for Davies’s highly-coloured essay in myth-making. Josephson 
simply couldn’t find evidence that any of it had taken place. The good professors scrutinized his thesis from all 
sides and pronounced it fine. Dr Josephson rushed into print via the British new-music magazine ‘Tempo,’ 
whereupon everybody started saying that historical fact was irrelevant to artistic interpretation.’  
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1537-40 as: ‘ambiguous to the point of being misleading.’32 Accordingly, Josephson 

dismisses much of the 1923 biography by Fellowes which Davies had studied and stimulated 

his interest in Taverner.  

 

At the time of the opera’s first performance, Taverner’s reputation as a ruthless persecutor 

was in question. Also, Benham contended that, 

E.H. Fellowes wrongly assumed that the composer had converted to Lutheranism at 
Cardinal College, renounced his musical career as a result, and then actively 
persecuted those who adhered to the traditional faith. It is less likely that Taverner 
was Cromwell’s ‘agent’ than that he volunteered information, hoping for favours in 
return, largely on behalf of people for whom he was concerned.33 

 
Additionally, Josephson argued that much of Fellowes’s interpretation of events was based 

on the writings of John Foxe, the origins of which can be traced back to the first printed 

edition of his Acts and Monuments of Matters Special and Memorable Happening in the 

Church (1563). As discussed above, Josephson also noted that Taverner’s remark concerning 

his writing of ‘Popish ditties’ was marginalia and ‘supported by no statement in the body of 

Foxe’s text.’34 Clearly, given Taverner’s stature as a Catholic composer, this held good 

propaganda value for the Protestant Martyrologist.  Further, apparently Foxe did not 

actually know Taverner and he received the information second or third-hand ‘more than 

thirty years after the event.’35 Foxe’s account of Taverner’s life became authoritative and 

through repeated telling and, in the absence of any other definitive texts, it became the 

accepted truth. Consequently, at the time of the first performance of Taverner in 1972, 

Josephson raised a series of questions. 

The pieces of Fellowes’ reconstruction do not mesh convincingly. What was Taverner 
doing in Tattershall in the mid-1520s? If he were still obscure in 1526, why was he 
chosen to lead the chapel at Wolsey’s college? If the reason for Taverner’s departure 
from Oxford was a religious one, why did – or his superiors at the university – allow 
two years to pass between his conversion and his leaving? How do we reconcile the 
composer’s Protestantism in the 1530s with his membership in a traditional guild 
during these years? Finally, why did he so utterly renounce music at the height of his 
fame and creative powers?36 
 

 
32 Josephson, op. cit., p.41. 
33 Benham, op. cit., p.13. 
34 Josephson, op. cit., p.41. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid., p.42. 
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Josephson’s interrogation is valid. However, arguably, this questioning further sustained the 

sense of mystery surrounding Taverner’s life and increased the composer’s personal 

mythology which had attracted Davies to his subject in the first place.  

 

Josephson also claimed that Fellowes’s arguments were based on ‘mis-readings of the 

sources’ and a ‘misinterpretation of an admittedly clumsy passage in Foxe, and the idea of 

Taverner as a persecutor of the religious on a misunderstanding of the language of one of 

Taverner’s letters.’37 In summary, Josephson presented an historical account of  Taverner’s 

life which was not based upon accounts by either Fellowes or Foxe, but from the records of 

the era including, crucially, the composer’s correspondence with Thomas Cromwell.38  

 

Taverner wrote three letters to Thomas Cromwell. The first of these demonstrates how, 

given certain interpretation, Taverner’s reputation as a persecutor had come to be formed. 

The letter was written at a time when Henry VIII’s government was acting against what it 

considered to be idolatrous activities. Taverner had, apparently, been entrusted to 

supervise the destruction of the rood screen in Boston Parish Church in 1538.  

On 11 September 1538, Taverner wrote, 

According to your lordship’s commandment, the rood was burned the 7 day of this 
month being also the market day, and [there was] a sermon of the black friar at the 
burning of him, who did express the cause of his burning and idolatry committed by 
him, which sermon hath done much good and hath turned many men’s hearts from 
it.39 
 

This letter to Cromwell has been understood by many, including Davies, that Taverner was 

responsible for the destruction of the rood screen and the burning of the ‘black friar.’ 

However, Benham’s interpretation of the text suggests that there is no indication that 

Taverner played an active role in the burning. He contests that ‘it has been possible to 

misinterpret this passage as meaning that the friar, not the rood was burned and that 

Taverner was a cruel and bigoted fanatic, because on two occasions out of three the rood is 

referred to as “him” instead of “it”.40 Benham does not seek unconditionally to defend 

 
37 Ibid. 
38 Thomas Cromwell (1485-1540), King Henry VIII’s Chief Minister (1532-40). 
39 Benham, op. cit., p.14. 
40 Ibid.  
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Taverner’s position, but neither does he condemn him as a zealot. He does, however, view 

Taverner’s willingness as to ‘risk involvement in the suspect activities of his colleagues at 

Cardinal College at the very least consenting to conceal materials that might have 

incriminated them.’41 Also, Benham maintains that through continued correspondence with 

Cromwell, Taverner continued to be a member of the Guild of Corpus Christi which ‘was 

entirely traditionalist with its cult of devotion to the Blessed Sacrament.’42  

 

This presents a more balanced and nuanced biographical account of this episode in 

Taverner’s life and, of course, one that was not available to Davies in the 1950s. Benham 

also notes that Fellowes’s references to ‘the musician’s sensitive temperament in a man of 

such strong character’ and to Taverner’s ‘fanaticism’ are based on a misreading of the 

evidence and founded on the supposition that a sixteenth-century composer was an ‘artist’ 

in the Romantic sense of the word.43 In conclusion, Benham emphasises Taverner’s 

pragmatism: 

This is not to condemn him as insincere or unprincipled, but to suggest that, like the 
majority of Englishmen, he preferred to remain alive and at liberty rather than risk 
the severe penalties inflicted on those who expressed unseasonable views.44 
 

This view is supported further by Josephson’s assertion that Fellowes’s interpretation, or 

rather misinterpretation, of Taverner’s life was based upon unreliable and likely partisan 

writings of the Protestant Martyrologist, John Foxe. Hence, it was not until the 1960s and 

1970s through the scholarship of editors and scholars such as Benham,45 Josephson,46 and 

Colin Hand,47 that Taverner’s life was to become more accurately documented, his music 

performed and recorded more extensively, and, better understood.48   

 

 
41 Benham, op. cit. p.18. 
42 Ibid.  
43 Ibid., p.17. 
44 Ibid., p.18. 
45 Ibid. 
46 David Josephson, John Taverner, Tudor Composer (Michigan, UMI Research Press, 1979). 
47 Colin Hand, John Taverner: his Life and Music (London, Eulenburg, 1978). 
48 In the first two decades of the twenty-first century, the composer’s discography has increased significantly. 
Multiple recordings exist of Taverner’s key works, particularly the Missa Gloria Tibi Trinitas, the Missa Corona 

Spinea and the Western Wynde Mass.  
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Even though Davies based his opera’s libretto on versions of Taverner’s life which have since 

been discredited, he was ultimately drawn to the subject because of the universal and 

symbolic themes which it represented. Josephson stresses,  

We are confronted here by the fundamental problem of man’s relationship to his 
God and by the personal crisis of conviction, through which Taverner emerges as a 
symbol of the host of complex institutional and religious transformations which 
marked the English Reformation. The great composer has become a gripping figure 
whose proportions seem larger than life.49 

 
These ‘larger than life’ proportions, combined with the ambiguity and mystery which 

surrounded certain aspects of Taverner’s life, first enticed the young composer to his 

subject. Eric Guest described ‘Taverner, a composer of considerable talents, but also a 

somewhat shady character [who] lived in Max’s imagination, as something of an obsession, 

from when he was about eighteen….’50 The composer stated that,  

The historical Taverner was probably just a peg to hang the thing on:  I don’t know 
because I don’t know very much about him. But I love to do this, to take a figure who 
has got a touch of reality, or a situation which is based on reality, and then let 
fantasy work.51 

 
For Davies it was not the ‘historical Taverner’ which appealed. Rather, it was the rich drama 

and contradiction of the composer’s life. The chronicling of one biographical episode was an 

important ‘peg’ out of which grew a drama of the personal and public, the political and 

religious upon which Davies lets his fantasy free. Taverner, the man and his music, was the 

initial inspiration, but, essentially, it was the spirit of the time in which he lived which 

provided the backdrop for this morality opera. Taverner is both subject and metaphor. The 

protagonist is an individual in a state of transformation, a theme to which Davies would 

return in future dramatic works and for which Taverner was the blueprint.52 

 

John Taverner’s In Nomine was the composer’s musical signature. This melody may once 

have been regarded as little more than a popular sixteenth-century instrumental tune or 

ditty, but for Davies it was a paradigm. Externally, the chant represented technical 

accomplishment and aesthetic beauty, but internally it held a deeper meaning for the 

 
49 Josephson, op. cit., p.41. 
50 Mike Seabrook, Max. The Life and Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Gollancz, 1994), p.39. 
51 Davies, in conversation with Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.106. 
52 David Beard in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-editors), Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 2009), p.79. 
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composer carrying with it implicitly ‘the statement of its text, and so to edit and distort such 

a melody must be to explore religious truth.’53 For Davies, Taverner’s plainchant melody 

synthesised the internal and the external in a perfectly distilled form. Similarly, as Griffiths 

has stated, Taverner the opera may be viewed as the ‘biggest In Nomine of them all.’54   

 
53 Griffiths, op. cit., p.29. 
54 Griffiths, op. cit., p.44. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Creation and reception 
 

I regarded it [Taverner] as a student work, an apprentice thing I had to do. It’s still a 
favourite because so much other music came out of it...1 

 

As Davies notes in the quotation above, Taverner spawned many works. This chapter offers 

a chronological account of its creation and considers the opera’s position in a network of 

related compositions. It submits that the ‘other music [that] came out of it’ included not 

only works composed in parallel with Taverner, such as the First Fantasia on an ‘In Nomine’ 

of John Taverner (Op. 19), the Second Fantasia on an ‘In Nomine’ of John Taverner (Op. 23) 

and the Seven In Nomine (Op. 28), but also pieces post-dating its completion. This amounts 

to a constellation of works at the centre of which lies, exerting its gravitational pull, 

Taverner.  

 

Davies was prolific. He had a compositional fluency which has been widely documented. His 

musical legacy spans a vast body of work which includes symphonies, music theatre pieces, 

string quartets, concerti and operas.2 In total, Davies wrote over 600 pieces in a creative 

career of some 66 years. Stephen Pruslin claimed that Davies had the ability to compose 

into full score at speed. He recalled that the cantata From Stone to Thorn (Op. 47) was 

completed in just three days with no prior sketching.3 However, other commentators have 

been more sceptical. Peter Owens has said that the ‘work could not have been written 

without pre-compositional sketches as I and other writers would understand them.’4 This 

provides a window into Davies’s compositional workshop; such facility enabled a fluency 

which, in turn, resulted in the constant production and development of musical material. 

Whilst one work was being created it often coincided with the development of another, 

 
1 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘One-man musical reformation’, The Sunday Times, 26 June 1983. 
2 Including chamber operas, community operas and operas written for children, Davies’s complete operatic 
output consists of: Taverner (Op.45), Der Heisse Ofen (WoO 125), The Martyrdom of St Magnus (Op. 72), The 
Lighthouse (Op. 86), Cinderella (Op. 87), Resurrection (Op. 129), The Doctor of Myddfai (Op. 175), 
Kommilitonen! (Op. 306) and The Hogboon (Op. 335). 
3 Stephen Pruslin, ‘Nel mezzo del cammin – In mid-flight’, Peter Maxwell Davies: Studies from Two Decades’ 
Tempo Booklet No. 2., (London, Boosey and Hawkes, 1979), p.2. 
4 Peter Owens, ‘Worldes Blis and its satellites’, Perspectives on Peter Maxwell Davies  Richard McGregor, ed.) 
(Aldershot, Ashgate Publishing, 2000), p.27. 
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thus allowing Davies to construct multiple pieces simultaneously.5 This resulted in a non-

linear creative process throughout which, works intersect. In turn, this presents a significant 

challenge in charting an accurate chronology of Taverner’s evolution and other associated 

works.  

 

By way of introduction, Figure 2.1 offers an initial diagram of key works spawned by the 

opera composed between 1962 and 1987 and presented in chronological order.6 

 

FIGURE 2.1 – Selected key works in chronological order generated by Taverner 

 
 

 

 

 
5 Ibid. 
6 Figure 2.2 below expands upon this. 
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2.1 Creation  

According to the composer the ‘starting point’7 for the creation of Taverner was during his 

time as a student at both the University of Manchester and the Royal Manchester College of 

Music in 1956.8  Eric Guest, a long-time childhood friend from Leigh Grammar School,  

remembered that Davies continued to take a deep interest in ‘very early music and 

particularly that of John Taverner’ at this time.9 This passion was, in part, fuelled by a 

reaction to the dogmatic views held by his then composition teacher, Humphrey Procter-

Gregg. Procter-Gregg’s doctrinaire attitude backfired. Davies recalled that ‘it was while at 

college and university in Manchester that I became interested in medieval music – our 

professor of composition advised his students to avoid all music before 1550 and after 1900 

(except Delius), so it was only natural that these regions of music be most avidly explored.’10  

Davies recalled that,  

The Henry Watson Music Library – now part of Manchester Central Library – had 
plenty of books of and on medieval and Renaissance music, which I devoured: I 
remember particularly taking home huge volumes of Tudor church music – Byrd, 
Taverner and so on – and playing this from the old clefs as well as I could on the 
piano. I listened to this music as much as possible, stopping off most days at 
Manchester Cathedral to hear Evensong, with Allan Wicks and his choir, catching 
some on the Third Programme of the BBC, and attending whatever performances 
were available.11 

 

Paul Griffiths has suggested that Davies ‘must have felt himself very much alone in 

interesting himself in such names as those of Machaut, Dufay, Josquin – and Taverner.’12 

Indeed, John Taverner and his Tudor contemporaries, including William Byrd (c.1540-1623), 

Robert Fayrfax (1464-1521) and Nicholas Ludford (c.1485-c.1557) had only emerged as 

important figures in the history of English music at the start of the twentieth century.13 The 

 
7 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Taverner’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 2018), p.116. 
8 Now the Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester, UK. 
9 Seabrook, op. cit., p.39. 
10 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (III): On Religion’, Peter Maxwell Davies, 
Selected Writings (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2018), p.227. 
11 Ibid.  
12 Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1981), p.15. Notably, Davies’s curiosity in 
Renaissance music pre-dates the emergence of the early music movement and subsequent development of 
historically informed performance practice during the 1960s and 1970s. 
13 For example, an essay about John Taverner by W.H. Grattan Flood in The Catholic Encyclopedia, ‘John 
Taverner,’ vol. XIV, p.466, The Encyclopedia Press, New York (1913);  also Henry Davey’s account concerning 
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publication of the Tudor Church Music (TCM) edition in the 1920s resulted in articles being 

written by one of its editors, E.H. Fellowes, which led to a revival of interest in Taverner’s 

music.14 Writing in 1972, Davies acknowledged that his source ‘for Taverner’s biography was 

the now disputed introduction by Fellowes to the musical works in the Tudor Church Music 

series.’15   

 

The first sketches for Taverner and a formal outline of the opera’s scenes date from 1956.16   

….together with Fellowes’s now disputed introduction, and the idea of Taverner’s 
becoming a Protestant fanatic after writing this extraordinary beautiful Catholic 
church music appealed to me quite apart from the music itself, which I still find very 
attractive indeed. I  got to know the music and gradually I had the idea of doing an 
opera, not so much based upon his life, about which precious little is known, but 
using him as a central figure upon which to project some of my own ideas about the 
nature of betrayal, making a text which is rather a collage of contemporary sources, 
heresy trials, witch trials and religious pamphlets – anything to do with the period 
which had a fairly direct bearing on Taverner’s case. I used all these sources and 
made, as early as 1956, some sketches of a text for this opera. But I was still at 
university then and hadn’t the musical technique to cope, and it was only when I 
went to America in 1962 that I felt that I had the necessary technique and also the 
time.17 
 

The composer’s libretto for Taverner will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6. It is a complex, 

arguably over-ambitious, ‘collage of contemporary sources’ which Davies melded into the 

opera’s text. Its invention was fundamental to the creation of Taverner. Indeed, the 

composer has stated that the opera was ‘firmly established by the text’.18 This provided a 

framework and, as Davies developed his ‘necessary technique’19 through study in Italy and 

the USA, the music’s ‘basic images’ followed. He remarked that ‘one worked out the syntax 

and the grammar very carefully, but the musical images behind – if you can distinguish 

those from what comes on the page – were intuitive.’20   

 
sources of Taverner’s music in Leslie Stephen & Sidney Lee (editors), Dictionary of National Biography, ‘John 
Taverner’, vol. XIX, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1917), pp.392-93. 
14 P.C. Buck, E.H. Fellowes, A. Ramsbotham, R.R. Terry & S.T. Warner (editors), Tudor Church Music, vol. I: ‘John 
Taverner,’ (London, Oxford University Press, 1923-29). 
15 Peter Maxwell Davies: ‘Taverner: Synopsis and Documentation’, Tempo No.101 (Spring 1972), p.4. 
16 Ibid.  
17 Peter Maxwell Davies in conversation with Stephen Walsh, ‘Taverner’, The Musical Times, Vol.113, No. 1153 
(July 1972), p.653. 
18 Griffiths, op. cit., p.108. 
19 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘Studying with Petrassi’, Tempo No. 225 (July 2003), pp.7-8. 
20 Griffiths, op. cit., p.108. 
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The composer also acknowledged that the opera’s musical imagery had a far-reaching 

influence across many related works. 

The opera has a lot of imagery in it which has recurred unconsciously in all sorts of 
things I have written since. I noticed the other day, when I was proof-reading 
Taverner, an almost note-for-note quote in St Thomas Wake. Of the theatrical 
imagery there is naturally a lot which has recurred. The false resurrection image, for 
example, I realised recently doing the text for Blind Man’s Buff, has been haunting 
me ever since in every one of these music-theatre works. In Eight Songs, after ‘The 
King is dead,’ the King makes his final ‘sane’ speech and goes completely mad. In 
Vesalii Icones there is the resurrection of Anti-Christ at the end of the Passion 
sequence. In Blind Man’s Buff there is the resurrection of the ghost of the Boy King, 
who – via the words of a well know nursery rhyme – prophesises doom, very jokily of 
course. This is true for a lot of the imagery in the opera, that has recurred many, 
many times.21 

 

This extensive recurrence of imagery, albeit conscious or unconscious, creates a cycle of 

compositions. Taverner and those works which surround it, relate to each other in varying 

degrees of intensity through shared musical material (including intertextual references to 

plainsong, quasi-leitmotif, or, to adopt Davies’s preferred nomenclature, the use of 

‘symbols’)22 and extra-musical ideas (such as themes of false-resurrection, betrayal etc.). As 

noted, given Davies’s fluency and prolific output, this non-linear creative process defined his 

praxis.  

 

Figure 2.2 below shows the Taverner constellation of works as interpreted hierarchically. 

The chart displays related works. The font sizes and broken or solid lines linking 

compositions represent a hierarchy of connectivity. The colour-coded boxes differentiate 

between genres and styles. The white boxes contain early, but influential, pre-Taverner 

works. The sequence of orchestral pieces, composed in parallel with the opera, are shaded 

in pink whilst the expressionistic music-theatre works of the late 1960s are coloured grey. 

The composition dates show that some works were written prior to the opera, some 

concurrently and some following its completion. Those works coloured green, post-date 

Taverner. 

 
21 Davies interviewed by Tom Sutcliffe, ‘A question of identity: Blind Man’s Buff and Taverner’, Music and 
Musicians, Vol. 20, June 1972, p.27. 
22 For an explanation of ‘symbols’ in Davies’s music, see his letter to Gerard McBurney quoted in Nicholas 
Jones and Richard McGregor, The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (Woodbridge, Boydell Press, 2020), p.31. 



FIGURE 2.2 – The Taverner constellation & hierarchical connectivity 
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As is illustrated in Figure 2.2, Taverner functions as a hub which connects the abstract 

Renaissance-inspired works of the 1950s to the expressionistic music-theatre pieces of the 

late 1960s.23 The opera is a compositional nexus. It is possible to submit that there exists a 

Taverner tetralogy which consists of the opera itself, the Second Taverner Fantasia (Op. 23) 

Eight Songs for a Mad King (Op. 39) and, the sequel to Taverner, Resurrection (Op. 129).24  

 

As the composer stated above, many pieces are linked by recurrent ‘theatrical imagery.’ 

Similarly, recurrent musical gestures connect works, including the use of symbols notably 

the so-called ‘Death Chord,’25 and a constant integration of plainsong. When Davies was 

studying in Rome between 1957-1958,26 his love of plainsong flowered to become ‘the best 

music I’d ever heard in my life.’27 In 1959 he returned to the UK and became the Director of 

Music at Cirencester Grammar School from 1959-1962. At this time, Davies’s engagement 

with Taverner found expression through the composition of the First Fantasia on an ‘In 

Nomine’ of John Taverner. The Fantasia was the composer’s first commission from the BBC 

and offered him an opportunity to focus on the opera which he had been contemplating 

since 1956.28 As Figure 2.2. shows, the opera and the fantasia have a secondary connection 

in that Davies considered the earlier work to be a study for the opera. The Fantasia is linked 

through its inclusion of pre-existing music by Taverner and the Death Chord has a prominent 

harmonic function in the opening recitative.29   

 

 

 
23 Alma Redemptoris Mater and Prolation are not works obviously related to the opera. However, Alma 
Redemptoris Mater has strong symbolic connections (see Chapter 7, pp.225-228) whilst the design of Prolation 
informs the opera’s architecture (see Chapter 5, pp.120-121). 
24 In addition to the selected works under discussion there are many other pieces which are related to the 
opera. For example, Veni Sancte Spritus (completed in Princeton in September 1963) shares some of 
Taverner’s harmonic features, uses the pitch D-natural as an axis and employs texts from the Vulgate 
Pentecostal narrative.  
25 The Death Chord is a symbol which is prevalent throughout Davies’s work. It consists of a pair of interlocking 
major thirds, D-natural and F-sharp/E-natural and G-sharp (see Chapter 7, pp.216-229). 
26 Elliott Carter (1908-2012) recommended that Davies study composition with Goffredo Petrassi (1904-2003)  
Davies won an Italian Government Scholarship Grant. He studied in Rome for eighteen months privately with 
Petrassi during which time he composed St Michael – Sonata for Seventeen Wind Instruments and Prolation. 
27 Davies, quoted in Jones and McGregor, The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 
2020), p.23. 
28 Ibid., p.26. 
29 Ibid., p.31. 
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During his years as a music teacher at Cirencester Grammar School, Davies’s work on the 

opera was marginalised, but it did remain in development. For example, the four carols O 

Magnum Mysterium, which he composed in 1960 for the school orchestra and choir, were 

first performed in the Parish Church of St John the Baptist in Cirencester.30 This may have 

encouraged work on Taverner since, as Paul Griffiths has noted, the church nave, dating 

from 1515-1530, was contemporary with Taverner’s music.31 At the end of July 1962, Davies 

left his teaching post. He conducted the first performance of the First Taverner Fantasia in 

September at the BBC Proms32 and then sailed to the USA in the Autumn. Davies had been 

awarded a Harkness Fellowship to study composition for two years in the Music Department 

of the Graduate School University at Princeton.33 His teachers at Princeton were Roger 

Sessions, Earl Kim and Milton Babbitt. Work on Taverner accelerated. Davies was 

determined to get ‘the back of this major work broken….’34 He recalled that ‘when I went to 

Princeton I went straight into composition of the text of the opera, then straight away the 

music, then along with that came the little sets of In Nomines and the Second Taverner 

Fantasia.’35 The Seven In Nomine began life as a composition exercise for Earl Kim’s 

composition class but, as Davies noted, they were ‘an experiment with the basic material for 

the orchestral piece.’36 Along with the First Taverner Fantasia, the three works are ‘studies 

towards the opera […] but they were also precursors of it and contained the musical 

elements which would drive the thematic, harmonic and expressive thrust of the opera.’37  

 

Whilst at Princeton, Davies’s work on Taverner coincided with Roger Sessions’s completion 

of his opera Montezuma (1964). Davies recalled that the two composers had a lot in 

common and that Sessions was ‘very helpful, very sympathetic’ as they discussed their 

 
30 First performance, 8 December 1960. 
31 Griffiths, op. cit., p.43. 
32 First performed by the BBC Symphony Orchestra on 15 September 1962 conducted by the composer. For an 
analysis of the First Taverner Fantasia see Philip Rupprecht, ‘Thematic Drama in early Peter Maxwell Davies: 
from Op.1 to the First Taverner Fantasia’, Peter Maxwell Studies, Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones 
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2009), pp.68-78. 
33 Davies’s study at Princeton University was suggested by Aaron Copland (1900-1990) whose classes the 
composer attended at Dartington Summer School in 1957. Copland, Benjamin Britten and Howard Hartog all 
acted as referees for Davies in support of his application for the Harkness Fellowship.  
34 Mike Seabrook, Max, the Life and Music of Peter Maxwell Davies, (London, Gollancz, 1994), p.70. 
35 Davies in conversation with Stephen Walsh, op. cit., p.653. 
36 Davies quoted in Jones, op. cit., p.70.  
37 Jones and McGregor, op. cit., p.62.   
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‘respective [compositional] problems.’38 Similar to Taverner, Montezuma had a long 

gestation. The work had occupied Sessions since the 1930s and it was finally completed in 

1962. At its world première at the Deutsche Oper in West Berlin in 1964, Davies reviewed 

the performance for the New York Times and described it as a ‘masterpiece.’39 Sessions’s 

opera, like Davies’s, is concerned with the psycho-dramatic and, structurally, it was  

described by Patrick Smith as ‘tableau-oratorio.’ As with Taverner, the writer also made 

comparisons to Lulu and Wozzeck by Alban Berg.40 These parallels, allied to Davies’s positive 

critique of the work, suggest that his interactions with Sessions had a significant bearing 

upon the creation of the opera.41  

 

Whilst in the USA, Davies was provided with an opportunity to focus primarily on the 

composition of Taverner. Reportedly, he ‘sat in his apartment, now satisfactorily telephone-

free, and concentrated on John Taverner. […] Now he settled down to serious work on the 

opera that he had wanted, and planned, for years to write about his brother composer.’42 A 

significant amount of the detailed work on the opera’s text was done in the university’s 

Firestone Library. Here, Davies had access to extensive source material with which to 

develop and assemble the libretto. Griffiths has noted that it was curious that Davies 

travelled to the USA to work on what was, essentially, a singularly English subject. Yet, the 

composer later remarked that ‘they had all the material and, if they hadn’t actually got it, 

they got it on microfilm. So there was no problem.’43  

 

Early in his tenure at Princeton, Davies corresponded with Donald Mitchell. He wrote: ‘I 

finished the text of the opera …. I already set most of the 1st scene (in full score!) – this is 

the most intense and exciting thing I ever did, and has cost so much energy…. It burns my 

fingers!’  By this point, Davies noted that there were ‘49 pages of very closely written full 

score of Taverner.’44  Seemingly, the opera’s gestation, over approximately twelve years, 

 
38 Davies in a conversation with Bruce Duffie, WNIB Radio, Chicago, USA  (1985); 
http://www.bruceduffie.com/pmd.html 
39 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘Montezuma creates a stir in Berlin’, New York Times, 03 May 1964. 
40 Patrick Smith, ‘Montezuma’, High Fidelity/Musical America 26, July 1976. 
41 Davies dedicated A Mirror of Whitening Light (1976-1977) to Roger Sessions for his eightieth birthday. 
42 Davies quoted in Mike Seabrook, Max, the Life and Music of Peter Maxwell Davies, (London, Gollancz, 1994), 
p.71. 
43 Griffiths, op. cit., p.106. 
44 Seabrook, op. cit., p.74. 
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was an extended one, yet, as is demonstrated here, there were periods of concentrated, 

visceral creativity.   

 

The composer also stated that,  

I remember doing the text of Taverner in Princeton, and, it was presenting itself to 
my mind quite literally as pictorial images [….]. They were just flashing into my mind, 
and I had to put them down as quickly as I could catch them. I think a lot of it was 
coming out of some source which I can only recognize when it happened.45 

 

Davies’s description of a creative process which included images ‘flashing into my mind’ and 

a Promethean-like energy which ‘burns my fingers’ subscribes to the archetypal image of a 

romantic artist in full inspirational flight.46 It reveals him as an instinctive composer, a view 

supported by Gabriel Josipovici who believed Davies’s spiritual and stylistic roots lay ‘deep 

in Romanticism and German music.’47  

 

Work on Taverner advanced, but, in February 1963 Davies expressed a growing uneasiness 

about the opera and its future. 

I’m already into the music for scene 3, and it’s by far the most ambitious and by a 
very long chalk the best music I’ve made…. I’ll be quite honest here – composing 
Taverner is the most  shattering musical experience I had, and despite difficulties 
with the authorities (the established church) I would like it to be available.48 

 

In spite of these concerns, Davies’s desire for the opera ‘to be available’ suggests a change 

of heart. As the composer noted in 1983, the work was ‘an apprentice thing I had to do’ 

and, originally, he had ‘no thought of it being performed.’49 Taverner was born out of an 

inner compulsion, and, since there was no formal commission by an opera house, at this 

stage, no performances were planned.  

 

 
45 Davies, quoted in Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.107. 
46 This image of the romantic artist is in stark contrast to Davies’s environment at Princeton University where 
he was being guided by mathematician and serialist, Milton Babbitt. 
47 Gabriel Josipovici, ‘Taverner: Thoughts on the Libretto’, Tempo No. 101 (1972), p.19. For further discussion 
of Davies’s aesthetic see Arnold Whittall, ‘A dark voice from within: Davies and modern times’ in Gloag and 
Jones, op. cit., pp.1-20. 
48 Seabrook, op. cit., p.77. 
49 Peter Maxwell Davies interviewed by Michael Ratcliffe, ‘One-man musical reformation’, The Sunday Times, 
26 June 1983. 
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In a letter to Eric Guest of March 1963, Davies claimed to have completed the first three 

scenes of Act I.50 In June 1963 he returned to the UK for a holiday but continued to work on 

the opera. In another letter to Mitchell he said that the ‘ideas are too hot.’51 Davies 

returned to Princeton, completed Act I of the opera on 20 September 196352 and immersed 

himself in the composition of the Second Taverner Fantasia.   

The work grew out of the completed first act of Taverner, during the writing of which 
I had felt that many ideas were capable of a more symphonic development than was 
possible in the confines of the dramatic context.53 
 

As Figure 2.2 shows, the Second Taverner Fantasia may be viewed as having a primary 

connection with the opera and is cited as one work in the Taverner tetralogy. Composed 

soon after the First Fantasia and the Seven In Nomine, this was the next major instalment in 

the series. Such is its proximity to the opera, the Second Fantasia has been described as a 

‘Taverner symphony.’54 It was completed at Princeton in April 1964 and received its world 

première in London on 30 April 1965.55 The Fantasia’s key relationship with the opera, in 

terms of its musical, structural and metaphorical connections, is discussed in Chapter 5 of 

this thesis. 

 

Davies’s time at Princeton was drawing to a close. Writing in 1968, he reflected that,  

…I was impressed by the standard not only of the staff but of the students. […] The 
one great influence behind the high standard at Princeton, Harvard, Yale, Berkeley 
and Oberlin is that of Arnold Schoenberg and those pupils of his who left Germany 
and Austria during the Nazi regime to settle in America.56 
 

Schoenberg was a major influence upon Davies and, whilst at Princeton, he was taught by 

Earl Kim who had studied with Arnold Schoenberg at the University of California, Los 

Angeles between 1939 and 1940.57 Davies observed that Kim had ‘an instinctively oriental 

 
50 Seabrook, op. cit., p.71. 
51 Ibid., p.80. 
52 Full score of Act I in pencil, dated “Princeton, 20 September 1963”, Manuscript, British Library, London. Add. 
Mss.71259-71261, Vols. VIII-X. 
53 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Second Fantasia on John Taverner’s ‘In Nomine’, Peter Maxwell 
Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.67. 
54 Griffiths, op. cit., p.45.  
55 First performed by the London Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by John Pritchard at the Royal Festival 
Hall, London. 
56 Davies, ‘The Young Composer in America’, Tempo No. 72 (Spring 1965), pp.2-6. 
57 Earl Kim (1920-98), Korean-American composer. He taught at Princeton University from 1952-1967. Davies 
dedicated Worldes Blis (1966-1969) to Earl Kim. 
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way of understanding musical phenomena [which] encompassed Schoenberg’s way of 

understanding.’ He also noted that Kim’s workmanship reflected an ‘extraordinary resultant 

perfectionism, legendary among his Princeton students.’58 The aim to achieve such 

‘extraordinary resultant perfection’ would have resonated with Davies’s own views about 

the importance of compositional craft as his work continued on Taverner. However, as he 

consolidated his technique, Davies mused on another preoccupation: the role of the 

modern composer in society. He reflected that: ‘the easiest thing for a composer to do in 

America is to ‘sell out.’ To do this he need only jump on the most fashionable bandwagon 

(at the moment that of Cage – the Babbitt one is harder, because of the intellectual 

discipline of the musical style and the perspicacity of Babbitt) and produce ‘avant-garde’ 

works of acceptable meaninglessness…’59  Davies continued, stating that it ‘actively 

demonstrates the lack of function and uselessness of the composer in society. This sort of 

betrayal is becoming fashionable in Europe, particularly in Germany….’60  The theme of 

betrayal is ubiquitous throughout Davies’s work and, whilst he was in the USA and, 

coincidentally, immersed in Taverner, the subject continued to pre-occupy him. A few years 

later, the composer would suffer his own aesthetic crisis as he attempted ‘to reconcile the 

demands of a new orthodoxy (the avant-garde)’ with his own expressive needs.61  

 

On 15 April 1964 after approximately eighteen months in the USA, Davies returned to the 

UK. He wrote: ‘I was away from England and Europe long enough.’62 That summer, Davies 

and his colleagues Harrison Birtwistle and Alexander Goehr organised the first of two 

Summer Schools at Wardour Castle in Wiltshire.63 He rented a cottage in Tollard Royal in 

Wiltshire and continued to work on Taverner, In Illo Tempore and the second part of Ecce 

Manus Tredentis. In Illo Tempore is Davies’s first text-based work in which the theme of 

betrayal ‘underpins the musical ideas’ and where the ‘principal focus is the double betrayal 

 
58 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘The Young Composer in America’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected 
Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.61. 
59 Ibid., p.65.  
60 Ibid. Davies attended the Darmstadt International Summer School in 1956 and 1957. 
61 John Warnaby, ‘The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies based on the writings of George Mackay Brown’ (PhD 
thesis, The Open University, 1991), p.vii. 
62 Seabrook, op. cit., p.83. 
63 For further detail on the Wardour Summer Schools of 1964-1965, see Rupprecht, British Musical Modernism 
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2015), pp.252-255. 
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of Jesus – by Judas and by Peter.’64 The Latin text is taken from the Gospel of St Luke; it is 

also parodied in Taverner65 and, as with the First Fantasia, the Death Chord performs a 

significant harmonic function. These shared themes, images and musical processes are 

noteworthy, yet, as Figure 2.2 shows, in hierarchical terms, and when compared to other 

related pieces, In Illo Tempore may be regarded as an associate work in relation to the 

opera. Another work dating from this period was The Shepherd’s Calendar which was 

commissioned by UNESCO for a conference on music education in Australia and New 

Zealand in May 1965. As shown in Figure 2.2, this ‘Cantata for young singers’ is categorised 

as a sub-associate work. Links to the opera are to be found in its use of a religious text, 

inclusion of plainsong (notably, the antiphon Veniet Dominus from the Liber Usualis), and 

the function of the pitch D-natural as a tone centre.  

 

According to Seabrook, Davies found the trip to Australia and New Zealand ‘provincial and 

depressing’66 but it did result in him being offered the position of Composer in Residence at 

the Elder Conservatorium of Music in the University of Adelaide. Davies returned to the UK 

and through the summer of 1965 was, once again, involved at the Wardour Castle Summer 

School at which he conducted the first performances of In Illo Tempore (from the motet 

Ecce Manus Tredentis)67 and four movements of his Seven In Nomine.68 There was also a 

concert given by the Melos Ensemble which included Schoenberg’s Pierrot lunaire featuring 

the American soprano, Bethany Beardslee. This highly theatrical performance proved to be 

highly inspirational for Davies which, in turn, led to the creation of the Pierrot Players. This 

ensemble, later transformed into the Fires of London, would become the vehicle for the first 

performances of Davies’s music-theatre works during the late 1960s. 

 

 

 

 
64 Jones and McGregor, op. cit., p.235. 
65 Full score, Act I, scene iv, bb.479-502, the Chorus of Demons sings ‘Behold his body in every place…’   
66 Seabrook, op. cit., p.92. 
67Performed by the Melos Ensemble and the Wardour Summer School Choir. Bethany Beardslee was the 
soprano soloist. 
68 Commissioned by the Melos Ensemble. Davies began work on the Seven In Nomine in Earl Kim’s composition 
class at Princeton University in 1962; its first complete performance was in December 1965 conducted by 
Lawrence Foster. The work was later revised in 1967-68 and received its first performance in January 1969 
conducted by David Atherton.   
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Another related work from this period which, as Figure 2.2 shows, has a secondary, arguably 

primary connection to Taverner, was Revelation and Fall. Jonathan Rees has stated that, 

The dates of composition of the opera are a little confusing in relation to the works 
that feed off it; Davies worked on it between 1962 and 1968, although the first act of 
the opera was completed by the time that the Second Taverner Fantasia was written 
in 1964, so we can definitely take Act I of Taverner to be a ‘prequel’ to Revelation 
and Fall, even if some of Act II (largely an ironic reworking of Act I) was not 
completed by before the composition of Revelation and Fall in 1965-66.69 

 

Strictly speaking, the completion of Taverner in late 1968 postdates the composition of 

Revelation and Fall. However, Rees is correct to argue that Act I of the opera, which was 

completed in 1963, may be regarded as its ‘prequel.’ This notion is supported by Davies’s 

comment that Act I, scene iv pre-figured the ‘first expression’ of an aesthetic upheaval 

which would be articulated in Revelation and Fall.70 In terms of connectivity, the two works 

have much in common through their shared psycho-dramatic themes, the introduction of 

extended vocalisation, and expressionist imagery. 

 

In December 1965, Davies moved to a cottage in Barter’s Town near Shaftesbury in Dorset 

and then departed the UK in January 1966 to begin a new role as Composer in Residence at 

the Elder Conservatorium of Music, University of Adelaide. During his short time in South 

Australia, Davies taught and influenced a generation of Australian composers including Ross 

Edwards, Richard Meale, Grahame Dudley and Graham Hair.71 Davies remembered that, 

‘during my six months’ tenure as composer-in-residence there, I dealt almost exclusively 

with the composers, but gave a series of four lectures on basic analytical principles to all 

Mus. Bac. Undergraduates […] who thanks to a scholarship scheme, came from all over 

Australia. I had been warned that Australian students are lazy and apathetic, so, as with the 

Cirencester children, I gave them no chance to be like that; I gather most of them worked till 

the small hours every night to complete work set. I was most encouraged by the result…’72  

 
69 Rees, op. cit., p.80. 
70 Griffiths, op. cit., p.110. 
71 Ross Edwards (b.1943) went on to study with Davies privately in London in 1970. He composed Laikan 
(1979) specifically for Davies and the Fires of London who gave its world-première at the Perth Festival in 1980. 
The opera Voss (1986) by Richard Meale (1932-2009) is regarded by many as a watershed in the evolution of 
Australian opera. It was first performed at the Adelaide Festival of the Arts in March 1986 conducted by Stuart 
Challender. 
72 Davies, quoted in Nicolas Jones (ed.), ‘Where Our Colleges Fail’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 
(Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.75. 
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Clearly, Davies’s preconceptions that his students would be ‘lazy and apathetic’ were proved 

wrong and his informant’s warnings incorrect. In addition to his teaching duties, Davies 

continued to compose Taverner, completed the first version of Revelation and Fall and 

began work on Worldes Blis, pieces which are both intimately connected to the opera.73 

 

In early 1967, Davies returned to the UK via Sydney.74 That year he composed Antechrist75  

for the Pierrot Players.76 As shown in Figure 2.2, this overture forms part of the Taverner 

constellation and may be considered to have a connection to the opera by association. 

However, its title does not refer to the Antichrist as it appears in Act I, scene iv of the opera. 

Griffiths proposes that in Antechrist, Davies is more ‘concerned with a figure from medieval 

sub-Christian mythology, a spiritual Antichrist who is barely distinguishable from the real 

Christ and yet who embodies a total reversal of Christian precepts.’77 As will be discussed, 

the concept of inversion is explored compositionally and symbolically in Taverner and other 

related works. In the opera, John Taverner’s In Nomine undergoes multiple transformations 

and, similarly, in Antechrist, the thirteenth-century motet, Deo Confitemini Domino is 

metamorphosised and, ultimately, negated. Both works include parodic devices which are 

introduced for satirical purposes and, once again, the Death Chord informs harmonic 

structure. 

 

 
73 Davies has acknowledged the influence of Aboriginal music upon the composition of Worldes Blis. Whilst 
Composer-in-Residence at the Elder Conservatorium of Music he met the ethnomusicologist Catherine Ellis 
(1935-96). Ellis co-founded the Centre for Aboriginal Studies in Music at the University of Adelaide. In 1966, 
Ellis introduced Davies to her field recordings. He stated that: ‘I was particularly impressed by two features of 
the many tapes she had collected in the course of her research: first, the gradual change of contour in the 
repeats of the sung line focussed my attention through a huge span of time; and second, the nature of the 
relationship between the notes of the (changing!) mode to a pivotal note – particularly, sometimes in the 
absence of any sense of ‘return’ at the octave.’ It was the combination of these two processes which led 
Davies to develop processes that would ‘generate harmonic tension over a large time-span.’ He noted that, ‘at 
that time I was working on a large orchestral piece, Worldes Blis, and the practical result of this direct 
Australian influence was so alien to an unprepared British audience in 1969 that a sizeable part of it walked 
out of the Royal Albert Hall, London, in protest.’ Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ’Influence of Aboriginal 
Music’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.177.  
74 Seabrook, op. cit., p. 99. Significantly, in Sydney Davies met up with Randolph Stow (who would write the 
libretto for Eight Songs for a Mad King) and the two sailed back to the UK via various ports including 
Singapore, Bangkok, Calcutta, Istanbul and Athens. 
75 First performed by the Pierrot Players conducted by the composer on 30 May 1967 at the Purcell Room, 
London, UK. 
76 Co-founded with Harrison Birtwistle and Stephen Pruslin in 1967. 
77 Griffiths, op. cit., p.55.  For an analysis of the work see D.B. Borwick, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’ Antechrist: an 
analysis,’ PhD thesis (Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester, 1979). 
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According to Paul Griffiths, in late 1968, after the formation of the Pierrot Players and 

following the completion of Taverner, Davies experienced the release of ‘a torrent of 

creative energy.’78 And, between 1966 and 1969 the composer recognised that:  ‘ …my 

hitherto consciously integrated and balanced style of composition was shattered by the 

eruption into musical consciousness of a sequence of violent and dramatic works, whose 

explosive urgency necessitated a coming-to-terms, through musical means.’79 This ‘eruption 

into musical consciousness’ was manifested in a trilogy of neo-expressionistic music-theatre 

works: Missa Super l’homme Armé, Eight Songs for a Mad King and Vesalii Icones. As with 

the composition of Act I of Taverner in 1963, for Davies, it was a highly intense, seismic 

creative process. 

 

As illustrated in Figure 2.2, each of these pieces has a synergy with Taverner. Missa Super 

l’homme Armé uses a biblical text which tells of Judas’s betrayal of Christ and treats the 

recurrent image of false resurrection parodically. Griffiths has said that ‘the questions it 

raises are those of discerning and communicating religious truth, and in particular of 

distinguishing what is true and from its precise opposite…’80 Equally, Vesalii Icones employs 

plainsong, examines religious issues and features an appearance of the Antichrist. Further, 

in the work’s programme note, Davies recalls St Augustine’s maxim: ‘Fides est virtus qua 

credentur quae non videntur….’ Its message concerning the need to distinguish the true 

from the false is, as found in Missa Super l’homme Armé, is a central tenet of the opera. 

Indeed, St Augustine’s text is stated in Taverner.81 Missa Super l’homme Armé and Vesalii 

Icones may be regarded as being related to the opera by association. 

 

Figure 2.2 shows that Eight Songs for a Mad King is considered to have a primary connection 

with Taverner. This was Davies’s first piece of music-theatre. Its composition may post-date 

the opera but, hierarchically, it is possible to interpret it as forming part of the Taverner 

tetralogy. Eight Songs presents myriad connections with the opera through an abundance of 

common extra-musical themes including the plight of an individual in extremis, 

 
78 Griffiths, op. cit., p.62. 
79 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Worldes Blis’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, 
CUP, 2018), p.67. 
80 Griffiths, op. cit., p.64. 
81 St Augustine’s text is stated in Taverner. Full score, Act I, scene i, bb.381-390. 
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psychodrama, madness, loss of voice and a neo-expressionistic sound-world which is pre-

figured in Act I, scene iv of the opera. As will be discussed below, it is possible to argue that 

Taverner is a blueprint for Eight Songs although, as Majel Connery has observed ‘the critical 

difference between Eight Songs  and Taverner is that while Eight Songs begins and ends in 

the same world, Taverner begins in one world and ends in another.’ Also, Connery has 

suggested that ‘if Eight Songs was Taverner’s missing aria, Resurrection is a Taverner with no 

Taverner in it.’82 Indeed, in Taverner, the protagonist literally loses his voice and it is the 

White Abbot who sings the final aria, and, in Resurrection, the sequel to Taverner, the role 

of the hero is mute: ‘a silent character who is indoctrinated by […] figures of authority.’83  

 

Davies’s creative deluge post-Taverner also included the composition of a pair of major 

orchestral works, St Thomas Wake84 and Worldes Blis.85 The composer believed that there 

were compositional ideas in the opera requiring further symphonic development; this was 

realised in the two Fantasias and in Worldes Blis. The latter work is regarded as having a 

secondary connection to the opera by way of the Second Taverner Fantasia to the extent 

that it has been referred to as a ‘Third Taverner Fantasia.’ Pruslin reads it as a ‘homecoming 

to the spiritual territory that had been left behind in the Second Taverner Fantasia and 

replaced by a head-on confrontation with Expressionism.’86 However, although Worldes Blis 

may represent a return to the spiritual world of the Second Fantasia, the composer actually 

associated it with the year (1969) in which he wrote Eight Songs and Vesalii Icones and, 

reportedly, ‘felt scattered and thoroughly disintegrated.’87  Yet, the Second Fantasia and 

Worldes Blis are inextricably linked by Davies’s integration of pre-existing music. In the 

Second Fantasia, it is Taverner’s In Nomine and in Worldes Blis, it is, according to Davies, a 

piece of thirteenth-century English monody.88 However, Davies approaches the 

 
82 Majel Connery, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s Worst Nightmare:  Staging the Unsacred in the Operas Taverner and 
Resurrection’, Opera Quarterly, Vol.25, No 3-4 (2010) pp.257-258.  
83 Davies, quoted in Jones and McGregor, The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies, op. cit., p.230. 
84 First performed, 02 June 1969 in Dortmund. 
85 BBC commission. First performed, 28 August 1969 at the BBC Proms, Royal Albert Hall, London. Composition 
commenced in 1966 in Adelaide, South Australia; the work was completed in 1969 in Dorset. 
86 Stephen Pruslin, ‘Returns and Departures: Recent Maxwell Davies’, Tempo, No. 113 (June 1975), p.23 
87 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Indivisible Parameters and Spirit-Stirring Amalgams,’ Peter Maxwell 
Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.304. 
88 Jo Wilhem Siebert has cast doubt on Davies’s assertion that Worldes Blis is derived from this monody. For 
further discussion see Jones and McGregor, The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (Woodbridge, The Boydell 
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compositional process from opposite ends. Whilst in the Second Fantasia the In Nomine 

generates material, in Worldes Blis, Davies describes the musical narrative as a ‘quest.’89 

During this metaphorical and musical search for a grail, the material ‘is in a state of constant 

but very gradual transformation’ from the monody’s ‘far removed’ initial statement in the 

harp duo to its final announcement played on handbells as the ‘monody is achieved.’90 

Given its abstraction and location and Worldes Blis may at first appear to be a distant planet 

in the Taverner constellation, yet, as will be discussed in Chapter 7, it has much in common 

with the opera. 

 

The composition of Worldes Blis marked the end of an intensely creative period for Davies. 

During this time, he made ‘a conscious attempt to reintegrate the shattered and scattered 

fragments of my creative persona…’91 This confrontation, which followed the completion of 

Taverner, manifest itself in the sequence of neo-expressionist works which ‘necessitated a 

coming-to-terms through musical means.’ According to the composer’s programme note he 

was ‘exploring unashamedly […] the acceptance and integration into my continuing creation 

of the Antichrist which had confronted me within my own self.’92 As with the opera’s 

protagonist, Davies was, himself, dealing with a crisis of personal and creative identity.   

 

Davies completed Taverner in late 1968. He had sent most of the opera to his publisher, 

Boosey and Hawkes with the exception of Act II, scenes iii and iv which remained in 

manuscript. In the Autumn of 1969, there was a fire at Barter’s Town and the manuscripts 

of these scenes were destroyed. Davies later reconstructed the scenes and the opera was 

finally completed in London on 24 November 1970.93 Earlier in the year, Davies had visited 

the Orkney Islands in the far north of Scotland for the first time. He recalled that ‘towards 

the end of 1969 my house burned, and with it the incomplete manuscript of Vesalii Icones 

and the last part of the opera Taverner. (I started the Vesalii afresh, and completed Taverner 

 
Press, 2020), p.301 and Siebert, ‘Worldes Blis: a Title and its Implications’, conference paper, New Perspectives 
on the Music of Sir Peter Maxwell Davies, Canterbury Christ Church University, 12 May 2018.  
89 Davies, quoted in Griffiths, op. cit., p.151. 
90 Ibid., p.152. 
91 Ibid., p.150.  
92 Ibid. 
93 Full score of Act II in pencil dated “London, 24 November 1970”, Manuscript, British Library, London. Add. 
Mss.71259-71261, Vols. VIII-X. 
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two years later). In 1970 I stayed in Hoy, Orkney, for the first time. Both experiences were 

cathartic, leading to big decisions.’94 In January 1971, Davies relocated to the island of Hoy 

permanently. In 2015 he reflected  that he had moved to the Orkneys to find himself: ‘1969 

had been the year of Eight Songs, St Thomas Wake, Vesalii Icones and Worldes Blis, and I felt 

scattered and thoroughly disintegrated, knowing that if I were to survive on any level 

whatsoever, thought, language and living had to be re-integrated.’95 

 
Undoubtedly, 1969 was one critical year in Davies’s life. However, Taverner had occupied 

the composer for over a decade. In combination with the aesthetic crisis he suffered, the 

opera’s completion was also, no doubt, cathartic. It marked the end of one chapter and the 

beginning of the next. Taverner was also a catalyst as Davies re-integrated his ‘thought, 

language and living’ and drawn to the remote North of Scotland where, as Arnold Whittall 

has understood, the Antichrist would be ‘masked by Saint Magnus.’96 

 

2.2 Reception  

The world-première of Taverner on 12 July 1972 at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden 

in London was a major event in the UK’s cultural calendar.97 Originally, the opera was to 

have been produced by Ken Russell for whom, during the early 1970s, Davies had composed 

music for the films, The Devils and The Boyfriend. These collaborations were successful and 

the intention was that Russell would not only direct Taverner but also support it financially. 

Minutes from the Royal Opera House Board of Directors Meeting in April 1970 report: 

Item 5 (b) 
Ken Russell had now agreed to produce PMD’s opera on the life of John Taverner in 
place of Julietta in 1971/72, but still hoped to produce Julietta on some later 
occasion.98 
 

 
94 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.) ‘A Composer’s Point of View (II): On Parody, References and Meaning’, 
Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.220. 
95 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Indivisible Parameters and Spirit-Stirring Amalgams’, Peter Maxwell 
Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.304.  
96 Whittall in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-editors), ‘A dark voice from within’: Davies and modern 
times,’ Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009),  p.10. 
97 The first performance of Taverner was highly anticipated and represented an important moment in the 
development of twentieth-century British opera. During the writing of this thesis, I have encountered many 
colleagues who attended one of the first performances including composers Judith Weir (who succeeded 
Davies as the Master of the Queen’s Music) and Richard Mills to name but two. 
98 Minutes of the Royal Opera House Board of Directors Meeting, Tuesday 28 April 1970 at 4pm, 45 Floral 
Street, London WC2. 
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Davies and Russell had also agreed that they would request that Derek Jarman design the 

production, an idea which was met with concern.99 

Item 5 c 
Taverner (Minute 3 c) 
Some misgivings were expressed about the proposal that Jarman should be asked to 
design the sets for Taverner.  This would need very careful handling, in view of the 
nature of the libretto.100 

 

This reference to ‘the nature of the libretto’ referred to the content of Davies’s text which, 

given the controversy surrounding Ken Russell’s work including The Devils and Davies’s 

music-theatre works, would have made the Royal Opera House Board sensitive to the 

composer’s views on religion; Jarman had worked as the Production Designer on The 

Devils.101 

 

However, in early January 1972, John Tooley,102 then General Administrator of the Royal 

Opera House, reported Ken Russell’s withdrawal from the production ‘as he could not come 

to terms with the music.’ The minutes from a meeting of the Opera Sub-Committee also 

note that: ‘so far no other producer has been found. Lindsay Anderson, Tony Richardson 

and Stanley Kubrick were among the names suggested to replace Russell.’103 According to 

Davies, after hearing a reduction of the opera for a single voice and piano, Russell withdrew 

from the project.104 Following this, as reported in the Minutes for Royal Opera House Board 

of Directors’ Meeting, there was urgent discussion to find a replacement director for 

Taverner. 

Item 5 
(a) Taverner (Minute 2) 
Mr Tooley said that following Ken Russell’s withdrawal, he was in touch with Terry 
Hands who had expressed an interest in producing the opera.  It was suggested that 

 
99 Derek Jarman (1942-1994),  British director, stage designer, artist and writer. 
100 Minutes of the Royal Opera House Board of Directors Meeting, Tuesday 23 March 1971 at 4pm, 45 Floral 
Street, London WC2. Courtesy of ROH Collection.  
101 This did not eventuate, the production was designed by Ralph Koltai (1924-2018). 
102 John Tooley (1924-2020), music administrator. Tooley became the General Director of the Royal Opera 
House from 1980-1988. 
103 Minutes of the Royal Opera House, Opera Sub-Committee Meeting, Wednesday, 19 January 1972 at 
1.30pm. Courtesy of The Royal Opera House Collection. 
104 Seabrook, op. cit., pp.133-134. 
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Sam Wanamaker might also be interested. The Board noted that, unless a producer 
were found within the next fortnight, another work would have to be substituted.105 

 
The following month, it was reported that Michael Geliot had agreed to produce the 

opera.106 The development of the production was further complicated by the fact that 

Georg Solti, Music Director of the Royal Opera House (1961-71) had little interest in new 

British opera. Davies recalled that he and Stephen Pruslin visited Solti’s house in St John’s 

Wood, London where they played the piano reduction of the opera. Davies recalls that ‘Solti 

didn’t like it, and that was that.’107 Colin Davis took over from Solti in 1971 and was more 

sympathetic and agreed to programme the opera but only if Edward Downes agreed to 

conduct. 

 

Given the above, it is possible to suggest that the birth of Taverner was compromised and 

the polarised critical reception which met the opera reflects this. Writing in the Times, 

William Mann considered Taverner to be ‘a disturbing and thought-provoking piece [….]. 

The score is rich and brilliant but yields its splendours only gradually, even to those who 

knew other music by the composer, and even though it is impressively performed by a 

skilfully picked cast and an imposing orchestral array magisterially conducted by Edward 

Downes. In the theatre it provides an exciting experience. The production has immense 

style and vitality, boldly matched to the composer’s libretto and music.’108 Whilst The Daily 

Telegraph’s Martin Cooper found the opera to be ‘lacking in deeper meaning’ and found ‘a 

distressing emptiness […] a combination of a mostly colourless, congested and rhythm-less 

orchestral background with widely spaced often grotesque vocal lines is only relieved by 

stretches of choral chanting or purely instrumental transitions. The inaudibility of the stage 

bands again threw the spectator back on the conundrums of the text and the solemn 

buffooneries of the spectacle.’109 Apparently, Davies was not satisfied with the first season 

 
105 Minutes of the Royal Opera House Board of Directors Meeting, Tuesday 25 January 1972 at 4pm, 45 Floral 
Street, London WC2. Courtesy of ROH Collection.  
106 Minutes of the Royal Opera House Board of Directors Meeting, Tuesday 22 Feb. 1972 at 4pm, 45 Floral 
Street, London WC2. Courtesy of ROH Collection. Michael Geliot (1933-2012), he became Director of 
Production at Welsh National Opera in 1969.  
107 Seabrook, op. cit., p.134. 
108 William Mann, ‘Tragedy of religious zeal’, The Times, 13 July 1972. 
109 Martin Cooper, ‘Taverner lacking in deeper meaning’, The Daily Telegraph, 13 July 1972. As reported by 
Cooper, there were practical problems with the reductive, modernist staging and issues of audibility relating to 
the on-stage period instrument ensemble. Such matters were probably beyond the composer’s control. 
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of Taverner at the Royal House and Seabrook has stated that, ‘certain details were awry as a 

result of decision being taken over his head. As the most flagrant example, the band of on-

stage musicians was off-stage instead, in order to make room for the enormous set; but the 

effect was to destroy the contrast intended in those scenes in which Taverner himself is 

absent.’110 

 

To further understand these conflicting opinions, it is valuable to locate work in the context 

of other operas and pieces of music theatre receiving their world-premières in London 

during the late 1960s and early 1970s. At this time, Harrison Birtwistle’s game-changing 

Punch and Judy (1966) and Michael Tippett’s then radical exploration of sexual identity in 

The Knot Garden (1970), were challenging and redefining operatic form in the same decade 

as Taverner was presented in London; other new operas premiered at the Royal House, all 

conducted by Edward Downes, also included Hamlet (1968) by Humphrey Searle and Victory 

(1970) by Richard Rodney Bennett. 

 

Further, because of its long genesis and Davies’s simultaneous composition of other works, 

Taverner came to be heard three or more years following the composer’s pioneering, genre-

busting music theatre works of the late 1960s. Compared to these pieces, stylistically at 

least, for some commentators, Taverner hailed from an earlier world. Ostensibly, Davies had 

produced an anachronistic work, a grand opera, inspired by a historical subject, supported 

by a dry, overcomplicated libretto and performed in London’s most establishment of 

theatres, the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden. Although over the next decade the 

company would give the first performances of John Tavener’s Thérèse (1973), Hans Werner 

Henze’s We Come to the River (1976) and Michael Tippett’s The Ice Break (1977), Davies 

himself still regarded the institution as ‘a kind of museum of nineteenth-century opera’ 

whilst stating: ‘I’m very grateful that they decide to do anything like Taverner.’111 

 

 

 
110 Seabrook, op. cit., p.142. 
111 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘The conscience of the composer: Patrick O’Connor talks to Peter Maxwell Davies 
about Taverner’, Harper’s and Queen, July 1983. Royal Opera House Collection, Covent Garden, London, UK. 
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It is arguable that the mixed critical response to the opera in 1972 was exacerbated by 

preconceptions about the work. Allied to its chronological position in Davies’s output, it may 

be that Taverner could never satisfy the critical expectations of the day which had been 

raised, perhaps unrealistically, by Davies’s earlier neo-expressionistic music-theatre works. 

In turn, this reception may have damaged the opera’s reputation and, in part, contributed 

to a perceived lack of confidence in the work which, subsequently, has led to a lack of 

performances. 

 

During an interview with the composer for the BBC Radio 3 broadcast of the opera in 2009, 

Davies was asked what it was like to return to Taverner thirty-seven years following its first 

performance and more than fifty years after he began to compose it.  

It’s like looking into the mirror and looking back at you from the mirror is yourself in 
your late twenties [sic] and it’s very disconcerting. I keep listening to the rehearsal 
and find that I know this piece very well but I had completely forgotten it. And now I 
really do find that I know the words off by heart and an awful lot of the music 
although I wrote it all that time ago and hadn’t thought about it. And I suppose the 
reason that I hadn’t thought about it was that it made no impression when it was 
first done, everybody loved the set but the music was more or less dismissed. Then it 
was done in Stockholm and I will never forget seeing Japanese Samurai running 
around on stage and wondering what that had to do with opera I’d written set in 
sixteenth-century England. And then I saw it in Boston in America and it sounded like 
mud. And since then I’ve more or less put the opera completely out of my mind and 
never thought that anybody would want to be bothered with it again…112 

 

It is perfectly understandable that the composer had moved on, since at the time of the 

opera’s first performances he believed his music to have been ‘more or less dismissed’ in 

favour of the production. However, this assertion, does not ring wholly true for the 

reception which met the opera’s revival in 1983. David Cairns stated that although the 

staging was striking Taverner could create ‘an equally powerful effect in a totally different, 

much still, less overtly parodistic production.’113 Also, Rodney Milnes wrote that the set was 

more ‘inspired by the words than the music’ and that ‘the mechanical complexities look 

suspiciously like a substitute for purposeful direction and the general fussiness distracts 

 
112 Peter Maxwell Davies in conversation with Tom Service, Opera on 3, BBC Radio 3, broadcast 28 November 
2009. 
113 David Cairns, ‘The artist who lost his soul,’ The Sunday Times, 3 July 1983. 
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attention from crucial dialogues.’114 Eleven years after its first performance, Taverner made 

more of an impression and Milnes was not alone when he wrote that there glowed ‘the 

spark of genius.’115 Paul Driver went one step further, describing it as ‘perhaps the most 

original opera ever penned by an Englishman, and, beyond that, arguably one of the great 

operas of the world.’116  

 
114 Rodney Milnes, ‘Grace and disfavour,’ The Spectator, 16 July 1983. 
115 Ibid.  
116 Paul Driver, ‘Mesmeric intensity’, The Listener, 30 June 1983. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Evolution, influences and parallels 
 

...what an abortive neologism the word modernism is! What does it mean?1 

 

Igor Stravinsky’s rhetoric about modernism betrays an aversion to stylistic typology and affirms 

the composer’s reputation as a ‘magpie consumer and purveyor of musical styles.’2 He believed 

that it was through style that a composer ‘organises his conceptions and speaks the language of 

his craft.’3 Like Stravinsky, Peter Maxwell Davies was also a compositional shape-shifter. 

Throughout his creative life, Davies engaged with a profusion of styles yet he was still subject to 

the reductionist branding of a ‘modernist modern.’4 Several parallels may be drawn between 

the two artists. Amongst other things, both composers evade easy categorization, Stravinsky’s 

modernist innovations resonate with many of Davies’s creations and each favoured the re-

interpretation of ancient musical material. Because of this it may be possible to argue that an 

appreciation of Stravinsky’s stylistic legacy may lead to a better understanding of Davies’s 

aesthetic. 

 

The disparities of Davies’s compositional style may be at least as great as those of Stravinsky 

and can be observed throughout his prodigious oeuvre, ranging from the early modernist 

Trumpet Sonata (Op. 1) to the late modern-classicism of the Tenth Symphony Alla ricara di 

Borromini (Op. 327). Davies may have regarded, perhaps not entirely seriously, Taverner to be 

one of his ‘apprentice pieces,’5 yet, its extended genesis and proximity to other key works of 

the 1960s, situates the work at a formative point in the composer’s stylistic evolution. To 

understand how Davies’s language advanced through the composition of Taverner, the chapter 

begins by locating the composer in the narrative of twentieth-century musical modernism. It 

 
1 Igor Stravinsky, Poetics of Music in the Form of Six Lessons (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1947), p. 
81. 
2 Anthony Pople in Jonathan Cross (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Stravinsky (Cambridge, CUP, 2003), p.58. 
3 Stravinsky, op. cit., p.70. 
4 Colin Mason, ‘Manchester musicians in London: modernist moderns’, Manchester Guardian (January 10, 1956). 
5 Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (Robson Books, London 1982), p.109. 
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examines the Zeitgeist which prevailed in new art music in post-World War Two Europe and 

particularly in Britain. The chapter also explains how expressionism, neo-expressionism and, 

specifically, Arnold Schoenberg’s Pierrot lunaire, influenced and contributed to the 

development of Davies’s aesthetic. Additionally, it proposes that concepts relating to the ‘epic 

theatre’ of Berthold Brecht, if applied to the work, may be beneficial in furthering our 

understanding of the opera. 

 

Stravinsky’s impact upon music of the twentieth-century was widespread. In post-1945 Britain, 

many composers, including Davies, acknowledged his influence. Tippett once claimed himself to 

be ‘a disciple of Jung and a lover of Stravinsky.’6 Stravinsky’s remark at the start of this chapter 

is typically aphoristic but contains a whiff of irony since musical historiography has long 

depicted his most iconic of scores, Le sacre du printemps (1913), as a seminal modernist work.7  

It is certainly possible to identify multiple brands of modernism dating from the early 

twentieth-century including the primitivist, the symbolist and the expressionist. For Alex Ross, 

the primitivism of Le sacre epitomised ‘the “second avant-garde” in classical composition, the 

post-Debussy strain that sought to drag the art out of Faustian “novel spheres” and into the 

physical world.’8 And, prior to 1913, it was Debussy’s Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune (1894) 

which represented a symbolist modernism that Boulez famously described as ‘the flute of the 

faun [which] brought new breath to the art of music.’9 For Pierre Boulez, Debussy’s symphonic 

poem opened a door onto new musical worlds of possibility, whereas for Davies, the 

expressionist modernism of Schoenberg’s Pierrot lunaire (1912) represented one of the ‘major 

new bridges in the creation of music to the expression of whole new regions of experience 

 
6 Michael Tippett, Moving into Aquarius (St. Albans, Paladin, 1974), p.85. 
7 Jonathan Cross has observed that ‘most histories of early musical modernism have concerned themselves with 
the same canonical list of works, among the most significant of which usually number Debussy’s Prélude à l’après-

midi d’un faune, Schoenberg’s Five Orchestral Pieces and Erwartung and Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring.’ See 
Jonathan Cross, The Stravinsky Legacy (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1998), p.3. 
8 Alex Ross, The Rest is Noise (Harper Collins, London, 2009), p.83. 
9 Pierre Boulez, Stocktakings from an Apprenticeship, (Oxford, OUP, 1991), p.259. Just as modernité took root in 
the work of Charles Pierre Baudelaire (1821-1867) and influenced a generation of poets such as Paul Verlaine, 
Stéphane Mallarmé, Arthur Rimbaud et al, so modernism in music was awakened by Debussy’s Prélude à l’après-

midi d’un faune. 
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which had not been attempted in music – and even in late Romantic music – before at that 

level.’10   

 

Another new region of experience for Davies came about through his reading and re-reading of 

the works of James Joyce. As will be discussed in Chapter 6, Joyce was a notable influence. A 

close friend remembered the composer reading Ulysses when he was about sixteen years old: 

‘it instantly established itself as his personal vade mecum, and it has remained so ever since…. 

Joyce and Ulysses have always been supreme.’11 Philosophically and aesthetically, the writer 

and composer have much in common. Like Davies, Joyce possessed a powerful allegiance to the 

past and was influenced by writers including Cardinal Newman, Ben Johnson, Thomas Aquinas 

and Aristotle.12 Joyce’s respect for past writers and literature is mirrored by Davies’s love and 

knowledge of ancient music. Also, just as Davies is known to have read Thomas Aquinas, so 

Joyce adored the music of John Dowland. It has been suggested that Joyce’s ‘extraordinary 

fidelity to past time thus means that the ideas he presents in his books are not those of the 

modernist avant-garde. It is through his style that modernism is implied.’13 Equally, this could 

apply to Davies in that the ideas presented in Taverner, given his allegiance with the past, are 

not aligned to those of the radical avant-garde as advanced by composers such as John Cage et 

al.  

 

It is not within the scope of this project to provide a comprehensive survey of the development 

of twentieth-century modernism. However, to gain a more nuanced appreciation of Davies’s 

aesthetic and to understand why in 1956 he was described as a ‘modernist modern,’ it is 

beneficial to provide some context.14  

 
10 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Schoenberg: Pierrot Lunaire’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 

(Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.91. 
11 Seabrook, op. cit., p. 24.  Davies appeared on the BBC Radio 4 programme Desert Island Discs on 25 June 1983 
and  Ulysses was the book that the composer chose to take with him along with his eight selected records.  
12 Christopher Butler in Derek Attridge (editor), Cambridge Companion to James Joyce (Cambridge, CUP, 2004), 
p.72. 
13 Butler in Attridge, op. cit., p.72. 
14 For further discussion of Davies’s aesthetic as it relates to modernism, see Arnold Whittall ‘A dark voice from 
within’: Davies and modern times’ in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-editors), Peter Maxwell Davies Studies 

(Cambridge, CUP, 2009), pp.1-20. 
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3.1 The modernist modern 

Twentieth-century classical music may, crudely, be divided into different phases of modernism: 

early (pre-World War One), middle (post-World War One) late (post-World War Two) and post-

modernism (from the 1980s). At the time of Taverner’s creation, a form of late modernism had 

emerged in Europe which ‘stressed the commonality of composers’ aesthetic ambitions’15 and 

shared ‘aims and to some degree similar methods.’16 For many composers including Davies, the 

Darmstadt International Summer School (Darmstadt Internationale Ferienkurse fur neue Musik) 

represented a post-war spirit of positivism and an opportunity for creative re-alignment. Davies 

attended Darmstadt in 1956 and 1957 and it was there that his Clarinet Sonata (Op. 4) received 

its world-première. Nearly forty years later, in a lecture for the British Library Stefan Zweig 

Series, Davies recalled that: 

…when I was studying at the University and College in Manchester, I went to Darmstadt 
and there were composers there who were second generation after Stravinsky and 
Hindemith. Darmstadt in the 1950s was a wonderful place to be. There was real 
ferment, and Luigi Nono, Bruno Maderna, Karlheinz Stockhausen, Pierre Boulez and 
Olivier Messiaen, and a whole host of stars in the firmament of a young composer like I 
was then. One could discuss with them, sit at their feet, go to their lectures, and one 
learnt a great amount and there was a huge feeling of optimism: here we were, forging 
the language of the future!17 

 
However, despite this initial optimism, Davies soon had reservations about the apparent 

‘revolution’ which was taking place in Darmstadt: ‘the revolution as it were, was becoming 

official and there was a new hard line in the German radio stations particularly: if you were not 

avant-garde, you were not going to get played.’18   

 

During the mid-1950s, Alexander Goehr and several other composers of his generation headed 

to Paris to study with Olivier Messiaen. However in 1957, and perhaps in a bid to distance 

himself from the Darmstadt environment, Davies elected to study composition at the 

Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia in Rome with Goffredo Petrassi (1904-2003). Davies did 

 
15 Cross, op. cit., p.3. 
16 Paul Griffiths, Modern Music: the Avant Garde since 1945 (London, Dent, 1981), p.294. 
17 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (editor), ‘Remembering Darmstadt’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 

(Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.172. 
18 Ibid., p.173. 
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attend some of Messiaen’s classes between 1955 and 1957 as an auditeur19 but he would later 

reflect that ‘Petrassi was prepared to give me more time and individual attention, whereas with 

Messiaen it was a question of going to a class.’20 As an outlier, Davies’s independent study in 

Rome, allied to the inertia which he had perceived in Darmstadt, led him to develop a 

compositional language which, evolving in Taverner and other works, was characterised by a 

highly personal, distinctive form of polystylism.  

 

Reflecting in 2008, Davies stated that, ‘I realised that there was another establishment, and 

that was the ‘Mafiosi’ of new music. And anything that didn’t conform to their standards was 

just as dangerous as anything that didn’t conform to the standards of the British musical 

establishment. And what they [the new music establishment] called the ‘new’ even in 1956 was 

dated.’21 For Davies, this was aggravated when, in 1955, the British critic Ernest Newman stated 

that: ‘the more “advanced” composers of today seem to many people to be concentrating on 

writing music which the malcontents describe as “cerebral.”’22 Fifty-years later, Rupprecht 

asserted that Newman equated ‘advanced music with non-British sources’ and, for example, 

regarded the work of Schoenberg as a triumph of ‘theoretical brilliance over his artistic 

endeavour.’  

Newman’s dismissal of ‘new values’ exemplifies one particularly conservative strain of 
British discourse around musical modernism – a discourse freighted with assertions of 
national identity and the anxious call for a music that is somehow distinctively British, 
even while it must evade any whiff of overt ideological display.23 

 
The debate on modernism was once again ignited when Ernest Gold24 argued that, 

During the past few years… a remarkable phenomenon has made its appearance. There 
seems to be a growing predilection among young composers to minimize the part 
played by intuition and the human element in the creation of a musical work, and to 

 
19 See Nicholas Jones in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-editors), ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s writings of the 
1950s’, Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), p.32. 
20 Davies, quoted in Griffiths, op. cit., p.104. 
21 Peter Maxwell Davies and Nicholas Jones, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies in the 1950s: A conversation with the 
composer’, Tempo, Vol. 64, No. 254 (October 2010), p.15. 
22 Ernest Newman, ‘Theory and Practice’, The Sunday Times, 11 September 1955, p.11. 
23 Philip Rupprecht: ‘Something slightly indecent: British Composers, the European Avant-garde, and National 
Stereotypes in the 1950s’, The Musical Quarterly, Vol. 91. No. 3/4 (Fall-Winter, 2008), p.275. 
24 Ernest Gold, Austrian-born American composer (1921-1999), best-known for his work in film. 
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reduce or eliminate the dynamic properties inherent in the anatomy of the tone. Thus 
bereft of spontaneity and unwilling to heed the promptings of the tonal material itself, 
these composers have turned to various more or less arbitrary systems of compositions 
as a solution to their problem. Schoenberg’s 12-note technique is, of course, one of the 
oldest of these.25 
 

In 1955, Davies publicly rebutted Gold’s statement which alleged that a scientific approach to 

composition was resulting in new work which lacked integrity. Davies asserted that ‘the 

challenge to the young British composer is the same as it always has been since Handel. He 

must study music and treat it seriously.’26  A close associate, the pianist, Stephen Pruslin,27 

remembered that during classes at Dartington Summer School, Davies reiterated the 

importance of compositional craft.  Apparently, Davies possessed a ‘virtuoso compositional 

technique’ which allowed him to write at speed and directly into full score.28 Pruslin noted that, 

Technique enables Davies to fulfil his role as a transmitter of images in several ways. 
First, it helps him to bring more quickly to the surface the pieces he has inside him. 
Here, speed is the point, because for him the sheer urgency to write is the heart of the 
matter. Second, it results in the pieces being the fullest sense of the word composed. 
Davies’s entire output attests to his belief that music must be written, articulated, 
wrought. Third, it allows him to control the complexity of his music. Davies doesn’t 
strive for complexity – his need to communicate is far too urgent for that – but his 
technique enables any given idea to be as complex (or as simple) as it need to be.29 
 

However, Davies harboured concerns about a lack of expert technique being taught in Britain. 

He also expressed disquiet about the dogmatic attitude of composers who: 

…reject all recent developments and produce music which is often a pale imitation of 
some revered idol. This mentality still flourishes in Britain and is largely responsible for 
the teaching of composition…Their taste is based exclusively on conditioning and 
prejudice, and they normally dote on one of the better English composers – or 

 
25 Ernest Gold, ‘The New Challenge’, The Score, 14, December 1955, pp.36-40. 
26 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘The Young British Composer’, The Score, 15, March 1956, pp.84-85. 
27 Stephen Pruslin (b.1940) American pianist and founding member of The Pierrot Players and The Fires of London. 
Pruslin studied the piano with Eduard Steurmann (1892-1964) who was the pianist for Arnold Schoenberg’s Society 

for Private Musical Performances founded in 1918 in Vienna. Steurmann was the pianist in the first performance of 
Pierrot lunaire. 
28 Pruslin recalls Davies writing From Stone to Thorn directly into full score without prior sketching in three days. 
See Pruslin, ‘Nel mezzo del cammin – In mid flight’, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies: studies from two decades’, Stephen 
Pruslin (ed.) Tempo Booklet No. 2 (1979), p.2. 
29 Ibid.  
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occasionally one of the worst – who lived earlier in the century, admonishing their 
students to write in a similar style, therefore continuing some ‘tradition.’30 
 

Davies’s perception of bigotry and his identification of ‘conditioning and prejudice’ in post-war 

musical Britain coincided with an anxious call which, as is supported by Rupprecht’s comment, 

was being made for the composition of a distinctly British style of music. In 1959, Davies called 

for a resistance to the ‘imitation of gestures of the new ‘Holy Trinity’ of European music: 

Stockhausen, Boulez and Nono’31 advocating for a style of composition which embraced a 

spontaneity with ‘the natural expression of English composers solving problems in an 

unselfconscious way.’32 Yet, Davies never disregarded the musical continuum. He respected the 

Austro-German tradition which was represented by la grande ligne of Berg, Webern and 

Schoenberg and believed that ‘the lessons’ of Berg and Schoenberg had not been learned in 

Britain. He argued that, ‘without taking the work of these masters into account, one cannot 

write music of any value today.’33 This resonated with Alexander Goehr’s belief that Davies and 

others were ‘the first in England to take the ethos of Schoenberg and Webern (and Messiaen, 

when he arrived) dead seriously.’34   

 

The integration of style and synthesis of disparate musical sources are central to Davies’s 

aesthetic.35 Whittall has observed that: 

…the presence of the unrefined vernacular alongside the elevated sophistication 
thought proper to high art was a fundamental feature of that Mahlerian fracturing of 
late-romantic organicism that had been central to musical modernism since early in the 
twentieth century. It is therefore not surprising that two British composers who owe 
much to Mahler – Britten and Davies – should have demonstrated such resourcefulness 

 
30 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘The Young British Composer’, The Score, 15, March 1956, pp.84-85. 
31 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘Problems of a British Composer Today’, The Listener, Vol. 62, (08 Oct. 1959), pp.563-564. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid.  
34 Cited in Phillip Rupprecht, British Musical Modernism (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2015), p. 9. 
Alexander Goehr (b. 1932) composer and academic. Son of Walter Goehr (1903-1960), conductor, composer and 
student of Arnold Schoenberg. Alexander Goehr was the de facto leader of the Manchester Group of composers of 
which Davies was a member. The other members were John Ogdon, Harrison Birtwistle, Elgar Howarth and John 
Dow. 
35 For further discussion of these disparate styles in Davies output see the letter to Gerard McBurney in which he 
considers the ‘different types of music’ citing the influence of the ‘medieval concept of ‘“divine” and “mundane” 
music.’ Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones and Richard McGregor, The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (Woodbridge, 
The Boydell Press, 2020), p.28. 
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in exploring another important twentieth-century stylistic continuum, the high (or 
cultivated) and low (or popular).36 

 
He has also acknowledged that a tradition of critical commentary in which affinities have been 

perceived between the work of Mahler and Davies dates back to the 1960s. Further, Pruslin 

noted that with the composition of the Second Taverner Fantasia the relationship between 

these two composers becomes ‘ever more apparent’37 and that ‘the mentalities of Mahler and 

Davies are both ultimately concerned with irony – not in its modern misuse as ‘cynicism’ but in 

its original meaning of a sense of contradiction which is implicitly tragic.38 Resonances may also 

be found in the music of Berg, and, in particular, Lulu (1937) with its ‘topics of courage and 

cowardice, the role of acts of betrayal and resistance in cultures that are in essence decadent.39  

 

Davies first witnessed Lulu at a performance in Hamburg in 1963. In a retrospective diary entry 

dating from 2016, the composer recalled that his exploration of German expressionism ‘in all 

art forms’ was motivated by the experience.40 As Whittall notes above, there are extra-musical 

thematic equivalencies recognisable in both Taverner and in Lulu. Equally, there are musical 

influences: there is frequent use of palindromes and structural symmetry, the utilization of on-

stage bands, the pairing of singing roles, double aspects and the orchestra is regularly used to 

comment on the operatic drama. Whittall believes that,  

Hearing Berg as well as Mahler at the end of Taverner gives the compassion embodied 
in the voice of the orchestra a darker, more ambivalent tone than would otherwise 
possess: this darkness and ambivalence could seem even more salient if we believe that 
a musical style able to evoke love, sexual obsession, and all the complex resonances of 
personal feeling, is being used in a situation where feelings are primarily driven by 
matters of religion and politics.41 

 

 
36 Whittall in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-editors), Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, 2009), p.2. 
37 Stephen Pruslin, ‘Second Taverner Fantasia’, Tempo No 73, (Summer 1965), p.2. 
38 Pruslin, op. cit., p.3. 
39 Whittall in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.10. 
40 Jones and McGregor, op. cit., p, 27 n.52. 
41 Whittall in Gloag and Jones, op cit., p.10. 
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This interpretation echoes that of Gabriel Josipovici who believed Davies’s antecedents to be 

rooted in Romantic German music. However, Whittall does recognise that to sense the 

influences of both Berg and Mahler heightens the work’s ambivalence. In Taverner although, 

thematically, religion and politics upstage Romantic staples such as love and humanity, there 

remains at its heart a singularly Romantic and post-Romantic obsession:  the dilemma of the 

individual. John Taverner’s plight is similar to that of Joseph K in Franz Kafka’s The Trial and to 

Adrian Leverkühn’s circumstances in Thomas Mann’s Doktor Faustus. Davies’s roots are deeply 

buried in the Romantic German tradition where, according to Josipovici, ‘the focus is on one 

figure and one figure only – double of the artist if you like, but of the spectator too. In the 

libretto of Taverner I think one finds the traces of the struggle to reach that degree of direct 

expression…’42 As to whether Davies’s opera, and more specifically, the libretto, achieves that 

‘degree of direct expression’ will be considered in Chapter 6.  

 

The Manchester Group gained recognition following a concert of chamber music in London in 

January 1956 in a programme which included the London premières of Davies’s Trumpet 

Sonata (Op. 1) and Goehr’s Three Fantasies for Clarinet and Piano (Op. 3).43 In a press review, 

the Group was referred to as Britain’s ‘modernist moderns,’44 although, as Rupprecht has 

asserted,   

In an era of ideological suspicion and escalating existential anxiety – tests of a British 
nuclear deterrent advanced throughout the Fifties – the Manchester group’s self-
conscious modernity was simply a matter of its perceived formalism.45 
 

Goehr recalled that ‘in the 1950s I believed I was witnessing, even participating in the creation 

of a new musical language’46 yet some commentators there believed that the so-called 

‘modernist moderns’ were not avant-garde enough. Andrew Porter described their mutual 

fondness for traditional chamber and orchestral groupings as ‘very conservative’ when 

 
42 Gabriel Josipovici, ‘Taverner: Thoughts on the Libretto’, Tempo no.101 (Spring 1972), p.19. 
43 One in a series of Institute of Contemporary Arts concerts organised by William Glock at the Arts Council 
Drawing Room, 4 St James Square, Pall Mall, London. The performers included fellow members of the Manchester 
Group,  John Ogdon (piano), Elgar Howarth (trumpet) and Harrison Birtwistle (clarinet). 
44 Colin Mason, ‘Manchester musicians in London: modernist moderns,’ Manchester Guardian (January 10, 1956). 
45 Phillip Rupprecht, British Musical Modernism (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2015), p.8. 
46 Alexander Goehr quoted in Rupprecht, op. cit., p.117. 
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compared to music being written by European and American avant-gardists.47  Indeed, the fact 

that Goehr, Birtwistle and Davies all turned to operatic projects during the 1960s gives 

credence to Porter’s comment.48 Yet although Davies accepted that there was an 

understandable reluctance from some British musicians to ‘face the problem posed by the last 

century,’ (that of tonality) he continued to urge for a ‘new grammar – a grammar which must 

be based on the roots of the old language, but which has to be suitable, at the same time to the 

expressive requirements of a new situation.’49 In respect of la grande ligne, it was Schoenberg 

and, one particular work, Pierrot lunaire, which had a lasting influence. The monodrama held 

Davies in such thrall that the ensemble which he co-founded with Birtwistle in 1965 was called 

the Pierrot Players. The ensemble was originally formed to perform Schoenberg’s score and 

contemporary works with the same, or similar, instrumentation and gave the first 

performances of works including Revelation and Fall, Antechrist and Eight Songs for a Mad 

King.50 Given the work’s ubiquity, it is of value to consider the influence of Pierrot upon Davies’s 

aesthetic and, briefly, how it manifests in Taverner.  

 

3.2 Pierrot lunaire  

Famously, Stravinsky described Pierrot lunaire as the ‘solar plexus’ of twentieth-century 

music.51 Along with Le sacre, Schoenberg’s monodrama has become one of the ‘most highly-

prized totems of musical modernism.’52 It is a setting of twenty-one poems by the Belgian 

symbolist poet, Albert Giraud (1860-1939) translated into German by Otto Erich Hartleben 

(1864-1905). Giraud’s cycle of fifty poems written in 1884 is based upon characters from the 

 
47 Andrew Porter, ‘Some new British composers’, Contemporary Music in Europe,  p.21. 
48 Alexander Goehr: Arden Must Die (1967) and Harrison Birtwistle: Punch and Judy (1968). 
49 Davies, ‘Problems of a British Composer Today’, The Listener, 62 (8 October 1959), pp.563-564. 
50 Rupprecht notes that the Pierrot Players was ‘apparently, Harrison Birtwistle’s idea, along with Alan Hacker and 
Stephen Pruslin, and Davies joined in 1965 following his return from Australia (see Rupprecht, op. cit., p.252, n3). 
The Pierrot Players made its debut in a concert in the Queen Elizabeth Hall, London on 30 May 1967. The 
programme included Peter Maxwell Davies’s Antechrist and Harrison Birtwistle’s Monodrama; each composer 
conducted his own work. In 1970 the Pierrot Players was disbanded and immediately re-formed by Davies as The 

Fires of London; the name of the new group was suggested by Stephen Pruslin. For further discussion of the Pierrot 

Players and the influence of Pierrot lunaire, see Christopher Dromey (ed. Christopher Wintle), The Pierrot 

Ensembles, Chronicle and Catalogue (1912-2012) (London, Plumbago, 2012). 
51 Quoted in Jonathan Dunsby, Schoenberg: Pierrot lunaire (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1992)  p.1. 
52 Ibid.  
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commedia dell’Arte. The Rondels bergamasgue embraces themes which dominated the fin-de-

siècle, including degeneration, sexuality and the psychological; the poetry is characterised by 

black humour, parody and brutal, graphic imagery. In Madonna, ‘blood pours forth from 

withered bosom where the cruel sword of has pierced it.’ In Enthauptung (‘Beheading’) Pierrot 

imagines the moon transformed into a ‘shining Turkish sword’ which he imagines ‘whistling 

down upon his sinful, guilty neck.’ And in Gemeinheit (‘Mean Trick!’) Pierrot bores open 

Cassander’s cranium to smoke a bowl of tobacco: ‘at his ease he puffs away, puffs on his 

genuine Turkish tobacco in the gleaming skull of Cassander!’53 In Taverner and its surrounding 

works, similar expressionistic imagery is used to convey extreme emotional or psychological 

states. 

 

In the first half of the twentieth-century, the shadow of Pierrot cast itself over Stravinsky’s The 

Soldier’s Tale (1918), whilst post-1945, Pierre Boulez’s Le Marteau sans mâitre (1953-55) was 

directly inspired by Pierrot. During the 1960s, a new genre of British music theatre drew upon 

Pierrot including Birtwistle’s dramatic pastoral Down by the Greenwood Side (1969) and Goehr’s 

Naboth’s Vineyard (1968), the first in a triptych of music theatre works. Davies acknowledged 

that,  

Pierrot lunaire was one of the great revelations when I was still at school. I was 
absolutely taken by the extension of the expression of musical experience. This so tied 
in with the reading I was doing of Freud and Jung that I was very, very fascinated, not 
only in the music, but the way that Schoenberg had found the possibility of finding a 
music to equate the nightmare world which was expressed in the texts of Pierrot 

lunaire. This, I think, and when one bears in mind its date, 1912 – was one of those 
major new bridges in the creation of music to the expression of whole new regions of 
experience which had not been attempted in music – and even in late Romantic music – 
before at that level.54 

 
When Davies studied composition at the University of Princeton between 1962-64, it is likely 

that his fascination with the music of Schoenberg was further intensified through close contact 

 
53 Translated by Andrew Porter, quoted in Dunsby, op. cit. 
54 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed), ‘Schoenberg: Pierrot Lunaire’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 

(Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.91. 
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with Earl Kim, a former student of Schoenberg.55 Bayan Northcott recalls that upon his return 

from the UK, Davies analysed and performed Pierrot as part of a composition summer school 

held at Wardour Castle in 1965.56 Cross has suggested that Pierrot offered to Davies a model of 

‘latent theatricality, flexible ensemble, formal organisation and expressionistic directness.’57 In 

a ‘torrent of creative energy’58 these elements combined, matured and found expression in a 

Taverner constellation of pieces: Revelation and Fall, Eight Songs for a Mad King and Vesalii 

Icones. Vesalii Icones shares Pierrot’s structure where its fourteen movements take as their 

starting point the ‘superimposition of Vesalius’s drawings of the human body on the fourteen 

Stations of the Cross.’59 Revelation and Fall, like Pierrot, is a setting of poetry60 and, 

honorifically, is also described by Davies as a monodrama;  similar to Pierrot it is also scored for 

solo soprano and ensemble.  

 

Correspondingly, in Taverner, there is imagery and material aplenty which recalls Pierrot. The 

Monks’ alchemy in Act I, scene iv and the appearance of the Antichrist reminds of Rote Messe 

(‘Red Mass’). Dunsby has noted that ‘given the topics of extreme, ritualistic violence and 

punishment that imbue the seven poems that Schoenberg selected for Part II, sacrilege is an 

inevitable component of Pierrot.’61 In Rote Messe:  

He makes the sign of the cross 
blessing the trembling, trembling people, 
with trickling crimson wafer: 
his heart in bloody fingers 
at gruesome grim communion.62 
 

 
55 Philip Rupprecht, British Musical Modernism (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2015), p.320. 
56 Ibid. There were two composition summer schools established by the Manchester-Group held at Wardour Castle 
in Wiltshire, UK (1964 and 1965) of which Harrison Birtwistle (then a teacher at Cranbourne Chase girl’s school) 
was the Director. Other tutors included Alexander Goehr, Hugh Wood and Davies. Rupprecht has described the 
two Wardour summer schools of composition as ‘an incubator for many developments in the music of British 
modernists throughout the Sixties and since.’ Rupprecht, op. cit., p.255. 
57 Jonathan Cross, The Stravinsky Legacy (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1998), p.144. 
58 Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.62. 
59 Cross, op. cit., p.147. 
60 By the Austrian expressionist poet, Georg Trakl (1887-1914). 
61 Dunsby, op. cit., p.44. 
62 Giraud quoted in Dunsby, op. cit., p.53. 
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In Act II, scene iii of Taverner the Captain’s spiling of the communion wine is sacrilegious. 

Pierrot’s demise also mirrors that of Taverner’s when, in Part Two he becomes increasingly 

depraved and undergoes crucifixion in Die Kreuze (‘The Crosses’): 

Holy crosses are the verses 
whereon poets bleed in silence, 
blinded by a flock of vultures 
fluttering around in spectral swarms.63 

 
There are other temperamental similarities. The parodic Street Passion Play of Act I, scene iv is 

a discrete melodrama, a satirical burlesque characterised by gallows humour evoking 1900s 

Berlin cabaret, which infuses Pierrot.64  Also, Schoenberg’s integration of ancient compositional 

devices such as canon in Pierrot influenced Davies. The eighth song of the monodrama, Nacht, 

has the subtitle, Passacaglia. Charles Rosen has stated that Schoenberg’s method ‘is an old one, 

going back to Bach and even to the late-fifteenth century Netherlandish composers.’65 Dunsby 

has argued that it is in the sixth song of the cycle, Madonna, replete with religious parody, 

which truly launches the narrative of Pierrot out of the ‘relatively subdued imagery of the first 

five poems.’66 It is this song which ignites the monodrama’s expressionistic character through 

parody cultivated by ‘the musical gestures of a Baroque religioso.’ However, Schoenberg 

demonstrates his ‘contrapuntal cunning’67 in The Moonfleck which Rosen has described as 

being built upon ‘one of the most elaborate canons worked out since the end of the fifteenth 

century.’68 In The Moonfleck, there is ‘internal musical evidence […] that Schoenberg was 

responding procedurally to the inherent duality of the poem.’69 The retrograde canon may be 

interpreted as a metaphor for night as it describes Pierrot turning around to remove the 

moonfleck from his back. He fails to do so until dawn comes, and, as the sun comes up, the 

retrograde canon reaches its conclusion.  

 
63 Ibid., p.58. 
64 In December 1901 Schoenberg was appointed as Musical Director of the Überbrettl Kabarett in Berlin. 
65 Charles Rosen, Schoenberg (Glasgow, Fontana, 1976), p.60. 
66 Dunsby, op. cit., p.44. 
67 Ibid., p.67. 
68 Rosen, op. cit., p.63. 
69 Dunsby, op. cit., p.67. 
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Davies demonstrates his contrapuntal cunning as post-Schoenbergian modernism is fused with 

medieval compositional processes including canon, imitation and cancrizans. In Act I, scene ii of 

Taverner a proportional canon is introduced.70 Parodically, the scene opens with the Monks 

singing John Taverner’s own In Nomine.  As the polyphonic texture thickens, the voices 

accumulate and ‘the Monks begin to address the audience concerning John Taverner’s future 

doings, in particular his implication in the burning of the White Abbot.’71 This increasingly 

complex canon reflects Taverner’s growing religious conviction. In this instance, similar to 

Schoenberg, Davies uses an ancient compositional device not only as a homage but also 

metaphorically.  

 

As shown in Pierrot, the ‘scent of commedia was strong in the air of symbolist and expressionist 

art and literature.’72 It is possible to suggest that the antecedents of the dual role of the 

Jester/Death in Taverner lie in the commedia del’arte stock characters which inspired Giraud’s 

poem.73 The central role of Pierrot was probably a conflation but identifiable as one the ‘Zanni’ 

character types, a forefather of Harlequin. The etymological roots of the name Harlequin are 

from Hellequin, a popular ‘stage devil’ found in religious medieval theatre. It is believed that 

the role derived from a ‘satanic underworld leader.’74 

 

In Alcools (1913) by Guillaume Apollinaire75 Harlequin makes his only appearance in the poem 

Crépuscule. This has been interpreted as a metaphor for the poet’s protean self, he is ‘a 

persona, a mask assumed by the poet to hide his identity and at the same time to reveal the 

self.’76 Harlequin is not only the ‘star of the show…. but practically the only actor in it’ where 

 
70 Full score, pp.67-79, from bar 10. 
71 Stephen Arnold, ‘The Music of Taverner’, Tempo No. 101 (1972), p.24. 
72 Dunsby, op. cit., p.7. 
73 In the commedia dell’arte there were four principal masked characters which included two old men or ‘vecchi’ 
(Pantalone and Il Dottore) and two servants or ‘zanni’ (Brighella and Arlecchino). For further study see: Allardyce 
Nicoll, The World of Harlequin, A Critical Study of the Commedia dell’Arte (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 
1963). 
74 M.A. Katritzky, ‘Harlequin in Renaissance pictures’, Renaissance Studies (Vol. 11, No.4), December 1997, p.382 
75 Guillaume Apollinaire (1880-1918), French poet, playwright and novelist. 
76 Richard Howard Stamelman, The Drama of Self in Guillaume Apollinaire’s ‘Alcools’, University of North Carolina 
Press, Department of Romance Studies. p.105. 
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‘disguises, masks and magic enable him to perform what amounts to almost a one-man 

harlequinade’77 in which he impersonates a ‘magical juggler of stars’ and looks into the future.  

Although the extent of Davies’s knowledge of Apollinaire’s writings is subject to mere 

speculation, there are several striking similarities between the character and the function of the 

Jester/Death in Taverner and that of Harlequin in Alcools. Most notably, in Act II, scene i where 

Death, although still dressed as the Jester, albeit unmasked, is like an astrological juggler 

spinning the Wheel of Fortune and demonstrating his omnipotence.78 

 

Pierrot revealed a new world of expressive possibilities for Davies. He described it as ‘music on 

a knife-edge’ which combined the old with the new to extend musical language and 

experience.79 When Davies discovered Pierrot in 1949 the work was a revelation and it 

remained a constant influence throughout his life right up to his final work, the Quartet 

Fragment of 2016, through which both symbolically and compositionally, moon and moonlight 

permeate its fabric.80 Correspondingly, as Pierrot had opened new worlds of possibility for 

Davies, so, in the first decade of the twentieth-century Schoenberg’s music had an equally 

profound effect upon Wassily Kandinsky.  

 

3.3 Expressionism and neo-expressionism 

The painter and poet, Wassily Kandinsky (1866-1944), was one of the first creators of abstract 

art. He co-founded Der Blaue Reiter (‘The Blue Rider’), a movement fundamental to the 

development of the expressionist movement.81 In 1910, Kandinsky wrote to Schoenberg that 

‘….music leads us into a realm where musical experience is a matter not of the ear but of the 

 
77 Ibid., p.108. 
78 This resonates with Davies’s love of masks and mask-play. See the composer’s letter to Gerard McBurney quoted 
in Nicholas Jones and Richard McGregor, The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 
2020), p.64.  
79 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed), ‘Schoenberg: Pierrot Lunaire’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 

(Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.91. 
80 For further discussion, see Jones and McGregor, op. cit., pp.309-311. 
81 A group of artists in Munich active between 1911-14 including Vassily Kandinsky, Alexej von Jawlensky, Marianne 
von Werefkin, Franz Marc, August Macke and Gabriele Münter. 
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soul alone, and at this point the music of the future begins.’82 This articulates one of the central 

tenets of an aesthetic philosophy in which directness of expression, ‘the soul alone’, should 

take precedence over external representation. Schoenberg aligned himself with the 

expressionist style as promoted by Der Blaue Reiter and was, according to Kandinsky’s maxim, 

composing music of the future. Fifty years later, it was Schoenberg’s music which would 

influence the development of a compositional style in which Davies would reinvent 

expressionism as his own brand of neo-expressionism, a style which reached maturation in the 

iconic music-theatre pieces of the 1960s but which is embryonic in Taverner.  

 

Kandinsky admired Schoenberg as a composer and held him in equally high regard as a painter. 

Indeed, Schoenberg was an accomplished artist who once stated that painting held the same 

value to him as did composition.83 During a creative outpouring between 1908-1912, which 

included the composition of Pierrot, Schoenberg produced seventy-six oil paintings, exhibited 

works at three exhibitions and contributed an article to Der Blaue Reiter Almanach (‘The Blue 

Rider Almanac’).84 The majority of Schoenberg’s works from this period are self-portraits and 

include a series entitled ‘visions and gazes.’85 Red Gaze and Tears focus on an inner world which 

is realised in grotesque, disfigured portraiture. Significantly, Davies once wrote that,  

The extreme grotesqueness of the instrumental writing [in Pierrot lunaire] reminds me 
very much of the medieval gargoyles – which I’m very keen on and are part of my sort of 
passion and I collect the things – and the expression in this music immediately struck a 
chord at that very early age which related it to perhaps the doom-laden feeling of the 
late fifteenth century.86 

 
82 Wassily Kandinsky, Concerning the Spiritual in Art, (1910), transl. Michael Sadler (1914), (New York, Dover 
Publications, 1977), p.12. 
83 Halsey Stevens, ‘A Conversation with Schoenberg about Painting’, Journal of the Arnold Schoenberg Institute, 
Vol. II, No. 3 (June 1978), p.179. 
84 Courtney S. Adams, ‘Parallels between Arnold Schoenberg’s Music and Painting (1908-1912)’, College Music 

Symposium, Vol. 35 (1995), p.6. n 2.  Schoenberg prized his paintings so highly that he placed a greater monetary 
value upon some of them than the autograph score of Pierrot lunaire. 
85 Courtney Adams notes that self-portraiture accounts for over one-quarter of Schoenberg’s total output of 
paintings. Adams, op. cit., p.8. 
86 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Schoenberg: Pierrot Lunaire’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 

(Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.92. 
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Inevitably, as noted above, given Schoenberg’s influence upon Davies, parallels are frequently 

drawn with Pierrot lunaire87 and his other expressionist works including Erwartung (1909) and 

the Five Orchestral Pieces (1909). Also, like Schoenberg, Davies produced visual works of art.88 

As if affirming his identification with earlier expressionist principles, there exists a self-portrait 

in crayon in a compositional sketch for Revelation and Fall (1966), the work which marked the 

arrival of Davies’s neo-expressionist style.89 This was realised in the post-Taverner series of 

works, Revelation and Fall, Missa Super L’Homme Armé, Vesalii Icones and Eight Songs for a 

Mad King which, as Nicholas Jones notes, all share expressionistic surfaces ‘riven with 

heterogeneity and discontinuity and characterised by disjunction and fragmentation in their 

most extreme forms.’90 In relation to Revelation and Fall the composer once acknowledged the 

influence of ‘not only the gargoyles and so in medieval art but also things like Ensor and Grosz 

and Bacon.’91 

 

Francis Bacon (1909-1992) produced works whose subjects of ‘distorted and cage figures 

perpetuated an iconography of mental and physical pain, and a sustained reflection of the 

common wartime experience of devastation, confinement and dread.’ Bacon’s caged figures 

recall the imprisoned king in Eight Songs and his crucifixion imagery, Joking Jesus’s mock 

crucifixion in Taverner. Also, Bacon has been claimed as a predecessor to a strand of 

postmodernism which emerged in Germany in the late 1960s known as neo-expressionism.  

Perhaps coincidentally, the emergence of Davies’ own neo-expressionistic style corresponded 

with its development.  It is not the intention of this study to provide a detailed examination of 

the thematic and stylistic intersections which are identifiable between these two artists. 

However, to contextualize fully and to understand Davies’s evolving aesthetic, it is beneficial to 

 
87 Jonathan Cross, The Stravinsky Legacy (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1998), p.144. As will be 
discussed in Chapter 6 of this thesis, Pierrot held a fascination for Davies which was fuelled by a performance in 
1965 at Wardour Castle Summer School by the American soprano Bethany Beardslee. 
88 Davies’s mother, Hilda, was a talented amateur painter. For further discussion of the composer’s visual works of 
art, see Jones and McGregor, op. cit., pp.17-18 and pp.270-272. 
89 See Davies’s self-portrait held in the British Library, Add. MS.71253 fol.91r. 
90 Nicholas Jones in Jones and McGregor, The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (Woodbridge, Boydell Press, 2020), p. 
27.  
91 Griffiths, op. cit., p.111. 
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reflect briefly upon shared themes and ideas which were preoccupying artists contemporary to 

Davies in Cold War Europe.  

 

German neo-expressionism was led by the iconoclastic artist, Georg Baselitz (b.1938).92 

Although Baselitz has consistently rejected any link between his own work and expressionism, 

its style is characterised by a departure from minimalism and conceptualism and favours overtly 

expressive means.93 His work often focuses upon raw, brutal and personal subjects which 

mirror many of Davies’s extra-musical concerns. Throughout the 1960s, Baselitz was 

increasingly interested in anamorphic imagery. His painting Der Nackte Mann (‘The Naked 

Man’) brings to mind Davies’s fascination with the grotesque. P.D. Zeichnung (1963) by Baselitz 

is an ink drawing depicting knotted forms and bulbous, putrefying shapes relating to the artist’s 

writings about schizophrenia and paranoia in his two Pandemonium manifestos of 1961-62.94 

Both Davies and Baselitz were intrigued by the notion of inversion. It has been suggested that 

the Martyrdom of St Peter and his inverted crucifixion may have inspired Baselitz’s practice of 

inversion, first seen in 1969 in his painting, Der Wald auf dem Kopf (‘The Wood on its Head’).95 

Davies’s Antechrist pre-dates Der Wald auf dem Kopf, yet the concept of inversion is also 

central to the work. In the programme note, the composer wrote that,  

…the piece starts with a straightforward rendering of the thirteenth-century motet, Deo 

Confitemini – Domino, which is then broken up and superimposed upon related 
plainsong fragments which, both musically and with regard to their implied texts, turns 
the sense of the motet inside out.96 
 

As Griffiths has shown, this turning of the motet ‘inside out’ is achieved through multiple 

processes of retrogradation and inversion.97 Davies acknowledges that it is the ‘medieval 

 
92 Georg Baselitz, whose real name was Hans Georg Kern, was born in the village of Deutschbaselitz near Dresden 
in Saxony.  Baselitz adopted the name of his birthplace as his surname. Like Davies, Baselitz grew up during the 
World War Two; he witnessed the bombing of Dresden in 1945, the allied occupation and the partition of 
Germany. 
93 In the 1970s and 1980s, the school of neo-expressionism led by Georg Baselitz became known as Neuen Wilden 

(the new Fauvists). 
94 Baselitz’s second manifesto is an hômage to Antonin Artaud. 
95 See Richard Calvocoressi, ‘A Source for the Inverted Imagery in Georg Baselitz’s Painting’, The Burlington 

Magazine, Dec. 1985, Vol.127, No. 993, pp.894-899. 
96 Davies, quoted in Griffiths, op. cit. p.144. 
97 For an analysis of Antechrist see Griffiths, op. cit., pp.55-61. 
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Antichrist concept rather than the more literal familiar figure under that name in 1 John II and 2 

John VII’ that plays a significant part.98 In Taverner, musically and dramatically, the concept of 

inversion is variously presented the opera: the protagonist’s role is inverted as he turns from 

persecuted to persecutor, from creator to destroyer; in Act I there is a false execution, in Act II, 

it is real; the Antichrist stands for the inversion of Christian principles; in Act II, scene iii Davies 

inverts Taverner’s musical fingerprint, his In Nomine to symbolize his betrayal.99 Also, writing in 

1968, Davies noted that pitch-class sets or series were treated to ‘perpetual transformation, so 

that given musical identities, such as ‘straight’ or ‘inverted’ set-forms, are only gradually 

established and disintegrated.’100 In Taverner this disintegration alludes to Taverner’s own 

transformation where a given pitch-class set loses its original intervallic identity only to gain the 

personality of its inversion:  Taverner ‘loses his identity and acquires another that is the 

inversion of all that he implicitly stood for by being a creative artist.’101  

 

Further, Kerman has argued that, ‘the first of the climactic scenes (Act I, scene iv) is an inversion 

of the second (Act II, scene iv)’ and that ‘in the deepest sense the dramatic rhythm of the two 

scenes is inverted, too. The first moves away from a more human plane to inhumanity, the 

second moves the other way.’102 As noted in Chapter 4 of this thesis, Act II, scene i is ‘the ‘anti’ 

or ‘shadow’ of Act I, scene i103 and, similarly, the two inner scenes featuring the King, invert 

religious meaning as the Cardinal is transformed into the Archbishop. The notion of inversion 

was also central to medieval European ‘Fool literature’ in which moral and social values are 

turned upside down in the Mundus inversus. A popular festival called the Festum Fatuorum 

(‘Feast of Fools’) were burlesques of morality and worship which included parodies of the Mass 

in which high and low officials would have their roles inverted. In Taverner, these ideas 

resonate with Act I, scene iv where, following the appearance of the Antichrist, a street passion 

 
98 Davies, quoted in Griffiths, op. cit., p.144 
99 Griffiths, op. cit., p.52. 
100 Davies, ‘Sets or series’, The Listener, 79, 22 February (1968) p.250. 
101 Stephen Arnold, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’, British Music Now: a Guide to the work of younger composers, Lewis 
Foreman (editor), (London, Paul Elek, 1975), p.83. 
102 Kerman, op. cit., p.21. 
103 Davies, ‘Taverner’, Tempo No.101 (1972), p.5. 
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mystery play is performed. ‘Obviously acting a role,’104  the Jester becomes the crucified Joking 

Jesus, the drunken, bungling Priest of Act I, scene i parodies God the Father whilst ‘Rose takes 

up the station of Mary and Richard that of John.’  

 

Another major exponent of neo-expressionism and contemporary to Baselitz was Anselm Kiefer 

(b.1945). Kiefer is referred to as a ‘history painter’ since his subject material frequently draws 

upon German history and myth. Recurring themes include the interrogation of national and 

personal identity, Norse legend and the Holocaust. A series of photographic self-portraits 

entitled Occupations (1969) includes an image in which Kiefer is dressed in his father’s military 

uniform pictured on a deserted beach gazing out to sea giving the Hitlergruss salute. Yet, 

Kiefer’s salute adopts a Romantic posture which was widely employed by the nineteenth-

century German artist Caspar David Friedrich.105 Further parallels may be drawn with Davies’s 

aesthetic: it is autobiographical, focuses on the plight of an individual in extremis and connects 

with past styles whilst providing socio-political commentary. Further, Kiefer’s embracing of 

archetypal romantic gestures and models resonates with Josipovici’s view that Davies’s 

aesthetic roots lie in romantic German music.106 Certainly, the composer’s attraction to a 

generic archetype such as grand opera appears to affirm that connection with the musical past. 

Also, at the centre of Taverner is the typical romantic hero or anti-hero in the mould of Don 

Giovanni, Lohengrin or Wozzeck. Taverner is the blueprint for the solitary figure which would 

be recast in his neo-expressionist Schoenberg-inspired works of the late 1960s. Josipovici has 

stated that,  

It seems clear in retrospect that he would sooner rather than later write Revelation and 

Fall, Songs for a Mad King and Vesalii Icones. But in all these later works the focus is on 
one figure and one figure only – double of the artist if you like, but of the spectator too. 
In the libretto of Taverner I think one finds the traces of the struggle to reach that 
degree of direct expression of the animal scream of the heart without the immediate 
disintegration of the music.107 

  

 
104 Full score, p.192. 
105 Caspar David Friedrich (1774-1840), Romantic German landscape artist. The inspiration behind Kiefer’s adopted 
posture may be found in Friedrich’s Wanderer above the Sea of Fog (1818). 
106 Josipovici, op. cit., p.19. 
107 Ibid.   
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The ‘traces of the struggle’ to reach that ‘degree of direct expression’ are most obviously to be 

found in Act I, scene iv of Taverner the creation of which, as the composer has acknowledged, 

was a pivotal moment in his creative evolution.108 

 

Revelation and Fall is widely recognised as Davies’s first neo-expressionistic work, yet it is 

possible to argue that the development of this style is inchoate in Taverner.109  The post-

Taverner works, including Revelation and Fall, all share materials and structures which are 

closely linked to the opera.110 As will be discussed in more detail below, Act I, scene iv and Act 

II, scene i of Taverner contain themes, imagery and techniques which refer back to 

Schoenbergian expressionism and look forward to Davies’s reinvention of the style;  they are 

blueprints for the music-theatre works of the 1960s.  

 

In Revelation and Fall, a nun appears in a red blood-drenched habit and in Eight Songs, a 

deranged king rants and raves at caged musicians and destroys a violin. Act I, scene iv of 

Taverner also contains material which is prophetic of this style. Richard McGregor has 

suggested that Davies’s use of graphic extremist imagery recalls that of the Royal Shakespeare 

Company’s Theatre of Cruelty productions of the mid-1960s which were inspired by Antonin 

Artaud (1896-1948).111 McGregor notes that Davies’s compositions ‘could be viewed as a 

musical extension of that, although there is no specific indication in his writings that he was 

directly influenced.’112   

 

 

 
108 Davies referred to the composition of Act I, scene iv as one of ‘the seminal events’ in his creative life. See Paul 
Griffiths’ programme note for the original production at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, London, 12 July 
1972.  
109 Stephen Pruslin makes reference to neo-expressionism in the context of Davies’s music-theatre works including 
Revelation and Fall. ‘An Anatomy of Betrayal’, Music and Musicians, July 1972. 
110 Roberts, op. cit., p. 291. For example, Roberts shows that many of the pitch-class materials used in Revelation 

and Fall are borrowed from Taverner. 
111 Inspired by Antonin Artaud’s Theatre of Cruelty, the Royal Shakespeare Company’s season in 1964 included 
Peter Brook’s landmark production of Peter Weiss’s play The Persecution and Assassination of Marat as Performed 

by the Inmates of the Asylum of Charenton under the Direction of the Marquis de Sade. 
112 Richard McGregor in Jones and McGregor, op. cit., p.237. 
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3.4 Berthold Brecht’s ‘epic theatre’ 

Along with Artaud, the other twentieth-century revolutionary dramatist who challenged and 

reinvented theatrical concepts was Berthold Brecht. Just as Artaud’s ‘theatre of cruelty’ resisted 

realistic narrative, Brecht’s genre of ‘epic theatre’ aimed at alienation.113 John Warnaby has 

suggested that Brechtian principles inform Davies’s output and, in particular, cites the sequel of 

Taverner, the opera Resurrection.114 He has stated that Davies has ‘followed Brecht in 

uncompromisingly rejecting the nineteenth-century notion of the misunderstood artist working 

in isolation, so that Resurrection is openly, rather than tacitly, subversive.’115 Taverner may be 

less openly subversive than Resurrection but, nonetheless, Brechtian concepts are also 

observable even if their inclusion was, as with Artaud’s influence, unconscious.  

 

Brecht co-founded the Berliner Ensemble in East Berlin in the German Democratic Republic in 

1949 to serve as a vehicle for his own work and practice of epic theatre.116 This was Brecht’s 

concept of theatre, which opposed to dramatic theatre, discouraged the audience’s emotional 

involvement in the action on stage. In 1956 and 1965, the Berliner Ensemble appeared in a 

series of performances in London which influenced the future development of British 

dramaturgy. Margaret Eddershaw has observed that,   

Ideas in British theatre were on the move;  the arts in the 1960s were in a time of 
change and expansion. Then the ‘politicisation’ of theatre in the post-1968 period, 
which led to the development of the ‘fringe’ theatre scene, provided a perfect context 
for the rehabilitation of Brecht. His plays – including their politics at this time – were 
ideal material for that rather un-British event, the construction of an ‘alternative’ 
theatre discourse.117 

 
Although there is no evidence to support it, it is possible that Davies may have been aware of 

the ‘alternative discourse’ which occupied British theatre whilst he was working on Taverner. 

 
113 Brecht was part of the post-expressionist movement in Germany known as Neue Sachlichkeit (‘New 
Objectivity’); notably, Brecht admired the work of two cabaret performers, Karl Valentin and, significantly, the 
writer of Lulu, Frank Wedekind. 
114 For further discussion see John Warnaby, The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies Based on the Writings of George 

Mackay Brown, PhD thesis (Open University, 1990). 
115 John Warnaby, ‘Maxwell Davies’s Resurrection: Origins, Themes, Symbolism’, Tempo No. 191 (December 1994), 
p.8. 
116 The company was co-founded with Brecht’s wife, Helene Wiegel. 
117 Margaret Eddershaw, Performing Brecht, Forty Years of British Performances (London, Routledge, 1996), p.5. 
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The producer of the world-première of Taverner, Michael Geliot, directed the UK première of 

Brecht’s Happy End in 1964, so it is likely that he would have introduced Davies to Brechtian 

techniques during the opera’s production process. Also, Geliot has acknowledged that a 

‘turning point’ in his career was his attendance of a performance of the Caucasian Chalk Circle 

given by the Berliner Ensemble which, for him, opened up a ‘new dimension of theatre.’118 

 

The influential theatre director William Gaskill119 recalled that, ‘for me the visit in ’56 was the 

most striking and influential theatrical experience I shall ever have. Courage really shattered 

me, it was extraordinary. Everything suddenly clarified and came into focus….120 One 

component of Brecht’s epic theatre, as practised in Mother Courage, included 

Verfremdungseffert (‘the Estrangement Effect’), a technique which Brecht once famously 

described as ‘acting in quotation marks’. Verfremdungseffert has been mistranslated into 

English as the ‘distancing effect.’ Eddershaw offers a more nuanced definition. 

Even translating the term as ‘distancing effect’ promotes the notion that Brecht meant 
the audience to be detached from their feelings during a performance. However, the 
real point which he strives to make clear is not that an audience should not feel, but 
that he intends them to feel different emotions from those being experienced by the 
characters on the stage. If, for example, a character expresses sadness, the audience 
might experience anger at the social causes of that sadness. Perhaps it is, in the end, 
largely a matter of degree. Sympathy is acceptable in Brecht’s theatre but not empathy. 
The former is legitimate because it stops short of total identification.121 

 

In Brecht’s epic theatre, and to discourage ‘total identification,’ characters also receive 

archetypal names. In The Caucasian Chalk Circle the cast includes ‘The Singer’, ‘The Governor’ 

and ‘The Grand Duke’ et al. Frank Wedekind adopts a similar approach in his cycle of Lulu plays, 

where, in addition to the named roles, there are also those of ‘The Banker’, ‘A Clown,’ ‘The 

 
118 Michael Geliot, ‘Michael Geliot and the mind-benders’, The Times, 06 July 1972. 
119 William Gaskill (1930-2016), British theatre director; Artistic Director of the Royal Court Theatre, 1965-72. 
Recognised as introducing the work of Berthold Brecht to British audiences including productions of The Caucasian 

Chalk Circle (Royal Shakespeare Company, 1962) and Mother Courage and her Children (National Theatre, 1965). 
120 Eddershaw, op. cit., p.58. 
121 Eddershaw, op. cit., p.16. 
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Animal Trainer' et al.122 The defamiliarization of characters is also evident in Taverner where, 

although, according to the composer, the character of the Cardinal is based upon Cardinal 

Wolsey and that of the King, King Henry VIII, neither are named, and, so, in the tradition of  epic 

theatre, they are depersonalised. Interpretatively, this depersonalisation can render a character 

to be one-dimensional which goes some way to explain Joseph Kerman’s belief that there was 

too little development of character in the opera. Indeed, Kerman’s description of Taverner as a 

‘straw man, a caricature out of a counter-reformation tract’123 aligns with Davies’s comment 

that he did not intend the characters to be heroes or heroines in the traditional sense: ‘They’re 

all either cardboard figures, in that they state the dogma of the church or represent a cut-and-

dried viewpoint; or they are complicated beings who state at one time one side of the problem 

and at another time the other side.’124  

 

Brecht also challenged the audience to reassess traditional dramatic and musical processes 

through the use of fractured narrative and detached storytelling. In Taverner, Davies’s 

manipulation of dramatic and historical time combined with non-linear narrative also seeks to 

challenge conventions.125 Another Brechtian technique required cast members to play multiple 

roles to subvert illusion, emphasise realism, and discourage audience identification. Similarly, in 

Lulu the audience does not become emotionally involved with the characters until the opera’s 

final scene and only then compelled through ‘the intensity and power of the music, to feel pity 

for and to identify not only with Lulu and Geschwitz… but with all the characters.’126  This recalls 

Donald Mitchell’s view that Berg unconsciously promoted a large-scale dramatic confusion 

since ‘what goes on in the orchestra pit and on the stage fail to match.’127 However, it has been 

argued that this dichotomy represented Berg’s conscious exploitation of the musical 

 
122 By association, Frank Wedekind, who wrote the Lulu cycle of plays (Earth Spirit & Pandora’s Box) upon which 
Berg’s opera is based, was influential in the development of epic theatre. Berthold Brecht idolised Frank 
Wedekind. As discussed above, Berg’s opera also had a significant influence upon Davies. 
123 Joseph Kerman, ‘Popish Ditties’, Tempo No. 102 (Summer 1972), p.23. 
124 Davies in conversation with Stephen Walsh, ‘Taverner’, The Musical Times, Vol. 113, No. 1553, (July 1972), p. 
653. 
125 For example, the two scenes set in the Throne Room (Act I, scene iii and Act II, scene ii) during which the 
machinations of court are observed from a distance are, temporally, remote from the rest of the opera’s drama.    
126 Jarman, op. cit., pp.97-98. 
127 Donald Mitchell, ‘The Character of Lulu’, Music Review 15, November 1954, p.268. 
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conventions of grand opera to subvert Brecht’s theatrical ideology by eliciting an emotional 

response to engage with moral argument through music.128  

 

In Taverner, Davies makes a similar case. Notably, it is also at the end of the opera. Kerman has 

stated that, 

The White Abbot moves into centre stage (and up) to sing a long, impressive aria.  The 
chorus moans for him, splendidly, instead of launching into lengthy detached 
commentaries or uttering Stravinskian aphorisms, as they have been doing most of the 
time. At last a character is allowed to develop and the static ‘drama of ideas’ yields to 
drama of personality.129 

 

In this valedictory aria in Act II, scene iv, a ‘drama of personality’ does emerge. It is the most 

extended ‘aria’ in the whole opera. However, it is not the White Abbot who projects the ‘drama 

of personality.’ The vocal style is mostly syllabic, which dominates throughout the opera, and 

there are few expressive or dynamic directions in the score.  Accompanying the White Abbot, 

the music of emotional intensity is found in the pit as the orchestra perform the final Lento 

from the Second Taverner Fantasia. In comparison to the vocal line, the orchestral parts are  

riven with detailed dynamic and expressive indications and the scoring for strings and harp 

evokes the hyper-expressivity of Mahler and Berg.130 This resonates with Davies’s comment 

that he composed the Fantasia because ‘many ideas where capable of a more symphonic 

development than was possible in the confines of the dramatic context.’131 Although this 

statement may be read primarily as referring to compositional concerns it may also apply to 

extra-musical ones. It recalls Josipovici’s comment that Davies is unable to depend upon 

distancing techniques to address ‘dramatic problems’ because his ‘roots are deep in 

Romanticism and in German music, which is only another way of saying that his problem has 

 
128 Jarman, op. cit., pp.97-98. 
129 Kerman, op. cit., p.22. 
130 The Second Taverner Fantasia was composed after the completion of Act I of the opera. 
131 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed), ‘Second Fantasia on John Taverner’s ‘In Nomine’, Peter Maxwell Davies, 

Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.67. 
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always been to render the cry articulate, rather than to transmute it into a more formal 

scheme.’132 In the opera’s closing moments, the epic yields to the dramatic. 

 

Kerman’s reference to a ‘drama of ideas’ brings to mind Stravinsky’s Oedipus rex where the 

conceptual is placed in the foreground and personalities are pushed into the background, or, in 

Brechtian parlance, estranged. In Davies’s drama of ideas, the characters are figurative as  

Taverner represents betrayal, the Cardinal/Archbishop signifies religion, and Rose Parrowe is a 

metaphor for ‘Music Incarnate.’133  

 

Another Brechtian distancing technique is Spass.134 It is used to ease tension and, through 

irony, to discourage identification with the characters on stage. In Revelation and Fall, a Nun 

dressed in a blood red habit and screaming into a megaphone is on stage; at this most 

disturbing moment in the work Davies introduces an ‘ironic distance from his subject and 

ensuring that this audience does the same, through an unlikely use of humour.’135 Similarly, 

examples of Spass may be identified in Taverner: the Street Passion Play and Mock Crucifixion 

(Act I, scene iv), the parodying of the King (Act I, scene iii and Act II, scene iii) and the comedic 

role of the Priest-Confessor (Act I, scene i).  

 

In Brecht’s brand of epic theatre, the singular role of narrator is largely dispensed with, since 

the narrative process is integral to the style of acting. However, characters do occasionally step 

out of their role to narrate; for example Peachum (the controller of London’s beggars)  

addresses the audience at the end of Act III in The Threepenny Opera as he reminds the 

audience that they have been merely watching a play. In Taverner, Davies has referred to the 

characters as puppets controlled by a master-puppeteer who is the opera’s central and 

detached character, Death. He has a similar function to the roles of the Narrator in the Soldier’s 

 
132 Josipovici, op. cit., p.19. David Beard offers a different interpretation of Josipovici’s view, see Beard in Kenneth 
Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-eds.), ‘Taverner: an interpretation’, Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 
2009) p.103. 
133 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘Taverner: Synopsis and Documentation’, Tempo No 101 (1972), p.5. 
134 Literally translated meaning ‘fun’.  
135 Rees, op. cit., p.180. 
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Tale and the Chorus in Oedipus rex and where, as in Brecht’s genre of theatre, the dual role is 

part of the action, simultaneously controlling and commenting upon it. In another Brechtian 

conceit, the Jester/Death breaks the Fourth Wall. At the end of Act I, scene iii, (bars 345-355) 

the character is on stage ‘alone, still lying on his side, his head propped on his elbow…’  

Dispensing with theatrical illusion, he removes his Jester’s mask, reveals himself as Death and 

addresses the audience: ‘When the Lion knows his strength, hard it is to rule him. The cords of 

hell encompass us about, and the floods of ungodliness make me afraid.’136  

 

Epic theatre favoured historicization rather than melodrama to provide comment on 

contemporary political and/or social issues.137 In Taverner, sixteenth-century Reformation 

England is the lens through which Davies critiqued themes such as betrayal, prejudice, religious 

persecution and hypocrisy as observed in post-World War Two Europe and during the Cold 

War. Even if it was unconscious on the composer’s part, through historicization, estrangement 

techniques, satire and fractured narrative, parallels may be drawn with Brechtian 

dramaturgy.138 And, as Warnaby has shown in his discussion of Resurrection, the identification 

and interpretation of these ideas advances our understanding of Davies’s aesthetic.  

 

Ultimately, Davies’s endgame may not wholly subscribe to Kandinsky’s stated desire for musical 

experience to be a matter ‘for the soul alone,’ but stylistically, there is much in Taverner which 

has antecedents in Schoenbergian expressionism. The Pierrot Players first performances of 

Davies’s music-theatre works went about transforming the concert hall into a ‘theatre of 

extreme emotion and spiritual questing.’139 The composer’s comment about Pierrot 

representing a new ‘bridge’ to ‘whole new regions of experience’ could equally apply to 

 
136 Full score, Act I, scene iii, pp.129-131. 
137 For example, Brecht’s The Good Person of Szchewan is a parable play written in 1943 set in pre-war China; The 

Threepenny Opera composed in Weimar Berlin in 1928 is a socialist critique on capitalism set in Victorian England. 
138 It is also possible to identify thematic connections including religious dogma, oppression and betrayal. For 
example, Brecht’s Life of Galileo (1937-39) concerns a scientist’s search for truth after battling Catholic orthodoxy. 
Galileo is put on trial by the Roman Catholic Church for promulgating his scientific beliefs after which he abdicates 
responsibility.  
139 Griffiths, op. cit., p.18. 
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Taverner and, just as Pierrot was a defining moment in the advancement of Schoenberg’s 

oeuvre, so Taverner was a bridge into neoteric worlds for Davies.  

 

In all expressionist iconography it is Edvard Munch’s The Scream (1893) and its ‘embodiment of 

Expressionist angst’140 which speaks to the most overtly expressionistic moment of the opera as 

Death falsely beatifies Taverner. Significantly, it was a woodcut of Munch’s iconic painting 

which featured on the cover of the published score of Revelation and Fall. And, although it is 

this work which is most commonly identified as the ‘first full flowering of Davies’s neo-

expressionism,’141 the seeds were surely sown in Taverner.  

 
140 Rupprecht, op, cit., p.327. 
141 Rees, op. cit., p.157. 
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PART B: Critique 
 

Chapter 4 
 

Themes 
 

It really is an opera with a capital O, perhaps the only one I’ll ever write…1 

 

Taverner was not the only opera which Peter Maxwell Davies wrote but, as he suggests, it is 

the only one with a ‘capital O.’ A grand opera. It is possible to argue that the operas which 

followed Taverner, including Resurrection, The Martyrdom of St Magnus and The Lighthouse 

are less traditional operas. Davies also once remarked that Taverner’s main influences were 

‘probably Mozart, in Don Giovanni; Boris Godunov and possibly the Incoronazione di Poppea  

of Monteverdi.’2 These are operas with capital Os: they interrogate grand themes, have 

heroes and anti-heroes at their centres and, like Taverner, both Boris Godunov and 

L’incoronazione di Poppea are historical pieces set during turbulent times of change. They 

are operas of scale, dominated by large personalities embroiled in timeless dilemmas 

concerning morality, religion and politics, church and state, the public and the private. 

 

Paul Griffiths has stated that ‘opera is by its nature made for such big characters and the 

conflicts they generate, since the singers of opera, like the princes, prelates and politicians 

of the sixteenth century, must stride their world as stars.’3 Yet, in Davies’s grand opera the 

‘big character’ who generates the conflict is not a prince, prelate nor a politician. Ostensibly, 

the star is ‘but a poor musician,’4 an enigmatic English Renaissance composer, the 

eponymous John Taverner. It may be Taverner who ignites the drama yet his stardom is 

subverted and it is the dual role of the Jester/Death who usurps him as the opera’s central 

character. Death is Taverner’s alter-ego whilst his double, the Jester, is the real power 

behind the King’s throne. Taverner and the King are mere puppets. It is the Jester/Death 

who pulls the strings and sets a thematic agenda dominated by one subject: betrayal.  

 

 
1 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘The conscience of the composer: Patrick O’Connor talks to Peter Maxwell Davies 
about Taverner’, Harper’s and Queen, July 1983. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Paul Griffiths, Taverner, programme note, op. cit. 
4 Act I, scene iv, full score, p.133. 
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4.1 Betrayal 

Davies said that Taverner ‘projects onto the life and mind of the sixteenth-century English 

composer John Taverner certain perennial preoccupations of my own, notably with the 

nature of betrayal at the deepest levels.’5 Throughout time, the ‘nature of betrayal’ has 

been an enduring and central theme throughout mythology, religion, literature and the 

performing arts. Stephen Pruslin has observed that,  

Despite the individual differences between their situations, Prometheus, Orpheus, 

Judas, Faust and Taverner are all at a similar point in their interior development: the 

point at which they make a painful decision to leave behind a whole set of values for 

the sake of expressing the individual, Dionysian part of themselves which has been 

restricted by a previous bond or commitment. Tragedy enters the picture when the 

result turns out not to have justified the step.6 

 

In this reading, Prometheus betrays the Gods to bring fire to mankind and pays for it; 

Orpheus breaks his promise to Pluto by comforting Eurydice even though the cost is his 

losing her, whilst Taverner betrays his music, religion and loses his own identity. Such 

outcomes may be considered as negative endgames yet Taverner is not a wholly pessimistic 

work. On the contrary, Pruslin believes it to be affirmative and that ‘by living through the 

spectacle of [Taverner’s] spiritual struggle and failure, we derive strength.’7 For the 

composer, the creation of the opera was a ritual and an affirmation that ‘Taverner’s 

betrayal would never be his own.’8 As will be discussed below, this supports the notion that 

the creation of the opera was cathartic and has autobiographical significance. Indeed, when 

questioned about the personal aspect of the work, Davies stated: ‘I suppose there’s a grain 

of truth in that […], I was projecting myself onto Taverner but I think it was bigger than 

me….’9   

 

The subject of betrayal finds expression at myriad levels throughout Davies’s oeuvre from In 

Illo Tempore (Op. 24) through the neo-expressionistic music theatre works of the 1960s. In 

later works, The Antarctic Symphony (Symphony no 8) explores betrayal of the environment 

Op. 215) whilst Kommilitonen! (Young Blood!) (Op. 306) examines the themes of freedom of 

 
5 Davies, ‘Taverner: Synopsis and documentation’, Tempo  No.101 (Spring 1972),  p.4. 
6 Pruslin, op. cit. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Davies, quoted in Griffiths, op. cit., pp. 106-107. 
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expression and betrayal.10 In earlier works, the focus tends to be on personal and, notably, 

religious betrayal. Majel Connery has commented that, 

Christianity in Davies’s hands is a curiosity. It is never a priori but instead is on 

trial….. He is mounting an inquiry into a type of transcendent Christianity that offers 

its adherents the assurance of a settled orientation and thus relief from the prosaic 

concerns of every day [and] that Davies presents a view of Christianity as deeply 

corrupt and two-faced – his stage works are full of betrayal, last minute reversals 

and metamorphoses. The figure of Antichrist, Christ’s evil double, appears 

frequently.11 

 

In Taverner, two churches, the Church of Rome and English Protestantism, are on trial. The 

corruption and dogma of Catholicism is pitted against Henry VIII’s manipulation of 

Protestantism for selfish purposes. At the centre of the opera is John Taverner who, 

following his metamorphosis, betrays himself. In later output the scope of the nature of 

betrayal is expanded. In Miss Donnithorne’s Maggot (Op. 60) and The Lighthouse (Op. 86), 

betrayal of the mind is examined and in Black Pentecost (Op. 82), the subject is betrayal of 

the environment.  

 

Davies’s ‘perennial pre-occupation’ with betrayal was part of a moral code which probably 

developed during his formative years. By the end of the 1950s, Britain would emerge as an 

affluent, more liberal society but in the first part of the decade, when Davies was a teenager 

he was living in a country suffering from post-war austerity, political bureaucracy and part 

of a society defined by conservatism and prejudice. Abortion was illegal, racism endemic, 

attitudes to marriage and sex, conservative, and homosexuality was a criminal offence.12  

Apparently, Davies’s acceptance of his own homosexuality caused him ‘remarkably little 

trouble’13 although he did reflect that ‘it is worth emphasizing that, at the age of fourteen, 

when I realised my nature, at a time when homosexuality was taboo, one had to be very 

careful, looking over one’s shoulder constantly and trusting no-one, all too aware of what 

could happen if the truth were suspected – psychiatric treatment, including electric shock 

‘therapy’, sterilization, lobotomy and ultimately confinement in a mental hospital or prison, 

 
10 For further discussion of betrayal throughout Davies’s output, see Nicholas Jones and Richard McGregor, 
The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 2020), pp.234-244. 
11 Majel Connery, ‘Staging the Unsacred in the Operas Taverner and Resurrection: Peter Maxwell Davies’s 
Worst Nightmare’, Opera Quarterly, Vol.25, No 3-4, 2010,  p.249. 
12 Male homosexuality was decriminalized in England in the Sexual Offences Act, 1967. 
13 Seabrook, op. cit., p.31. 
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along with total rejection by family and friends.’14 No doubt Davies, and countless others 

including Aaron Copland, Benjamin Britten et al, would have been sensitive to the severe 

punishments being handed out for ‘homosexual acts’ in several high-profile cases in the UK 

and the USA.15 Davies once wrote that ‘the official attitude to gay people of all three main 

religions [Jewish, Christian and Muslim] is not encouraging; at best one would be tolerated, 

at worst, actively persecuted. The Vulgate’s translation of ‘toevah’ as ‘abominatio’ is 

possibly questionable, and must have led to unimaginable persecutions and wickedness.’16  

 

It is likely that living through this climate of repression in the 1950s galvanised Davies’s 

ethical position and contributed to his reputation as a man of ‘fearless integrity’ who had 

passionate views about ‘almost everything.’17 He once said that ‘I think I have an attitude to 

authority which is basically debunking anyway’18 and it was a stance he often adopted. In 

1993 the Hoffmann Report19 recommended that, to make financial savings, two of London’s 

orchestras be closed down. Davies placed himself at the forefront of a public campaign of 

protest.20 Following the British government’s invasion of Iraq in 2003,  the composer joined 

the ‘Stop the War Coalition’ and, in another confrontation made a speech to the British 

Academy of Composers and Songwriters in 2008, stating that: ‘could there be warnings for 

our profession here? Moreover, the claims to be bringing democracy to invaded Muslim 

countries, with Abu-Ghraib, Guantanamo, mass bombardment and massive corruptions do 

politicians no favours, as our own freedoms are Iimited and infringed by the so-called “war 

on terror.”’21 Davies’s objections to the Iraq War found expression in the Third Naxos String 

 
14 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (editor), ‘Indivisible Parameters and Spirit-Stirring Amalgams’, Peter 
Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2018), p.305. 
15 For example, the ‘Lavender Scare’ and the ‘Second Red Scare’ in the USA which led to senator Joseph 
McCarthy’s anti-communist campaign during the late 1940s and 1950s which accused, without evidence, 
individuals of being communists and infiltrating US Federal Government. In the UK, Alan Turing was 
prosecuted in 1952 for homosexual acts and chemically castrated. He committed suicide in 1954. Also, the 
Montagu Trial of 1954 which resulted in Lord Montagu, Peter Wildeblood and Michael Pitt-Rivers receiving 
criminal sentences; this scandal divided public opinion and led to the Wolfenden Report which resulted in the 
decriminalization of homosexuality in England in 1967. 
16 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (editor), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (III): On Religion’, Peter Maxwell 
Davies, Selected Writings, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2018), p.228. 
17 Seabrook, op. cit., pp. 31-32. 
18 Interview with Alison Hennegan, ‘Safer Out Than In’, Gay News, 168, May-June 1979.  
19 Arts Council committee of enquiry chaired by Lord Justice Hoffmann, December 1993.  
20 Peter Maxwell Davies, letter to The Times, 9 August 1993, cited in Jones op. cit., p.169. 
21 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (editor), ‘A Disorientating Ruckus’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings, 
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2018), p.272. 
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Quartet in which Taverner’s In Nomine is distorted and composed out to spell an ‘not-In-

Nomine,’ the anti-war slogan ‘Not In My Name.’22  

 

He also publicly denounced the monopolisation of ‘mega-banks and mega-businesses’ in 

which ‘serious political debate could not even question the sustainability of a global market 

and financial system dedicated only to ever more massive profit.’23 Late twentieth-century 

systemic corruption finds its corollary in sixteenth-century Reformation England when, in 

Act I, scene iii of Taverner, the venality at work between church and state is made plain as 

during a discourse upon the ‘King’s Great Matter’ the Cardinal proclaims that: ‘England is 

our storehouse of delights, a very inexhaustible well, where much abounds, and much can 

be extracted from many.’24 Davies was exposed to the ultimate betrayal in 2009 when his 

former manager, Michael Arnold, was found to have stolen over £500,000 from him to fund 

a gambling habit. Arnold was sentenced to eighteen months in prison.25 

 

Arguably, Taverner is Davies’s first work in which betrayal is comprehensively interrogated 

from musical and non-musical perspectives including the personal, the creative, the political 

and the spiritual. Pruslin has described Taverner as: ‘a searching examination of the 

anatomy and consequences of betrayal [which] contains layer upon layer of double-edged 

perceptions on the subject. In this respect it is the descendent of works such as Don 

Giovanni and Così fan tutte, which in their different ways, deal with the complex and 

dualistic nature of betrayal.’26 In exploring the duality of betrayal, Don Giovanni and Così 

also consider the art of contradiction. Taverner is a similar proposition: the King wishes to 

challenge the corruption of the Church of Rome yet wishes to file for a divorce which will 

enable him to profit in power and wealth; Taverner holds a deep religious faith but it is his 

zealotry which is his undoing.27 It recalls George Orwell’s notion of  ‘Doublethink’ which, in 

the novel 1984, published in 1949, is the power to hold ‘two contradictory beliefs in one’s 

 
22 Rodney Lister, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s ‘Naxos’ Quartets’, Tempo No.232 (April 2005), p.11. 
23 Davies, quoted in Jones, op. cit. p.272. 
24 Full score, Act I, scene ii, bb. 80-91, p.108. 
25 Michael Arnold was sentenced on 2 November 2009 which coincided with rehearsals beginning for the BBC 
Scottish Symphony Orchestra’s concert performance of Taverner in Glasgow. 
26 Stephen Pruslin, ‘An Anatomy of Betrayal’, Music and Musicians, July 1972. 
27 Ibid. 
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mind simultaneously and accepting both of them.’28 This play of binaries is a central theme 

of the opera and it is expressed in various ways where, for example, dramatically, Taverner’s 

actions are presented as being hypocritical; structurally, the opera’s design is in two halves 

(where Act II is the polar opposite of Act I), and, compositionally, where serial techniques 

are set in opposition to, or juxtaposed with, tonal processes.  

 

Davies resolutely never adopted an absolute position on the rights or wrongs of betrayal 

and maintained a view which was founded ‘on the grounds of the freedom of individual 

conscience and an ambivalence reinforced by his distrust of formal Christianity.’29 The 

composer was an atheist. Davies once stated that ‘religion is a dirty word and I don’t want 

to be associated with that’30 and yet he regarded it as ‘a wonderful work of art.’31  

I have never been a member of a religious community.  My fascination as a student 

in Manchester with plainsong and with medieval and Renaissance church music led 

to one with art and architecture, and most significantly, with literature. However, I 

read Augustine and Aquinas from the outside, as literature, not as dogma, just as 

most of us now read Dante, and I see the text of the Mass as a wonderful poem, 

concerning things better expressed in pure music, rather than through word which 

encourage the illusion that we can even ‘understand.’32 

 

Davies dismissed organized religion and, as he perceived it, its inherent dogma. Yet, in 

another play of binaries and, perhaps ironically, the composer’s output betrays an obsession 

with religion which finds expression in a significant number of his works.33  Although Davies 

regarded himself as irreligious, he still deeply admired its synthesis of art, architecture, 

literature and music through which, as he notes above, encouraged ‘the illusion that we can 

 
28 George Orwell, 1984 (Penguin, 2011).  
29 Tom Sutcliffe, ‘Artist betrayed’, The Guardian, 01 July 1983. 
30 Mike Seabrook, Max, the Life and Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Victor Gollancz, 1994), p.104 
31 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (editor), ‘Will Serious Music Become Extinct?’ Peter Maxwell Davies, 
Selected Writings, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2018), p.267. 
32 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (editor), ‘Indivisible Parameters and Spirit-Stirring Amalgams,’ Peter 
Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2018), pp.304-305. 
33 Davies’s oeuvre includes music inspired by the sacred, works which parody religion and those composed for 
liturgical purposes. At one extreme is Davies’s parody of the Latin Mass in his Missa Super l’Homme Armé and 
Vesalii Icones. At the other, are ‘sacred works’ which include the St Michael Sonata, O Magnum Mysterium, 
Missa Parvula, the choral miniatures Veni Creator Spiritus, Reliqui domum meum and a full-length Mass  
commissioned by Westminster Cathedral. Also see Davies’s comments about religion in Nicholas Jones (ed.), 
‘Master of the Queen’s Music’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings, (Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 2018), p.250. 
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even understand.’ Seemingly, Davies was attracted to the aesthetics of worship but repelled 

by its dogma. The composer constantly probes into religious meaning.  

The ‘illusion’ of religion and the need to distinguish the true from the false is a recurring 

theme throughout his output. Seabrook has stated that Davies was always ‘deeply and 

perennially interested in matters of truth, both as a musician and as a deeply thinking man’ 

and that he is,  

…concerned about the communication of truth, and about communication in general 

– he is a communicator himself, and he worries greatly about the methods of 

communicating used by individuals, institutions, governments today. Since for many 

people religion is as profound a truth as it is a profound nonsense for others, he is de 
facto interested in its methods of communicating; and if he finds them corrupt, as in 

Taverner, he regards it as a very serious matter.34 

 

Communication, perception and the manipulation of meaning are recurrent themes. In a 

programme note for Vesalii Icones (Op. 42 ), Davies explained that,  

In the last dance, ‘The Resurrection’, the Christ story is modified. It is the Antichrist – 

the dark ‘double’ of Christ of medieval legend, indistinguishable from the real Christ 

– who emerges from the tomb and puts his curse on Christendom for all eternity. 

Some may consider such an interpretation sacrilegious, but the point I am trying to 

make is a moral one: it is a matter of distinguishing the false from the real; that one 

should not be taken in by appearances. Fides est virtus qua credentur quae non 
videntur.  Nos quidquid illud significat faciamus, et quam sit verum, non laboremus.35 

 

In Act I, scene i of Taverner, the protagonist is on trial for heresy. A bribed Priest accuses 

Taverner of being a ‘blasphemous corruptor of youth’ who ‘had blasphemous thoughts the 

Pope is antichrist.’ The Council states, ‘Fides est virtus qua credentur quae non videntur.  

Nos quidquid illud significat faciamus, et quam sit verum, non laboremus.’  (‘Faith is a means 

by which those things that are not seen may be believed. We may believe whatever it 

signifies to us, not troubling us as to how true such things might be’).36  Here and elsewhere 

in his output, Davies quotes the theological founding father of the Protestant Reformation, 

St Augustine and, although the communication of truth is explored in many works it is, 

perhaps, never more apparent than in Taverner.  

 

 
34 Seabrook, op. cit., p.104. 
35 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (editor), ‘Vesalii Icones’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings, 
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2018), p.103. 
36 Full score, Act I, scene i, bb.381-390, pp.35-36. 
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As discussed in Chapter 1, it is now moot whether, during Reformation England, Taverner 

was as an agent of Thomas Cromwell. However the fact remains that he lived at a ‘nodal 

point’ in history when a ‘web of guilt, suppressed violence, and dark ritual’ permeated 

English religion and society.37 Five hundred years later, Davies wrote Taverner at a parallel 

nodal point, when, during the Cold War era, spy-rings, double-agents, brainwashing and 

psychological torture were pervasive.  

 

As Death/Jester spins his Wheel of Fortune in Act II, scene ii and shrieks in Latin, ‘Rotam 

volubili orber versamus; infimasummis….’ there are, again, shades of George Orwell’s 1984. 

Published ten years before Davies began work on Taverner, Orwell’s satirical novel is a 

vision of a dystopia ruled by ‘doublethink’ and ‘newspeak.’ There is an uncomfortable 

contiguity between the Jester’s Wheel of Fortune and the Party’s circular slogan:  ‘Who 

controls the past controls the future. Who controls the present controls the past.’38 Orwell’s 

point, and that of Davies, is that all of human history is a subjective narrative written by 

those who are empowered to write it.  

 

4.2 Church and state   

The genre of historical opera has frequently examined the timeless tension between church 

and state as a point of departure thematically. In Mussorgsky’s Boris Godunov, a political 

and religious crisis provides a backdrop against which the drama is played out.39 Donizetti 

composed three tragic operas inspired by a trio of Tudor queens, each facing political and 

religious challenges: Maria Stuarda (1835), Anna Bolena (1830) and Il castello di Kenilworth 

(1829); Rossini chose Queen Elizabeth I as the subject for Elisabetta (1815). During the 

second half of the twentieth-century, there was a resurgence of interest in Saxon, Tudor 

and Elizabethan history, for example Assassinio nella cattedrale by Ildebrando Pizzetti 

(1958), Ralph Vaughan Williams’s The Pilgrim’s Progress (1951) and Thea Musgrave’s Mary, 

Queen of Scots (1977). Similarly, but off the operatic stage, British dramatists and film-

makers of the 1960s turned to Tudor and Plantagenet history as a source of inspiration. Hal 

 
37 John Harbison, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s Taverner’, Perspectives of New Music (Fall/Winter 1972), p.239. 
38 George Orwell, 1984 (Penguin 2011). 
39 ‘The Time of Troubles’, 1598-1613. 
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Wallis produced the film Becket,40 an adaptation of the play Becket or the Honour of God by 

Jean Anouilh.41 Anouilh’s play and Wallis’s film focus on a protagonist seeking ‘a moral path 

in a world of corruption and manipulation.’42 It examined the conflict between church and 

the monarchy, between Thomas à Becket and King Henry II of England, which, ultimately, 

led to Becket’s destruction. Correspondingly, John Taverner, even though he may be 

misguided, also searches for a ‘moral path’ in a world he regards as corrupt which leads, 

metaphorically, to his self-destruction.  

 

Another film produced by Hal Wallis was Anne of the Thousand Days43 which recounted King 

Henry VIII’s love affair with Anne Boleyn and the annulment of his marriage to Catherine of 

Aragon. This was ‘the King’s Great Matter’ which, following his dispute with Pope Clement 

VII, led to the dissolution of the monasteries, Henry’s excommunication from the Roman 

Catholic Church, the Protestant Reformation and, finally, his self-appointment as Supreme 

Head of the Church of England.44 In a similar vein, and also inspired by Henrician times, was 

Robert Bolt’s play and, later a film, A Man for all Seasons.45 This work dramatized the life 

and times of Sir Thomas More (1478-1535) who was King Henry VIII’s Lord Chancellor from 

1529-1532. More was opposed to the king’s repudiation of the Pope and to the Protestant 

Reformation; he refused to acknowledge Henry as Supreme Head of the Church of England 

and would not accept the annulment of his marriage. More was convicted of treason and 

beheaded at the Tower of London in 1535.   

 

At first, Taverner appears to inhabit the historical worlds of Anne of the Thousand Days and 

A Man for all Seasons. In the Preface to the score, Davies notes: 

I have not only drawn on the few facts known of Taverner, but combed State papers, 

letters, contemporary sermons, biographies, diaries, poetry, plays, records of heresy 

trials etc. to give the record of John Taverner as wide an application and meaning as 

 
40 Becket was released in 1964 starring Richard Burton (Thomas Becket) and Peter O’Toole (King Henry II). 
41 Jean Marie Lucien Pierre Anouilh, French dramatist, 1910-1987. Anouilh’s play is known as a pieces costumes 
or a ‘costume drama.’ 
42 Marvin Carlson, "Jean Anouilh" in Reference Guide to World Literature (New York, St. James Press, 1995). 
43 Released in 1969 and starring Richard Burton (King Henry VIII) and Genevieve Bujold (Anne Boleyn).  
44 Act of Supremacy, 1534. 
45 Robert Bolt (1924-95), English playwright and screenwriter A Man for All Seasons was first performed at The 
Globe Theatre, London, 1960. A film version was produced in 1966 directed by Fred Zinnemann starring Paul 
Scofield as Sir Thomas More.  
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possible.  The text, therefore, consists of quotations, applied and ordered to suit the 

sense and circumstances. 

 

However, its point of difference lies in the fact that the opera focuses on the themes which 

emerge from historical events rather than the actual events themselves and ‘to give the 

record of John Taverner as wide an application and meaning as possible.’ Consequently, 

Taverner may be viewed as more allegorical than these cinematographic or theatrical 

dramas. In Bolt’s play historical characters are named as such, whereas in the opera, neither 

the King nor the Cardinal are ever specifically identified as King Henry VIII or Cardinal 

Wolsey. Davies affirms that ‘the King is obviously based on Henry VIII’ yet was ‘not to be 

given the stage-appearance of any specific king. Likewise, the Cardinal is based on Wolsey.’ 

The characters of Henry VIII and Thomas Wolsey are accurately drawn, yet Davies insists 

that neither ‘time nor place are treated realistically’ and that the characters, including 

Taverner himself, are ‘as marionettes.’46 They are manipulated by the Jester, the ‘master-

puppeteer’ who, as noted above, is the real power behind the Protestant Reformation.47   

 

In the wake of the Second World War, the prevalence of British historical subjects on stage, 

on film and in the opera house may be read as a collective desire to re-build personal, 

cultural and national identities through sustained re-engagement with the past. Further, it is 

perhaps significant that, during the 1960s, all of the Manchester School of composers 

pursued operatic projects with British historical subjects. Alexander Goehr composed Arden 

Must Die (1967), Harrison Birtwistle wrote Punch and Judy (1968), and, in 1968, Davies 

completed Taverner. Philip Rupprecht has suggested that this represented a ‘renewed 

concern for the theatrical’ which was ‘in keeping with a 1960s zeitgeist’ and a ‘reinvestment 

in evocatively British subjects – the seaside Punch, Arden of Faversham, the Taverner myth 

in Foxe’s Book of Martyrs.’48  Also, Josephson has stated that,  

Taverner is endowed not only with genius but also a ‘sensitive temperament’ and 

‘strong character’, which compelled him ‘to abandon music under pressure of 

religious conviction’ (Fellowes’ words).  We are confronted here by the fundamental 

problem of man’s relationship to his God and the personal crisis of conversion, 

through which Taverner emerges as a symbol of the host of complex institutional 

 
46 Davies, ‘Taverner: Synopsis and Documentation’, Tempo No.101 (1972), p.5. 
47 Ibid.  
48 Rupprecht, op. cit., p.257. 
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and religious transformations which marked the English Reformation. The great 

composer has become a gripping figure whose proportions seem larger than life.49 

 

Davies’s embracing of an ‘evocatively’ British figure who was ‘larger than life’ was on trend 

whilst its historicization resulted in a richly allegorical work which, as will be discussed in the 

context of Künstleropern (artist-operas), captured the zeitgeist of the turbulent era in which 

it was written. 

 

As discussed in Chapter 3, historicization, as opposed to melodramatization, was a Brechtian 

principle developed to provide purposeful comment upon contemporary political and social 

issues.50 Through historicization, Taverner critiques not only matters of church and state but 

also some of the ideologies which defined the Renaissance. In his programme note for the 

world-première of Taverner, Griffiths wrote: 

It is not just that the Tudors lived their lives in operatic magnificence and display; 

they also, as creatures of the renaissance, shared a conviction in the power of the 

individual, the right of the great man or woman to stand against the persuasions of 

morality and tradition.51 

 

In the opera, Taverner refers to himself as a ‘poor musician.’ This self-effacing attitude 

might suggest that the man, a mere composer, possessed little power or influence. Yet, 

similar to Henry VIII, Mary Stuart, Thomas More and others, Davies’s Taverner was also a 

creature of the Renaissance. He encapsulates its essential spirit: the individual’s right to self-

determination. Self-determination, a central tenet of the Renaissance, was rooted in the 

philosophical principles of ancient Greece. The sophist Protagoras (c.490-420 BC) stated that 

‘man is the measure of all things.’52 Plato (c.428-348 BC) interpreted this as meaning that 

there could be never be absolute truth, an approach prescient of twentieth-century 

existential relativist philosophy. As such, truth could only be defined by the individual. It is in 

this tradition that Taverner, similar to Thomas More and Thomas à Becket, pursues truth, or 

the truth as he believes it, at any cost. More’s continued support for Roman Catholicism 

may represent the antithesis of Taverner’s advocacy for Protestantism, but it is not a 

 
49 David Josephson, ‘In Search of the Historical Taverner’, Tempo No. 101 (1972), p.41. 
50 For example, Brecht’s The Good Person of Szechwan is a parable play written in 1943, set in pre-war China 
which explores how a country’s morality is affected by its economic systems. 
51 Paul Griffiths, op. cit., programme note for Taverner. Courtesy of the Royal Opera House Collection. 
52 See the Oxford Companion to Classical Literature (Third Edition), (Oxford, OUP, 2011). 
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religious faith which is interrogated here, rather an individual’s moral conscience. Writing in 

1520, Robert Whittington described Thomas More as,  

…a man of an angel's wit and singular learning. I know not his fellow. For where is 

the man of that gentleness, lowliness and affability? And, as time requireth, a man of 

marvelous mirth and pastimes, and sometime of as sad gravity. A man for all 

seasons.53 

 

In Robert Bolt’s play, More represents the lone voice in a crowd, he is an outlier. Also, A 

Man for all Seasons introduces the concept of ‘The Common Man.’ This character plays all 

the other minor or ‘common’ roles in the play: he is More’s Steward, the Boatman, the Jailer 

et al. The Common Man is the character with whom all readers can identify. He is neither 

King nor Saint. Bolt’s ‘Common Man’ could, perhaps, just as readily, be Davies’s ‘poor 

composer.’ In Act I of A Man for all Seasons the Common Man states:  

It is perverse! To start a play made up of Kings and Cardinals in speaking costumes 

and intellectuals with embroidered mouths, with me. If a King or a Cardinal had done 

the prologue he’d have the right materials. And if an intellectual would have shown 

enough majestic meanings, coloured propositions, and closely woven liturgical stuff 

to dress the House of Lords! But this! Is this a costume? Does this say anything? It 

barely covers one man’s nakedness? A bit of black material to reduce Old Adam to 

Common Man. Oh, if they’d let me come on naked, I could have shown you 

something of my own…The Sixteenth Century is the Century of the Common Man. 

Like all other centuries. And that’s my proposition.54 
 

As in Taverner, Bolt’s drama also discusses issues of identity, persecution, corruption and 

truth. More remarks to the Duke of Norfolk that, ‘What matters is not that it's true, but that 

I believe it; or no, not that I believe it, but that I believe it.’  Similarly, in Davies’s opera, 

when, in Act I, scene i, Taverner resists the power of the Catholic church and rejects its 

hypocrisy as he perceives it, he does so only because of the strength of his own belief. 

Taverner sings: ‘I must be saved by my own faith and, not by that of others.’55  

 

Griffiths has argued that,  

[Taverner’s] problem is that of deciding between private and public loyalties, 

between what he perceives to be the dictates of his conscience and what he judges 

to be the injunctions of his society – but of course he gets it terribly wrong. Living at 

a time when the old order of medieval Christendom had disintegrated – and we still 

 
53 English grammarian, c.1480–c.1553. 
54 Robert Bolt, A Man for All Seasons, Act I. 
55 Full score, Act I, scene i, bb.457-462, pp.43-44. 
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live in that time – he finds no reason but to put his moral trust in any but himself.  

He might echo Luther’s words ‘Here I stand; I can no other.’56 

 

Tradition holds that Martin Luther (1483-1546) delivered these words to the Diet of Worms 

in 1521.57 At this meeting, Luther was summoned by the Emperor Charles V (1500-1558) to 

either renounce or to affirm religious beliefs which were to underpin the Protestant 

Reformation. Luther ended his interrogation in Worms stating that:  

Unless I am convinced by the testimony of the Scriptures or by clear reason (for I do 

not trust either in the Pope or in councils alone, since it is well known that they have 

often erred and contradicted themselves), I am bound by the Scriptures I have 

quoted and my conscience is captive to the Word of God. I cannot and will not 

recant anything, since it is neither safe nor right to go against conscience. May God 

help me. Amen.58  

 

Following Taverner’s interrogation these words find an analogue with Davies’s text in Act I, 

scene ii as the protagonist reflects upon his position. The chorus of Monks intone Taverner’s 

In Nomine and  chant ‘Hoc opus est Johanni Taverni in regione Lindi nati, viri arte musica 

singularis’, until Taverner interrupts them.  

If I follow their lying vanities, I shall forsake my own mercy. Their mercurial stone 

returns gold to dross. This is the vigil. Waiting, shall I arm against their justice, to 

purge us, to break our idols in our image, cut out our counterfeited hearts? Or is this 

the Devil’s work? I created meaning, now exiled, I must look it out afresh, a new 

reality, by scorching reason. God is my strength.59 

 

As with Luther, Taverner’s own self-belief and his sense of a ‘new reality’ is total even if such 

conviction is misguided and contradictory. In the passage quoted above, Taverner remarks 

that the Monks’ ‘mercurial stone returns gold to dross’ but, in the final analysis, it is 

Taverner’s ‘gold’ or rather his soul, that is transformed to dross as he betrays not only his 

music, but also his wife, his beliefs and himself. Taverner’s reference to ‘the vigil’ is to the 

 
56 Paul Griffiths, op. cit., programme note for Taverner. Courtesy of the Royal Opera House Collection.  
57Gabriel Josipovici has argued that Martin Luther’s creed has exercised a profound and lasting universal 
influence on humanity which can be seen as mediated through writings and works of art. For example, in 
Thomas Mann’s novel Doktor Faustus he contends that the fictional composer, Adrian Leverkühn represents 
Arnold Schoenberg who ‘stands behind’ Friedrich Nietszche who, in turn, stands in the shadow of Martin 
Luther. He asserts that although the birth of Lutheranism marked the beginning of the end of all things 
authoritarian (be it religion, politics etc.), it did not begin in Luther’s Protestant Germany but rather in 
Reformation England. It was through the Henrician revolution and the rejection of Rome that marked the true 
start of the subsequent disintegration of religion. See, Josipovici, op. cit., p.13. 
58 Martin Brecht, Martin Luther (Philadelphia, Fortress Press, 1985), p.460. 
59 Full score, Act I, scene ii, bb.33-124, pp.69-72. 
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Mount of Olives, where, in the Garden of Gethsemane, Judas Iscariot betrayed Jesus.60  

Stephen Pruslin asserts that it is Judas and not Jesus, who Taverner emulates. He argues 

that, ‘Judas throws light on Taverner’s situation not only because he stands for the arch-

betrayer, but also because he demonstrates the double-meaning of betrayal itself.’61   

 

At the start of the opera, Taverner makes his spiritual position clear. He is no longer able to 

accept the Roman Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation through which bread and wine are 

miraculously transformed into the body and blood of Jesus Christ. Taverner sings: 

…of one body of Christ is made two bodies, one natural, which is in heaven, the 

other, in the sacrament, needs to be unnatural, to enter the mouth in the form of 

bread, and be disposed of therewith. What comfort can be to any Christian to 

receive for a space Christ’s unnatural body?62 

 

At this early point, Taverner’s rejection of Rome appears logical. Further, his stance is given 

credibility through the parodic characterization of a Catholic Priest who is called to give 

evidence against Taverner. The stage directions describe his entrance as ‘fat and bungling, 

stumbles forward with leather wine bottle’. The stuttering Priest, whose voice is, 

symbolically, falsetto, is then openly bribed by a Monk and makes his accusation: 

….a whoreson corruptor of youth, he had blasphemous thoughts the Pope as 

Antichrist, he refused payments for pardons of kissing saints’ relics. He ate meat on 

Friday.63 

 

When confronted with such an inebriated and prejudiced witness symbolising all that is 

corrupt about the Catholic church, Taverner’s defence of his rights is rational and rings true 

with More’s conscionable approach. However, this is the moment which marks the 

beginning of the end for Taverner and his irrationality. Josipovici has argued that ‘although 

he [Taverner] seems to be so much in the right, the seeds of personal disaster lie in that 

rejection.’64 At the climax of Act I, following his confession and conversion from Catholicism 

to Protestantism, Taverner has an epiphany. 

 
60 Judas’s betrayal of Jesus is also examined in Missa Super l’Homme Armé and further developed in Vesalii 
Icones. 
61 Stephen Pruslin, ‘An Anatomy of Betrayal’, Music and Musicians (July 1972). 
62 Full score, Act I, scene i, bb.62-88, pp. 6-7.  
63 Full score, Act I, scene i, bb.361-378, pp.31-34. 
64 Josipovici, ‘Thoughts on the Libretto’, Tempo no. 101 (1972), p.14. 
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There shone about me a great light from heaven, and I fell down upon the earth, and 

heard the voice of Christ, saying, ‘Put off thy blindness.’  I am as reborn, His spirit is 

upon me. I defend Christ’s truth with the sword and the fire, for love of Him.  In the 

name of God, the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost.65 

 

Ultimately, Taverner’s self-determination is misguided. He believes that he has been 

‘reborn’ and, to reflect his increasing irrationality these words are delivered: ‘shouting, wild, 

increasingly hysterical.’66 Taverner has become a zealot, and, it is at this moment that Death 

(the Jester, the master-puppeteer) seizes his opportunity and takes control. Simultaneously, 

the two monks present Taverner’s soul as a ‘coal black raven’ which is consumed in flames. 

Death places his Jester’s cap on Taverner’s head, presents him with his jingling johnny and 

‘shakes Taverner’s hand violently causing jingling johnny to rattle.’67 He covers his face with 

a grinning mask. Taverner has been brainwashed.   

 

As discussed, Taverner is based upon historical facts, however Davies’s true creative 

ambition was to achieve as ‘wide an application and meaning as possible’ through his 

flexible treatment of the texts and the manipulation of time. Davies states that ‘despite 

constant references to sixteenth-century sources (mostly English), neither time nor place 

are treated realistically’ and most of the opera’s action actually happens in Taverner’s 

mind.68 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
65 Full score, Act I, scene iv, bb.712-746, pp. 208-213.  
66 Full score, Act I, scene iv,  b.744, p. 212.  
67 Full score, Act I, scene iv, b.747, p. 213.  
68 Davies, ‘Taverner: Synopsis and Documentation’, Tempo no 101 (1972), p.4. 
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4.3 Psycho-opera  

Davies once described Taverner as a ‘fantasy’69 in which,   

…the whole thing really is a projection from Taverner’s mind, a working out of his 

own philosophical, aesthetic, musical and religious problems, and the characters in 

the opera are really incarnations of departments of his own mind or soul or psyche, 

or what have you.70 

 

Similar to Arnold Schoenberg’s Erwartung (1909), Alban Berg’s Wozzeck (1925) and Peter 

Grimes (1945) by Benjamin Britten, Taverner is theatre of the mind. This is psycho-opera.71 

Josipovici has suggested that ‘there is actual pressure from within the work for the entire 

action to take place inside Taverner’s mind’ and that ‘part of it pulls dramatically in the 

direction of Wozzeck or Erwartung: that is towards the presentation in theatrical terms of 

what is essentially a private internal crisis.’72 Josipovici also points out that, similarly, 

Thomas Mann’s Death in Venice and Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita are also works which 

articulate a ‘hero’s failure, despair, and disintegration’ and reveal ‘the ultimate triumph of 

art, of the human over the inanimate, of ego over id.’73 Fyodor Dostoevsky’s The Devils is 

also a psychological drama. Similar to Taverner, it is an allegorical work, a study in nihilism, 

demagoguery and the power of incendiary rhetoric. Dostoevsky’s combatant, Pyotr 

Verkhovensky mirrors the character of Taverner as he instigates a revolution through which 

an old order is replaced by a new one. Somewhat inevitably, both novel and opera end with 

catastrophic consequences; the thematic parallels are striking.  

 

For Schoenberg it was a personal crisis which precipitated the composition of Erwartung 

but, significantly, its creation coincided with the emergence of psychoanalysis.74 The 

Interpretation of Dreams by Sigmund Freud was published in 1899 and Carl Jung’s 

Psychology of the Unconscious was published in 1912, the year in which Schoenberg wrote 

 
69 Davies in conversation with Stephen Walsh, Musical Times (July 1972), p.653. 
70 Ibid.  
71 Other twentieth-century works which may be considered to be psycho-operas include Duke Blue Beard’s 
Castle by Bela Bartók, Salome and Elektra by Richard Strauss, Vanessa by Samuel Barber and, by Leoš Janacek, 
Kát’a Kabanová and From the House of the Dead.  
72 Josipovici, op. cit., p.18. 
73 Ibid., p.17. 
74 Coincidentally, Schoenberg and Davies suffered crises when in their mid-thirties. For Schoenberg it was 
precipitated by a failing marriage whilst for Davies, it may have been a crisis of self-confidence as he sought to 
rebuild his creative self. But the parallel remain in that just as 1908 represented a watershed year for 
Schoenberg, the year 1968, was a creative deluge for Davies, post-Taverner. 
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Pierrot lunaire. It was Schoenberg’s treatment of the cycle of symbolist poems by the 

Belgian poet Albert Giraud (1860-1929), in the German translation by Otto Erich Hartleben, 

which first drew Davies to the writings of Freud and Jung and, in turn, to their theories 

relating to the interpretation of dreams and Jung’s theory of the collective unconscious.75 

Davies admired how Schoenberg had ‘found the possibility of finding a music to equate with 

the nightmare world’76 expressed by Giraud’s poetry.  

 

Davies’s comments about the relationships between certain characters in Taverner suggests 

an awareness of Jungian theory. He stated that,  

Like the Pope he [the King] is a father figure, and he takes over the Pope’s function 

when he becomes head of the Church. His relationship with Taverner (they never of 

course meet in the opera) can only really be expressed through the Jester. At the 

end of the first scene with the King and the Cardinal, the Jester is clearly in control, 

handling the King and the Cardinal like puppets. Then immediately at the beginning 

of the fourth scene of the first act he’s handling Taverner, too, like a puppet. The 

King is a father figure and Taverner reacts like a son rebelling against the father; but 

the only real point of contact is via the Jester as such, and his negative aspect as 

Death.77 

 

This description of the handling of the King, Cardinal and Taverner ‘like puppets’ implies a 

loss of self-determination. Jung recognised the importance of self-determination in 

maintaining an individual’s healthy relationship with society. However, he cited the Dark 

Ages as a period during which the autocratic church states replaced the role of God 

resulting in the suppression of the individual’s freedom of expression. Jung believed that 

this could result in the arrested development of personality and his/her marginalisation in 

society. In this context, although Taverner did not live in the Dark Ages, a Jungian 

interpretation might suggest that his fanaticism was not necessarily atypical behaviour. 

 

Also, Jung viewed the king and his court as the archetype of man’s inner world in which the 

king represented the dominant power of our consciousness, individually or collectively. In 

 
75 See Carl Jung, Psychology of the Unconscious (1912) which led to Jung’s theory of archetypes including that 
of the ‘shadow.’ As will be discussed in Chapter 5, Davies was also influenced by the writings of James Joyce in 
which nocturnal themes are often present, for example in Finnegan’s Wake. 
76 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (editor), ‘Schoenberg: Pierrot Lunaire’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected 
Writings, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2018), p.91. 
77 Davies in conversation with Stephen Walsh, Musical Times (July 1972). 
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Taverner, the private Throne Room scenes which focus on the ‘King’s Great Matter’ 

resonate with Davies’s comment that the ‘characters in the opera are really incarnations of 

departments of his own mind or soul or psyche.’78 The hypocrisy, lies and corruption which 

are exposed in these two inner scenes reflect Taverner’s internal crisis. Further, the 

placement of the scenes within the opera’s larger architecture is significant. Their 

positioning is literally internal, they are compartmentalised and are windows not only into 

the King’s affairs, but also, metaphorically, windows into Taverner’s mind.   

 

Furthermore, Josipovici has observed that the fate of both the King and Taverner run in 

parallel and suggests that reflection upon the monarch’s psychology may help to improve 

our understanding of Taverner’s predicament:79   

If we look at the pattern of Taverner’s experience and of Henry’s, we see that that 

they do resemble each other very closely. First there is the righteous rejection of 

authority and the reliance on unaided reason or faith. But, without, some external 

authority, ‘who shall know St Michael, who the Serpent?’ Once external authority 

has been renounced we find no freedom but a new bondage. For we become the 

victims of our unconscious impulses masquerading as reason or faith. This is plain in 

the case of Henry, though his very awareness of the impurity of his motives makes 

him paradoxically less likely to fall victim in this way. But it is equally true of 

Taverner. Another being takes over, his double, id or superego, who rules over 

him.80 

 

In Jungian terms, the role of the Jester/Death may be interpreted as Taverner’s alter-ego. 

This idea is supported by David Beard’s analysis of Act I, scene iv in which he suggests that 

the Jester/Death represents Taverner’s ‘inner daemon.’81 In The Development of the 

Personality, Jung states that ‘if we can succumb only in part, and, if by self-assertion the ego 

can save itself from being completely swallowed, then it can assimilate the voice, and we 

realise that the evil, was after all, only a semblance of evil, but, in reality, a bringer of 

healing and illumination.’82 For Jung, the development of the personality depended upon 

gaining a balance where ‘the daemon of the inner voice is at once our greatest danger and 

 
78 Ibid. 
79 Josipovici, op. cit., p.14. 
80 Ibid., p.15. 
81 David Beard, ‘Taverner: an interpretation’, in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-editors), Peter Maxwell 
Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), p.101. 
82 Carl Jung, The Development of Personality, trans. R.F.C. Hull (London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1954), p.185, 
n.319. 
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an indispensable help.’83 Taverner is unable to assert his ego and succumbs entirely to the 

evil which is represented by his inner voice, that of Death. Just as the character of Death 

represents Taverner’s inner daemon, so the Jester performs a similar function for the King.84 

In fact, he becomes both the ‘double id’ of the King and of Taverner and it is Death who 

ultimately rules over England and controls Taverner’s soul. 

 

The other key role which represents another ‘incarnation’ of Taverner’s mind is that of Rose 

Parrowe. Rose is the only female character in the opera and, amongst other things, 

symbolizes the composer’s creative self. In his study of the opera’s pre-compositional 

materials Beard has shown that an early draft of the libretto reveals further influence of 

Jung in the sketch’s marginalia.85 He asserts that,  

In Davies’s mind, Taverner’s relationship with the Church is analogous to his 

marriage with Rose, which is in turn symbolic of Taverner’s relationship to a female 

collective that consists of his mother, the Virgin Mary, and Wagner’s Erda. This is 

made explicit in Act I, scene iv, during the mock crucifixion, when Rose assumes the 

role of Mary. Taverner’s rejection of the Catholic faith is interpreted in Jungian terms 

as a rejection of marriage and a consequent failure to realise ‘inner integration.’86 

 

Beard suggests that this may have an autobiographical significance for the composer but 

concludes that any ‘hypothetical resonance between Jung’s theories and Davies’s sexual 

identity remains open to interpretation.’ However, Davies’s original version of his libretto 

does confirm ‘that his conception of Taverner’s (and perhaps even his own) personality was 

informed by Jung’s theory of arrested personal development with obsessive interests that 

stem from sexual conflict.’87 This could be interpreted in Freudian terms but, notably, the 

composer does make reference to an essay entitled The Significance of the Unconscious in 

Individual Education in which Jung makes direct connections between religion, maternalism 

and homosexuality.88  

 

 
83 Jung, op. cit., p.186, n.321. 
84 One of Henry VIII’s closest companions and most influential fools was the Jester, Will Somer. He was 
introduced into the Royal Household in June 1535. 
85 Stored in the British Library, London. Ms.Add.71259 etc. For more detail, see Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas 
Jones (co-editors), Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), p.87. 
86 David Beard in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.87. 
87 Ibid., p.89. 
88 Ibid.  
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It is in this text which lies the source of a quotation, in Latin, delivered by the Judge in Act I, 

scene i as he delivers his verdict on Taverner: 

JUDGE:  John Taverner, accused; in turning from disintegration, failed to 

realise inner integration, and destroyed his wife, immaculatum divini fontis 

uterum.89 

 

In the left margin of the sketch book, Davies has written in parentheses: 

JUNG. MARRIAGE as a PSYCHOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIP’ and ‘SIGNIFICANCE of the 

UNCONSCIOUS in INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION.’90 

 

Beard notes that the words immaculatum divini fontis uterum refer to a passage in which 

Jung discusses dream analysis as it relates to a young man who is struggling to accept his 

own sexual identity. In The Development of the Personality Jung describes the ‘retarded 

development of character’ as that which can stem from sexual conflict at an early age: 

As in all cases of this kind, he had a particularly close tie with his mother…a secret, 

subterranean tie which expresses itself consciously, perhaps, only in the retarded 

[i.e. slowed down or arrested] development of character….   Hence the enthusiasm 

with which his childish imagination took up the idea of the Church; for the church is, 

in the fullest sense, a mother. We speak not only of Mother Church, but even of the 

Church’s womb. In the ceremony known as the benedicto fontis, the baptismal font 

is apostrophised as immaculatis divini fontis uterus – ‘immaculate womb of the 

divine fount.91 

 

Beard interprets Davies’s reference to Jung and the ‘Mother Church’ as analogous to 

Taverner’s conflicted relationship with the Catholic Church and speculates that it may also 

mirror Davies’s own ‘deeper psychological rejection of a suffocating mother figure.’92 It is 

also possible to read this as relating to the composer’s own conflicted beliefs about religion: 

I had read enough Carl Jung and related philosophy to understand why the Credo 

claimed ‘Et incarnatus est de Spiritiu Sancto ex Maria Virgine’ and ‘ Resurrexit tertia 

die, secundum Scripturas, et ascendit in caelum: sedet ad dexteram Patris’ and to 

appreciate the beauty and application of such concepts; but the requirement, the 

compulsion to believe these things, literally, to the exclusion of any other belief, or 

event to contemplate them alongside other possibilities, always prevented me from 

claiming to be a Christian.93 

 
89 British Library Add. Ms.71259. Fol.68. 
90 Ms. 71259, op cit. 
91 Carl Jung, ‘The Significance of the Unconscious in Individual Education’ in Jung, The Development of 
Personality (transl. RFC Hull), (London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1954), pp.157-158. 
92 David Beard in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.88. 
93 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (editor), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (III): On Religion’, Peter Maxwell 
Davies, Selected Writings, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2018), p.228. 
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Michael Tippett, another committed follower of Jung, was also a religious sceptic. During 

the late 1930s, he underwent a course of Jungian dream analysis in an attempt to help to 

come to terms with his sexuality. The experience was a watershed and, subsequently, 

Jungian psychological theory and, particularly, the interpretation of dreams, informed much 

of Tippett’s work, most notably on the libretto for The Midsummer Marriage.  

I saw a stage picture (as opposed to hearing a musical sound) of a wooded hilltop 

with a temple, where a warm and soft young man was being rebuffed by a cold and 

hard young woman (to my mind a very common present situation) to such a degree 

that the collective, magical archetypes take charge – Jung’s anima and animus – the 

girl inflated by the latter, rises through the stage flies to heaven, and the man, 

overwhelmed by the former, descends through the floor to hell.94  

 

Ian Kemp hypothesises that if Jung had collaborated with Tippett on the creation of the 

libretto of The Midsummer Marriage he may have accepted the above scenario where the 

‘integration of personality may be achieved vicariously through witnessing a collective 

rite.’95 He also suggests that The Midsummer Marriage represents that ‘rite’ which allows 

for an ‘exemplary exploration of the unconscious.’96 In his secular oratorio, A Child of our 

Time (1944), the Jungian integration of personality finds powerful expression when, at the 

climax to Part III, the solo tenor sings: ‘I would know my shadow and my light, so shall I at 

last be whole.’ Similarly, in Taverner, Davies described Act II, scene i as an ‘anti’ or a 

‘shadow’97 of Act I, scene i which also suggests a ‘magical archetype.’ In this reading, Act II 

expresses an  unconscious world and represents the ‘shadow’ of Taverner’s personality. The 

composer’s stage directions which preface Act II support this view where the actors’ 

movements are instructed to be ‘somnambulistic.’98 Equally, the way that time is 

manipulated throughout the opera recalls Davies’s comments about it being a ‘fantasy’ in 

which ‘neither time nor place are treated realistically.’ Wherever possible, continuity is 

dispensed with and stage time is transformed into ‘internal time rather than historical 

time.’99 Many years elapse between the start of Act I in pre-Reformation England and the 

 
94 Ian Kemp, Tippett, the Composer and his Music (Oxford, OUP, 1987) p.218. It is noteworthy that Tippett’s 
powerful vision of a ‘stage picture’ for The Midsummer Marriage compares to the strength of the imagery 
which inspired Davies to create Taverner.  
95 Ibid. 
96 Ibid. 
97 Davies, ‘Taverner: Synopsis and Documentation’, Tempo no 101 (1972), p.5. 
98 Full score, Act II,  scene i, p.217. 
99 Josipovici, op. cit., p.18. 
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end of Act II by which time the Reformation is well-advanced. This finds a parallel in the 

treatment of time in Erwartung. Schoenberg said that ‘the aim is to represent in slow 

motion everything that occurs during a single second of maximum spiritual excitement, 

stretching it out to half an hour.’100 Davies does the opposite. In Taverner, time is contracted 

rather than expanded to create psycho-opera which reflects the intensity of Taverner’s 

internal psychological crisis. In Philosophy of Modern Music (1948), Theodore Adorno 

appears to relate Schoenberg’s Erwartung to Freudian psychoanalysis. He states that it is ‘a 

portrayal of anxiety…[that] develops the eternity of the second in four hundred bars […] 

Passions are no longer simulated, but rather genuine emotions of the unconscious – of 

shock, of trauma – are registered without disguise through the medium of music.’101  In this 

context, Adorno’s unconscious is ‘clearly the Freudian unconscious.’102 

 

In both Erwartung and Pierrot lunaire, this ‘portrayal of anxiety’ finds expression through 

music and its portrayal of a solitary figure in extremis. The role of ‘The Woman’ in Erwartung 

displays classic symptoms of hysteria such as amnesia and hallucinations caused by the 

witnessing of a traumatic event. Many notable examples exist throughout opera from 

Médée by Marc-Antoine Charpentier to Elektra by Richard Strauss. Davies’s music-theatre 

works of the 1960s also focus on the role of the dislocated individual, alienation and the 

fracturing of personality: a bloodied, screaming Nun in Missa Super L’Homme Armé, a naked 

dancer in Vesalii Icones and a psychotic king in Eight Songs for a Mad King. In addition to 

Eight Songs, Miss Donnithorne’s Maggot and a later work, Caroline Mathilde, all display the 

themes of mental collapse and/or the onset of insanity. Also, Revelation and Fall, which was 

written in parallel with Taverner, ‘documents a very real disintegration of […] personality 

and descent into deep dark depression and dislocation.’103   

 

 
100 Arnold Schoenberg, Style and Idea, Leonard Stein (ed.), (Los Angeles, University of California Press, 1984), 
p.105. 
101 Theodore Adorno, Philosophy of Modern Music (transl. Anne G Mitchell and Wesley V Blomster), (New York, 
Seabury Press, 1973), pp.38-39. 
102 Alexander Carpenter, ‘Erwartung and the scene of Psychoanalysis: interpreting Schoenberg’s monodrama 
as a Freudian case-study’, PhD thesis (Toronto, Graduate Dept. of Music, University of Toronto, 2004), p.51. 
103 Jonathan Rees, Peter Maxwell Davies’ ‘Revelation and Fall’ - influence study and analysis, PhD thesis (The 
Open University, 2010), p.166. 
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At the start of the twentieth-century the emergence of first Freudian and then Jungian 

psychoanalytical and psychological theories coincided with the development of 

expressionism as seen in works by Schoenberg and others. Correspondingly, in the 1960s, 

the publication of R.D. Laing’s The Divided Self: an Existential Study in Sanity and Madness 

(1960) and Thomas Szasz’s The Myth of Mental Health (1961) coincided with the creation of 

Taverner. Laing proposed a humanistic, rational approach to the nature of madness  and 

argued that psychosis was not a medical condition but resulted from the ‘divided self’ 

caused by tension created by these two personas which exist within us, our true private 

identity and our false or ‘sane’ outward-facing persona. Szasz’s theories were more radical, 

controversial and have been described as anti-psychiatric. He maintained that there was no 

physiological foundation for the diagnosis of insanity and argued that it was a societal 

condition. Famously, Szasz stated that, ‘If you talk to God, you are praying; if God talks to 

you, you have schizophrenia. If the dead talk to you, you are a spiritualist; if you talk to the 

dead, you are schizophrenic.’104   

 

In the 1971 score of Eight Songs for a Mad King, Davies wrote the word madness in inverted 

commas which suggests that he possessed a ‘level of consciousness’ of the ongoing debate 

concerning psychiatric theory.105 Also, in his programme note for the original 1969 

performance of Eight Songs, Davies stated that ‘the vocal writing calls for extremes of 

register and a virtuoso acting ability; my intention was, with this, and the mixture of styles in 

the music together with the look of cages, suggesting prison or hospital beds, to leave open 

the question, is the persecuted protagonist Mad George III, or somebody who he thinks he 

is George?’106 Taverner may not be as obviously psychotic as the king in Eight Songs but it is 

arguable that he too is a ‘persecuted protagonist.’ Where does madness begin and where 

does it end? Or, to adopt the parlance of Szasz: is Taverner a spiritualist or a schizophrenic?  

If Eight Songs is to be interpreted as a study of an individual’s madness or otherwise, 

Taverner examines the societal conditions, which, through persecution, ostracization and 

 
104 Thomas Szasz, The Second Sin (Michigan, Anchor Press, 1973). 
105 Alan E Williams, ‘Madness in the Music Theatre Works of Peter Maxwell Davies’, Perspectives of New Music, 
Vol. 38, No 1 (Winter 2000), p. 84. It may be no coincidence that the singer Roy Hart, for whom Eight Songs 
was composed, offered some expertise in the field since, prior to training as an actor, he had studied 
psychology at the University of Witwatersrand in South Africa.  
106 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.),’Eight Songs for a Mad King’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 
(Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.100. 
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psychological collapse, can lead to it. This view is supported by Davies’s own comment that 

‘Taverner isn’t mad, he’s subjected to the processes – in what I think of as the night journey 

scene, where his conscience presents him with the alternatives and his conversion to the 

new Protestant faith is effected – which could well, on a less strong character, send 

somebody crazy.’107 

 

The psychiatrist, Glòria Durà-Vilà has suggested that operas by Alban Berg and Benjamin 

Britten ‘provide strong evidence of the important role that society – with its brutality and 

injustice – plays in the aetiology of mental illness.’108 As will be discussed, Berg’s Lulu 

exerted significant influence upon Davies, but, equally, Britten’s opera Peter Grimes deeply 

affected the composer. He first experienced Grimes in 1949 and it made a ‘huge impact.’ He 

recalled that ‘it was a huge inspiration – that this was possible in Britain.’109 For Britten, 

Peter Grimes represented ‘the individual against the crowd.’110 It has widely been 

interpreted as an allegory on homosexual oppression but one of the work’s central concerns 

is the charting of an individual’s interaction with society and his/her subsequent demise.  

 

The opening scene of Taverner and the Prologue of Grimes both present isolated individuals 

under interrogation. In Grimes, the fisherman is under scrutiny by the Coroner during an 

inquest about the death of Peter Grimes’ apprentice for which the attendant chorus of 

townsfolk of the Borough believe he is guilty. In the opening scene of Taverner, the 

composer is questioned by the White Abbot about his alleged heresy supported by partisan 

commentary from the Council. By the end of Grimes, the chorus of townsfolk has become a 

mob hunting down the embattled Grimes. In the closing passage of Act III, scene i the 

chorus shouts: ‘Who hold himself apart, Lets his pride rise. Him who despises us, we’ll 

destroy…’  In the final scene of Taverner a ‘very large crowd’ of Townspeople converge on 

the Market Place as the White Abbot who, at the behest of Taverner, is about to be 

executed. The crowd preaches, dogmatically: ‘This is the work of John Taverner, musician, 

 
107 Davies quoted in ‘The conscience of the composer: Patrick O’Connor talks to Peter Maxwell Davies about 
Taverner’, Music and Musicians, July 1983, p.86. 
108 Glòria Durà-Vilà & D Bentley, ‘Opera and madness: Britten’s Peter Grimes – a case study’, Journal of Medical 
Ethics; Medical Humanities 35 (2009), p.107.  
109 Nicholas Jones, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies in the 1950s: A conversation with the composer’, Tempo, Vol. 64, No. 
254 (October 2010), p.16. 
110 Humphrey Carpenter, Benjamin Britten: a biography (London, Faber and Faber, 1992), p.203. 
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servant of the King. Christ must reign, till he has put all his enemies under his feet, the last 

enemy that shall be destroyed is Death.’  

 

Although each opera approaches it from a different angle, the message is the same: society 

is partly responsible for creating the social deviants which Peter Grimes and John Taverner 

have become. Durà-Vilà believes that ‘Grimes’ mind succumbs to the borough as he 

becomes the monster which he perceives they think himself to be, ending up accepting 

society’s condemnation of himself.’111 Similarly, as Davies puts it, Taverner ‘brainwashes 

himself into giving up the thing that he really believed in […] and assumes the cloak of the 

worst sort of Protestant conformist.’112 At the end of both operas, both protagonists die off-

stage, one literally and the other figuratively. Captain Balstrode instructs Grimes to sail his 

boat out to sea and drown himself, whilst Rose Parrowe calls Taverner a ‘stranger, drunk 

with wormwood’ and he falls to the floor with the shadow of the cross from the 

executioner’s fire on his back.  

 

From a psychiatric perspective, Durà-Vilà observes that the character of Peter Grimes shows 

‘a complex combination of several personality traits belonging to different personality 

disorders (such as schizoid and dissocial) to an extreme of complexity that may leave many 

psychiatrists in wonder.’113 It is possible to contend that in Davies’s opera John Taverner is 

portrayed as sharing some of these disorders, particularly those of a schizophrenic. In his 

writing on madness in music in relation to Eight Songs, Alan E Williams introduces the 

notion of the ‘anti-musical’ in which Davies includes the ‘musical sphere of sounds and 

methods of vocal production that are conventionally excluded.’114 One such anti-musical 

device which he identifies is that of violence which is evident in ‘its use of the voice, in its 

staging, and in its treatment of the text.’ As with the mad king, the musical depiction of 

Taverner’s behaviour is, in part, expressed through the use of extreme vocalisation which, 

as the opera progresses, is used increasingly to characterise the role.115  

 

 
111 Durà-Vilà, op. cit., p.107. 
112 Tom Sutcliffe, ‘A question of identity’, Music and Musicians, Vol. 20, June 1972,  p.28. 
113 Durà-Vilà, op. cit., p.108. 
114 Williams, op. cit., p.81. 
115 This approach is discussed further in Chapter 7 of this thesis. 
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In Eight Songs, it is possible to understand the fragmentary character of Randolph Stow’s 

text as reflecting the king’s deteriorating mental state. Albeit on a greater scale, the 

multiplicity of compositional devices or styles in Taverner may be read as having a similar 

purpose where Davies’s ‘dialectic of styles, in which the ‘true’ voice of the composer is 

constantly confronted by ‘false’ styles.’116 In Eight Songs, Davies described pastiche or ‘false’ 

elements as ‘stage props’ which differentiates them from the work’s ‘true’ musical 

language. Correspondingly, in Taverner, there is an abundance of ‘stage props’ which are 

presented, compositionally, as pastiche including pre-existing music by Taverner, plainsong 

plus Renaissance dances and fantasias. Taverner’s In Nomine appears throughout the opera 

in different guises;  this musical fingerprint, similar to Taverner’s changing vocality, is 

subject to transformative processes (inversion, transposition etc.) which may be read as 

paralleling his volatile mental condition. In Act I, scene ii an isolated Taverner is presented 

wrestling with his spiritual self, seeking to rationalise the dogma of the Catholic church. The 

passage begins with a quotation of his In Nomine. The libretto then juxtaposes Taverner’s 

colloquial English to that of Ecclesiastical Latin sung by a chorus of Monks. This canonic 

setting presents a dense polyphonic texture which expresses Taverner’s inner confusion as 

he struggles to discover ‘a new reality, by scorching reason.’ Through what is, undeniably, a 

complex synthesis of language and imagery, Taverner is confronted not only with spiritual 

confusion but also a confusion of ‘true’ and ‘false’ styles. This is the first time that we enter 

Taverner’s mind. There is an overwhelming collision of narratives (Taverner’s escalating 

dilemma), multiple languages (superimposed Latin and English), historical references and 

Biblical imagery, which express, allusively, the psychological noise and confusion from which 

Taverner is suffering. This reading supports the notion that in Davies’s work psychological 

disturbance or even ‘madness’ is more than just a theme: ‘it disseminates into the music 

itself.’117 Other episodes which express the protagonist in extremis include the Street 

Passion Play (Act I, scene iv) may psychologically, may be interpreted as hallucinatory. Also, 

 
116 Williams, op. cit., p.83. Also, see Steve Sweeney-Turner, Resurrecting the Antichrist:  Maxwell Davies and 
Parody – Dialectics or Deconstruction’, Tempo, No.191 (December 1994). 
117 Ruud Welten, ‘I’m Not Ill. I’m Nervous: Madness in the Music of Sir Peter Maxwell Davies’, Tempo, No. 196 
(April 1996), p.24. 
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in psychopathological terms, Taverner’s revelatory experience (Act I, scene iv) may be 

regarded as ‘an experiential form of an epiphany.’118   

 

Jonathan Cross has cited Eight Songs for a Mad King as an example of ‘Immediate Theatre’ 

but this can also be applied to Taverner where the protagonist is suffering ‘mental torment.’ 

Similarly, in Resurrection, the sequel to Taverner, a dummy takes Taverner’s place and an 

onstage lobotomy ‘replaces his brainwashing.’119  The moonstruck madness of Pierrot which 

affected Davies so deeply is a recurring theme throughout his output.   

 

As Davies has noted, Mozart’s Don Giovanni was an influence in his creation of Taverner.  

The eponymous Don is a disturbing character who, as psychiatrist, Durà-Vilà has observed 

might fit ‘diagnostic criteria for dissocial personality disorder, with his callous unconcern for 

the feelings of others, his behaviour full of total disregard for social obligations and his 

incapacity to experience guilt.’120 This description could almost apply to some of John 

Taverner’s personality traits, although in the closing moments of the opera when he sings  

‘O God I call out thy name, out of the lowest dungeon, Forsake not thy faithful servant,’ 

there is perhaps a glimmer of guilt as Taverner becomes aware of the gravity of what he has 

done.  

 

As George Orwell wrote in 1984, 'Perhaps a lunatic was simply a minority of one.’  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
118 Josef Parnas and Mads Gram Henriksen, ‘Mysticism and schizophrenia: A phenomenological exploration of 
the structure of consciousness in the schizophrenia spectrum disorders’, Consciousness and Cognition, Vol.43 
(July 2016), pp. 75-88. 
119 Majel Connery, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s Worst Nightmare:  Staging the Unsacred in the Operas Taverner 
and Resurrection’, Opera Quarterly, Vol.25, No 3-4 (2010), p.248. 
120 Glòria Durà-Vilà & D Bentley, ‘Opera and madness: Britten’s Peter Grimes – a case study’, Journal of Medical 
Ethics; Medical Humanities 35 (2009), p.107.  
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4.4 Autobiography and Künstleroper  
 
Davies has long acknowledged the autobiographical nature of his work. In 2000, he reflected 

that his whole musical output was, 

One long extended ‘reference,’ in that this music is distillation of – is – my real life, 

even including its inadequacies and mistakes. […] these creation patterns feel like a 

kind of cartography – a mapping out in various orders of detail of very different 

areas of my experience, where some coastlines, perhaps, may turn out eventually to 

have been hitherto uncharted, at least in minor detail, if not in large form.121   

 

The comment that ‘music is distillation of - is - my real life’ also aligns with remarks which 

the composer made about his inability to ‘divorce music from everything that I do and 

everything that I think and all that I’m about.’122 The autobiographical manifests itself 

throughout Davies’s music, from the works inspired by his Salford childhood to enigmatic 

cross-referencing of material and the use of ciphers.123 Davies subscribed to what he 

described as ‘total expression’ where musical and non-musical issues were, for him, 

inseparable. He said: ‘one is very conscious of being part of a total expression which 

involves not only the music but many other things and that these things are so closely 

interrelated that to try to be purist about the music or about musical abstractions, I find is 

just not possible for me.’124 In Worldes Blis, Davies observed that there was a ‘conscious 

attempt to reintegrate the shattered and scattered fragments of my creative persona.’125 

 

Just as Worldes Blis was born out of an aesthetic crisis, the composer also recognised that in 

the creation of Taverner something was going to ‘burst out of the style in which I was then 

writing.’126 This suggests that that both the composition of Worldes Blis and the completion 

 
121 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (II): On Parody, References and 
Meaning’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.225. 
122 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Introduction’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, 
CUP, 2018), p.6. 
123 For a discussion of the autobiographical in Davies’s work, see Nicholas Jones and Richard McGregor (co-
editors), The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 2020), pp.42-50. The function of 
the Death Chord is explored more fully in Chapter 7 of this thesis. 
124 Davies, quoted in Jones, op. cit., p.6 
125 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Worldes Blis’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, 
CUP, 2018), p.95. The rebuilding of his life would be reflected geographically when, soon after the completion 
of Taverner, the composer moved to the Orkney Islands where he lived until his death there in March 2016. 
His permanent move to the Orkneys opened a new chapter on Davies’s personal and creative life, including 
the beginning of a long association with the Orcadian poet George Mackay Brown and his founding of the St. 
Magnus Festival in 1977. 
126 Davies, quoted in Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.109.  
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of Taverner were both necessary, cathartic creative experiences.  When he was asked if it 

was possible to interpret Taverner as being metaphorical of his personal situation, Davies 

answered,  

Quite honestly, I don’t know. I suppose there’s a grain of truth in that, that I was 

projecting myself onto Taverner, but I think that it was bigger than me. It was the 

situation not only of the creative artist but of anybody who believed in anything, and 

who could have this belief corrupted so that it started to eat into him and destroy 

him.127 

 

The remark that there may have been a ‘grain of truth’ in that he was projecting himself 

onto Taverner does not discount the opera’s personal significance, but his 

acknowledgement it was ‘bigger’ than him suggests a larger agenda. Davies also said that 

the opera, 

… could be seen as a dramatization of a situation which is inherent of my own. But I 

don’t want to imply any hero proportions on my part. I think the parallel will be clear 

to anybody who has come to decisions about the state of his own soul, to use 

sixteenth-century terminology: his religious, political, artistic conscience. The parallel 

of somebody breaking down under social or purely commercial pressures and 

becoming a shadow of himself and giving up that which he really believes in, for 

seemingly very good reasons, of which he is entirely convinced. I think that this 

applies not only to myself but to many people, not just artists.128 

 

The ’giving up’ of one’s self-belief may be read as a form of self-betrayal, a theme which 

permeates the opera and other works. Equally, the ‘breaking down under social or purely 

commercial pressures’ and Davies’s reference to ‘projecting’ himself onto the opera and 

examining ‘the state of his own soul’ in religious, political and artistic contexts, suggests an 

autobiographical dimension. The composer’s comment that Taverner ‘could be seen as a 

dramatization of a situation which is inherent in my own’ resonates strongly with  

Claire Taylor-Jay’s definition of Künstleroper.129 She suggests that the genre ‘does not so 

much reflect [the composer’s] life within such a work as construct it, through the persona of 

the fictional artist’ and that in psychoanalytical terms ‘the central artist-character acts as a 

 
127 Davies, quoted in Griffiths, op. cit., p.106. 
128 Peter Maxwell Davies in conversation with Stephen Walsh, The Musical Times, Vol 113, No. 1553 (July 
1972), p.654. 
129 Künstleroper (artist-opera) stems from the early Romantic German literary genre of Künstlerroman (artist-
novel). It may also be significant that Künstleroper is Austro-German in its origin, adding more weight to the 
notion that Davies’s aesthetic roots lie in that tradition.  
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projection by the composer and embodies an attempt at self-definition.’130 If Taverner is 

viewed as an artist-opera, it could be read as a projection of Davies’s aesthetic crisis during 

the 1960s so embodying an ‘attempt at self-definition.’ 

 

The theme of the artist in opera is a common one and can be traced back to the Orpheus 

myth whilst the depiction of the artist as an isolated, troubled individual is to be widely 

found throughout Romantic art; for example, Schubert’s Winterreise, Wagner’s Tannhäuser 

and Berlioz’s Benvenuto Cellini and his Symphonie Fantastique. However, Taylor-Jay’s 

definition of Künstleroper requires that the work exceeds the autobiographical in that it 

‘does not so much reflect [the composer’s] life within such a work as construct it, through 

the persona of the fictional artist.’131 She has also argued that a defining theme of 

Künstleropern, particularly in the nineteenth and twentieth-centuries, was an ‘antagonism 

between artist and society.’132 Certainly, Taverner goes beyond autobiography and focuses 

on a disconnect between a composer and society.   

 

Taylor-Jay has offered three case studies in Künstleropern: Palestrina (1915) by Hans 

Pfitzner, Jonny spielt auf (1926) by Ernst Krenek and Paul Hindemith’s Mathis der Maler 

(1935). It is noteworthy that, like Davies, these three composers wrote their own libretti. In 

each opera, the artist is the central character in which each construct ‘a particular 

relationship between the character and his social environment; the composers of these 

works thus contributed to the contemporary debate about the artist and society, and 

interrogated ideas of what it means to be an artist.’ Taylor-Jay has described Künstleropern 

as an exploration of self-identity which forms ‘a mirror-image of [the composer] where the 

fictional character’s problems are solved’133 and the work allegorises the artist’s preferred 

position in modern society. In Jonny spielt auf, Krenek’s utopia is of a progressive society 

whilst in Palestrina, Pfitzner dreams of a more conservative world. Correspondingly, it is 

possible to argue that in Taverner, Davies allegorises the artist’s place in a dysfunctional 

 
130 Claire Taylor-Jay, The Artist-Operas of Pfitzner, Krenek and Hindemith (Aldershot, Ashgate Publishing, 2004), 
p.24. 
131 Ibid., p.24. 
132 Ibid., p.26.  
133 Ibid., p.25. 
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society and hopes for a more tolerant world, although, it is not realised at the end of the 

opera, there is, according to Davies, ‘a glimmer of hope.’134 

 

In Palestrina, Pfitzner integrates Palestrina’s own music into the opera. He introduces the 

Missa Papae Marcelli  and, significantly, rewrites it. Taylor-Jay interprets this as Pfitzner 

‘writing himself’ into the opera dramatically and, in so doing, constructs an ‘alternative 

life.’135 Pfitzner’s possession of Palestrina’s mass, she believes, represents ‘a psychological 

reconciliation, a kind of wish-fulfilment’136 and gains the recognition which Pfitzner believed 

he deserved as a composer. In the opera, Palestrina’s achievements realise Pfitzner’s 

dreams which Taylor-Jay regards as ‘self-construction.’ Correspondingly, in Taverner, John 

Taverner’s own music also features extensively. His musical fingerprint, the In Nomine and 

plainsong from the Missa Gloria Tibi Trinitas permeates the score and generates much of 

the musical material. Taverner’s music is reinvented and parodied by Davies and, similarly, it 

may be possible to suggest that Davies was also writing himself into the opera.  

 

Taylor-Jay has also asserted that, ‘artistic creation is an act of self-construction, presenting a 

persona not only to an audience but to oneself.’137 She has argued that Ernst Krenek 

traversed many different styles, from the populism of Jonny spielt auf (1925) to the 

modernism of Gesänge des späten Jahres (1931). Analogously, Davies’s musical persona was 

forever transforming. He had not a singular compositional voice but many, and, throughout 

his creative life embraced an abundance of styles including modernism, neo-expressionism 

and modern classicism. And, in discussing his approach to ‘light’ and ‘serious’ music, Davies 

was keen to emphasise their interconnectivity. He stated that he once  ‘wrote a ‘serious’ 

opera, The Lighthouse, in the mornings, and a ‘light’ children’s opera, Cinderella, in the 

afternoons, and I do not believe I exhibited, any more than usual, signs of schizophrenia.’138 

Davies believed that his music, whether it was ‘light’ or ‘serious,’ for amateurs or 

 
134 Peter Maxwell Davies in conversation with Tom Service, Opera on 3, Taverner, BBC Radio 3 broadcast, 28 
November 2009. 
135 Claire Taylor-Jay, The Artist-Operas of Pfitzner, Krenek and Hindemith (Aldershot, Ashgate Publishing, 2004), 
p.60. 
136 Ibid., p.90. 
137 Ibid., p.194. 
138 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.) ‘A Composer’s Point of View (IV): On the Composition of ‘Light’ and 
‘Serious’ Music, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.233. 
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professionals, young or old, formed ‘part of the same continuous creative quest.’139 Like 

most artists, Davies was a wearer of masks, but under each mask there was one face, one 

ideology, and that is what remained constant. Taylor-Jay proposes that the value of ‘artist-

opera’ lies in its ability to reveal the ‘process of artistic self-construction.’ Identifying 

Davies’s ‘self-construction’ in Taverner may help us to better understand the composer’s 

stylistic diversity. Taverner may not wholly satisfy all the criteria of Künstleroper as 

interpreted by Taylor-Jay. Certainly, Davies does not fulfil the wish-fulfilment as attained 

vicariously by Krenek in Jonny spielt auf or by Pfitzner in Palestrina. Nor, allegorically, does 

Davies self-destruct as does the opera’s anti-hero following his crisis of identity. Yet, by 

looking at the work through the genre’s filter it reveals Davies’s own beliefs about art, 

religion, society and the role of the composer.  

 

His choice of a composer as its protagonist was no mere coincidence. Taverner was a 

consummate craftsman, a self-determined pragmatist and a conflicted individual; it is 

possible to identify other shared traits which exist between Davies and the opera’s 

protagonist: isolationism, self-determination and conflicted relationships with religion and 

society. Both Taverner and Davies lived through periods of political instability and social 

turbulence. Taverner’s life was dominated by a series of institutional and religious 

transformations which defined the English Reformation. Equally, for Davies, the 1960s were 

a time of revolution characterised by the emergence of a counterculture and global 

uncertainty.140 The completion of Taverner in 1968 coincided with the ‘Prague Spring’ and 

the subsequent invasion of Czechoslovakia by the Soviet Union, whilst in America the 

decade was defined by a series of political assassinations, including John F Kennedy in 1962, 

Malcolm X in 1965 and Martin Luther King in 1968.  

 

In Act II, scene iv of Taverner, the burning of the White Abbot amounts to political 

assassination whilst in Act II, scene iii, we witness an invasion by the Cromwellian army.  

 
139 Ibid. 
140 Following the erection of the Berlin Wall in 1961, the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962, the already 
confrontational relationship between the East and the West, USA and the Soviet Union was increasingly 
volatile. 
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Throughout, the Jester/Death assumes the role of a dictator, whilst Taverner represents the 

worst sort of ideologue. Davies once stated that,  

I think that we see parallels with Taverner all the time, with people who become 

party-liners and their humanity as such disappears. It doesn’t matter whether 

they’re political or religious figures: the two are very much the same, in that they 

can become equally fanatical, equally inhuman.141 

 

In Taverner, one episode in Tudor history may be the opera’s subject, but it is the 

interpretation and re-interpretation of history, religious fanaticism, truth, lies and betrayal 

which are its real concerns. Sixteenth-century Reformation England is the lens through 

which Davies views and critiques the anxieties of a post-nuclear world and it was out of 

these distracted times that the opera’s themes emerged. 

 
141 Davies, quoted in Griffiths, op. cit., p.106. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Structure 
 
To disclose too much of one's inventions and achievements is one and the same thing as to 

give up the fruit of one's ingenuity.1 
 

These are words attributed to the Italian Renaissance architect, Filippo Brunelleschi.  

Brunelleschi designed the dome and lantern of Florence Cathedral, the largest brick-built 

dome in the world.2 Architecture was a passion for Peter Maxwell Davies and Brunelleschi’s 

art, invention and ingenuity held a fascination for the composer. When studying 

composition in Rome during the 1950s, he spent formative times in Florence exploring 

Renaissance churches and cathedrals, including those designed by Brunelleschi.3 During an 

interview with the composer in 1997, Nicholas Jones sought to make an analogy between 

the ingenuity of Davies’s compositional processes and Brunelleschi’s ‘numerous complex 

architectural procedures.’4 Davies concurred with Brunelleschi in stating that ‘a structure 

that hides things is very appealing.’5 Superficially, the structure of Taverner may appear to 

be obvious. However, just as Brunelleschi’s resplendent dome does not immediately reveal 

its compound structure of double-shell sandstone and intricate marble brickwork, neither 

does the larger architecture of Taverner immediately expose the opera’s inner 

machinations. 

 

This chapter examines the structure of Taverner. It discusses its design, its proportions and 

the various historical formal models which the composer deploys throughout the work. The 

chapter demonstrates how Davies manipulates and subverts form for myriad musical, 

dramatic and symbolic purposes. It references other pre-existing musical works, specifically 

Oedipus rex (1927, rev.1948) by Igor Stravinsky and Lulu (1937) by Alban Berg, and considers 

how they may have exerted a significant influence upon Davies in shaping the final form of 

Taverner.   

 
1 Filippo Brunelleschi (1377-1446) quoted in Kenneth Bartlett (ed), The Civilization of the Italian Renaissance: A 
Sourcebook (Second edition), (Toronto, University of Toronto Press), p.159. 
2 Cattedrale di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; constructed 1296-1436. 
3 For example, the Foundling Hospital (Ospedale degli Innocenti) and the churches of Santo Spirito and San 
Lorenzo. 
4 Nicholas Jones (editor), The Selected Writings of Peter Maxwell Davies (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.181. 
5 Davies in conversation with Nicholas Jones, (ed.), ‘Renaissance Architecture, Symphonic Precedents and 
Historical Resonances’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.181. 
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Music and architecture have always been closely related. Medieval scholars studied the 

Quadrivium and held that music was a mathematical science akin to other disciplines 

including astronomy and geometry.6 Nicholas Jones affirms that Davies had ‘always shown a 

profound interest in architecture – one might even go so far as to say a consuming 

fixation.’7 In an insightful article on the composer’s melding of architectural principles with 

compositional praxis, he suggests that in Davies ‘we seem to have found a natural 

twentieth-century successor to fifteenth-century Renaissance thought, following a ‘tradition 

unbroken from classical times’ and writing music that is ‘geometry translated into sound.’8 

Jones demonstrates how Davies has applied architectural constructs such as Renaissance 

modular proportion and Übergreifende Form9 to shape several of his compositions, 

particularly, as noted above, those inspired by Filippo Brunelleschi and also the 

seventeenth-century Roman architect, Francesco Borromini.10   

 

Davies’s concern with proportional detail has long been an important factor in his creative 

process. The composer remarked that: 

I think as a composer one can say one wants the structure to work and the way that 
it is held up is probably your business and fellow composer’s business. Just as in 
those medieval cathedrals – probably the most magnificent examples of architecture 
ever. It was the builders’ concern that the weights, torque and the centrifugal forces 
should operate correctly. They are not the concern of the person standing there 
enjoying the building. Proportions make the building possible. Not only this, the 
proportions of a building like Chartres Cathedral, for example, express divine 
proportions, proportions that you can give theological sermons about the Holy 
Trinity, and the duality…. in square roots of circles, whatever. I remember reading 
Hans Sedlemayer’s Die Entstehung der Kathedrale11 which first opened my mind to 
the connection between musical proportions and the proportions of cathedrals.12 

 

 
6 Quadrivium, translated from Latin: ‘four ways.’ It was the study of four subjects (the mathematical sciences 
of Arithmetic, Geometry, Astronomy and Music) attributed to the sixth-century Roman philosopher, Ancius 
Manlius Severinus Boëthius. 
7 Nicholas Jones, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s Submerged Cathedral: Architectural Principles in the Third 
Symphony’, Music and Letters, Vol. 81. No.3 (August 2000), p.402. 
8 Jones, op. cit., p.403. 
9 Translated from German: ‘all-embracing form.’ For further discussion, see Jones, op. cit., pp. 422-425 
10 Francesco Borromini (1599-1667), Italian architect. Davies’s Symphony No. 10 Alla ricerca di Borromini 
(2014) and Naxos String Quartet No. 7 Metafore sul Borromini (2005) are examples of works inspired by 
Borromini. 
11 Hans Sedelmayr, Die Entstehung der Kathedrale 2nd edition (Graz, 1976). 
12 Davies in conversation with Richard Bolley in ‘Ancient and Modern 3’, Early Music, Vol. 8, No. 4 (October 
1980), pp.3-5. 
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Chartres Cathedral and the architecture of Florence may have provided stimulation for the 

composer but his early orchestral work, Prolation (Op. 8), was actually written after a visit to 

a church in Accrington, Lancashire in the UK. Following an ‘epiphany,’13 the composer 

realised how the building’s proportions worked ‘between the tracery of a window and the 

shape of the whole church.’14 Davies has also acknowledged that his Third Symphony  

(Op. 119) was inspired by ‘architectural proportional devices – particularly the Fibonacci 

series used in direct imitation of Brunelleschi’s renaissance church plans.’15 Jones argues 

that, in comparison to Davies’s earlier compositions, including the Second Taverner 

Fantasia, the Third Symphony is, texturally, a much leaner work. The composer 

acknowledged that,  

In a big orchestral fantasia of 1964 [Second Taverner Fantasia] …. I invented much 
polyphony of up to nine parts real parts, not counting harmonic supports – in the 
Third Symphony, there are never more than five, and more often three or four and 
sometimes two parts…. Commentators have suggested that this recent music is 
simpler than the earlier. Its surface may be simpler, but the architecture is more 
developed. A useful analogy concerns some differences between a medieval and a 
renaissance church: in the first the architecture is based on mathematical 
proportions which may be ultimately symbolic, but this is used as framework….the 
surfaces are complex and busy, and of great interest in detail; in the second, the 
awareness of the proportionality of perspective has led to a treatment of 
architecture not only as a correct means of attaining a symbolism in itself, or, of 
forming a framework for detailed display, but as something of aesthetic perfection.16 

 
Davies’s analogy is revealing and implies that the architecture of the Second Taverner 

Fantasia and other works in its constellation, including Taverner, have a closer proximity to 

the symbolism of mathematical proportions as they apply to Medieval architectural 

principles, as opposed to Renaissance ones. Accordingly, in Taverner and other related 

works, it is possible to argue that these principles find expression in Davies’s compositional 

scheme of thematic transformation. These compositional techniques will be discussed more 

fully in Chapter 7, but, for now, it is enough to suggest that such processes may have 

influenced the creation of a ‘framework’ for the opera. This view is supported by Stephen 

Arnold. 

 
13 Jones, op. cit., p.402. 
14 Peter Maxwell Davies in conversation with Richard Bolley, op. cit., pp.3-5. 
15 CD programme note, Collins Classics, CD 14162. For further discussion of architectural connections relating 
to Davies’s Third Symphony see Jones: ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s Submerged Cathedral: Architectural Principles 
in the Third Symphony’, Music and Letters, Vol. 81. No.3 (August 2000), pp.402-432. 
16 Davies, quoted in Jones, op. cit., p.412. 
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While the resulting proliferation of thematic elements might seem compositionally 
unwieldy, the process itself is a most apt means of conveying in musical terms the 
idea of the scene where it is first used, namely Act I scene 4: John Taverner’s gradual 
and reluctant confession that the compositions of ‘popish ditties’ is no longer in 
accord with his own religious persuasions, and his ‘conversion’ from being a 
composer to a government agent – from creator to persecutor.17 

 

And, whilst Davies’s compositional techniques such as self-transposing goal-directed 

transformations trace Taverner’s personal transmutation, they also mirror the 

transformation and fragmentation of religion during Reformation England. For example, 

following Taverner’s conversion in Act I, scene iv, his transformation by the Jester, as Death, 

is completed in Act II, scene i which includes an extended episode featuring a Wheel of 

Fortune. This wheel, replete with religious imagery, is revolved in a clockwise direction by 

the Jester as he demonstrates his absolute control over John Taverner, the King, and, by 

association, the church.18 Davies manipulates a series of pitch-class sets which describe, 

chromatically, the wheel’s revolutions whilst symbolising the passage of time. 

Proportionally, this musical, visual and dramatic conceit occurs at a critically important 

point: it is two-thirds of the way through the opera. Its strategic placement supports the 

notion that there are compositional devices at work inspired by Medieval architectural 

constructs which are ‘ultimately symbolic’, underpinning the opera’s structure.  

 

Writing at the time of the first performance of Taverner, Joseph Kerman was critical of the 

opera’s dramatic structure. He also commented on the work’s generic ambiguity and 

speculated that Igor Stravinsky might have referred to it as an ‘opera-oratorio.’ Taverner 

polarised critical opinion. In part, this may have been because of its chronological position in 

Davies’s output as the opera’s composition predates the modernist music-theatre works of 

the late 1960s through which Davies gained his reputation as an avant-gardist.19 This led 

some commentators to believe that the composer’s embracing of historical generic 

archetypes such as opera or oratorio to be retrograde. The completion of his First 

 
17 Stephen Arnold, ‘The Music of Taverner’, Tempo No.101, (1972), p.22. 
18 David Beard in Peter Maxwell Davies Studies, Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-editors), (Cambridge, 
CUP, 2009), p.94. 
19 For example, including Revelation and Fall and Eight Songs for a Mad King etc. 
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Symphony (Op. 71) in 1976, later provoked a similar response as this progressive composer 

embraced that seemingly most traditional of forms.20 

 

5.1 Generic archetypes and historical forms 

In his writings about genre, John Frow has noted that:  

Genre, we might say, is a set of conventional and highly organised constraints in the 
production and interpretation of meaning.21 

 
Even though Frow’s interpretation is from a literary perspective, it can still inform our 

understanding of generic identities in music. Kenneth Gloag has acknowledged that, 

On this account, a text, which, from the perspective of this discussion, can be 
transferred into the context of music, not only enters into its generic category but 
also, in some way, forms a relationship to a set of conventions that have to be met, 
or at least reflected, for the presence of a genre to be recognised.22 

 
Davies does adhere to such a ‘set of conventions’ in Taverner which, in turn, confirms the 

recognition of a genre, that of opera. Yet, through various means (of which parody is one 

and intertextuality another), the composer, typically, proceeds to challenge these 

conventions. For Davies, some rules are there to be broken and it is this approach which 

resonates with Frow’s definition. Ostensibly, although Frow places emphasis on ‘constraint’, 

he qualifies it, stating that:  

In using the word ‘constraint’ I don’t mean to say that genre is simply a restriction. 
Rather, its structuring effects are productive of meaning; they shape and guide, in 
the way that a builder’s form gives shape to a pour of concrete, or a sculptor’s mould 
shapes and give structure to its materials.23 

 
Frow’s approach propounds that genres are dynamic processes, they are not stationary, 

stable structures. This theory can be illuminated by considering a seminal moment in 

Davies’s creative life. As Gloag observes below, the composition of his First Symphony 

supports Frow’s notion. 

An image had been formed of Davies as a composer and that image was of a radical, 
avant-garde composer of challenging modernist music, which included the 
development of music-theatre as a genre throughout the 1960s and projected an 

 
20 Hans Keller found fault in a lack of contrasting stability and development in the symphony’s first movement. 

See Keller, ‘The State of the Symphony: Not Only Maxwell Davies’s,’ Tempo No.125 (1978), pp.6-11. 
21 John Frow, Genre (The New Critical Idiom), (London, Routledge, 2005), p.10. 
22 Kenneth Gloag, ‘Form and genre in Davies’s First Symphony’, Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-editors), 
Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), p.131. 
23 Frow, op. cit., p.10. 
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aesthetic position that seemed hostile towards the existing, traditional genres of 
music.24   
 

As Gloag understands, such perceived ‘hostility’ was misrepresentative of Davies’s aesthetic 

position. He argues that prior to the composer’s explicit embracing of symphonic form in 

1973, although his ‘relationship to historical, generic models was concealed and perhaps at 

times marginal,’25 traditional affiliations remained clearly identifiable in earlier works 

including the Trumpet Sonata (Op. 1) the cantata Leopardi Fragments (Op. 18), the Sinfonia 

(Op. 20) and, of course, Taverner. Additionally, the first movement of the First Symphony 

has been described by Davies as possessing ‘a ghost of a sonata form somewhere behind 

it.’26 And, as Rodney Lister has stated, the ‘first movement’ of the Second Taverner Fantasia 

‘conforms to the template of the post-Beethovenian sonata form’ albeit with some 

significant differences.27 

 

There is longevity in Davies’s affection for established genres and historical forms. Also, as 

Griffiths has argued, he had also introduced symphonic qualities into his motet for 

orchestra, Worldes Blis (Op. 38) and the Second Taverner Fantasia (Op. 23).28 Later in his 

creative life, Davies would continue to turn to historical forms and genres as demonstrated 

by the composition of his ten symphonies, the Strathclyde Concertos and the ten Naxos 

String Quartets. The composer’s life-long dialogue with these models was neither 

retrograde nor anomalous, but an organic part of a creative evolution of which Taverner 

was an essential element. 

 
The ‘opera-oratorio’ to which Kerman referred was Stravinsky’s Oedipus rex.29  However, as 

Stephen Walsh has argued, it is unlikely that Stravinsky would have been familiar with the 

 
24 Gloag and Jones, op. cit., pp.129-130. Kenneth Gloag cites Davies’s ‘music theatre’ works as Notre Dame des 
Fleurs, Missa Super l’Homme Armé and Miss Donnithorne’s Maggot which, he suggests, ‘helped define music 
theatre as a distinct genre. Gloag also notes that Davies’s ‘image’ was and that of his music was largely shaped 
by Eight Songs for a Mad King and was ‘a work that situated music theatre within the context of the avant-
garde aspirations of the period.’ 
25 Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.130. 
26 Davies quoted in Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.159. 
27 Rodney Lister, ‘Sonata form in the music of Peter Maxwell Davies’, Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-
eds.), Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), p.111. 
28 Griffiths, op. cit., p.89. 
29 In addition to the bipartite design of both works, further similarities include the use of Latin text, universal 
themes, orchestration and the inclusion of the single female role (a mezzo soprano in both works) in casts 
which are dominated by male characters. 
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dramatic oratorio as modelled by Handel and notes that the design of Oedipus rex bears no 

resemblance to such baroque oratorios. Yet he does recognize that Stravinsky’s and 

Handel’s works both share classical subject matter and are dramatic works but intended for 

‘statuesque presentation’ in the concert hall.30 This echoes Kerman’s view that in Taverner 

‘dramatic form is essentially static and schematic, calculated to place ideas in relief and 

push personalities into the background.’31 In relation to Oedipus rex, Stravinsky claimed 

that, 

I consider [this] static representation a more vital way to focus the tragedy not on 
Oedipus himself and the other individuals, but on the ‘fatal development’ that for 
me, is the meaning of the play… My audience is not indifferent to the fate of the 
person, but I think it far more concerned with the person of the fate and the 
delineation of it which can be achieved uniquely in music … the portrait of the 
individual as the victim of circumstances is made far more starkly effective by this 
static presentation.32 

 
As with King Oedipus, it is Taverner’s ‘fatal development’ which, to borrow from Stravinsky, 

holds the true ‘meaning’ of Davies’s opera. Walsh proposes that it may be beneficial to 

interpret Oedipus rex as a ‘complex set of symbolic allusions contrasted on a number of 

different levels.’33 Equally, it is valuable to approach the structure of Taverner in a similar 

way. 

 

Kerman’s opinion that the dramatic form of Taverner was ‘static and schematic’ and 

calculated to ‘push personalities into the background’ recalls ‘framing’ techniques 

developed by Jean Cocteau.34 These techniques were adopted by Stravinsky in stage works 

such as Petrushka (1911, rev. 1947). In this work, Walsh asserts that ‘the nominal action is 

literally, boxed up in the showman’s booth, while the ballet spends more time describing 

the motley crowd going about its business and pleasure quite unaware of the miniature 

tragedy unfolding in its midst.’35 Petrushka may have been inspired by the theatrical 

creations of the Russian actor and producer Vsevolod Meyerhold whose work featured  

 
30 Stephen Walsh, Stravinsky: Oedipus rex  (Cambridge, CUP, 1993), p.28. 
31 Joseph Kerman, ‘Popish Ditties’, Tempo No.102, (1972), p.21. 
32 Igor Stravinsky in Walsh, op. cit., p.15. 
33 Ibid., p.8. 
34 Jean Cocteau (1889-1963), French playwright, poet, novelist and filmmaker. 
35 Walsh, op. cit., p.13. 
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circus acts, mime and masks.36 Indeed, it can be no coincidence that Stravinsky and 

Meyerhold were both lovers of puppet theatre, ‘a medium in which facile realism is ruled 

out by the nature of the puppet itself.’37  

 

Significantly, in Taverner, Davies refers to the characters in the opera, including Taverner 

himself, as ‘marionettes’ all of whom are controlled by the master-puppeteer, the Jester 

who later becomes the character of Death.38 He describes Taverner’s conversion as 

‘effected by puppet-like characters conjured up by the Jester’ who, in Act I, scene iv, also 

controls the enactment of a Street Passion Mystery Play, a ritualized play within a play or, 

perhaps, even another ‘miniature tragedy.’ 

 

Oedipus rex and Taverner are bedfellows in their resistance in conforming to a single generic 

stereotype such as opera, oratorio or music-theatre.39 This resonates with Josipovici’s belief 

that the most successful operas of the twentieth-century were not, in the conventional 

sense, operas at all. Josipovici considered Benjamin Britten’s Curlew River (1964) to be a 

‘mixture of miracle and Noh plays’, Harrison Birtwistle’s Punch and Judy (1968) an ‘ancient 

Greek drama in the guise of popular puppetry’ and Oedipus rex a ‘dramatic oratorio.’ He 

also argued that the success of these works came about through a ‘total rethinking of the 

genre’ combined with an ‘assurance with which the stylization is handled, the elegance with 

which the new rules are defined.’40 This ‘assurance’ came naturally to Stravinsky who 

‘scored more theatrical successes than all other modern composers put together.’41  

It remains moot as to whether Taverner was or is a ‘theatrical success,’ but what is clear is 

that Davies, similar to Stravinsky, was seeking to reinvent the genre.  

 

 
36 Vsevolod Meyerhold (1874-1940), Russian actor, theatre director and producer. Walsh suggests that 
Stravinsky may have seen a play called Balaganchik (‘The Fairground Booth’) produced by Meyerhold in St 
Petersburg which featured characters from the commedia dell’arte. Stravinsky’s Renard (1916) and The 
Soldiers Tale (1918) were inspired by the commedia dell’arte and use similar theatrical devices. Notably, 
Pierrot is also a character from the commedia dell’arte. 
37 Walsh, op. cit., p.14. 
38 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘Taverner, Synopsis and Documentation’, Tempo, No.101 (1972), p.5. 
39 As Walsh notes, the ‘grandest example of ritualised theatre that has come down to us is the Greek drama of 
Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides,’ hence Stravinsky’s motivation to compose Oedipus rex.  
40 Gabriel Josipovici, ‘Taverner, Thoughts on the Libretto’, Tempo No.101 (1972), p.19. 
41 Ibid. p.19. 
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In Taverner, the historical meets the allegorical and, at times, it comes at a cost. Davies’s 

insistence that ‘neither time nor place are treated realistically’ suggests that the fantastical 

should take precedence over the factual.42 However, there are prolonged episodes during 

which historical narrative outweighs dramatic development and creates a structural 

imbalance. Act I, scene iii is an over-extended discourse on the ‘King’s Great Matter.’ At 

length, the King makes his case to the Cardinal: 

…and that our marriage to the Queen, which appears contrary to God’s law, as she 
was once Our brother’s wife, which we fear illegal. To this sin we attribute the death 
of all our male children and dread the heavy wrath of God, if we persist.  We are 
resolved to apply for a remedy to Rome, trusting that, for our services to the Church 
this scruple may be removed from our mind, and a method discovered to take 
another wife, and God willing, ensure the succession.43 

 
The mirroring scene of Act II, scene ii is of similar design. Kerman did not admire Davies’s 

efforts at reinvention and considered the hybrid ‘unlovely’ claiming that ‘ultimately it does 

Davies in.’44 However, in spite of its flaws Kerman did find merit in the work’s overall design 

and described its construction as being in ‘large blocks, a good many of them choral, others 

orchestral; the four large blocks in each act are rigidly symmetrical. But in its own terms the 

layout of the opera is ingenious and powerful.’45  

 

Table A shows the format of the opera. It locates each scene, provides approximate 

durations, total number of bars, synopsis and lists the characters featured.  

 
42 Davies, op. cit., p.5. 
43 Act I, scene iii, full score, pp.111-114. 
44 Joseph Kerman, ‘Popish Ditties’, Tempo No.102 (1972),  p.21. 
45 Kerman’s allusion to ‘block’ form recalls Stravinsky’s use of this technique which Richard Taruskin describes 
as ‘immobility, stasis; as applied to form, the quality of being nonteleleogical, nondevelopmental.’ See, 
Taruskin, Stravinsky and the Russian Traditions: a Biography of the works through ‘Mavra’ (Oxford, OUP, 
1996), p.1678. 
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          ACT I (c.70’)        ACT II (c.50’) 

 
Scene SCENE 1 SCENE 2  SCENE 3 SCENE 4 SCENE 1  SCENE 2 SCENE 3 SCENE 4 

 
Location  A Courtroom The Chapel The Throne 

Room 
The Throne 
Room 

The Courtroom The Throne 
Room 

The Chapel The Market Place 
 
 

Approx. duration 
 

20’ 
 

10’ 
 

15’ 
 

25’ 
 
 

10’ 
 

10’ 
 

10’ 
 

20’ 
 
 

Number of bars 683 259 355 759 
 
Act I = 2,056 

296 291 204 314 + niente 
 
Act II = 1, 105 

Plot 
 

Trial:  John 
Taverner 
(Defendant), 
White Abbot 
(Prosecutor) 
 

Taverner 
monologue with 
Monks in 
attendance 

King in dialogue 
with Cardinal 

Street 
Passion Play, 
mock 
crucifixion & 
Taverner’s 
conversion 
 

Trial: White Abbot 
(Defendant), John 
Taverner 
(Prosecutor) 

King in dialogue 
with Archbishop 

White Abbot at 
prayer with 
Monks 

Execution of the 
White Abbot 
 
 
 

Characters 
 

John Taverner, 
White Abbot, 
Richard 
Taverner, Rose 
Parrowe, Priest, 
Boy, Cardinal 
and Council 
 
  

John Taverner 
alone with 
Monks 
 
 
 
 
 

King, Jester and 
Cardinal  

Death, John 
Taverner, 
Monks, 
Richard 
Taverner,  
Antichrist, 
Rose 
Parrowe, 
God the 
Father et al 

White Abbot, John 
Taverner, Richard 
Taverner, Rose 
Parrowe, Priest, 
Boy, Death and 
Council 

King, 
Archbishop 
(Cardinal) and 
Jester 

White Abbot, 
John Taverner, 
Monks & 
Captain  

Townspeople, 
White Abbot, John 
Taverner & Rose 
Parrowe 

 
PRE-REFORMATION ENGLAND ---------------------------------------------------------------------> 1534 (Act of Supremacy) ----------------------------> REFORMATION ENGLAND   
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Table A is colour coded. The two acts open with public trial scenes and close with public 

scenes of comparable duration and similar musical and dramatic weight. These scenes are 

shaded in blue. To create dramatic balance, the opera’s pair of closing scenes contain 

executions, one of which is false and one is real.46 These scenes are also shaded blue. Each 

act includes a pair of inner private scenes set in the Chapel and the Throne Room which are 

shaded green.  

 

5.2 Symmetrical and asymmetrical design  

As noted above, the opera’s larger architecture is balanced, but it is not, as Kerman 

suggests, strictly symmetrical. Symmetrical rigidity would demand that Act I, scene ii, set in 

the Chapel would correspond to Act II, scene ii which is actually set in the Throne Room. 

There may be dramatic and symbolic reasons for this asymmetrical design. Dramaturgically, 

the positioning of John Taverner’s monologue at heart of Act I, scene ii immediately after his 

trial scene (Act I, scene i) sustains the dramatic pace and places Taverner and his ensuing 

dilemma centre stage.  

 

Symbolic and hierarchical reasons may also exist for the ordering of these scenes. If, as 

Davies has indicated, Act I is set in Pre-Reformation England, then the placement of the 

Chapel scene (Act I, scene ii) before the Thone Room scene (Act I, scene iii) may symbolise 

the increased status of the Roman Catholic Church in England at that time. Conversely, Act II 

is set in Reformation England. The scene order has been reversed and the Throne Room 

scene (Act II, scene ii) is positioned before the Chapel scene (Act II, scene iii).47 The balance 

of power has now shifted and, metaphorically, it is echoed in the opera’s architecture.  

 

As discussed, church architecture provided inspiration for Davies. Writing about the 

structure of Prolation Davies stated:  

Perhaps it is not too fanciful to make a comparison between the present musical 

structure and the Übergreifende Form of the arches of Gothic architecture, where 

the form is common to the nave, the windows, and in every instance where an arch 

 
46 In Act I, scene iv (The Throne Room), Joking Jesus undergoes a mock crucifixion during the Street Passion 
Play, and in Act II, scene iv (The Market Place), the White Abbot is burned at the stake. 
47 As in Act I, there may also be dramaturgical reasons for this layout in Act II:  II/iii segues into II/iv, in which 
the White Abbot is executed. This is prefaced directly by the Chapel scene (II/iii) in which the action focuses on 
the White Abbot’s celebration of Mass, its disruption as Taverner watches on which then segues into II/iv.  
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can be used down, to most minor decoration. Here the proportion between a big 

arch and smaller arches contained therein is not always exact – indeed it is the 

variation which is so fascinating. […] It must be further remembered that Gothic 

arches are not entities in themselves but are meant to contain things.48 

 

Arch-forms not only fascinated Davies, but also Alban Berg. Similar to Davies, Berg had great 

affection for symmetrical structures (particularly arch-forms) and the ‘possibility of imposing 

such a shape may well have been one of the things that attracted him [Berg] to Lulu in the 

first place.’49 Significantly, Davies was once asked about theatrical experiences which had 

made a strong impression upon him and he specifically identified performances in Hamburg 

of Lulu.50 This is corroborated by one of Davies’s diary entries which refers to his attendance 

at an incomplete performance of Lulu in 1963.51  Furthermore, writing in 2015, the 

composer recalled that: 

While studying with Petrassi in Rome in 1957-58 […] I was encouraged to read not 

only Schoenberg’s writings, but also in particular Luigi Rognoni’s Espressionismo e 
dodecafonia, with its analysis and schemata of Berg’s Wozzeck and Lulu which 

profoundly influenced my understanding of form and architecture forever.52 

 

It is possible to suggest that Davies’s study of Lulu and his subsequent exposure to the opera 

in Hamburg must, to do some degree, have influenced the shaping and structure of 

Taverner.53  Notable parallels include a similar approach in the creation of libretti and the 

use of double-aspect characters; in Lulu, the three husbands in the first half of the opera 

become the prostitute’s three clients in the second; in Taverner, the Jester is doubled as 

Death, Rose Parrowe with the Virgin Mary, Richard Taverner doubles St John, and the 

Cardinal with the Archbishop. Further, Berg and Davies deploy leitmotivs tor symbols to 

articulate significant moments, both structural and otherwise, and Berg’s ‘fate rhythm’ 

 
48 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Realizing the ‘Aural Vision’ of Prolation’, Peter Maxwell Davies, 
Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.45. 
49 Douglas Jarman, Alban Berg: Lulu (Cambridge, CUP, 1991), p.56. 
50 Davies in conversation with Richard Bolley, op. cit., p.5 
51 Nicholas Jones and Richard McGregor (co-editors), The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (Woodbridge, Boydell 
Press, 2020), p.27 n.52. 
52 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Indivisible Parameters and Spirit-Stirring Amalgams’, Peter Maxwell 
Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.301. 
53 It is interesting that the composition of Lulu occupied Berg for much of the second half of his life whilst 
Davies spent the first half of his composing Taverner. It is also noteworthy that Davies was drawn to the work 
of Georg Büchner, the author of Wozzeck. Davies adapted the final scene of Büchner’s Leonce und Lena in 
Blind Man’s Buff. 
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could be regarded as analogous to Davies’s so-called ‘Death Chord.’54 In both operas, on-

stage bands feature prominently where, as discussed above, in the two Throne Room 

scenes Davies writes for lute, viols, shawms and cornetts etc., and in Berg’s opera ragtime is 

played by a jazz band of clarinets, saxophones, trumpets and sousaphone whilst Lulu 

prepares for her cabaret performance in Act I, scene iii. It is beyond the scope of this study 

to explore further similarities, but, for the purposes of this discussion, it is beneficial to 

examine some structural equivalents. 

 

As Davies has acknowledged, arch-forms influenced the structure of Prolation. This work 

was composed in 1957 and, given its close proximity to Taverner it is not ‘too fanciful’ to 

suggest that arch-forms may also have influenced the construction of the opera.55  

 

Figure 5.1 interprets the dramatic shape of Taverner as a pair of arch-forms. 

 

FIGURE 5.1: The dramatic shape of Taverner 

                            

        ACT I      ACT II 

         

 

 

 

 

 

       i            ii & iii   iv            i                  ii & iii      iv 

 

 

 

 
54 The provenance and function of this leitmotif or cipher will be explored more fully in Chapter 7 (see pp.216-
229) but for now it is enough to describe it as a whole-tone tetrachord consisting of a pair of interlocking 
major thirds (D-natural/F-sharp and E-natural/G-sharp. 
55 In regard to structure and the use of temporal control in Davies’s music, it is important to be cognisant of 
one of his comments in relation to the Third Symphony: ‘I must emphasise that the music is not intended as 
some kind of representation of any church – it borrows renaissance spatial concepts and proportions, and 
reworks these, abstractly, in time.’ Davies quoted in Jones, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s ‘Submerged Cathedral’: 
Architectural Principles in the Third Symphony’, Music and Letters, Vol. 81, No. 3 (August 2000), pp.421-422. 
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The opera’s opening public scenes (Act I, scene i and Act II, scene i) are represented by the 

left side of each arch and, correspondingly the two closing public scenes (Act I, scene iv and 

Act II, scene iv) are represented by the right side. Each arch encloses each act’s inner private 

scenes (scenes ii and iii, respectively) which may be viewed as interludes. This interpretation 

supports Davies’s assertion that ‘arches are not entities in themselves but are meant to 

contain things.’ If this idea is extended further, the two arches may also be viewed as 

windows through which the affairs of church and state may be observed.  

 

The trial scenes of Act I, scene i and Act II, scene i are characterised by argument in which 

statement and counterstatement propels the drama forwards. As Figure 5.1 shows, the 

arrows trace the ascending dramatic trajectories of each scene. Also, Stephen Pruslin has 

observed that, 

The first scene of each Act (….) represents a trial, on which some light is cast by a 

trenchant perception of Donald Francis Tovey (quoted in John Burk’s classic book 

The Life and Works of Beethoven). In discussing the fugue that forms the 

development section in the Finale of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata no 28 in A major, 

op.101, Burk writes: ‘Tovey once aptly remarked that the fugue style and the sonata 

style are as different as a court trial and a stage scene… But a highly charged trial 

scene placed within a play, and cunningly set off, becomes its crux.’56 

 

As Pruslin notes, Tovey’s remark as quoted by Burk in relation to Beethoven’s Piano Sonata 

No. 28, where ‘fugue style and the sonata style are as different as a court trial and a stage 

scene’ resonates with the design of the two trial scenes in Taverner. Indeed, in Act I, scene i, 

the statements of the prosecution followed by each defendant’s answer may be interpreted 

as resembling the subject and answer in the exposition of a fugue. Also, Tovey’s notion that 

a ‘highly charged trial scene placed within a play, becomes it crux’ recalls Act IV, scene i of 

Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice upon which the whole drama pivots. As Pruslin 

suggests, a similar interpretation does shed light upon the two trial scenes in Taverner, 

which are fundamental to igniting proceedings and generating much of the work’s musical 

and extra-musical material. However, as will be discussed further below, the real ‘crux’ of 

the opera is in Act I, scene iv.  

 

 
56 Stephen Pruslin, NMC CD D157 (2009), CD sleeve note, p.8. 
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Conversely, the opposite sides of the two arches, (Act I, scene iv and Act II, scene iv) 

represent descents. Act I, scene iv features a mock crucifixion which is followed by 

Taverner’s conversion and his self-betrayal. At the close of Act I, scene iv, stage directions 

describe Taverner as ‘rising to a pious kneeling position’ (bar 703). In Act II, scene iv there is 

a real execution followed by Rose Parrowe’s expression of Taverner’s betrayal and the 

opera ends with Taverner kneeling in prayer before he falls ‘prostrate before the pyre’ (bar 

293).  As noted, the two inner private scenes (scenes ii and iii) of each act (in the Chapel and 

Throne Room) are enclosed within each arch.  

 

Figure 5.2 rationalises the structure of Taverner. It shows how the two acts may be 

interpreted as opposite sides of a single arch-form. The apex of the arch is marked by 

Taverner’s conversion at the end of Act I, scene iv. A line of symmetry bisects the arch. 

 

FIGURE 5.2 The structure of the opera 

 

 

   I/iv (Taverner’s conversion)        II/I (Wheel of Fortune) 

 

 

 

 

   Act I       Act II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the climax of Act I, scene iv, Taverner undergoes his conversion and in Act II, scene i, his 

transformation is completed as the Jester/Death spins the Wheel of Fortune and so begins 

Taverner’s demise. 
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Further parallels may be drawn to the design of Berg’s Lulu. Jarman has stated that its crux 

is in the Film Music at the centre of the work placed in Act II between scenes i and ii. This 

interlude is palindromic and, symbolically, represents the turning point not only for Lulu, but 

for the whole opera. Analogously, as shown in Figure 5.2, in Taverner the point of no return 

and the beginning of a similar reversal is located at the apex of the arch when, in Act I, 

scene iv Taverner undergoes his conversion (bar 660) and false beatification by the 

Jester/Death (bar 747).  

 

This palindromic design is illustrated in Table B. Davies’s stage directions at the start of Act 

II, scene i note that, from this point on, the characters are to move with ‘somnambulistic, 

jerky movements,’ perhaps, coincidentally, in the manner of a silent film. Similarly, in Lulu, 

following the palindromic interlude, much of the music heard in Act II, scene ii repeats that 

of Act II, scene i which Berg indicates is also to be in slow motion.   

 

Further, Berg and Davies both integrate historical genres and forms into their operas. In the 

pair of Throne Room scenes of Taverner, pavanes, galliards and marches are featured and, 

correspondingly in Lulu, Berg introduces canon, chorale variations, canzonetta, arias and 

arioso. Also, both composers utilize abstract forms. In Lulu, Berg employs sonata form 

explicitly. Jarman has stated that: 

Interpenetrating this sequence of vocal numbers are three larger musical structures 

(one in each act of the opera) based on the ‘absolute’ forms of instrumental music. 

Each of the three acts of the opera is thus dominated by one of these large-scale 

‘abstract’ forms, a form which embodies the main dramatic idea of the act and the 

constituent parts of which appear at dramatically appropriate points.57 

 

Act I of Lulu is dominated by a sonata form which Berg manipulates to articulate drama. In 

Taverner its presence is more implicit, although in the opera’s final scene ‘abstract’ form is 

also introduced at a dramatically appropriate point.58 

 

Rodney Lister has noted that sonata form has meant different things at different times to 

different composers although a constant concern has been to articulate ‘contrast, conflict 

 
57 Jarman, op. cit., p.59. 
58 The notion of ‘dramatic sonata form’ is also used as a structuring device in Mr Emmet Takes a Walk (Op. 
207). See Richard McGregor, ‘Genre’, Nicholas Jones and Richard McGregor, The Music of Peter Maxwell 
Davies (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 2020), pp.117-118. 
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and resolution.’59 Davies has acknowledged that ‘a ghost of sonata form’ may be detected in 

the first movement of the First Symphony60 and its presence is also identifiable in the 

Second Fantasia, a work closely linked to the opera.61 In Act II, scene iv, the final section of 

the Second Fantasia dominates the closing episode of Taverner. In a transformed state, the 

White Abbot’s vocal line and choral interjections are superimposed upon the Fantasia. 

Davies described this final section of the Fantasia as a ‘closing extended slow movement’62 

and noted that some of its music ‘refers back to the opening’ of the Second Fantasia where 

‘sections 1 to 6 make roughly a sonata-form movement.’63 Whereas in the First Symphony 

there is an implication of sonata-form, in Act II, scene iv of Taverner it is more explicit. 

 

Similar to Berg’s approach in Lulu, Davies integrates this large-scale abstract instrumental 

form to articulate structure and embody drama. This view resonates with Josipovici’s 

comment about the final scene of Taverner. 

The White Abbot moves into centre stage (and up) to sing a long, impressive aria.  

The chorus moans for him, splendidly, instead of launching into lengthy detached 

commentaries or uttering Stravinskian aphorisms, as they have been doing most of 

the time.  At last a character is allowed to develop and the static ‘drama of ideas’ 

yields to drama of personality.64 

 

This supports the notion that the integration of the Second Fantasia, although Josipovici 

does not identify it as such, elevates the ‘drama of personality’ which, for him, has been 

lacking. This abstract music describes the execution of the White Abbot which Davies 

referred to as Taverner’s ‘final projective act of destruction, of destroying, that is, his own 

spiritual nature.’65  Structurally, dramatically and musically, this is a defining moment in the 

opera, and, to articulate it, the full chorus is introduced for the first and only time. The 

Townspeople sing: ‘This is the work of John Taverner, musician, servant of the King. Christ 

must reign, till he has put all his enemies under his feet. The last enemy that shall be 

destroyed is Death’ (Act II, scene iv, bars 13-25).  Structurally, this chorus entry mirrors that 

 
59 Rodney Lister, ‘Sonata form in the music of Peter Maxwell Davies’, Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-
eds.), Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), p.108. 
60 Griffiths, op. cit., pp.159-160. 
61 Ibid., p.141. 
62 Ibid., p.142. 
63 Ibid., p.144. 
64 Kerman, op. cit., p.22. 
65 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘Taverner’: Synopsis and Documentation,’ Tempo No.101 (1972), p.6. 
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of the chorus of Monks in Act I, scene ii as they deliver the same text, except in Latin: ‘Hoc 

opus est Joharni Taverni, viri arte musica singularis….’ (Act I, scene ii, bars 1-32). The 

language is transformed, the Monks have become Townspeople and the Chapel is a Market 

Place. In Act I, scene ii, the text is set to Taverner’s original In Nomine and revolves around 

D-natural as its axis, whereas in Act II, scene iv, symbolically, the tone centre moves up a 

tritone to A-flat. Although Kerman’s remark concerning the rigid symmetry of Taverner is 

inaccurate, Davies does, as shown here, promote balance in the opera’s bigger architecture 

as choral statements virtually bookend the work.   

 

5.3 Articulation of structure 

Even if the opera is not strictly symmetrical schematically, symmetry may be identified 

through orchestration, the placement of pivotal pitches, tone centres66 and the 

employment of historical formal models and pre-existing music.   

 

Table B shows how these elements combine to introduce balance and contrast whilst 

articulating the architecture of the work. 

 

  

 
66 See p.143 n.73 of this thesis. 



TABLE B: architecture of Taverner as articulated by orchestration, historical models, pre-existing music and pivotal tone centres 
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     ACT I          ACT II 
 

Scene 
 

Scene 1 
 

Scene 2 
 

Scene 3 
 

Scene 4 
 

Scene 1 
 
 

Scene 2 
 
  

Scene 3 
 

Scene 4 
 
 

Location  A Courtroom 
 
 

The Chapel The Throne 
Room  

The Thone 
Room 

The 
Courtroom 

The Throne 
Room 

The Chapel The Market Place 

Orchestration Full orchestra 
 
 

Brass & winds Stage band: 
viols & lute 

Full 
orchestra 

Full orchestra Stage band: 
shawms, 
serpent & 
sackbuts 
 

Brass & 
winds then 
full 
orchestra 

Full orchestra 

Historical models In Nomine 
 
 

Motet, prolation 
canons 
(John Taverner) 
 

Fanfare  
Pavane 
Galliard 

O Magnum 
Mysterium 

In Nomine 
(parodied) 

Intrada 
Pavane 
Galliard  
 

Benedictus, 
Missa Tibi 
Trinitas 
(John 
Taverner) 

In Nomine 

Tone Centres 8 x note set  
(In Nomine) + D-
natural  

D-natural/B-flat  Pastiche - 
Plainsong 
fragments + 
embedded 
Death Chord 

Death 
chord + 
12-note 
chord  

8 x note set 
(parodied) +  
Death Chord 
 (Wheel of 
Fortune) 
 

Pastiche –  
Plainsong  
Fragments 
+ 
embedded 
Death 
Chord 

B-flat/D-
natural 

Death chord + 
12-note chord 
+ In Nomine (D-
natural) 
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In writing about Revelation and Fall, Rees has stated that the ‘hint of tonality becomes like 

the opening of an old wound – the presence of tonal expectation makes the dissonance and 

atonality more uncomfortable.’67  Table B shows that, allied to ‘hints of tonality’, plainsong 

and other ‘found’ objects such as the Renaissance dances and fantasias of Act I, scene iii and 

Act II, scene ii are also introduced and integrated to articulate structure. Yet, at times, 

Davies deliberately seeks to subvert a balanced structure. Table A reveals that the total 

duration of Act I is approximately seventy minutes and constructed of 2,056 bars, whereas 

the duration of Act II is approximately fifty minutes and consists of 1,105 bars. This 

disproportionality is manifested most obviously in the different durations of each act’s 

opening trial scenes where Act II, scene i is a compressed version of Act I, scene i.  

 

In Act I, scene i, the White Abbott is the Defendant, whilst in Act II, scene i, the roles are 

reversed and Taverner becomes the Defendant. Davies has described this scene as ‘the 

‘anti’ or ‘shadow’ presentation of Act I, scene i.68 Both scenes take place in Courtrooms, 

although, and perhaps significantly, Davies describes in the score the courtroom of Act I, 

scene i as ‘A Courtroom,’ whereas in Act II, scene i it is ‘The Courtroom.’ It is possible to 

conjecture that ‘A Courtroom’ is one of abstraction, whereas ‘The Courtroom’ is that which 

exists in Taverner’s mind. As noted, the roles of Prosecutor and Defendant are reversed but 

both scenes employ virtually identical cast members except, when in Act II, scene i the 

Cardinal is transformed into a Priest and the character of Death is added; the allegation of 

heresy is central to both scenes. Yet, in terms of duration and the total number of bars, Act 

II, scene i is nearly  half the length of Act I, scene i. 

 

Table C describes this compression of time and reveals the disproportionate length of 

episodes within each scene as calculated by the number of bars. The table shows show how 

each episode is articulated by the introduction of a new character; it also notes each one’s 

dramatic purpose.

 
67 Rees, op. cit., p.181. 
68 Davies, op. cit., p.5. 



TABLE C:  comparison of Act I, scene i and Act II, scene i by episode, number of bars, cast and dramatic purpose  
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    Act I, scene i         Act II, scene i 

EPISODE  BARS CAST DRAMATIC 
PURPOSE 

EPISODE  BARS CAST DRAMATIC 
PURPOSE 

Prologue 00 ® 16 Orchestra  
 

Prologue 00 ® 21 Orchestra  

1 17 ® 53 White Abbot 
John Taverner 

WA calls JT, 
accuses JT 

1 
 

22 John Taverner JT accuses WA 

2 54 ® 107 John Taverner JT defends self 
 

2 23 ® 48 White Abbot WA defends self 

3 
 

108 ® 159 White Abbot 
John Taverner 

WA accuses JT 3 49 ® 64 John Taverner JT calls Richard 
Taverner 

4 
 

160 ® 243  Richard Taverner RT defends JT 4 65 ® 91 Richard Taverner RT accuses WA 

5 
 

244 ® 260 White Abbott WA calls Rose 
Parrowe 

5 92 ® 99 John Taverner JT calls Rose 
Parrowe 

6 261 ® 310 Rose Parrowe RP defends RT 
 

6 100 ® 138 Rose Parrowe RP accuses WA 

7 
 

311 ® 344 White Abbot, 
Council 

Accuse JT 7 139 ® 148 Council Accuses WA 

8 
 

345 ® 397 Priest, Council Accuse JT 8 149 ® 150 John Taverner 
 
 

JT calls Priest 

9 
 

398 ® 409 White Abbot  WA calls Boy 9 151 ® 160 Priest Priest accuses 
WA 

10 
 

410 ® 482 Boy, Council Accuse JT 10 161 ® 165 Council Council 
comments 

11 
 

483 ® 512 White Abbot WA condemns JT 11 166 ® 185 Boy Boy accuses WA 

12  
 

513 ® 540 Orchestra Fanfare 12 186 ® 194 Council Council 
comments 

13  541 ® 620 Cardinal Pardons JT 13 195 ® 225 John Taverner JT condemns WA 
Epilogue 621 ® 683 Orchestra Second Fantasia Epilogue 287 ® 296 Orchestra Second Fantasia 
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As shown in Table C, each scene is framed by a prologue and an epilogue. Each of the two 

epilogues integrate music from Davies’s Second Taverner Fantasia. Each scene may be 

divided into thirteen episodes in which different character witnesses are presented to the 

court; this resonates with Pruslin’s comment noted above about the fugal design of Act I, 

scene i. Both scenes contain interpolations by the chorus (the Council). As the table shows, 

in Act II, scene i, the evidence arias of Richard Taverner, Rose Parrowe, the Priest and the 

Boy are compressed. Stephen Arnold has observed that ‘the Abbot hears himself 

condemned in almost the same words and music as he used against Taverner in the first 

trial. But whereas Taverner was sentenced at crotchet = 66, over thirty bars, ‘justice’ is 

dispensed to the White Abbot at crotchet = 104, over twenty bars.69 Both trials are hurried, 

prejudiced affairs but the speed at which the White Abbot is condemned in Taverner’s 

kangaroo court is ironic as the disproportionate structure emphasises, symbolically, the 

injustice at work. 

 

The pair of inner scenes of each act feature extensive use of parody and pastiche to 

articulate structure. As Figure 5.1 shows, they are set in the Chapel and in the Throne Room 

and, if considered architecturally, may be located within the arches which represent each 

act. As shown in Table B, these pairs of scenes mirror one another. This notion is supported 

by a comment made by Davies about Act II, scene ii in that ‘[It] reflects and distorts the 

earlier conference of the King and Cardinal. On this occasion the accompaniment is provided 

by a small chamber organ and regal, and by a group of Renaissance wind instruments and 

percussion which describe a history of sixteenth century English organ and dance music, 

seen through a hallucinatory distorting mirror.’70 The structure of the pair of scenes set in 

the Throne Room is articulated by two instrumental sequences which mirror one another 

and feature Renaissance dances and sixteenth-century keyboard fantasias. In both scenes, 

the orchestra falls silent (until the closing moments of Act II, scene iii) and the cast is 

accompanied by two on-stage bands which perform on period instruments.   

 

 

 
69 Stephen Arnold, ‘The Music of Taverner’, Tempo No.101 (1972), p.24. 
70 Davies, op. cit., p.6. 
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Table D reveals the symmetrical design of the two Throne Room scenes (Act I, scene iii and 

Act II, scene ii). It identifies and compares the parodied historical models and lists the 

instrumental forces of the on-stage bands. The two on-stage bands are contrasted by 

instrument group: in Act I, scene iii the band consists of strings: lute and an ensemble of 

viols;  in Act II, scene ii it features the wind and brass: sopranino recorder, cornett, soprano 

and bass shawms, sackbut and nakers.  

 

 

 



TABLE D: identification of historical models and comparison of instrumentation in Act I, scene iii and Act II, scene ii 
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Act I, scene iii, The Throne Room       Act II, scene ii, The Throne Room 
 
Form Bars Cast Instrumentation Form Bars Cast Instrumentation 

 
Fanfare 00 – 11 King enters Brass Intrada 00 – 11 King 

discovered 
Stage band 2 

Pavana 16 – 59 King Stage band 1 Pavan 13 – 29  Stage band 2 
Alla gagliarda 65 – 149 King, Jester & 

Cardinal 
Stage band 1 Galliard  47 – 139 King  Stage band 2 

Alla marcia 150 – 193 King Stage band 1 Dumpe 140 – 153 King Stage band 2 
Fanfare  
 

322 - 326 King exits Brass  Couranto 202 – 224 King exits Stage band 2 

 
 
 
Stage Band 1        Stage Band 2     
Lute         Sopranino Recorder     
Tenor viols 1 & 2       Cornett  
Bass viols 1 & 2       Bass Shawm 
Bass viols 3 & 4       Soprano Shawm 
Violone         Alto Trombone 
         Nakers 
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Table E below shows how each of the two scenes set in the Chapel broadly divide into three 

subject groups (A, B and C). Act I, scene ii opens with a chorus of Monks singing Taverner’s 

original In Nomine plainsong in canon; the passage is interpolated by John Taverner’s arioso. 

The scene ends with an orchestral transition which features material integrated from the 

Second Taverner Fantasia and functions as an extended upbeat into Act I, scene iii.  Act II, 

scene iii also opens with a chorus of Monks although on this occasion they are singing the 

Mass. Davies describes it as ‘a combination of the proper for Maundy Thursday and Good 

Friday.’71 As in Act I, scene ii choral polyphony is interpolated by a duet sung by the White 

Abbot and Taverner which mirrors his earlier arioso. The Sanctus follows and the military 

enter to enforce the monastery’s dissolution. The scene ends with the Benedictus heard, 

ironically, in John Taverner’s setting from his parody mass, Missa Gloria Tibi Trinitas.72 As 

with Act I, scene ii, this scene also concludes with an orchestral transition which leads 

directly into Act II, scene iv. Two ‘tone centres’ articulate the symmetrical design of these 

scenes.73 

 
71 Davies, op. cit., p.6. 
72 Stephen Arnold, ‘The Music of Taverner’, Tempo No.101 (1972), p.24. 
73 Ibid. Stephen Arnold’s use of the term ‘tone centre’ resonates with a remark which Davies made in 2000 
about tonality: ‘I have never thought of any of my music as other than modal or tonal’ [quoted in Nicholas 
Jones (ed.), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (I): ‘On Music, Mathematics and Magic Squares’, Peter Maxwell 
Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.213]. However, terms including ‘tone centre’, ‘tonic’ and 
‘dominant’ have, in Davies’s music, do have specific meaning. Richard McGregor has noted that ‘Davies’s uses 
of modal (and later tonal) sources as the basis of a composition undoubtedly contributed to his 
conceptualisation of a given pitch or pitches as tonal centres for a work – as focus pitches’ [McGregor in Jones 
and McGregor, ‘Tonality and Texture’, The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 
2020), p.181]. Also, Peter Owens has observed that the composer revealed that his ‘first use (presumably 
meaning his first conscious use) of a tonality or pitch centre as an actual reference occurred in Revelation and 
Fall (Op. 31), written in 1966, but at that time, he did not know how to articulate the idea in terms of ‘tonics 
and dominants’, referring to this early manifestation and based on a ‘major pivot and a subsidiary pivot.’ 
[Owens, quoted in Jones and McGregor, op. cit., p.182]. In his programme note for the First Symphony (Op. 
71), written between 1973-76, the composer remarked upon his introduction of a ‘pivotal tonal centre of F, 
with a ‘dominant’ of D-flat – remembering that the musical structure is related to medieval techniques, where 
a modal ‘dominant’ is not necessarily a fourth or fifth away from the ‘tonic’. [Davies, quoted in Paul Griffiths, 
Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982], p.160. Further, in a programme note for the Second 
Symphony (Op. 91), written in 1980, he alludes to the notion of a ‘basic unifying hypothesis’ in which ‘tonality 
is surely not merely a matter of using a major or minor triad on the music’s surface – it is a system of 
organisation, through every aspect of a work which enunciates it as a coherent whole, governing not only 
melody and harmony, but rhythm and architecture.’ Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s 
Basic Unifying Hypothesis: Dominant Logic’, The Musical Times, Spring 2002, Vol.143, No. 1878, p.38].  
Nicholas Jones has suggested that this ‘specific concept of tonality’ became the composer’s ‘template’ ‘from 
which the major works since the early 1980s have been constructed’ (Jones, op. cit., p.38); this ‘concept of 
tonality was ‘anything but “traditional”, and should not therefore be understood as being created within a 
diatonic and unqualified hierarchical framework.’ (Jones, op. cit., p.38). In this context, it is possible to argue 
that, in Taverner, Davies’s ‘system of organisation’ through the manipulation of pivotal pitches and ‘tone 
centres’ anticipates the ‘basic unifying hypothesis’ of his later works.  



TABLE E:  identification and comparison of subject groups, forms and tone centres in Act I, scene ii and Act II, scene iii  
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   Act I, scene ii, The Chapel       Act II, scene iii, The Chapel 

SUBJECT 
GROUP 

BARS CAST FORM TONE 
CENTRE  

SUBJECT 
GROUP 

BARS CAST FORM TONE 
CENTRE 

A 00 ® 32 Monks (In 
Nomine) + 
Canon1 

 

D + B-flat A 00 ® 22 White Abbot Arioso B-flat 
 
 

B 33 ® 47 John Taverner Arioso1  B 
 

23 ® 57 Monks Mass  

A1 48 ® 60 Monks Canon2  A1 58 ® 106 White Abbot 
John Taverner 

Duet  

B1 

 
61 ® 67 John Taverner Arioso2  B1 107 ® 128 Monks Sanctus  

A1  
B1  
 

68 ® 125 Monks  
John Taverner 

Canon  A2 129 ® 133 Captain Recitative  

A2 

 
126 ® 145 Monks Chant  

(Psalm 31) 
 

D 
 

A1  
B2 

134 ® 160 White Abbot 
Monks 

Benedictus D 

C 146 ® 259 Orchestra Transition  
(2nd 
Fantasia) 
 

B-flat 
 

C 161 ® 204 Orchestra Transition  
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Act I, scene iv and Act II, scene iv are also coupled scenes. These outer, public scenes have 

extended durations and, dramatically, they mirror one another. Act I, scene iv is the longest 

scene in the opera. It has an approximate duration of 25’ and is constructed of 759 bars. 

Following the Jester’s revelation of himself as Death at the end of Act I, scene iii, there is 

appropriately extensive use of the Death Chord throughout Act I, scene iv. As in the 

codettas of Act I, scene iii and Act II, scene iii, its strategic use also articulates the structure 

of Act I, scene iv and Act II, scene iv.  As Table F shows, the use of pivotal tone centres 

underpins the architecture of Act I, scene ii and Act II, scene iii. In Act I, scene iv the Death 

Chord has a similar function. 

 

Table F shows that Act I, scene iv and Act II, scene iv each divide into four sections. Each 

section may be interpreted as a scene within a scene which is defined by the drama, cast, 

related tone centres and/or strategic placement of the Death Chord.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TABLE F: identification and comparison of cast, drama, the Death Chord and tone centres in Act I, scene iv and Act II, scene iv 
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ACT I, scene iv         ACT II, scene iv 

 
SECTION BARS CAST DRAMA DEATH 

CHORD/TONE 
CENTRE 

SECTION BARS CAST  DRAMA DEATH 
CHORD/TONE 
CENTRE 

A 
 

00 – 264 John Taverner 
Jester 
Antichrist 
Monks 

Extraction of 
Taverner’s 
confession 

D-natural  
 
Death Chord i 
[15-17 & 40-41] 
 
Death Chord ii 
[216-119 & 
243-247] 

A 00 - 57 Townspeople 
 
Choirboys 

Procession 
with White 
Abbot 

F/A-flat  
 
D/F 

B 
 

265 – 466 Richard 
Taverner, 
Rose Parrowe 
John Taverner 
 

Taverner 
betrays Rose 
Parrowe & 
Richard 
Taverner 

 B 58 – 100 Townspeople 
 
 
John Taverner 
 

Taverner 
writes letter 
about White 
Abbot’s 
idolatry 

A/C 
 
 
E-flat/C 

C 
 

467 – 647 Demons 
God 
Michael 
Gabriel 
Jester 
John Taverner 

Street Mystery 
Passion Play 
and mock 
crucifixion 
 
 
 

D-natural 
 
O Magnum 
Mysterium  
[479-502] 
 
Ecce filius 
bastardus 
(In Nomine) 
[503-508]  

C 101 - 246 John Taverner 
 
 
 
 
White Abbot 

Taverner signs 
executioners 
 
 
 
Soliloquy 

(D) + 
Death Chord  
[155-158] 
 
 
A 

D 
 

648 – 759 John Taverner 
Jester 
 

Taverner’s 
confession, 
conversion 
and 
beatification 

Death Chord iii 
[648] 
 
 
 
Death Chord iv 
[757-759] + 12-
note chord  

D 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CODA 

247 – 280  
 
 
 
 
 
 
281 - end 
 

Townspeople 
& Rose 
Parrowe 
 
 
 
 
John Taverner 

White Abbot’s 
execution 
 
  

D 
Death Chord  
[247-258] 
 
(F/A-flat) 
(A/E-flat) 
 
12-note chord + 
Plainsong & In 
Nomine 
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Table F shows that in Act I, scene iv, the Death Chord is predominant in the outer sections A 

and D which are primarily concerned with Taverner’s confession, conversion and mock 

beatification by the Jester/Death. As such, the Death Chord articulates the structure of 

these sections which frame the inner ones, B and C.  

 

Section C features the Mock Mystery Street Passion Play during which the pitch D-natural is 

introduced as a pivotal pitch. As the table shows, prior to the mock crucifixion a chorus of 

Demons sing a parody of a Medieval carol: ‘Behold his body in every place….’ (bars 479-

502).  Its axis is the pitch D-natural and the carol’s melodic contour is derived from 

Taverner’s In Nomine. When God the Father sings: ‘Ecce fillius bastardus meus’ (bar 503), it 

also revolves around D-natural which, as Arnold suggests, may stem from the same melodic 

origin.74 The Death Chord articulates the start (bar 648) and close (bar 759) of section D; Act 

I closes with the Death Chord absorbed into a twelve-note chord.  

 

The corresponding scene (Act II, scene iv) has been described by Arnold as ‘remarkable for 

the large-scale articulation of tone centres.’75 Table F shows that four primary ‘tone centres’ 

under-pin the scene’s design whilst those in parentheses (in sections C and D) indicate a 

secondary function. Similar to Act I, scene iv, the opera’s final scene may also be divided 

into four sections but with an additional coda. Section A focuses on the ‘tone centre’ of F/A-

flat which is associated with the chorus of Townspeople; in section B this shifts to A/C which 

contrasts with Taverner’s music which revolves around an axis of E-flat/C. In section C, the 

White Abbot’s soliloquy has a tone centre of A. An extended statement of the Death Chord 

(bars 247-258) signals the beginning of section D which leads to a re-statement of the 

twelve-note chord (bar 264) which mirrors its iteration at the end of Act I, scene iv. 

However, unlike that scene, Act II, scene iv also has a coda which concludes with a 

quotation of Taverner’s In Nomine which has D-natural as its pivot. 

 

 

 

 
74 Arnold, op. cit., p.26. Stephen Arnold also suggests that the Demons’ chorus recalls Davies’s own four-part 
carol ‘Haylle, comely and clene’ from O Magnum in Mysterium. 
75 Ibid., p.28. 
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5.4 Integration of the Second Taverner Fantasia 

As mentioned above, the Lento section of the Second Taverner Fantasia is present in 

sections C and D.76 Superimposed upon the orchestral material is the White Abbot’s final 

aria, choral passages, a cello solo and the coda, the final quotation of Taverner’s In Nomine 

performed by a quartet of recorders. Clearly, the presence of the Second Taverner Fantasia 

is, structurally,  significant not only in Act II, scene iv but also in other sections of the opera, 

notably the orchestral transitions. 

 

The Second Taverner Fantasia and Taverner have been described by John Harbison as 

‘strange bedfellows.’77 Davies acknowledged that: 

[composition of the Fantasia]….grew out of the completed first act of Taverner, 
during the writing of which I felt that many of the ideas were capable of more 
symphonic development than was possible within the confines of the dramatic 
context. Some parts of the Fantasia occur in an identical, or almost identical form – 
for instance, Section 1 forms the first orchestral lead into the first confrontation 
between the King and the Cardinal, who enter on the fanfare; the climactic sixth 
section accompanies a tableau in Act II where the Jester, as Death, is seen at the 
centre of a huge Wheel of Fortune, which he revolves, controlling all men’s 
destinies; and Sections 12 and 13 form the orchestral material for the final burning 
of the White Abbot at the stake by Taverner, for his religious convictions.78  
 

Davies’s analysis of the Second Taverner Fantasia has revealed that the work consists of 

thirteen sections.79 The composer commented that his ‘main compositional concern’ in it 

was ‘to explore the possibilities of continuous thematic transformation, so that the material 

is in a constant state of flux – the intervallic and rhythmic contours of one of the three main 

melodic figures become, for instance, its own inversion or one of the other figures.’80  The 

composer expanded upon this during a conversation with Stephen Walsh.  

In the Second Fantasia I had taken my contrapuntal skill, if I may call it that, to limits 
which I had not taken it before […] transformations themselves were subject to 
compositional planning and they determined the shape and size of the phrase and 
even the total structure of the work…81 

 
76 Full score, bar 1022 to the end of the Second Taverner Fantasia. 
77 John Harbison, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s Taverner,’ Perspectives of New Music, Fall/Winter, 1972; 11:1, p.235. 
78 Davies, quoted in Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.141. 
79 As Table C shows, perhaps it is mere coincidence that the form of Act I of the opera may be divided into 
thirteen episodes. 
80 Davies, quoted in Griffiths, op. cit., p.141. 
81 Davies in conversation with Stephen Walsh in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Revelation and Fall’, Peter Maxwell 
Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.111. 
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Given that the Fantasia ‘grew out of’ Act I of the opera, Davies’s comment that the 

compositional process of transformation which ‘determined the shape and size of the 

phrase and even the total structure of the work’ also inform the design of the opera. Lister 

believed the Second Taverner Fantasia to be ‘intimately connected to the long gestation’ of 

the opera and where ‘much of the music is very close, if not identical.’82 It has also been 

suggested that the Fantasia may be regarded as a ‘Taverner symphony’83 and whilst the 

Second Taverner Fantasia spawned material in Act II of the opera, Act I of Taverner 

generated music for the orchestral work. 

 

Table G locates identical material found in the opera and the Second Taverner Fantasia. 

 

TABLE G: identification of material common to Taverner and the Second Taverner Fantasia 
 
 
    ACT I      ACT II  

 
 Scene i Scene ii Scene iii 

 
Scene iv Scene i Scene ii Scene 

iii  
Scene iv 

Section in 
Taverner 

 147 ® 259 
 

00 ® 11  287 ® 
296 

  95 ® 
294 

Equivalent 
section in 
Second 
Fantasia 

 00 ® 13  
(compressed) 
14 ® 116 

117 ® 
127 

 539 ® 
546 

  1009 ® 
1215 

 

 

The tableau in Act II, scene i which features the Wheel of Fortune, integrates material from 

the orchestral work. Also, as discussed above, the White Abbot’s final aria of Act II, scene iv 

is accompanied by the Fantasia’s final lento section; and the orchestral transition which 

closes Act I, scene ii is present in the Fantasia albeit in a more compressed form. Rees has 

argued that this Transition may relate to the construction of Taverner’s own Missa Gloria 

Tibi Trinitas where ‘each movement [….] has a clear tripartite structure, emphasised by the 

alternating vocal groups and changing time signatures with the cantus firmus ‘appearing in 

triple measure in the first section, in duple in the second, and in diminution of the duple of 

the final one’ (Hand 1978, 46). This creates a sense of progression and acceleration towards 

 
82 Rodney Lister in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.110. 
83 Griffiths, op. cit., p.45. 
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its final cadence, strengthened by a gradual shortening of note values throughout the 

movement, especially in the last few bars.’84 This view supports the interpretation that this 

orchestral transition serves as an extended upbeat into Act I, scene iii. 

 

Why Davies chose to integrate material from the Second Fantasia, and to such an extent in 

Act II, scene iv of the opera, may, in part, be explained by the composer’s obsession with 

the music of Beethoven and his approach to structure. Lister has noted that Beethoven’s 

Piano Sonata in A-flat, Op. 110 often featured in Davies’s teaching.85 Apparently, a particular 

appeal lay in the fact that its form extended over whole sonata in which individual 

movements are, ostensibly, self-contained forms: sonata (compressed), scherzo, recitative, 

aria 1, fugue 1, aria 2, fugue 2 and coda. Lister suggests that ‘the Second Taverner Fantasia 

applies this principle in a parodistic, ironic manner but Davies has also used it without irony 

as a means of structuring larger works.’86 If, as Lister says, this principle of extended form, is 

applied to Taverner the integration of material from the Second Fantasia in a non-ironic way 

may be read as informing the opera’s larger musico-dramatic structure and, as will be 

discussed in Chapter 7, its psychological course.87 

 

The concept of ‘form’ as extending ‘over the whole span of the piece’ recalls Davies’s 

comments at the start of this chapter about Renaissance architecture and the impact of 

Übergreifende Form in the shaping of his work. Recalling his time in Italy in the 1950s, 

Davies stated,  

…visiting the various churches there and watching very carefully the way the whole 
value of what you saw changed as you walked and certain things became visible. And 
I found this very stimulating in that it doesn’t apply in the same way when you’re 
walking through a landscape with virtually nothing in it. You do notice in these 
Renaissance churches, that because they’re devoid of clutter and decoration things 
change very gradually as you move, and it’s in the gradual transformation over a 
period – if only you turn your head – that you notice something.88 

 
84 Rees, op. cit., p.101. 
85 Charles Bodman Rae recalls having a lengthy conversation with Davies about the third movement of 
Beethoven’s Piano Sonata no 28 at Dartington Summer School in 1980. Davies mentioned that he had played 
the work in his youth and remained fascinated by its musico-dramatic shape and psychological trajectory.  
86 Rodney Lister in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.112. 
87 Sketches for the Second Fantasia have revealed a narrative structure which appears to relate to that of the 
opera. 
88 Davies in conversation with Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Renaissance Architecture, Symphonic Precedents and 
Historical Resonances’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.180. 
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Whether it was through the architecture of a Renaissance church or the form of a late piano 

sonata by Beethoven, Davies understood how structure functioned at multiple levels in 

myriad ways, visible and invisible. Ostensibly, Taverner is an opera in two acts with four 

scenes but, as discussed, it is underpinned by concealed structural and sub-structural 

elements. The promotion and subversion of symmetrical devices, proportionality, the 

manipulation of implied tonalities, the use of leitmotif and architectural concepts combine 

in shaping the opera and all are fundamental to its expression.  

 

Composers, architects, writers and painters have often looked to the past for inspiration. 

However, it is notable that whilst Davies and Brunelleschi both respected the ideas and 

theories that they inherited from their ancestors, both men shared an irresistible urge to 

innovate or a ‘building of old on new.’89 Brunelleschi’s reconstructions of the churches of 

San Lorenzo and Santo Spirito in Florence have been interpreted as ‘modern’ versions of 

medieval ecclesiastical buildings.90 And, just as a Renaissance Florentine architect provided 

comment upon medieval churches, similarly, it is possible to suggest that a British 

modernist composer reinterpreted and made comment upon grand opera.  

 

 
89 Nicholas Jones, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s Submerged Cathedral: Architectural Principles in the Third 
Symphony’, Music and Letters, Vol. 81. No.3 (August 2000), p.421. 
90 Giovanni Fanelli, ‘Brunelleschi’, trans. Helene Cassin (Florence, 1980), p.69.  
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Chapter 6 
 

Libretto 
 

All a poet can do today is warn. That is why the true poet must be truthful.1 
 
This epigraph is borrowed from the Preface to Wilfred Owen’s collection of war poetry and 

was written just before the poet was killed on the Western Front in November 1918.2 It 

represents an appeal for truth which resonates strongly with Peter Maxwell Davies’s own 

moral stance and artistic creed.  

 

Davies set his poem Spring Offensive as part of The Jacobite Rising (Op. 187) and, over three 

decades earlier, in his War Requiem (1962), Benjamin Britten juxtaposed Owen’s poetry 

with the Latin Mass for the Dead. Owen’s early writing was in the tradition of romantic 

British poets such as John Keats and Percy Bysshe Shelley. However, it was the horror of 

war, which Owen experienced in the trenches of Flanders, that compelled him to create a 

new aesthetic realism diametrically opposed to the patriotic sonnets of contemporary 

poets, most notably those of Rupert Brooke.3   

 

Significantly, Owen’s insistence that ‘the true poet must be truthful’ has a proximity to the 

words of St Augustine which Davies quotes in Act I, scene i of Taverner: ‘faith is a means by 

which those things that are not seen may be believed. We may believe whatever it signifies 

to us, not troubling us as to how true such things might be.’ Although St Augustine’s mantra 

was written over 1,500 years ago, it too resounds with Davies’s remark that, as a composer, 

he claimed not to answer problems but ‘only to pose them.’4 Unquestionably, in Taverner, 

Davies’s dialectical ingenuity is to be found in his innovative combination of words, music 

and drama. However, to comprehend fully the opera’s meaning it is necessary to unearth 

roots which are buried deep in the poetry of the libretto by Davies. 

 

 
1 Wilfred Owen (1893-1918), draft Preface for a collection of war poems that the author intended to publish in 
1918. Quoted in The Poems of Wilfred Owen, John Stallworthy (ed.) (London, Hogarth Press, 1989), p.192. 
2 Published posthumously by Siegfried Sassoon, Owen’s Collected Poems (C. Day Lewis, ed.), 1964. 
3 For example, Rupert Brooke, The Soldier (1914). 
4 Michael Ratcliffe, ‘One-man musical reformation’, The Sunday Times, 26 June 1983. 
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Many years after the composition of Taverner, Davies observed that the work’s provenance 

was ‘very firmly established by the text, and it didn’t change once I’d done that. It already 

had the sort of noise that I wanted it to have in my mind, obviously.’5 This comment by the 

composer indicates that although the ‘noise’ or the style of the opera’s musical language 

appeared to pre-exist in Davies’s mind, its basic design was determined by the text. This 

chapter explores how and why Davies created his own libretto for Taverner. It examines its 

sources, its multi-faceted content, the text’s relationship to the opera’s other component 

parts, and assesses its expressive power. 

 

Davies wrote the libretti for three of his other operas:  Resurrection (Op. 129), The 

Martyrdom of St Magnus (Op. 72) and The Lighthouse (Op. 86), which indicates that the 

composer attached a fundamental importance to the creation of his own texts.6 In an 

interview with Paul Griffiths, Davies reflected on the creation of Act I, scene iv of Taverner. 

…that very scene: a first expression of it which then became – I’m talking about just 
the text now - the kernel out of which not only texts but musical ideas grew. It was 
one of the seminal events, the composition of first the text and then the music; it 
became very important.7 
 

Self-authorship of opera libretti is no innovation. It was an approach taken by Richard 

Wagner, Hector Berlioz and, contemporary to Davies, Michael Tippett. Undoubtedly, given 

Davies’s extensive knowledge of musical history, he would have been cognisant of the 

benefits and risks associated with the creation of opera libretti, either self-penned or with a 

collaborator. The artistic merits which have resulted from the successful synthesis of words 

and music are numerous. The craft, wit and humanity which Lorenzo Da Ponte brought to 

three of Mozart’s greatest comic operas8 and Hugh von Hofmannsthal’s9 poetic 

contributions to six of Richard Strauss’s creations for the stage are exemplars.10 But, many 

less successful collaborative ventures between librettists and composers have, at best, 

ended in compromise and, at worst, in failure. The libretto for Puccini’s Edgar (1889) has an 

 
5 Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.108. 
6 The libretto for The Martyrdom of St Magnus is based upon the book Magnus by George Mackay Brown. 
7 Griffiths, op. cit., p.110. 
8 Don Giovanni (1787), Le nozze di Figaro (1787) and Così fan tutte (1789). 
9 Austrian novelist, librettist, poet, dramatist and essayist, 1874-1929. 
10 Elektra (1909), Der Rosenkavalier (1911), Ariadne auf Naxos (1912, rev.1916), Die Frau ohne Schatten (1919), 
Die ägyptische Helena (1928) and Arabella (1933). 
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undistinguished text written by Ferdinand Fontana11 where, in its original version, Act IV of 

the opera is virtually incomprehensible. Even after Puccini had revised and completely cut 

the final act, the composer still believed the work to be irredeemable because of its flawed 

libretto. Puccini wrote, 

It was an organism defective from the dramatic point of view. Its success was 
ephemeral. Although I knew that I wrote some pages which do me credit, that is not 
enough - as an opera it does not exist. The basis of an opera is the subject and its 
treatment. In setting the libretto of Edgar I have, with all respect to the memory of 
my friend Fontana, made a blunder. It was more my fault than his.12  

Puccini was gracious in his acceptance of blame regarding the work’s failure. However, even 

though he deemed some of his music to be creditable, it was not enough to salvage it since 

the ‘basis of an opera is the subject’ and this work was ‘defective from the dramatic point of 

view.’ Similar to Davies, Puccini, recognised the essential importance of the text. Another 

opera compromised by a weak libretto was Georges Bizet’s The Pearlfishers (1863). The 

libretto was co-written by Eugène Corum and Michel Carré and has been described as ‘the 

most appallingly inept of its kind.’13 Similar criticism was levelled at Carl Maria von Weber’s 

opera Euryanthe (1823) and, although acknowledged to be one of Weber’s most significant 

works, it is little seen on stage because of a substandard libretto by Helmina von Chézy.14  

And Beethoven’s Fidelio, although conceived as early as 1803,15 did not receive its first 

performance in Vienna until 1814, because it required multiple revisions to its 

unsatisfactory libretto.16 Fidelio survived a challenging birth and is a stalwart in opera 

houses all over the world. However, in spite of what are relatively well-crafted scores, the 

other three operas cited above are infrequently performed, primarily because of their 

flawed texts; such is the difference that a libretto can make in the creation of great opera. 

 

In order to circumvent compromise and escape falling foul of Puccini’s ‘blunder’, several 

nineteenth-century composers including Modest Mussorgsky and Richard Wagner elected 

to write their own opera libretti, aspiring to create what Philip Heseltine regarded as ‘a 

 
11 Italian journalist, dramatist and poet, 1850-1919. 
12 Mosco Carner, Puccini: A Critical Biography (New York City, Alfred A. Knopf, 1959), p.53. 
13 Donal Henahan, New York Times, 17 July 1986. 
14 German journalist, poet and playwright, 1783-1856. 
15 Following discussion between Beethoven and the impresario and librettist, Emanuel Schikaneder. 
16 The libretto to Beethoven’s Fidelio was written and re-written by Joseph Sonnleithner (1766-1835), 
truncated by Stephan von Breuning (1774-1827) and finally edited by Georg Friedrich Treitschke (1776-1842). 
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compound work of art […]. Opera is not merely a play with music, super-imposed. That 

which the drama can adequately express of itself requires no musical embellishment, and 

that which belongs to the sphere of music requires no mimetic commentary.’17 

 
In the construction of his libretto for Les Troyens after the epic poem by Virgil, the Aeneid, 

Hector Berlioz sought to create such a ‘compound work of art.’ As Julian Rushton has 

understood, it allowed Berlioz ‘to be fully in control of the design and poetic substance… 

[and] will have contributed to the flow of fresh musical ideas.’18 Modest Mussorgsky also 

penned his own libretto to the opera Khovanshchina (first performed posthumously in 

1886) which, similar to Taverner, employs a text based upon historical sources concerning 

rebellion and reform, albeit in seventeenth-century Russia as opposed to political and 

religious transformation in sixteenth-century England.19 But it was the Gesamtkünstwerk 

(‘total work of art’)20 as developed by Richard Wagner which would redefine the operatic 

libretto. Harold Child believed that,  

….it was from Wagner that the opera libretto first received full and due 
consideration; and Wagner, as everyone knows, approached opera from the 
dramatic side. At two points in his achievement he reached the all but perfect union 
in Tristan und Isolde and in Die Meistersinger. It seemed everything to have found, as 
it were, the Campion of opera, the man who was both poet enough and musician 
enough to make his own words and his own music. Doubtless, the musician in 
Wagner bore it off in the end against the poet.21 
 

Davies disliked the nature of the ‘musical statements’22 of certain composers including 

Richard Strauss, Franz Liszt and, particularly, those of Richard Wagner. However, if, 

stylistically, Davies recoiled from what he considered to be the excessive musical gestures 

associated with Wagnerian opera, there still exists, and notably in Taverner, an aesthetic 

proximity where the two men do share roles of poet and musician in their quest to achieve 

Child’s ‘perfect union.’23  

 
17 Philip Heseltine (Peter Warlock), Music and Letters, June 1921, p.250.  
18 Julian Rushton, The Music of Berlioz (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2001), p.64. 
19 Various parallels may be drawn here, but according to Stephen Pruslin it represents Davies’s ‘deep 
absorption’ with Mussorgsky’s Khovanshchina and Stravinsky’s Threni. NMC CD D157 (2009) CD sleeve note p. 
9. 
20 Gesamtkünstwerk was an idea developed by the German writer and philosopher Karl Friedrich Eusebius 
Trahndorff (1782-1863). 
21 Harold Child, ‘Some Thoughts on Opera Libretto’, Music and  Letters, Vol.2, No. 3 (July 1921), p.248. 
22 Mike Seabrook, Max, the Life and Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Gollancz, 1994), p.241. 
23 Richard H. Bell has examined Richard Wagner’s personal copy of the New Testament in its Lutheran 
translation. His studies have revealed extensive marginalia by the composer some of which relate to a prose 
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For Arnold Schoenberg, the text had a defining structural function in the creation of his 

expressionist works which were composed between 1908-1912. This included Pierrot 

lunaire, a work which was to have a significant influence upon Davies. Schoenberg stated 

that: ‘I discovered how to construct larger forms by following a text or poem. The 

differences in the size and shape of its parts and the change in character and mood were 

mirrored in the size and shape of the composition, in its dynamics and tempo, figuration and 

accentuation, instrumentation and orchestration. Thus the parts were differentiated as 

clearly as they had formerly been by the tonal and structural functions of harmony.’24 And, 

in Style and Idea Schoenberg defied convention when he introduced the notion of 

‘parallelism on a higher level’ which placed music at the service of text.25 Given that the 

libretto and much of the imagery for Taverner crystalized in Davies’s mind before the music, 

it is possible to suggest that Schoenberg’s theory of parallelism can be applied to the opera 

where, arguably, the text has equal value to the music.  

 

Another major influence upon Davies, and particularly in regard to the development of his 

libretto, was Alban Berg;  specifically, his opera Lulu. Lulu is based upon the two Lulu plays 

by Frank Wedekind.26 Berg refashioned Wedekind’s text to create ‘an intimate relationship 

between the demands of ‘absolute’ musical structure and those of dramatic action.’27 

Douglas Jarman has asserted that this was only made possible by Berg acting as his own 

librettist.  

 

 

 

 
draft for an early opera, Jesus von Nazareth (1849). This contained music and ideas which would later 
resurface in Parsifal. As noted, Davies also quotes extensively from the Bible. Both composers have, albeit 
indirectly, also drawn upon Medieval Norse mythology for inspiration and as a textual source. As noted, The 
Martyrdom of St Magnus (Op. 72) was inspired by and based upon George Mackay Brown’s novel Magnus 
(1973) which re-tells the life of Magnus as told in the Orkneyingsaga. These twelfth-century legends form a 
genre known as the King’s Sagas which are a series of Norwegian and Icelandic narratives. Similarly, Wagner’s 
tetralogy Der Ring des Nibelungen is based upon Norse saga which includes adaptation from the thirteenth-
century Volsungasaga.  
24 Jonathan Rees, op. cit., p.163. 
25 Jonathan Dunsby, Schoenberg: Pierrot lunaire (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1992), p.4. 
26 German actor and playwright, 1864-1918. 
27 Douglas Jarman, Alban Berg: Lulu (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1991), p.56. 
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Davies’s approach was not dissimilar to that of Berg. When questioned as to why he chose 

to write his own libretto for Taverner, he responded that,  

Even now I’m told so often that I shouldn’t write my own texts, that this is 
dangerous, because look at the mess composers make of their work. Well, some 
don’t. I’m quite prepared to stand by what I do, and if it’s dangerous, then we live by 
danger. Of course, you are sticking your neck out – much more than in just writing 
music, because you’re taking the whole responsibility. But it does become necessary 
when the images are so strong that nobody else could write them.28 

 

So, although Davies acknowledged that there was an inherent ‘danger’ when working as 

both librettist and composer, this statement demonstrates that, in the context of Taverner, 

the synthesis of words and music was a mandatory creative enterprise.29 Davies’s 

recognition that the potency of the ‘images’ conjured up by his subject appears to affirm 

that to have collaborated with a third party on the libretto for Taverner was inconceivable. 

In Davies’s mind, the creation of text and music were inextricably linked from the work’s 

inception and he had little or no choice but to take the ‘whole responsibility’ for its creation. 

This was a process which would be both extended and scholarly. In assembling the libretto, 

Davies stated that,   

[the text] draws not only on a multitude of contemporary sources – state papers, 
heresy and witch trials, individual studies of Tudor statesmen and clergymen, letters, 
sermons, religious pamphlets – but also on a background of late medieval lore – 
saints’ lives, devotional poetry, mystery plays, and imagery from religious art.30   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
28 Davies, quoted in Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.107. 
29 It is noteworthy that in non-operatic texted works composed subsequent to Taverner the composer did  
employ libretti written by others. For example, Eight Songs for a Mad King is to a text by Randolph Stow; 
Revelation and Fall is after a poem by Georg Trakl. 
30 Davies, quoted in Griffiths, op. cit., p.4 
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6.1 Reception 
 

This disparate assortment of eclectic sources combined with passages from the Catholic 

liturgy, often delivered in ecclesiastical Latin, made it for some commentators impenetrable. 

In reviewing the first performance of Taverner for the Daily Telegraph, Martin Cooper 

observed that, 

The subject has perhaps been chosen as much for its spectacular possibilities as for 
its intellectual interest, and the unprepared spectator may well be as puzzled by the 
prolonged pageantry of Church dignitaries and their masked anti-types as by the 
text. In this, two fairly technical heresy trials presented as the obverse and reverse of 
a single process are interlarded with much Latin praying and anti-praying, scenes of 
grotesque mumbo-jumbo only intelligible to the very well read and an occasional 
whiff of witchcraft.  If this charade is indeed a parable of a genuine personal conflict 
between authority and freedom only music can make this deeper meaning clear.  
But instead of communicating the metaphysical despair caused in Taverner’s mind 
by the discovery of the invertibility of all ‘truths’ this opera presents the surface of 
history and leaves its inner meaning unexpressed except in words.31 

 
Cooper’s dismissal of Davies’s libretto as ‘grotesque mumbo-jumbo’ and a ‘prolonged 

pageantry’ suggests a superficial understanding of the composer’s aesthetic. The two heresy 

trial scenes (Act I, scene i and Act II, scene i) to which Cooper refers do include some 

‘prolonged pageantry.’  However, to suggest that the opera presents only the ‘surface of 

history’ and leaves its ‘inner meaning unexpressed except in words,’ misses the point since 

the prolonged pageantry, the praying and anti-praying are introduced for parodic purposes. 

As will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7, the formidable complexity of Davies’s text, 

mirrors an eclectic compositional style which also operates at multiple levels. The opera’s 

‘deeper meaning’ is to be found beneath its historical surface and, like the music, finds 

expression through the composer’s extensive engagement with allusive and parodic devices 

which, in turn, function to subvert and promote meaning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
31 Martin Cooper, ‘Taverner lacking in deeper meaning’, The Daily Telegraph, 13 July 1972. 
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Cooper was not alone in his complaint. In reviewing Taverner for The Musical Times, Winton 

Dean wrote, 

The libretto by the composer consists largely of a collage of documents, public and 
personal, in English and Latin, some of them knotty and obscure. There is no reason 
why such indigestible matter should not serve its purpose, provided the music turns 
it into a compelling musical statement.32 

 

Whether the music did transform Davies’s ‘indigestible’ text into ‘a compelling musical 

statement’ remained, for Dean, questionable. And, at the opera’s revival in 1983, and, with 

the added benefit of greater familiarity, Rodney Milnes, although more specific in his 

criticism, also found Davies’s libretto to be problematic. 

The composer has boldly written the text in semi-olde-worlde English. There is 
certainly no tushery, but a sentence like ‘and yet his wrath did often burn against 
those he loved most, and also the things, and the precepts, for that he could not 
have them enough, or was denied some part, by the will of others, or by his own 
insufficiency’ is hard enough to sort out without ever its being sung, and there is 
more obscure usage than is strictly necessary. Good opera libretti are crystal clear.33 

 
As Music Example 6.1 shows, the words to which Milnes refers above are delivered by 

Richard Taverner in Act I, scene i.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

32 Winton Dean, ‘Taverner’, The Musical Times, September 1972. 
33 Rodney Milnes, The Spectator, 24 July 1983. 
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Music Example 6.1: Richard Taverner; Act I, scene i, bb. 187-202 

 

 
 

As illustrated above, Richard Taverner’s vocal line is angular in its design, characterised by a 

melodic contour dominated by intervals of minor and major sevenths, multiple changes of 

time-signature and accompanied by energetic counterpoint in the orchestra instructed to be 

performed at a tempo indicated: ‘più mosso’ (mm. crotchet = 100). In this particular case, as 

Milnes observed, it was a challenge to comprehend much narrative sense. Equally, it 

presented multiple practical challenges for the performer. However, although Milnes 

complained of excessive ‘obscure usage’, he did recognise some merit in Davies’s libretto. 
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Refusal to compromise is seen in the composer’s own highly literate Mock Tudor 
libretto, which is not always easily understood when set to angular vocal lines – but 
then neither are the literary convulsions of Tristan. This I admire – why should we be 
handed it all on a plate?34 

 

Milnes commended the composer for his ‘highly literate’ text and singular intent, but, on 

balance, it did not fulfil his stated criteria which required good opera libretti to be ‘crystal 

clear.’ This desire for textual clarity was shared by Michael Tippett. In 1962 Davies consulted 

with Tippett about the libretto that he was writing for Taverner. The senior composer is 

reported to have advised the younger man that it should be possible to write an opera’s plot 

‘on the back of a postcard.’35 Davies may have recognised some irony in Tippet’s comment, 

since, at the first performance of his opera The Midsummer Marriage,
36 its libretto was also 

criticised as being overly complicated. Ian Kemp observed that,  

The mixture of derision, bewilderment, admiration which greeted this première has 
become legendary. Coming in the middle of an arduous opera season, which had 
already seen the premières of three other British operas (Britten’s The Turn of the 

Screw, Berkeley’s Nelson and Walton’s Troilus and Cressida) it was perhaps not 
surprising that the judgement of most critics was hasty, for certainly the libretto is 
exceedingly complex and it was against the libretto that most of the criticism was 
levelled.37 

 

Seventeen years following the world-première of The Midsummer Marriage, Davies’s 

libretto was also subject to similar complaints about a lack of intelligibility and unclear 

dramatic purpose. Another commentator remarked that,  

Like Tippett’s Midsummer Marriage, Taverner is a work to which all manner of 
objections can be raised. Here are details that seem more relevant to the 
composer’s private obsessions than to the dramatic issues at stake, and, as a result, 
the libretto fails to project these with sufficient clarity. What, for instance, are we to 
make of the White Abbot, in the first scene an agent of Catholic persecution, 
subsequently a noble upholder of the faith? These unresolved tensions reflect, I 
suspect, a basic schizophrenia in the composer’s own attitude to the Church of 
Rome. In the first act he mocks the rituals with shrill fervour. Yet, the sustained 
thread of string tone at the moment the Captain seizes the Abbot’s chalice and 
slowly tips the consecrated wine on to the ground suggests intense horror at this 
sacrilege.38 

 
 

34 Rodney Milnes, The Spectator, 16 July 1983. 
35 Christopher Ford, ‘The Musician as Heretic’, The Guardian, 20 February 1971. 
36 27 January 1955 at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, London, United Kingdom. 
37 Ian Kemp, Tippett, the Composer and his Music  (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1987), p.53. 
38 Anonymous, The Observer, 1 October 1972.  
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Davies’s ‘private obsessions’ dominate this opera and much of his music; it is part and parcel 

of what he called ‘total expression’ in which musical abstraction was not an option.39 Yet, it 

is possible to identify compromises in the dramatic structure of the opera which are, 

arguably, heightened by the libretto’s failings discussed above.  

 

Following the opera’s first performance, Joseph Kerman described Taverner as being ‘a 

rather marvellous score, but rather less marvellous as a theatre piece’ and having ‘errors in 

dramaturgy.’40 The two long dialogue, textually dry scenes between the King and 

Cardinal/Archbishop in Act I, scene iii and its mirroring episode in Act II, scene ii, have been 

viewed as overextended, peripheral to the narrative and failing to amplify the schism 

between artist and state.41 And, Kerman believed that the role of John Taverner never came 

to life, lacked little dramatic development and that the dialogue between Taverner and Rose 

Parrowe had little ‘emotional conviction.’42 This may be because the libretto is, at times, a 

series of quotations that have been ‘cut out of Tudor documents and arranged so as to 

stimulate dialogue.’43 Indeed, such an approach tends to favour the prosaic at the expense 

of the poetic.  

 

Up to a point, the criticism levelled by Kerman and others is valid. However, some of it is 

anachronistic and betrays an expectation founded upon formulaic practices used in operatic 

models of the past. Once again, a perception that Davies’s libretto ‘fails to project’ the 

‘dramatic issues at stake [with] sufficient clarity’ suggests a superficial understanding of his  

aesthetic. To understand more deeply, it is necessary to recognise and understand the 

integration of parody, metaphor and the manipulation of time to gain a comprehensive 

appreciation of the text’s design and its true meaning. To borrow from the literary theorist 

Julia Kristeva, it may be beneficial to consider Davies’s aesthetic as being ‘polyphonic’ - 

meaning that neither the text nor the drama nor the music exist in isolation.44 As Milnes 

asked, why should we be handed it all on a plate? 

 
39 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.6. 
40 Joseph Kerman, ‘Popish Ditties’, Tempo. No 102 (1972), p.20. 
41 Winton Dean, ‘Taverner’, The Musical Times, September 1972. 
42 Kerman, op. cit., p.22. 
43 Ibid. 
44 See Julia Kristeva, Desire in language: a semiotic approach to literature and art [trans. L.S.Roudiez], (Oxford, 
Blackwell, 1980). 
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In Act II, scene iii, as the converted (now Protestant) Taverner watches the Captain spill the 

(Catholic) White Abbot’s consecrated wine, Davies quotes music composed to celebrate the 

Catholic liturgy. The ‘sustained thread of string tone’ described by the writer above is the 

Benedictus from John Taverner’s Missa Gloria Tibi Trinitas. Significantly, it is heard as 

Taverner tacitly observes the Protestant Captain perform his sacrilegious act. However, 

Davies is not, as this commentator suggests, expressing personal ‘intense horror’ at the 

Captain’s sacrilege. On the contrary, through the quotation of Taverner’s own music, Davies 

acknowledges the irony of the situation and highlights Taverner’s hypocrisy as he watches 

and tacitly supports the Captain’s action.  

 

At times, the libretto may fail to achieve an immediacy of understanding and this can 

undermine the opera’s drama and frustrate the listener. However, and to recall Heseltine, 

‘opera is not merely a play with music, super-imposed.’ Davies’s text may be flawed but the 

intent is admirable in his bid to create, in a conventional sense, a total work of art whilst 

simultaneously seeking to innovate. 

 

Stylistically, Davies’s libretto was influenced by the writing of James Joyce and, in particular, 

by Ulysses, a work which, famously, handed very little on a plate to its readers. At its time of 

publication in 1922, the watershed novel was regarded by some as representing a ‘mere cult 

of unintelligibility’45 and by others as the ‘most faithful X-ray ever taken of the ordinary 

human consciousness.’46 Innovative and challenging literary techniques which Joyce 

employed in Ulysses included allusion, metaphor, non-linear narrative, stream-of-

consciousness, intertextuality and parody also permeate the libretto for Taverner.  

 

Gabriel Josipovici argued that,  

Here is a world which springs out of the torment of having to live out an impossible 
paradox: the refusal to recognize any authority, and the recognition of the suicidal 
nature of such a refusal. How can such a paradox be contained? The answer takes us 
to the heart of this libretto and Maxwell Davies’s world, and it can be given in one 
word: parody.47 

 
45 Attributed to Max Eastman, quoted in Derek Attridge (editor), The Cambridge Companion to James Joyce, 
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2004), p.78. 
46 Attributed to Edmund Wilson, quoted in Attridge, op. cit., p.78. 
47 Gabriel Josipovici, ‘Thoughts on the Libretto’, Tempo no.101 (Spring 1972), p.17. 
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Davies’s approach to parody in the opera, both in terms of words and music, will be 

discussed more fully in Chapter 7. However, its central function seems to support the notion 

that Taverner is, itself, a critique of Grand Opera through the composer’s ‘contempt for the 

linear and realistic conventions of nineteenth century art, of which Grand Opera – all plot 

and clappable arias – is the apotheosis.’48  

 

In reviewing the world-première of Taverner for The Times, the critic William Mann 

suggested, perceptively, that ‘prospective audiences should read the libretto first, more 

than two hours before curtain up: they will enjoy Taverner more at once, and, I can promise, 

much more the second or third time.’49 This was a view endorsed by the director of the 

opera’s original production, Michael Geliot, who hoped that as many people as possible 

would ‘do their homework and read the libretto first.’50 

 

At the world-premières of both Taverner and The Midsummer Marriage, Davies’s and 

Tippett’s libretti received negative critical responses. Also, both men shared the dilemma 

that their subjects were so personal to them that to have collaborated with a third party as 

a librettist would have resulted in compromise.51 As discussed above, the ‘images’ which 

had lived with Davies since 1956 and inspired Taverner, demanded a unilateral approach.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
48 Ibid., p.18. 
49 William Mann, ‘Tragedy of religious zeal’, The Times, 13 July 1972. 
50 John Higgins, ‘Michael Geliot and the mind-benders‘, The Times, 06 July 1972. 
51 Kemp, op. cit., p.213. 
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6.2 Textual sources  

To coincide with the world-première of Taverner in July 1972, the journal Tempo published a 

special edition which featured a collection of essays focusing on the opera. One of the 

articles, entitled Taverner, Synopsis and Documentation, was written by Davies: 

During my preparatory work on the libretto, I filled several sketchbooks with source 
material. Although most of these sketchbooks were destroyed in a fire some-time 
after the compilation of the opera…52 
  

It is regrettable that these sketches for the libretto of Taverner did not survive the fire at the 

cottage in Dorset in the autumn of 1969. Since Davies’s construction of the text was 

fundamental to the opera’s creation, these sketches would have provided valuable insight 

into the composer’s sources, their development and the final shape of the work. 

Fortunately, Davies did rescue some of the pre-compositional materials for Taverner from 

the conflagration and these are stored in the British Library in London. Notably, they include 

an early draft of the libretto which dates from October 1957. Selected textual sources for 

Davies’s libretto for Taverner are listed in Table H.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
52 Davies, ‘Taverner’: Synopsis and Documentation, Tempo No.101, Taverner (1972), p.6. 
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TABLE H: selected textual sources for the libretto  

 

ACT I, scene i 
 
COURTROOM 
 
 

Scene ii 
 
CHAPEL 

Scene iii 
 
THRONE ROOM 

Scene iv 
 
THRONE ROOM 

John Taverner’s heresy 
trial  
 

Taverner struggles 
with his beliefs 

The King instructs 
the Cardinal to 
seek a divorce 

Taverner’s confession 
and his conversion 

Carl Jung: The 

Significance of the 

Unconscious in 

Individual Education  

 
Matthew 27, v.45 
St.Augustine:  
Confessions;  
Letters & historical 
documents as cited by 
the composer53 
 

Ecclesiastical & 
Classical Latin; 
Psalm 70;  
 
 
Martin Luther 
 
 
 
 
Interior monologue 
(John Taverner) 

Letters and state 
papers as cited by 
the composer54;  
& see Appendix for 
tabular 
representation. 
 
 

Foxe’s Book of 

Martyrs. Taverner’s 
repentance ‘for 
making songs to 
Popish ditties in the 
time of his blindness.’ 
 
 

ACT II, scene i 
 
COURTROOM 
 
 

Scene ii 
 
THRONE ROOM 

Scene iii 
 
CHAPEL 

Scene iv 
 
MARKET PLACE 

White Abbot on trial  
 

The King instructs 
the Cardinal (then 
Archbishop) to 
break with Rome 

Monks at prayer 
and entry of 
soldiers. 
Dissolution. 
 

Burning of the White 
Abbot 
 
 

Similar source 
materials as per I/i 

 Latin Mass  
 
Interior monologue 
(John Taverner) 

John Taverner’s letter 
to Thomas Cromwell 
(1538)55 
 
Psalm 70:1 
 
Interior monologue 
(White Abbott) 

 

 

 
53 Davies, op. cit., pp.7-11. Reproduced in Appendix 1 of this thesis. 
54 Ibid.  
55 Ibid. 
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6.3 James Joyce and Ulysses 

As illustrated above, Davies draws upon multiple sources. David Beard has observed that 

the libretto of Taverner is a ‘patchwork of citations lifted from the Bible, sixteenth-century 

sources, Joyce’s Ulysses, and texts by Carl Jung.’56 This approach is mirrored in Davies’s 

integration of musical material borrowed from medieval and renaissance sources; it is a 

constant throughout his output. In the Preface to the score of the opera, Davies 

acknowledged that,  

In the text, I have not only drawn on the few facts known of Taverner, but combed 
State papers, letters, contemporary sermons, biographies, diaries, poetry, plays, 
records of heresy trials etc. to give the record of John Taverner as wide an 
application and meaning as possible. The text, therefore, consists of quotations, 
applied and ordered to suite the sense and circumstances.57  
 

In an insightful commentary, Beard has analysed the sketches of the opera’s draft libretto 

which survived the fire at Davies’s home.58 Although later discarded, this early draft59 

includes marginalia which shows that some of the text of Act I, scene i was inspired by the 

writings of Carl Jung.60 Beard has suggested that this led Davies to write in a style which was 

‘oddly impersonal.’61 Later, the composer re-wrote the text in what was to become, in 

Beard’s opinion, a more ‘natural manner.’ As such, in the opera’s opening court scene, 

colloquial English is dominant throughout as the principal characters deliver their opening 

statements.62 

 

As noted, the writings of James Joyce exerted a powerful influence upon Davies and this 

influence finds expression in the libretto. As noted in Chapter 3, Joyce and, specifically his 

novel Ulysses, had obsessed Davies from an early age. Jennifer Levine has noted that Joyce’s 

earlier writing is ‘very much a part of the intertextual network that Ulysses draws upon.’63 

 
56 David Beard in Gloag and Jones, Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 
2009), p.87. 
57 Full score, Preface. 
58 Beard in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., pp.79-105. 
59 Ms. Add. 71259; MS Mus.1400; Add.Ms.71259, fol. 64v. 
60 C.G. Jung, ‘The Significance of the Unconscious in Individual Education’, in C.G. Jung, The Development of 
Personality, trans. R.F.C. Hull (London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1954). 
61 Beard in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.87. 
62 Structurally, this exposition may be considered as a cycle of mini-recitatives, or, as Stephen Pruslin has 
interpreted it, a series of fugues where each subject represents a character. NMC CD D157 sleeve note (2009) 
63 Jennifer Levine in Derek Attridge (editor) Ulysses; Cambridge Companion to James Joyce (Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 2004), p.125. 
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Similarly, throughout his oeuvre Davies deploys recurrent references to John Taverner’s In 

Nomine, integrates Foxtrots and re-introduces the Antichrist and the Jester. This approach 

resonates with Joyce’s intertextual network. The composer’s references to Joyce’s work 

may be more implicit in Taverner, but in Missa Super l’Homme Armé the writer’s influence is 

explicit. Davies wrote:  

In form the work is similar to my Hymnos for clarinet and piano – there are three 
sections, each divided into three subsections, corresponding to the three 
subsections of the original Agnus Dei of the mass. The eventual treatment stems 
from the chapter in the Ulysses of James Joyce corresponding to the Cyclops chapter 
in Homer. In the Joyce, a conversation in a tavern is interrupted by insertions which 
seize upon a small, passing idea in the main narrative and amplify this, often out of 
all proportion, in a style which bears no relationship to the style of the germinal idea 
which sparked off the insertion. The insertion is often itself a parody – of a 
newspaper account of a fashionable wedding, or of the Anglican Creed, for 
instance.64 

 
Missa Super l’Homme Armé and Hymnos may have structural similarities, but it is shared 

thematic material across works (including spiritual betrayal and the interrogation of 

religious truth) which provides a continuity, a bigger narrative. Paul Griffiths has suggested 

that Missa Super L’Homme Armé represents an ‘Antechrist-like inversion of meaning’65 and 

raises questions that are subsequently examined in Taverner. It is significant that these 

thematic connections function similarly to those in the Joycean universe of intertextuality 

where characters, themes and ideas from various novels re-surface. Readers who approach 

Ulysses having already read A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man and Dubliners are at a 

‘considerable advantage.’66 Levine has stated that,  

When Bloom steps into the carriage at the very beginning of ‘Hades’ they too will 
recognize and acknowledge his fellow-mourners: Martin Cunningham and Arthur 
Power from the short story ‘Grace’ and Simon Dedalus, still on the long slide down 
begun in A Portrait.67 

 

 

 

 

 

 
64 Davies, quoted in Griffiths, op. cit., pp.145-146. 
65 Griffiths, op. cit., p.64. 
66 Levine in Attridge, op. cit., p.125. 
67 Ibid.  
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Davies deeply admired such Joycean practices and adapted them to suit his own purposes. 

I am constantly making reference not only to musical processes, techniques and 
actual examples of music which are familiar to me, but one is also, not just referring 
to them and presupposing all the time that the listener has got some sort of intuitive 
familiarity with the background one is working on. I think in literature the supreme 
example of this sort of mind, which I can immediately think of, is James Joyce who 
uses, for instance, in the chapter of Ulysses where the baby is being produced 
upstairs and downstairs in this hospital the medical students and Leopold Bloom and 
Stephen Dedalus are carousing – Bloom incidentally not so much! – and he [Joyce] 
goes through pretty much, the history of literature, making reference to all sorts of 
authors in that particular chapter. And it’s a marvellous game of hide and seek trying 
to find out just what he is referring to. But he knows his literature extremely well 
and creates something which is so new out of that material that one is perpetually 
astonished by the sheer originality of that.68 
 

Davies refers to Episode 14 of Ulysses which is known as The Oxen of the Sun. According to 

Levine, in this extended and well-known passage, Joyce creates a sequence of events which 

simultaneously reveal and hide ‘a series of narrative disguises that mimic English Literary 

History.’69 She interprets this episode as a form of ‘subversive parody’ in which ‘Joyce, now 

a reader of the literary tradition, is playing at writing: doing and being Shakespeare, Milton, 

Pepys, Swift, Carlyle, Newman. At the same time, by overdoing them, he is in effect undoing 

them.’70 Similarly, throughout Taverner, Davies, plays with and manipulates manifold texts 

to create something novel. As Davies observes above, in The Oxen of the Sun Joyce ‘goes 

through pretty much, the history of literature.’ Correspondingly, in Act II, scene iii of 

Taverner, Davies achieves a similar feat in which an ensemble of Renaissance instruments 

describes a ‘history of sixteenth-century English organ music and dance music, seen through 

a hallucinatory distorting mirror.’71 At one level, the composer rejoices in Joyce’s 

‘marvellous game of hide and seek’, whilst at another, he recognizes the novelist’s 

superlative frame of literary reference and virtuosic technique. Devices such as parody, 

pastiche, metaphor and imitation, all practised and perfected by Joyce with his ‘master-

mimic’s touch,’72 are also to be found in abundance throughout Taverner, expertly adapted 

and recast by Davies. 

 
68 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Musical Innovation’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 
(Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.79. 
69 Levine in Attridge, op. cit., p.139. 
70 Ibid., p.138. 
71 Davies, ‘Taverner’: Synopsis and Documentation, Tempo No.101, Taverner (1972), p.6. 
72 Levine in Attridge, op. cit., p.141. 
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The treatment of time in Taverner resonates with the way that Joyce approaches 

temporality. In both Ulysses and Taverner, time is perceived not as objective, but as 

subjective. Analogously, much of what happens, or does not happen, in Ulysses occurs in 

the mind of Stephen Dedalus. Davies adopts a similar approach to time in Taverner when, 

like Joyce, he manipulates ‘historical time’ and transforms it into ‘internal time.’ The 

modulation from pre-Reformation to Reformation England is symbolised by the 

transformation of the Catholic Cardinal, who in Act II, is re-robed by the Jester, and morphs 

into an Anglican Archbishop.  Similarly, Act II, scene i is an accelerated version of Act I, scene 

i; it is this presentation of internal rather than historical time and how it is perceived which 

underpins the work. Insight into Davies’s fascination with time may also be found in a 

comment he made about the composition of Stedman Doubles (Op. 3b).73 

The great challenge in composing this [Stedman Doubles], and other works of this 
period specifically influenced by Indian music, was the manipulation of the time-
scale of music:  for I had realised that the rate of the unfolding of events, and the 
whole concept of form in Indian music, is not a sequence of closed – or enclosed – 
events or periods.74 

 

Although this remark relates specifically to compositional technique, it reveals how Davies 

was intrigued by the concept of the unfolding of time and how it is perceived.  

In Joycean terms, it may be possible to interpret Taverner’s two soliloquies, both of which 

occur in the opera’s Chapel scenes, as interior monologues.75 Davies adopts and adapts a 

technique called ‘simultaneous vision’ which Joyce used to present narrative from multiple 

perspectives. In Ulysses, he set himself the task ‘of writing a book from eighteen different 

points of view and in as many styles, all apparently unknown or undiscovered by my fellow 

tradesmen.’76 These multiple narratives are presented in Ulysses to allow the reader to view 

events through various lenses, each providing a different perspective, although none is 

definitive. In Taverner, Davies applies a similar technique in Act I, scene iii when the King 

interrogates the Cardinal and in Act II, scene ii during which the King and Archbishop are in 

conference. Naturally, Taverner is unaware of such matters of state. The unfolding of 

 
73 Stedman Doubles was inspired by the tradition of English church-bell ringing, hence the work’s title. 
74 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Time, Manipulation and Immoral Realizations’, Peter Maxwell Davies, 
Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.88. 
75 Full score, Act I, scene ii, bb.37-125 and Act II, scene iii, bb.60-101. 
76 Derek Attridge, op. cit., p. 69. 
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calamitous events, which are currently transforming the lives of Taverner and others are 

presented, somewhat clinically, from the perspective of the King and his Cardinal.  

 

Other connections are also apparent. For example, the complex filial relationships which are 

explored in Homer’s Odyssey and in Joyce’s Ulysses also find expression in Taverner.77 The 

King’s (Henry VIII) refutation of the Church of Rome has been interpreted in Freudian terms 

where ‘Henry has finally rejected the power and authority of the Father, and decided to 

become, in a sense, his own father.’78 Also, the search for personal identity and the 

ontological are subjects explored both in Taverner and in Ulysses. Levine has noted that 

Leopold Bloom represents the ‘odd man out in Dublin’ and ‘is a Jew (and doubly alien for his 

Jewishness, for he has chosen to become both Catholic and Protestant).’79  Obvious parallels 

may be drawn with John Taverner’s dilemma.  Just as Stephen Dedalus has been viewed as 

James Joyce’s alter-ego, it is possible to contend that, for Davies, the character of John 

Taverner fulfils a similar purpose or even has an autobiographical dimension.  

 

The fabrication of fantastical worlds and the invention of new languages were key 

motivators for both Joyce and Davies. Andrew Porter has noted that,  

When he was a little boy, Max Davies staked out for himself a ‘kingdom’ beside the 
Manchester-Liverpool road, invented a private language, and insisted that it should 
be learnt and spoken by the other little boys who came to pay court to him there.80 

 

Joyce’s creation and re-creation of language reached its zenith in the polyglot language of 

Finnegans Wake (1939). Davies may have been obsessed by Ulysses, but the influence of 

Joyce’s later novel also seems to loom large over Taverner. As with Ulysses, intertextual 

references are ubiquitous throughout the Wake and include extensive references to comic 

Irish songs of the 1850s, the plays of William Shakespeare, and the Bible. Also, Margot 

Norris has understood that the Wake is characterized by a sense of ‘indeterminacy’ created, 

in part, by relentless interrogation where ‘nearly every major chapter…. is organised around 
 

77 Levine in Attridge, op. cit., p.123. Jennifer Levine suggests that, ‘we do not need the Odyssey to tell us that 
Stephen is a young man troubled by the fact that he is a son, and has a father, not that Bloom is haunted by 
memories of the son who never really was – his second child, Rudy, having died only days after his birth. But it 
sharpens our sense of the potentially filial relationship between them to see them also as Telemachus and 
Odysseus.’  
78 Josipovici, op. cit., p.15. 
79 Levine, op. cit., p.123. 
80 Andrew Porter, ‘Taverner 2,’ The Financial Times, 14 July 1972. 
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an investigation, a trial, a quiz, a riddle, an inquisition.’81 The similarities with Taverner are 

conspicuous where the opera’s two trial scenes are dominated by interrogation and self-

examination.  

 

Common to both Joyce and Davies, is the influence of Jungian dream psychology. In Act II, 

Taverner experiences his worst nightmare. Analogously, in Finnegans Wake, Norris has 

suggested that Joyce created, 

… an oneiric verisimilitude, an illusion that the text, is, as it were, dreamt and that 
Joyce has himself absorbed and dissolved experience into the unconscious linguistic 
plenitude of his mind and, in a sense, ‘dreamt’ Finnegans Wake.

82
 

 

This is supported by Joyce’s own statement that, in the Wake, he was trying to ‘reconstruct 

the nocturnal life.’83 In a letter to Harriet Weaver, the author stated that it was an 

experiment in interpreting ‘the dark night of the soul.’84 In Act II, Taverner undergoes his 

own dark night during which the transmutation of his soul becomes a metaphor for the 

disintegration of religion in Reformation England. As discussed above, at the end of Act II, 

scene iii, Taverner’s tacit endorsement of the Captain’s sacrilege is accompanied by the 

original Benedictus from Taverner’s Missa Gloria Tibi Trinitas. Judas-like, Taverner has not 

only betrayed the White Abbot, but he has also betrayed his own music and, by association, 

himself. This is a defining moment in the opera as the intertextual and metaphorical collide. 

It resonates with the poetic model as found in Ulysses which has been described as a ‘vast 

symbolic project whose logic is metaphorical and allusive rather than narrative.’85 It is a 

logic which may be applied to Davies’s libretto and to his vision for the whole opera. 

 

Joyce and Davies consistently employ Biblical references throughout their work for multiple 

expressive purposes. At the announcement of a faux apocalypse in the closing paragraph of 

The Oxen of the Sun in Ulysses, Levine notes, 

The hot-gospelling diatribe that follows pulls out all the stops, invoking the prophetic 
entrance of Elijah (Matthew 17:9-11), the blood of the Lamb (Revelation 7:14 and 
5:6-8) and the final gathering of sinners that marks the Day of Judgement.86 

 
81 Norris in Attridge,  op. cit., p.150. 
82 Ibid., p.156. 
83 Jacques Mercanton quoted in Attridge, op. cit., p.233. 
84 Letter to Harriet Weaver, quoted in Ellmann, op. cit. (1983). 
85 Levine, op. cit., p.129. 
86 Ibid., p.143. 
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In marginalia of the draft sketches of the original libretto for Act I, scene i, Davies quotes 

from the Books of Genesis, the Gospels of Luke and John, and the Book of Jeremiah. 

However, the composer does not pull out all ‘the stops’ until the opera’s climax in Act II, 

scene iv when Taverner instructs the executioners to prepare to burn the White Abbot for 

adhering to his Catholic faith. The White Abbot sings: ‘I am fell into the hands of those, who, 

preaching free thought do burn me for opposing it….’87 The Chorus then sings the first verse 

of Psalm 70 (in the King James version): ‘Make haste, O God, to deliver me; make haste to 

help me, O Lord.’ It is a sardonic moment, since, given this psalm’s customary function in 

Catholic, Anglican, Jewish and Protestant liturgies, it has a religious universality. Ironically, 

this hymn of tolerance is sung as Taverner’s religious zealotry reaches its climax.  

 

Significantly, Psalm 70:1 (Deus in adjutorium meum intende – ‘O God come to my 

assistance’) also opens Claudio Monteverdi’s Vespro della Beata Vergine (‘Vespers for the 

Blessed Virgin’) (1610). Given Davies’s detailed study of Monteverdi’s Vespers relating to his 

composition of his cantata Leopardi Fragments (Op. 18) and the Sinfonia (Op. 20),88 it is 

likely that he would have known that Monteverdi dedicated the Vespers to Pope Paul IV: ac 

Beatiss[imo] Paulo V. Pont[ifex] Max[imus] consecrate. As noted above, Davies introduces 

this psalm at a pivotal moment in the opera. Its strategic placement appears to mirror the 

final paragraph of The Oxen of the Sun in Ulysses where Joyce also draws on Biblical material 

to herald an imminent catastrophic endgame. Superficially, Psalm 70 proclaims the 

ecumenical but here, in the opera’s closing moment, its calculated placement promotes a 

denominational message. As the White Abbot is consumed by flames, the chorus sings a 

hymn of forgiveness, but it does not ring true. To adopt Levine’s parlance, Davies is 

‘undoing’ all of psalmody.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
87 Full score, Act I, scene iv, bb.163-170, p.359.  
88 See Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Echoes of the Past in the Present’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 
(Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.53. 
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6.4 The Bible: imagery and language 

Levine has observed that ‘when T.S. Eliot wrote about Joyce’s work [Ulysses] soon after its 

publication in 1922 he argued that its use of the Odyssey as both subtext and pretext ‘made 

the modern world possible for art.’89 She suggests that the Homeric parallels in Ulysses act 

as an ‘enabling function’ for the reader. Likewise, Davies’s engagement with, and his 

manipulation of, myriad textual sources, musical and literary, fulfil a comparable function in 

providing the listener with navigational points throughout the opera. Davies’s placement of 

Psalm 70 in Act II, scene iv is one example of this. Another occurs in Act II, scene iii when, 

prior to the singing of a setting of the Latin Mass, the chorus of Monks tells of Judas’s 

betrayal. Davies’s stage directions state that as the chorus delivers the words ‘traditorus 

est,’ Taverner makes his entrance. The composer has noted that the Monks are celebrating 

a Mass, which is ‘a combination of the proper for Maundy Thursday and Good Friday […] 

with its several references to Judas. The Abbot identifies Taverner with Judas, and vice 

versa.’90 

 
Act I, scene iv is, dramatically speaking, the heart of the opera. Davies once referred to its 

composition as one of ‘the seminal events’ in his creative life.91 The scene concerns 

Taverner’s spiritual crisis and subsequent conversion and, appropriately, the libretto is 

peppered with Biblical references. A key episode opens the scene as the Jester reveals 

himself to be Death. Taverner recognises his dilemma and utters the words: ‘Death! A thief!’ 

The libretto is engineered with ingenuity. The reference is to Thessalonians: ‘for yourselves 

know perfectly that the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night.’92 The composer 

indicates that Taverner’s words are to be ‘spoken, breathy, almost a whisper.’ It is delivered 

as Sprechstimme and heightened by the stage direction that Taverner is to be ‘surprised, 

opening his eyes….’  Such is his shock that, for the first time in the opera, he is unable to 

sing. Taverner has physically and metaphorically lost his voice. The reference to a ‘Thief in 

the night!’ is a colloquialism but, significantly, it refers to the Second Coming of Jesus Christ:  

a thief may catch a household by surprise, but He (Jesus Christ) too will capture an 

unbelieving world by surprise as He returns in judgement. In a meta-narrative, the libretto 
 

89 Levine, in Attridge, op. cit., p.122. 
90 Davies, ‘Taverner’: Synopsis and Documentation, Tempo No.101, Taverner (1972), p.6. 
91 Davies quoted in Paul Griffiths’s programme note for the original production at the Royal Opera House, 
Covent Garden, op. cit. 
92 King James Bible, Thessalonians 5:2 and Matthew 24:43. 
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amplifies Taverner’s predicament, expresses his horror, and, using Biblical references, 

alludes to the consequences that he will have to face on Judgement Day.  

 

Later in Act I, scene iv, a chorus of Demons sings: ‘Behold his body in every place, how it is 

dight and all to rent man for his plight…’  This parodies an episode from the Gospel of St 

Luke when Jesus Christ appears to his disciples and tells them to ‘Behold my hands and my 

feet, that it is I myself: handle me, and see, for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see 

me have.’93 This text is introduced as the chorus of Demons introduces a Street Passion 

Mystery Play since it is during this ‘play within a play’ when, ironically, Taverner is duped.94  

Deliberate and latent intertextuality permeate both the music and the libretto. At the 

appearance of God the Father Davies quotes himself and parodies his own O Magnum 

Mysterium as, in the scene’s mock mystery play, God announces ‘Ecce Filius bastardus 

meus.’95 And, as the chorus of Demons open the Passion Play, so they close it singing Psalm 

23:  ‘Attolite portas, principes, vestras, et elevamini portae aeternales, et introibit, Rex 

Gloriae.’ (Lift up your gates, O ye princes and be ye lifted up, O eternal gates: and the King 

of Glory shall enter). Another example of deliberate intertextuality is present prior to the 

Antichrist’s (the Pope’s) Apostolic Benediction (bar 194), ‘Urbi et orbi!’ (‘To the city [Rome] 

and to the world!’); he screeches hysterically (bar 201): ‘The murder of a heretic is not only 

permitted but rewarded….’  

 

As seen in the sketches for the draft libretto, Davies references text from the Gospel of 

Matthew 27:45 and the Book of Isaiah 1: 5.96 The closing moments of scene iv represent the 

climactic point of Act I. As Taverner collapses and prostrates himself in readiness for 

conversion, Davies gives the Jester (Death) words drawn directly from Matthew 22, v. 43-45: 

‘But the unclean spirit, When he is gone out of a man….’ (Bar 661). This is followed by 

further quotation, modified, again from Matthew (4:16) and Taverner sings cominciando 

somnabulisticamente: ‘There shone about me a great light from heaven, and I fell down 

upon the earth and hear the voice of Christ saying, ‘Put off thy blindness.’ Act I, scene iv 

 
93 King James Bible, Luke, 24:39. 
94 As modelled on Shakespearean examples such as in Hamlet Act III, scene ii The Murder of Gonzago and A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream Act V, scene i, A Tedious Brief Scene of Young Pyramus and His Love Thisbe. 
95 Michael Chanan, op. cit. p.12. Chanan notes that this is the first appearance of parody in Davies’s music.  
96 British Library; Add.Ms.71259, fols. 66 & 68. 
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closes with a coup de theatre as the Jester mock beatifies Taverner shrieking in Latin (bar 

747): ‘Salvatus! Beatus Vir! Resurrectus! Osanna!’ 

 
The composer also integrated tracts of Ecclesiastical Latin including part of the Requiem 

Mass for the Dead, subsequently removed in favour of plain English, to achieve greater 

comprehensibility in Act I, scene i. Although many Biblical references from the original draft 

were probably deleted in favour of comprehension, some quotations were retained in Latin, 

the official language of the Church of Rome. Its integration into the libretto not only 

introduces an authenticity to the opera, but also, symbolically, exposes and emphasises the 

contradictions at play. At the end of Act I, scene i, the Council sings: Fides est virtus qua 

credentur quae videntur. Nos quidquid illud significat faciamus, et quam sit verum, non 

laboremus. (‘Faith is a means by which those things that are not seen may be believed. We 

may believe whatever it signifies to us, not troubling us as to how true such things might 

be’).  As mentioned earlier, this is a quotation from the writings of St Augustine.97 Ironically, 

the founders of the Protestant Reformation were influenced by St Augustine’s deterministic 

teachings. His writings also examine the struggle for one’s individual identity in the presence 

of a powerful God; it represents a direct parallel with Taverner’s growing dilemma.  

 

In Act I, scene ii, Latin is also introduced by a chorus of Monks which sings John Taverner’s In 

Nomine from his Missa Gloria Tibi Trinitas. Whilst the Council had earlier questioned the 

efficacy of faith, the Monks now sing about religious conviction and recount the life of the 

protagonist: Hoc opus est Johanni Taverni in regione Lindi nati, viri arte musica singularis…. 

(‘This is the work of John Taverner, who was suspected and accused of having heretical 

books at Cardinal College.  However, because of his music he escaped and became the 

King’s servant to attack the Catholic faith….’). Both statements share a common language, 

yet each one represents an opposing view. Further, Latin is, in this context used to disguise 

meaning. As discussed further below, Davies has also noted that both the White Abbot and 

Taverner appear not to understand that everything is ordained and ‘it’s almost saying that 

 
97 St Augustine of Hippo, early Christian theologian and philosopher. 
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this is like a Greek play where everything is in the hands of the Gods but we find out that it’s 

the Jester, the Death figure, who is actually in control.’98  

 

This episode also demonstrates how the libretto serves a greater structural purpose. It is 

not until Act II, scene iv when, at a key moment, the full chorus is heard for the first and 

only time echoing the words of the Monks which were first heard in Act I, scene ii: ‘This is 

the work of John Taverner, musician, servant of the King. Christ must reign, till he has put all 

his enemies under his feet. The last enemy that shall be destroyed is Death.’99 However, in 

opposition to the earlier statement in Latin, at the end of the opera, the words are delivered 

in plain English. The Greek chorus still provides comment, but here, in the closing moments 

of the opera, its message is no longer disguised. Just as the Monks have been transformed 

into Townspeople, so Latin is translated into plain English in an allusion to Thomas 

Cranmer’s introduction of the Book of Common Prayer following the Reformation.100 

 

As will be discussed in Chapter 7, transformation and deformation dominate Davies’s 

compositional methods and, equally, these processes find expression in the libretto. As 

shown above, language is transformed and characters are morphed; correspondingly, time 

and place are converted as pre-Reformation England becomes post-Reformation England. 

Davies described these processes as being akin to the ‘literary techniques employed by 

Hoffmann in, say, Meister Floh, where certain people, spirits and plants are show to be, 

within the context of an elaborate ‘plot’, manifestations of the same character-principle – as 

is made clear by a line of connection (not a process of development!) that is sometimes 

semantic.’101 

 

The Monks open Act I, scene ii singing, in Latin, John Taverner’s In Nomine. Taverner is 

discovered alone struggling with his spiritual beliefs. Above the Monks’ voices, the 

protagonist soliloquises in English: 

 
98 Peter Maxwell Davies in conversation with Tom Service, Opera on 3, Taverner, BBC Radio 3 broadcast, 28 
November 2009. 
99 Full score, Act II, scene iv, bb.13-25. 
100 The Exhortation and Litany (1544) composed by Thomas Cranmer was the first official vernacular service 
published in English. 
101 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Second Fantasia on John Taverner’s ‘In Nomine’, Peter Maxwell 
Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.67. 
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If I follow their lying vanities, I shall forsake my own mercy. Their mercurial stone 
returns gold to dross. This is the vigil. Waiting, shall I arm against their justice, to 
purge us, to break our idols in our image, cut out our counterfeited hearts? Or is this 
the Devil’s work? I created meaning, now exiled, I must look it out afresh, a new 
reality, by scorching reason. God is my strength.102 

 
This synthesis of the Monks’ archaic Latin with Taverner’s plain English emphasises the play 

of the binary, a central theme of the opera. And whilst the libretto describes and projects 

Taverner’s inner conflict in the present, the Monks’ words also predict his future. Davies has 

stated that,  

The text in Latin […] outlines Taverner’s future history. Taverner is present but he is 
unaware of what they are singing; he has still got that tragedy to go through. The use 
of Latin in that case is to state what is going to happen but at the same time to hide 
it from Taverner himself, while he, sung over the Latin, states in English the first 
doubts about this faith.103 
 

Davies’s reference to ‘future history’ also resonates with Joyce’s approach to the 

manipulation of time and, as the composer has suggested, confirms the notion that, in this 

context, everything is predetermined. In this passage, Taverner’s immediate internal crisis is 

intensified by the libretto’s inclusion of Biblical references and religious imagery. In his 

soliloquy Taverner refers to the ‘vigil’, a reference to the Mount of Olives, where, Judas 

Iscariot betrayed Jesus. As noted above, his words resonate with those of Martin Luther 

when, at the Diet of Worms in 1521, Luther was interrogated about his religious beliefs. As 

the scene reaches its climax, Taverner repeatedly states that ‘God is my strength…’ and 

then, following this statement, once again in Ecclesiastical Latin, the Monks intone part of 

the Seventh Psalm asserting their confidence in their God. It is delivered emphatically in 

unison as if to confirm religious solidarity: In te, Domine speravi, non confundar in aeternam. 

In justitia tua libera me (‘In You, Lord, I have trusted, let me not be confounded in eternity; 

liberate me in Your justice’).104 

 

 

 

 

 
102 Full score, Act I, scene ii, bb.37-120. 
103 Davies in conversation with Stephen Walsh, ‘Taverner’, The Musical Times, Vol. 113, No. 1553 (July 1972), p. 
654. 
104 Psalm 07:1-3a (Vulgate). 
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6.5 Metaphor and parody  

As shown, the opera’s libretto is assembled from an eclectic range of sources and includes a 

dense assortment of language, references and imagery. Winton Dean regarded the 

extensive use of Latin drawn from ‘obscure and knotty’ sources and the synthesis of texts to 

form a ‘collage’ as ‘indigestible matter.’105 Similarly, Martin Cooper’s cause for complaint lay 

in an over-abundance of ‘Latin praying and anti-praying, scenes of grotesque mumbo-jumbo 

[…] only intelligible to the very well read’.106 However, given Taverner’s predicament it is 

possible to argue that throughout this discourse it is Davies’s intention, using the libretto as 

a vehicle, to present that which is unintelligible. An impenetrable textual polyphony is used 

to express Taverner’s inner confusion as he struggles to discover ‘a new reality, by scorching 

reason.’ Through what is, undeniably, a complex synthesis of language and imagery, the 

libretto functions as an independent expressive device challenging its conventional 

definition. Crucially, this episode is also the first time that we enter Taverner’s mind and, in 

Joycean terms, it is possible to interpret the passage as being entirely metaphorical. Davies 

engineers a collision of narratives (Taverner’s escalating dilemma), multiple languages 

(superimposed Latin and English), historical references and Biblical imagery to express, 

allusively, the psychological noise and confusion from which Taverner is suffering.  

 

Whereas in Act I, scene ii, the design of Davies’s libretto seeks to reflect and express 

Taverner’s inner psychological battle, in Act I, scene iii its focus shifts to the King’s external 

political struggle although it is motivated by purely personal ambition. Josipovici notes that, 

The libretto stresses that the fate of King Henry, and therefore of England, and that 
of Taverner, run parallel. ….  No-one has ever doubted that Henry’s breach with 
Rome was dictated first and foremost by private interests. The libretto stresses this 
aspect of the situation, and also to the peculiar mixture of power and vulnerability 
that belongs to a King.107 
  

The two mirroring court scenes have been regarded as structurally imbalanced because of 

the libretto’s over-extended examination of venality at the court of the King. John Harbison 

considered that, 

 
105 ‘Taverner,’ The Musical Times, September 1972. 
106 Martin Cooper, ‘Taverner lacking in deeper meaning’, Daily Telegraph, 13 July 1972. 
107 Josipovici, op. cit., p.14. 
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Davies as a librettist seems extraordinarily preoccupied with the cynicism and 
venality of King Henry VIII and his court as a mainspring of great events. This 
threatens to endanger the proportions of the opera.108  

 
Harbison’s view that Davies’s libretto is preoccupied with the ‘venality’ of Henry’s court is 

not without foundation. The two scenes to which he refers, take place in the King’s Throne 

Room. Both are prolonged encounters between the King and the Cardinal (in Act II, scene ii 

the Cardinal is transformed into the Archbishop), which do threaten to ‘endanger the 

proportions of the opera.’   

 

As mentioned above, most of Davies’s sketchbooks which contained source material for the 

libretto of Taverner were destroyed in a fire in 1969. However, some material did survive, 

and the textual sources for Act I, scene iii have been identified by the composer.109 Davies’s 

respect for this source material demonstrates rigorous scholarship, but, since the libretto 

for this scene is drawn directly from various fifteenth-century documents, it can, at times, 

feel over-written in its detailed exposition of historical fact. For example, when the Jester 

proceeds to announce a list of the court’s Royal Expenses, the source is quoted with 

precision from a ‘Royal Expenditure List of 1528.’110  

 

Also, Davies has acknowledged that the character of the King is based upon King Henry VIII 

and the Cardinal that of Cardinal Wolsey. Act I, scene iii charts, as Davies describes it, a 

‘conference’111 during which the two men discuss the ‘forthcoming Reformations, and their 

immediate cause (or excuse), the Royal divorce.’112 Here, the King’s protracted quasi-

recitative focuses on the desired annulment of his marriage to the Queen (Catherine of 

Aragon) because of her previous marriage to the King’s brother (Arthur); such is the King’s 

requirement for a ‘remedy’ from Rome. This statement is a long-winded monologue, 

interrupted only by comedic interruptions from the Jester which the King seemingly ignores. 

 
108 John Harbison, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s Taverner’, Perspectives of New Music, Fall/Winter 1972. p.239. 
109 Davies, op. cit., p.6. See Appendix 1 of this thesis for a reproduction of Davies’s tabulation of Act I, scene iii. 
As the basis for the first dialogue between the King and the Cardinal, Davies cited the following texts: The 
Letters of Henry VIII edited by M. St. C. Byrne; John Strype’s Memorials of Thomas Cramer; Chronica Majora by 
Matthew Paris (edited by Luard); Letters and Papers ….of the Reign of Henry VIII (volumes 1-4) edited by J.S. 
Brewer; The Negotiations of Thomas Wolsey, the Great Cardinall of England by George Cavendish and Original 
Letters of illustrative of English History (volumes 1-4) by Henry Ellis.   
110 J.S. Brewer (ed): Letters and Papers of the Reign of Henry VIII (volumes 1-4), vol. 4, p.3874. 
111 Davies, ‘Taverner’: Synopsis and Documentation, Tempo No.101, Taverner (1972), p.5. 
112 Ibid. 
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It may be argued that the King’s extended speech is intended to parody him; it is an 

interminable monologue characterised by language which is, at times, impenetrable, 

discursive and digressive.  

 

If, as Harbison believes, the episode presents a structural imbalance because of Davies’s 

preoccupations, it may be because the scene’s inflated length and character is intended to 

ridicule, albeit obliquely, the excess, corruption and isolationism which characterized the 

King’s court. in Act I, scene iii the Cardinal sings (bar 80), ‘England is our storehouse of 

delights, a very inexhaustible well, where much abounds, and much can be extracted from 

many;’113 these words are attributed to Pope Leo X.114 Davies notes that, 

The proceeds of the sale of indulgencies in England went to the rebuilding of St 
Peter’s. Wolsey was in charge in England of this traffic, and successfully stood out for 
Henry VIII’s receiving a third of the income from this.115 

 

These comments not only detail the corruption of both church and state, but they also show 

evidence of robust scholarship throughout the libretto. An episode in Act I, scene iii, reveals 

Davies’s craft in reshaping and refining prosaic historical text into language suitable for 

vocal delivery. For example, following brass fanfares, the King delivers quasi-recitative which 

employs material that Davies has attributed to a letter written by King Henry VIII to Cardinal 

Wolsey. It was published in The Letters of Henry VIII edited by M. St. C. Byrne in 1936. 

 
Mine own good cardinal, I recommend me  
unto you with all my heart, and thank you for  
the great pain and labour that you do daily take  
in my business and matters, desiring you (that  
when you have established them) to take some  
pastime and comfort, to the intent you may the  
longer endure to serve us, for always pain  
cannot be endured.116 

 

 
 

113 John Strype, Memorials of Thomas Cranmer; Chronica Majora by Matthew Paris (edited by Luard); iv. pp. 
546-547. 
114 Leo X, originally Giovanni di Medici (1475-1521); one of the leading Renaissance Popes (reigned 1513–21).  
Pope Leo X made Rome a cultural centre and a political power but depleted the papal treasury, and, by failing 
to fully understand the developing Reformation, contributed to the disintegration of religion. Leo 
excommunicated Martin Luther in 1521. 
115 Davies, ‘Taverner’: Synopsis and Documentation, Tempo No.101, Taverner (1972), p.8. 
116 M. St. C. Byrne (ed.), The Letters of Henry VIII, London, 1936, p.28. 
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Davies has re-written King Henry VIII’s letter as follows:  

Our good Lord Cardinal,  
we thank you 
with all our heart for your great labour  
sustained daily on our behalf. 
 
Which service by your kind master and  
King cannot be forgotten,  
of which fault we trust God we never be accused.117 

 
Davies’s version is more compressed than the original letter as quoted by Byrne, and the 

language has been modernised whilst retaining a whiff of Medieval majesty. Also, in an 

effort to support the singer to achieve improved comprehension in performance, Davies has 

transformed the original dense, arhythmic prose into a pair of succinct stanzas which have 

greater rhythmic clarity. During this monologue, the King is accompanied by an on-stage 

band of three viols and a lute playing a Pavane as re-imagined by Davies. This medieval 

courtly dance, ironically of Italian origin and often danced at weddings, has a slow duple 

metre (crotchet = 126) and has a structure of two eight bar phrases (a = bars 16-23, b = 24-

31). Davies adds irregular 5/4 (bar 25) and 3/4 (bar 28) time-signatures deliberately to 

disrupt the metre of the dance and the King’s text is super-imposed, asymmetrically, over 

the Pavane’s sixteen bars. The second section (b) spans a section of twelve bars (bars 32-

44). Musically, the passage is characterised by the disintegration of the Pavane which, 

correspondingly, reflects the libretto as the King narrates the demise of the Church of 

Rome:  ‘We, pondering, the present state of Christianity in our realm, miserably afflicted 

with dissension, note with regret of the See Apostolic is thereby diminished….’ 118  This 

source material is based upon a letter which King Henry VIII wrote in 1529 upon being 

informed of Pope Clement VII’s illness: ‘His Highness, pondering and profoundly considering 

the present state of Christendom, miserably and piteously afflicted with the intestine wars, 

dissentions and disorders reigning amongst the princes of the same, and how the dignity of 

the See Apostolic is not thereby a little diminished, and like to come to total ruin, and 

remembering his great cause of matrimony committed to the Papal Court…’119 

 

 
117 Full score, Act I, scene iii, p.104.  
118 Full score, Act I, scene iii, p.105. 
119 Davies, op. cit., p.7. 
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Crucial to this scene is the first appearance in the opera of the Jester. In defence of Davies’s 

libretto, it is possible to suggest that Harbison’s reading of Act I, scene iii and also Act II, 

scene ii underestimates the central role that this character plays. Indeed, Davies has 

described the Jester as the opera’s main character, and, if in the opening scene, he does not 

sing as much as the King, the Jester still dominates proceedings.120 Introduced by the 

rattling of his jingling Johnny, the Jester sings (bar 60): ‘Cardinalis Pacificus, Est enim Vir, et 

uno ore preadicant omnes, unus prope inter nobiles eruditus, animoque plane 

philosophico.’ 121These are the words attributed to the Renaissance Dutch scholar and 

humanist, Erasmus122 used to describe Thomas Cranmer.123 Cranmer was an adviser to King 

Henry VIII and, from 1527, assisted Cardinal Wolsey in building the case for the annulment 

of Henry’s marriage to Catherine of Aragon. Davies’s directions indicate that the Jester’s 

Latin text is to be delivered: ‘libero, plainsong style (leering sarcastic).’ As the King’s 

previous text was superimposed upon a Pavane, so the Jester’s sarcastic intervention is 

now, appropriately, delivered above the Pavane’s ‘after-dance’ as a trio of viols and a lute 

perform a Galliard. This dance which, like the Pavane, originates from Italy, offers another 

ironic musical subtext. Davies’s selection and manipulation of text is ingenious. Ostensibly, 

the Jester showers praise upon the Catholic Cardinal, Thomas Wolsey, but in his quoting of 

Erasmus, he is actually describing Thomas Cranmer who was the first Protestant Archbishop 

of Canterbury. The decision to employ the Jester to deliver this text is carefully calculated 

and, once again, reveals the libretto to be multi-dimensional. At one level, there exists 

parody and, at another, there is allusion. Erasmus was an important force behind the 

Reformation and the Jester now emulates this in his function as the opera’s ‘master-

puppeteer.’ Davies affirmed that,  

… the Jester, who becomes Death and then Joking Jesus, and who emerges as the 
main character:  the power behind the Reformation or Revolution, the master-
puppeteer for whom all the other ‘characters’, including Taverner himself, are as 
marionettes.124 

 
120 The function of the Jester recalls that of the Shakespearean fool. For example, Feste in Twelfth Night, Puck 
in A Midsummer Night’s Dream and the Fool in King Lear. 
121 John Strype, Memorials of Thomas Cramer; Chronica Majora by Matthew Paris (edited by Luard). 
122 Desiderius Erasmus Roterodarmus first editor of the New Testament; an important figure in patristics and 
classical literature, c.1469-1536. 
123 Thomas Cranmer, 1489-1556 and first Anglo-Catholic Archbishop of Canterbury, 1533-56. 
124 Davies, op. cit., p.5. 
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There are two further key moments in the remainder of Act I, scene iii which reveal the 

industry of Davies’s libretto. At bar 133, Davies quotes a letter from King Henry VIII to Anne 

Boleyn. It is sung amoroso by the Jester: ‘I trust soon to see you again, which to me, will be 

more sovereign remedy than all the precious stones in the world.’125  Once again, it is the 

Jester who is front and centre. After he has interrupted the King, Davies’s stage directions 

instruct that, as the text is delivered, the Jester places on his head ‘a paper crown in 

imitation of King and parodying him.’ It is notable that the Jester’s text is placed in 

quotation marks. Davies is emphasising the authenticity of his words whilst ridiculing the 

situation. Following the departure of both King and Cardinal comes the climax of the scene 

as the Jester reveals himself to be Death. At this crucial moment in the opera, Davies quotes 

words attributed to Sir Thomas More. The Jester/Death sings: ‘When the Lion knows his 

strength, hard it is to rule him…’126 

 

The first part of the Jester’s/Death’s final speech is, in part, a reworking of advice reportedly 

given to Oliver Cromwell by Thomas More in 1532 at the time of his increasing influence at 

the court of King Henry VIII: 

Master Cromwell, you are entered into the service of a most noble, wise and liberal 
prince. If you will follow my poor advice, you shall, in your counsel-giving unto his 
grace, ever tell him what he ought to do, but never what he is able to do…. For if a 
lion knew his own strength, hard were it for any man to rule him. 127 

 
The text of the second part of the Jester’s/Death’s statement is delivered just before he 

removes his mask to reveal himself as Death. Davies’s stage directions instruct the character 

to speak ‘standing up… gradually, an almost spoken whisper.’ The composer then returns to 

the Bible and quotes Psalm XVIII, 4-5: ‘The cords of hell encompass us about, and the floods 

of ungodliness make me afraid.’ This passage in the libretto combines historical references 

with classical imagery (the King as untamed Lion) and Biblical narrative (fire, flood and 

brimstone) to illuminate the episode. As discussed, prior, for some listeners, such textual 

references may have a navigational purpose.  

 

 
125 Byrne, op. cit., p.70. 
126 Full score, Act I, scene iii, p.129. 
127 David Head, ‘If a Lion Knew His Own Strength’, The image of Henry VIII and his historians, International 
Social Science Review, Vol. 72, no 3-4 (1997), p.94.  
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Whilst in Act I, scene iii Davies’s libretto focuses on the Jester’s role as largely comedic and 

interpolating the dialogue between King and Cardinal, conversely in Act II, scene ii, he has 

no text to deliver until the scene’s closing moments. However, his omnipresence is 

articulated by stage directions at the start of the scene which imply that the Jester is in full 

command of the stage, and, by association, the whole drama. As the Cardinal kneels, 

directions instruct that the Jester, now unmasked, is to stand with ‘his back to the audience, 

arms folded, legs apart.’128 When the Jester makes his final announcement the King and the 

Archbishop are no longer present. Alone on stage, the Jester predicts the dissolution of the 

monasteries (bar 249): ‘Seest thou these great buildings? There shall not be left one stone 

upon another, which shall not be thrown down.’129 This Biblical reference is to Jesus’s 

prophesy of the sacking of Jerusalem and the destruction of the temple by the Romans in 

70AD: ‘Not one stone shall be left upon another; every one shall be thrown down.’130  In this 

scene, although Davies’s libretto appears to give prominence to the King and the Cardinal 

(later the Archbishop), it is the Jester’s silence which, metaphorically, speaks volumes.  

 

In summary, it is of primary importance to acknowledge that the creation of this libretto 

was crucial to the opera’s conception. From the beginning, for Davies, the images and text 

came first. They were prime motivators and, inextricably, linked to the birth of the score.  

Davies’s vision for the opera has a proximity to Wagner’s aesthetic model as articulated in 

Gesamtkünstwerk. Although he displayed little enthusiasm for the work of Wagner, this 

synthesis of artforms also found similar expression during the Renaissance when polymaths 

such as Michelangelo and Filippo Brunelleschi worked across multiple disciplines including 

the visual arts, poetry, architecture and sculpture. Significantly, the Renaissance was a 

period in history which Davies closely identified with and it is possible to conjecture that its 

spirit inspired a holistic approach in his melding of words and music.  

 

As discussed, the libretto for the opera was subject to adverse criticism. For performers, it 

presented practical demands while, for audiences, the text’s dense and eclectic nature 

posed challenges of intelligibility. And, although Davies’s text is well-crafted and rigorous in 

 
128 Full score, Act II, scene ii, p.266. 
129 Full score, Act II, scene ii, p.292. 
130 According to the gospels of Matthew 24:2, Mark 13:2 and Luke 21:6. 
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its scholarship, it is often characterized by dry, prosaic language which does not necessarily 

serve the drama. At worst, the text may be regarded as self-serving or, at best, an over 

ambitious and independent literary endeavour. Kerman believed it to be an impractical 

‘confusion of ideas’131 and Beard conceded that the text’s Jungian concepts, including those 

of assimilation and submission, were ‘not easy to dramatize on the opera stage.’132 These  

failings support the view that the libretto was experimental in design and, by association, 

give credence to the notion that Taverner was an apprentice piece.  

 

Yet, equally, it is valid to recognise that its creation was a necessary step in the composer’s 

stylistic evolution which was to lead to the subsequent texted works such as Revelation and 

Fall (Op. 31), Missa Super L’Homme Armé (Op. 36a) and Eight Songs for a Mad King (Op. 39) 

although, notably, all these works use texts which were written by others.133 Also, in the 

two stage works written in the 1970s, Davies continued to revise and refine his approach in 

the creation of libretti. Beard observes that The Martyrdom of St Magnus (Op. 72) and The 

Lighthouse (Op. 86) are both operas that address dramatic themes which are strikingly 

similar to those found in Taverner, yet adopt a more ‘perceptual structure’ in order to 

‘convey meaning more coherently than Taverner.’134  

 

If, overall, Davies’s libretto fails to project sufficient coherent meaning, it still remains 

crucial to the opera’s conceptual design. Davies’s achievement lies in his scholarship and 

innovatory approach. The text reflects the rich polystylism found in the music integrating  

intertextuality and symbolism for structural, dramatic and expressive purposes. It was never 

Davies’s original intention that this libretto was written to tell a story. Taverner is the story 

of a subject or ‘a drama of ideas.’135 At worst, the libretto may be regarded as experimental. 

At best, it represents an audacious rethinking of the genre and sets a new paradigm.  

 

 
131 Joseph Kerman, ‘Popish Ditties’, Tempo. No 102 (1972), p.20. 
132 David Beard in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-editors), Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, 
CUP, 2009), p.104. 
133 As noted, the text for Revelation and Fall is by Georg Trakl; Eight Songs for a Mad King has text by Randolph 
Stow after King George III; Missa Super L’Homme Armé uses the Agnus Dei and the Gospel of St Luke (Ch. 22). 
134 Beard in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.104. 
135 Kerman, op. cit., p.20. 
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Chapter 7 
 

Compositional style 
 

In a funny way, Taverner’s transformations are paralleled by the musical transformations in 

my own style, quite unintentionally: it just seems to have happened like that.
1
 

 

This chapter examines the composer’s evolving compositional style as it relates specifically 

to Taverner. It considers the component parts that combine to create an idiom which is 

iconoclastic, polystylistic, experimental, and, ultimately, personal. The opera’s musical 

language has been described as ‘a web of allusions that the ear cannot hope to untangle.’
2 

Taverner may be instructively problematic but this chapter hopes to untangle that web of 

allusions by identifying compositional methods and metaphors to provide meaning.  

 

Davies once commented that ‘each work that I write relates to what I wrote before.’
3
 Taking 

this as a point of departure, the chapter aims to demonstate how, in Taverner, latent and 

deliberate intertextuality are increasingly essential to the composer’s aesthetic. It examines 

how plainsong is manipulated and integrated into the opera and discusses its origins and 

symbolic purpose. The chapter also considers the provenance and deployment of the Death 

Chord.  As stated in relation to the aims of this thesis, it is not the intention to undertake a 

detailed analysis of compositional technique as it relates to post-Schoenbergian serial 

practices.
4
 However, the chapter does, briefly, introduce Davies’s idiosyncratic approach to 

serialism. There is also an examination of vocal expression in the opera and, finally, 

discussion as to how and why parody is central to the composer’s style. 

 

 

 

 

1 Peter Maxwell Davies interviewed by Stephen Walsh, ‘Taverner’, The Musical Times, Vol.113, No.1553 (July, 
1972), p.653. 
2 Andrew Clements, ‘Wheels with wheels’, The New Statesman, 15 July, 1983. 
3 Peter Maxwell Davies in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘On Parody, References and Meaning’, Peter Maxwell Davies, 
Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018) p.225. 
4 For further study see David Roberts, Techniques of Composition in the music of Peter Maxwell Davies, PhD 
thesis (Department of Music, Faculty of Arts, Birmingham, 1985); Jonathan Rees, Peter Maxwell Davies’s 
‘Revelation and Fall’ - influence study and analysis, PhD thesis (The Open University, 2010);  Richard Lister, 
Steps through the Maze: Image, Reflection, Shadow and Aspects of Magic Squares in the works of Sir Peter 
Maxwell Davies, Ph.D. thesis (Brandeis University, New York, 2001); Cheryl Ann Tongier, Pre-existent music in 
the works of Peter Maxwell Davies, PhD thesis (University of Kansas, Lawrence, 1983). 
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7.1 Intertextuality (i): Early music, plainsong: origin, integration and symbolism 

Taverner and other works in its orbit share extensive reference to compositional processes 

founded in early music. Davies once recalled that his interest in Renaissance music was, 

…in the first place purely from the sound, from being involved in performances of 

plainsong, of Renaissance music particularly.  On a technical level I think I was first 

sparked off by isorhythmic processes, and by the medieval rhythmic modes…. I’ll 

admit that perhaps I deceive myself in thinking that my interest in old music is of 

primary importance and I’ve often thought I’m using this as a catalyst – acting rather 

like a catalyst in a chemical reaction.
5
 

 

For Davies ‘isorhythmic processes,’ such as talea (rhythmic phrases) and color (melodic 

phrases) were guiding organisational principles in a compositional style founded upon 

transformational techniques. In the Trumpet Sonata (Op. 1) isorhythmic devices articulate 

the work’s form. As will be discussed below, the rhythmic cell which opens the sonata 

serves a generative and structural function in Act I, scene i of the opera (see Music Example 

7.8). Also, Davies’s notion that he was ‘sparked off by isorhythmic processes’ through 

involvement in performances of plainsong is evident in its integration throughout Taverner. 

 

Davies’s approach to harmony was influenced by linear, polyphonic practices drawn from 

music of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries:  

…I modified my whole outlook on harmony (…) by thinking upwards and downwards 

from a ‘tenor’ part (here not the name of a particular voice-line between given 

limiting pitches, but a part, or voice, with pivotal long or rhythmic note-values, at any 

register or tessitura). This meant that harmony was heard and calculated not only 

from the bass-line upwards, but from a ‘tenor’ line in any register both upwards and 

downwards, giving to me surprising but comprehensible, fertile results. […] with a 

work with aforementioned orchestral fantasia (Second Taverner Fantasia), one could 

be more experimental and innovative, while maintaining an audible and ultimately 

architectural harmonic cohesion.
6
 

 

The composer’s remark about tenor lines and his development of a harmonic process ‘not 

only from the bass-line upwards but from a ‘tenor’ line in any register both upwards and 

downwards’ finds early expression in the divided polyphony of Prolation (Op. 8) and is also 

 

5 Davies, in conversation with Alexander Goehr, quoted in Nichoas Jones (ed.), ‘Musical Innovation’, Peter 
Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.78. 
6 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Indivisible Parameters and Spirit-Stirring Amalgams’, Peter Maxwell 
Davies, Selected Writings (Cambrdige, CUP, 2018), p.303. 
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evident in Taverner.
7
  At the appearance of the two monks Act I scene iv (bar 54) the 

distribution of the tenor line is indicated graphically, upwards and downwards, throughout 

the orchestra. Davies described this as a ‘migrant’ tenor which was ‘easily relatable to 

medieval practice’ and ‘which could easily appear at any register and in any part…. The 

harmonic implications of not only thinking from the bass upwards, were quite radical.’
8
 The 

composer recognised the importance of this re-styling in the context of his own musical 

lineage. 

I was very determined myself that I was going to preserve my roots and continue 

studying Beethoven, Mozart, William Byrd, John Dunstable, whatever, and 

plainsong, all of which I loved and which I saw absolutely no reason to kick out - and 

I didn’t. As far as I could see or hear in musical history, I didn’t know one composer 

who had not reworked something which existed before in his own terms. And 

perhaps one could even say in the music of the recent past one could recognize the 

composer’s voice by how much it differed from the voices which went just before 

him, but there was a connection which was audible.
9
 

 

This acknowledgement of audible connections, whether similar or dissimilar between past 

composers, suggests latent and deliberate intertextuality.
10

 What is abundantly clear is that 

Davies found ‘great freedom in the choice and manifestation of his influences, not bound 

faithfully to any, but able to learn from all.’
11

 One major influence was his discovery of 

plainsong. Bayan Northcott considered it to be central in defining Davies’s compositional 

idiom as it pertained to Taverner. 

[the young composer]…evidently sensed an affinity between the latest avant-garde 

techniques and the structures of early music then being rediscovered. His most 

pervasive procedure was accordingly to set up a plainchant-derived cantus firmus 

upon which to evolve complex canonic textures. It was an idiom peculiarly calculated 

to articulate dramatic themes of conversion, false seeming, betrayal and so on, 

through degrees of melodic transformation, distortion, inversion – and, not least, 

parody.
12  

 

 

7 This technique recalls the use of the labels Hauptstimme (Principal voice) and Nebenstimme (Secondary 
voice) to clarify contrapuntal voice leading in works by Schoenberg, Berg and Webern. 
8 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (II): On Parody, References and Meaning’, 
Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings  pp.224-225. 
9 Davies quoted in Nicholas Jones, (ed.), ‘Remembering Darmstadt’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 
(Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.173. 
10 For a detailed discussion of intertextuality see Michael Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music, Musical 
Meaning and Interpretation (Indiana University Press, 2005). 
11 Rees, op. cit., p.106. 
12 Bayan Northcott, CD sleeve note, NMC CD 2009, p.4. 
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Although cantus firmus and canons are distinct compositional processes, Northcott is 

correct in suggesting that the composer created a musical syntax perfectly suited to convey 

extra-musical subjects. Davies began to integrate plainsong into his work as early as 1957, 

the year in which he wrote Alma Redemptoris Mater (Op. 5) and St Michael: Sonata for 

Seventeen Wind Instruments (Op. 6). However, it was the composition of the First Fantasia 

on an ‘In Nomine’ of John Taverner (Op. 19) which proved to be a watershed. Davies’s 

reference to a sixteenth-century genre prefigures the titles of later works including the 

Second Taverner Fantasia (Op. 23), Fantasia and Two Pavans after Henry Purcell (WoO. 95) 

and St Thomas Wake: Foxtrot for Orchestra on a Pavan by John Bull (Op. 37). However, it 

was with the overt statement of Taverner’s In Nomine in the First Fantasia that Davies first 

made explicit reference to his British musical ancestry.  

 

The In Nomine functions as a key source throughout Davies’s output, from its early 

iterations in the First Taverner Fantasia and the Seven In Nomine to an appearance, forty 

years later, in the Third Naxos String Quartet (Op. 236).
13

 Its pivotal function in Taverner 

supports Paul Griffiths’s comment that the opera was ‘the biggest In Nomine of them all.’
14 

Also, Taverner’s original In Nomine contains personal extra-musical meaning for the 

composer which is associated with the ‘Shadowy Other.’ Richard McGregor views it as ‘a 

conceptual frame’ within which Davies’s concerns about the exploitation or the betrayal of 

the individual are expressed and cites its distorted statement in the Third Naxos String 

Quartet as an example of the composer’s ‘profound opposition to the Iraq War.’
15

  

 

Davies claimed that his love of plainsong sprang from his time of study in Italy. 

…when I was in Rome in the fifties I would go up to the Benedictine monastery on 

the Aventine with my Liber Usualis, and I knew exactly what they were doing that 

day – I’d prepared it all – and they just did their plainsong. I just sat there, enjoyed it 

and realised that this was the best music I’d heard in my life.
16

 

 

 

 

13 Rodney Lister, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s Naxos Quartets’, Tempo, 232 (April 2005), p.11. 
14 Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1972), p. 44. 
15 Nicholas Jones and Richard McGregor, The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 
2020), p.212.  
16 Peter Maxwell Davies and Nicholas Jones, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies in the 1950s: A conversation with the 
composer’, Tempo, Vol. 64, No. 254 (October 2010), p.15. 
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As noted above, plainsong was fundamental to a pair of works dating from the time of 

Davies’s study in Rome. Alma Redemptoris Mater (Op. 5) was the first work in which the 

composer drew upon this source. The wind sextet is based upon a ten-note set derived from 

the plainsong Marion antiphon that Davies sourced from the Liber Usualis. Its sister work, St 

Michael – Sonata for Seventeen Wind Instruments (Op. 6), also refers to the Dies Irae, 

Sanctus and Agnus Dei, both found in the Liber Usualis. 

 

Richard McGregor has suggested that Davies actually built ‘a personal mythology around 

the processes of extraction’
17

 and that in addition to the Liber Usualis18 he also referred to 

the Historical Anthology of Music as an important source.
19

 The composer’s interest in 

plainsong was threefold: he had a ‘great affection’ for the melodies themselves, was drawn 

to their ‘inner glow’ (similar to that of a religious icon) and, as will be discussed below, 

recognized their symbolic properties.
20

  

 

Table I (in landscape format below) charts Davies’s deployment of plainsong, including John 

Taverner’s In Nomine, and describes its dramatic and allusive functions.  

 

17 Richard McGregor in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-editors), ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s sources: 
reflections on origins, meanings and significance’, Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), 
p.152. 
18 Book of Gregorian chants compiled by the monks of the Abbey of Solesmes in France. 
19 Nicholas Jones in Jones and McGregor, The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 
2020), p.155. 
20 Davies, quoted in Jones and McGregor, op. cit., p.23. 
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ACT & SCENE PLAINSONG BAR NUMBER(S) ORCHESTRATION/CHARACTER FUNCTION  
ACT I 
Scene i 

 
In Nomine 
 
Gloria Tibi Trinitas 
 

 
17 – 21 
 
527 – 530 
566 – 572 
575 – 580 
615 – 617 

 
White Abbot 
 
Tuba 
Bassoon & contrabassoon 
Oboe 
Cardinal 

 
Calls Taverner to trial  
 
Entrance of Cardinal 
Accompanies Cardinal 
Accompanies Cardinal 
Exit of Cardinal  

Scene ii In Nomine 1 - 5 Chorus of Monks Introduces Taverner’s monologue 
 

Scene iv O Magnum in Mysterium 
 
In Nomine  
 
 

479 – 500 
 
503 – 506 
517 – 519 
653 -657 
663 – 670 
 

Chorus of Demons 
 
God the Father 
Flute 
Taverner 
Violin 

Street Passion Mystery Play 
 
‘Ecce fillius bastardus meus…’ 
Mock crucifixion 
‘I repent me very much…’ 
Taverner’s conversion 

ACT II 
Scene ii 

 
Te per Orbem Terrarum 
 
Eterne Rex Altissime 
 

 
59 – 77 
 
154 – 163 

 
Regal 
 
King & Regal 

 
Accompanies King  
 
Cardinal is transformed into Archbishop 
 

Scene iii Melius illi erat  
 
In Nomine (inverted) 
 
Gloria Tibi Trinitas 
 

22 – 50 
 
83 - 90 
 
134 - 160 

Chorus of Monks 
 
Viola 
 
White Abbot & Monks 

Monks sing of Judas’s betrayal of Christ 
 
Tavener recalls his shame. 
 
Captain’s spills communion wine & arrest of Monks 
 
 

Scene iv 
 

Victimae Paschali Laudes 
 
Gloria Tibi Trinitas 
 
In Nomine 
 

284 – 291 
 
292 – end of opera 
 
291 – end of opera 

Solo cello  
 
Recorder 2  
 
Recorders 1, 3 & 4 

Taverner sings ‘ O God I call upon thy name…’ 
 
Closing episode 
 
Closing episode 
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Table I shows that following Taverner’s conversion at the end of Act I, scene iv there is no 

overt statement of the In Nomine until it is heard in its original form at the opera’s 

conclusion. Music Example 7.1 shows Taverner’s original In Nomine in Recorder 1 stated in 

counterpoint to the Gloria Tibi Trinitas cantus firmus in Recorder 2. 

 

Music Example 7.1: In Nomine and Gloria Tibi Trinitas cantus firmus; Act II, scene iv, bb. 

291-314 
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Symbolically, this passage (Music Example 7.1) represents a distillation of the opera’s 

central theme: a drama of binaries ‘where the true and the false, the real and the unreal, 

are constantly offset against each other.’21 The duality of Taverner’s personality is alluded to 

in the statement of his secular musical fingerprint which is literally placed in counterpoint to 

sacred music which he composed for the Catholic Church, music which, according to John 

Foxe’s Book of Martyrs (1563), Taverner subsequently rejected as ‘Popish ditties composed 

during the time of my blindness.’  

 

Joseph Kerman has argued that the statement of Taverner’s plainsong performed by 

recorders in its ‘pristine’ form symbolises Taverner’s ‘hope against hope for salvation, as he 

prays from the darkest dungeon, in a hesitant recollection of his music and through his 

music of his better self.’22 This final passage in the opera does provide a rare moment of 

musical consonance. However, as the score indicates, Taverner’s In Nomine is to be played 

‘independent of tempo on stage and in pit.’ This physical distance introduces sonic 

separation whilst its independent tempo further emphasises its detachment;  it is music 

from a time which Taverner is now estranged. Finally, directions instruct that ‘the recorders 

recede, the sound gradually fading away……’ to niente. Signficantly, there is no double-bar 

line, only the indication: ‘End of Opera.’ For Taverner, this represents oblivion. 

 

Kerman has also suggested that Thomas Mann’s Doktor Faustus illuminates this concluding 

musical paragraph. Kerman draws parallels to Adrian Leverkühn’s Dr. Fausti Wehe-klage and 

its closing music which he interprets as an ‘equivocal redemption for Faust, Leverkühn, Nazi 

Germany, the art of music, the art of the novel, and who knows what else.’23 Mann’s Doktor 

Faustus is Künstlerroman, a subcategory of a literary genre known as Bildungsroman.24 

Kerman’s interpretation resonates with the idea that Taverner may be regarded as an 

example of Künstleroper. 

 
21 Richard McGregor in Jones and MacGregor, ‘Allusion, Quotation, Musical Critique’, The Music of Peter 
Maxwell Davies (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 2020), p.235. 
22 Joseph Kerman, ‘Popish Ditties’, Tempo, No. 102 (1972), p.23. 
23 Ibid., p.22. 
24 Bildungsroman. German literary genre meaning ‘novel of education’ or ‘novel of formation’ which focuses 
upon the psychological and moral development of the protagonist often in the stages of apprenticeships. Also 
known as ‘coming of age’ stories. Examples of the genre include Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship by Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe, Great Expectations by Charles Dickens and Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man by 
James Joyce.  
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Table I (Deployment and function of plainsong) also shows that the plainsong Gloria Tibi 

Trinitas is, appropriately, given its intended liturgical purpose, mainly associated with the 

role of the Cardinal. As is illustrated in Music Example 7.2, in Act I, scene i the plainsong is 

initially presented in a statement by Tuba 2, doubled by Trombone 1 to accompany his 

grandiose entrance. The passage is marked alla marcia as the Cardinal appears ‘in scarlet, 

his train upheld by 2 Acolytes (boys) the court is upstanding.’ It is a rhetorical, exaggerated 

gesture. 
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Music Example 7.2: Gloria Tibi Trinitas;  Cardinal’s entrance, Act I, scene i,  

bb. 527-531 
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Later in the scene, the Cardinal pardons Taverner for his alleged sacriligeous acts and the 

plainsong is re-stated. In the composer’s defence, the Cardinal declares that Taverner is but 

a ‘poor musician’ who is ‘skilled at the playing of the organs….’ This is a comedic sounding, 

parodic iteration of the Gloria Tibi Trinitas and, as will be be discussed below in the context 

of Davies’s approach to parody, its intention is to be subversive. Music Example 7.3 shows 

the plainsong stated in Bassoon 1 and the Contrabassoon in imitation of an organ’s pedal 

notes (bars 566-574). Also in this episode, the Cardinal compliments Taverner on his skill at 

‘the art of prick-song’ and, fittingly, the Gloria Tibi Trinitas is transformed into a wide-

ranging lyrical phrase in octave displacement performed by Oboe 1 (bars 575-578). 
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Musical Example 7.3: Gloria Tibi Trinitas; Taverner’s pardon, Act I, scene i,  

bb.566-578 
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Taverner’s In Nomine has a symbolic function. As noted, it is stated in its original form in the 

closing moments of Act II scene iv (Music Example 7.1). Correspondingly, the In Nomine is  

also introduced at the end of Act I, scene iv. However, in this passage the plainsong is 

subject to a process of disintegration (bar 661 to bar 711) and mirrors the protagonist’s 

spiritual demise. As the Jester/Death commands that Taverner signs his confession, 

Taverner sings ‘I repent me very much that I have made songs to Popish ditties in the time 

of my blindness….’ Music Example 7.4 shows that this text, set to Taverner’s own song, has 

become rhythmically displaced and is melodically disjunct. In a flashback to Act I, scene i, 

Trumpet 2 and trombones reprise the opera’s opening trumpet call transposed, in 

augmentation and stated canonically.  

 

Music Example 7.4: In Nomine statement, Taverner repents, Act I, scene iv, bb. 654-657 
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Following this initial collapse of the In Nomine, stage directions instruct that Taverner then  

physically collapses on stage (bar 660). The Jester/Death sings text from Matthew XXII (v. 

43-45): ‘But the unclean spirit, when he is gone out of a man….’ As Music Example 7.5 

shows, the Jester’s monologue is accompanied by fractured statements of the plainsong in 

the solo violin from bar 663. It begins with an open D-natural string to be played 

inexpressively, senza espr. senza vib. At bars 678-681, using octave displacement, the first 

three notes of the In Nomine are stated in augmentation and then repeated in diminution 

(bar 691), a shadow of the theme’s former self. 

 

This passage is introduced by cymbal, low bell, tam-tam and an upright piano. The 

composer’s instructions in the score about the prepared upright piano are highlighted in 

Music Example 7.5 below. Perhaps in a symbolic gesture relating to Taverner’s loss of voice, 

the piano’s action has been removed to create a numb resonance; the instrument has been 

rendered inarticulate. 
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Music Example 7.5: In Nomine statement, Taverner’s conversion, Act I, scene iv,  

bb. 661-696 
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A further example of the symbolic power of plainsong in the opera is found in Act II, scene iii 

when its re-statement alludes to Taverner’s Judas-like betrayal of his music, religion and 

self.25  At the start of the scene (bars 49-54), a Chorus of Monks sings the fourteenth-

century chant: Melius illi erat, se natus non fuisset (‘It were better for him, if that man had 

not been born’) referring to Judas’s betrayal of Christ. Arnold has observed that this recalls 

its setting in the Tenebrae Responsories by Tomás Luis de Victoria (c.1548-1611) where the 

text forms part of the Catholic liturgy during Holy Week. Appropriately, Davies has 

described this episode of the opera as a Mass in ‘a combination of the proper for Maundy 

Thursday and Good Friday.’26  As the Monks celebrate Mass, Taverner enters and condemns 

the corruption of the Catholic church.  As he sings: ‘Here is my shame to be party to its 

corruption….’  there is a re-statement of the In Nomine. Music Example 7.6 shows that the 

melody is stated in inversion, transposed at the tritone (bar 83) and symbolically negated. 

Simultaneously, a muted solo cello states the subject of the canon which the Monks had 

sung in the mirroring scene (Act I, scene iii, bars 10-17) as they intoned ‘Opus Johanni 

Taverni,’ is also now presented in its inversion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
25 Griffiths, op.cit., p.52. 
26 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘Taverner: Synopsis and Documentation’, Tempo No. 101 (1972), p.6. 
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Music Example 7.6:  In Nomine statement, Taverner’s betrayal, Act II, scene iii, bb. 80-87 
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In Act II, scene iv there is a statement of the plainsong Victimae Paschali Laudes 

superimposed upon the Second Taverner Fantasia.27 Davies associated this music with 

themes of Death, the Betrayal of Christ, invocation of the Creator Spirit and the Virgin 

Mary.28  David Beard says that ‘in Davies’s mind Taverner’s relationship with the Church is 

analogous with his marriage to Rose, which is in turn symbolic of Taverner’s relationship to 

‘a female collective that consists of his mother, the Virgin Mary, and Wagner’s Erda.’29 As 

shown in Music Example 7.7, appropriately, the plainsong is played con sord by a solo cello, 

the instrument in the opera most closely associated with Rose, who, as Beard has 

suggested, may be connected symbolically to the Virgin Mary. 

 

Also, given the association which Victimae Paschali Laudes holds for the composer, its 

explicit statement alludes to Taverner’s self-betrayal. However, Arnold interprets its 

interpolation as ‘a reminder of the Easter sequence celebrating the Resurrection [and] is the 

one, extremely restrained, hint of a resolution to the opera’s inner drama.’30 Indeed, Davies 

has referred to this statement of Victimae Paschali Laudes as representing a ‘glimmer of 

hope.’31 Thematically, this reading of resurrection in the work’s closing moments points to 

the opera’s companion piece and sequel, Resurrection (Op. 129) which has been called ‘a 

kind of Taverner Revisited.’32  

 

The expressive instructions in the score support the idea of an ‘inner drama’ where the 

cello’s solo is muted, internalized, marked recitando and dolce chiaro providing an 

empathetic counterpoint to Taverner’s final utterance, delivered intense, inward (bars 284-

 
27 Richard McGregor in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-editors), ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s sources: 
reflections on origins, meanings and significance’, Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), 
p.155. McGregor also notes that the source of this plainsong is to be found in the Historical Anthology of 
Music, HAM1, 16b. It is heard regularly in Davies’s works including Vesalii Icones, Worldes Blis and Missa Super 
l’Homme Armé. 
28 McGregor, op. cit., p.156. For further discussion of symbolism and the origins of plainsong in Davies’s output 
see Peter Owens, ‘Revelation and Fallacy, Observations on Compositional Technique in the Music of Peter 
Maxwell Davies,’ Music Analysis Vol. 13, No 2/3 (1994), pp.182-185. 
29 David Beard in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-editors), ‘Taverner: an interpretation’, Peter Maxwell 
Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), p.87. 
30 Stephen Arnold, ‘The Music of Taverner’, Tempo No 101, p.29. 
31 Peter Maxwell Davies in conversation with Tom Service, Opera on 3, Taverner, BBC Radio 3 broadcast, 28 
November 2009. 
32 Majel Connery, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s Worst Nightmare: Staging the Unsacred in the opera Taverner and 
Resurrection’, The Opera Quarterly, Vol. 25, No 3-4, 2010, p.248. 
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291): ‘O God, I call upon thy name out of the lowest dungeon. Forsake not thy faithful 

servant.’33  

 

Music  Example 7.7:  Victimae Paschali Laudes statement; Act II, scene iv, bb. 281-291 

 

 

 
33 Full score, Act II, scene iv, bb.282-291, p.378. 
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Davies’s choice of solo instrument to play the Victimae Paschali Laudes is instructive. The 

cello has an eloquent vocal quality with a tessitura close to the human voice and is often 

associated with meditation and religiosity.34 Also, and maybe significantly, the instrumental 

soloist in Vesalii Icones (along with the solo dancer), is a cellist giving voice to borrowed 

material from Ecce Manus Tradentis and Missa Super l’Homme Armé, works which are also 

both concerned with the theme of betrayal.35 

 

As noted above, Davies has always recognised that countless examples of borrowings exist 

throughout his oeuvre. It is not the aim of this chapter to provide a comprehensive survey 

of his appropriation and integration of plainsong, but it is of value to consider its presence 

and function in selected compositions written in close proximity to Taverner, including, 

most notably, Davies’s motet for orchestra, Worldes Blis (Op. 38).36  

 

Worldes Blis is, according to the composer, based upon a piece of medieval English monody 

called Worldly bliss lasts no time at all.37 It also contains the plainsongs, Dies Irae, Nobilis 

Humilis and, as discussed above in the context of Taverner, Victimae Pacheli Laudes. The 

monody (Worldly bliss lasts no time at all) writes Davies, is ‘discovered’ played on bells at its 

conclusion. Stephen Pruslin has proposed that Worldes blis may be regarded as a third 

Taverner Fantasia in which the listener enters ‘the same landscape, but many of the 

landmarks are in different positions.’38 Pruslin suggests that where the Fantasia ‘achieves 

closure and enclosure,’ Worldes Blis accomplishes the opposite as these processes are 

‘positively eschewed’39 and, because of this, each work’s final aesthetic outcomes diverge. 

However, it is equally possible to claim that in the closing moments of Worldes Blis and the 

final passage of Taverner, the two worlds actually converge. Pruslin states that Worldes Blis 

‘questions itself as it unfolds’ and, in doing so, opens up new vistas both ‘literally and 

 
34 Examples include the Cello Suites of J.S. Bach, Kol Nidrei by Max Bruch and The Protecting Veil by John 
Tavener. 
35 In Bach’s St John Passion it is a viola da gamba which accompanies the contralto’s final aria Es ist Vollbracht 
(‘It is finished’) following Jesus’s final words uttered on the cross. 
36 First performance: 28 August 1969 at the BBC Proms by the BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by the 
composer. Subsquently withdrawn by Davies and revived in 1975. 
37 As noted in Chapter 2 of this thesis, Jo Siebert has cast doubt on the veracity of Davies’s claim. See p.50 
n.88. 
38 Stephen Pruslin, ‘Returns and Departures: Recent Maxwell Davies’, Tempo No. 113 (June 1975), p.23. 
39 Ibid., p.25. 
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musically.40 Davies has described the work as a ‘quest’ for the monody which is only heard 

at the very end of the piece.41 There is similar unfolding and questioning throughout 

Taverner in which, at the end of Taverner’s quest, the statement of his own In Nomine 

mirrors that of the final monody in Worldes Blis.  

 

Reflecting on the inclusion and manipulation of plainsong in works postdating 1968, Davies 

wrote, 

Until 1968 I had respectfully used plainsong and medieval/Renaissance polyphony as 
the basis for some of my music, most obviously in those of my works based on John 
Taverner’s In Nomine. I have often been asked why felt this borrowing was 
necessary, and even been criticised for lack of originality: there is a pleasure almost 
physical in handling material that has inspired earlier composers, which has been 
refined and filtered through many musical imaginations over generations.42 

 
The assimilation and manipulation of plainsong in Taverner and other related works is 

central to Davies’s aesthetic. In relation to Eight Songs for a Mad King, he once remarked 

that the appropriation of music ‘from Handel to Birtwistle’ defined the work as a ‘collection 

of musical objects borrowed from many sources, functioning as ‘musical stage props.’43 

Correspondingly, the composer’s creative integration of plainsong in the opera fulfils a 

similar purpose where its allusive and musical powers combine to illuminate, comment and 

suggest multiple layers of meaning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
40 Ibid., p.26. 
41 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Worldes Blis’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, 
CUP, 2018), p.96. 
42 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (II): On Parody, References and Meaning, 
Peter Maxwell, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.220. 
43 Davies, quoted in Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.148. 
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7.2 Intertextuality (ii): prequels, sequels and musical cells 

Resurrection is regarded most obviously as the sequel to Taverner but, equally, as discussed 

in Chapter Two, many of Davies’s other pieces may be regarded as prequels and sequels, so 

creating a complex web of works. Also, David Roberts has asserted that if ‘an attempt to 

produce a coherent model of a piece, in this sense, is a sequel to another one, is likely to be 

frustrating and doomed to failure if that attempt is carried out in the ignorance of the fact 

that the piece is in fact a sequel.’44 Indeed, Davies himself recognised the significance of this 

creative continuum when, reflecting in 2000, he acknowledged ‘each work that I write 

relates to what I wrote before – there must be thousands of cross-references.’45 It has been 

argued that it is possible to describe Act I of Taverner as a prequel to Revelation and Falland 

that some sections of the Second Taverner Fantasia include compositional techniques which 

relate to earlier works including St Michael – Sonata for Seventeen Wind Instruments (Op. 

6).46 This affirms that Davies’s style is organic. Whilst it is beyond the scope of this study to 

interrogate the ‘thousands of cross-references’ that doubtless exist, it is of value to identify 

some of those apparent in Taverner.  

 

One striking cross-reference occurs in the opera’s opening bars (see Music Example 7.8 

below). The initial trumpet call is a direct quotation from the Trumpet Sonata (Op. 1) which 

was completed in 1955, the year before Taverner began to germinate.47 This modernist 

sonata represented a departure from the earlier Bartók influenced Quartet Movement 

(WoO 29) and the Octet for Woodwind (WoO 38) and, stylistically, it heralded a new 

beginning.48 The three-note cell provides the  opening movement of the Trumpet Sonata 

with one of its fundamental harmonic elements yet, somewhat radically, it is not part of the 

work’s set. Griffiths interpreted this gesture as ‘an assertion of the composer’s right to 

establish his own rules’49 through which a ‘personal signature [was] rescued from juvenilia 

 
44 David Roberts, Techniques of Composition in the music of Peter Maxwell Davies, PhD thesis (Department of 
Music, Faculty of Arts, Birmingham, 1985), p.288. 
45 Davies, quoted in Nicholas  Jones (ed.), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (II): ‘On Parody, References and 
Meaning’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.225. 
46 Jonathan Rees, Peter Maxwell Davies’ ‘Revelation and Fall’ - influence study and analysis, PhD thesis (The 
Open University, 2010), p.80. 
47 The Trumpet Sonata was first performed in Worthington Hall, Manchester University in Spring/Summer 
1955 by Elgar Howarth (trumpet) and John Ogdon (piano). First London performance, 9 January 1956. 
48 Phillip Rupprecht in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.50. 
49 Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.25. 
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[and] later to be enshrined as the first idea in the opera.’50 Rupprecht has acknowledged 

that although the sonata is an early work it displayed the composer’s ability to synthesise 

‘continental European modernism, Indian rhythmic patterns, and early English polyphony 

[and] its success has as much to do with sure instincts for dramatic pacing and compelling 

instrumental dialogue.’51 It is this innate sense of drama, rich dialogue, rhetoric, and vivid 

characterization which are all developed in Taverner and reach maturity in the music-

theatre works which follow.  

 

The composition of the Trumpet Sonata coincided with the music of Olivier Messiaen (1908-

1992) becoming more widely heard by audiences in post-war Britain. Davies remembers 

hearing a performance of the Turangalîla-Symphonie on the BBC Third Programme in 195452 

and described it as ‘one of the formative musical experiences of my life.’53 He recalled how 

Messiaen’s compositional methods made an impression upon him, notably the use of 

rhythmic cells and the treatment of themes as ‘signals rather than as developmental 

entities.’54 Rupprecht has suggested that when Davies was studying composition at the 

Royal Manchester College of Music with Richard Hall he would probably have been 

introduced to the function of motto-like rhythmic cells as compositional devices. This 

technique was promoted by Messiaen in his treatise, Technique mon language musical55 

which, amongst other compositional theories, was taught as part of Hall’s class.56 In the late 

1950s, Davies’s compositional technique was developing quickly. As will be discussed below 

in relation to his idiosyncratic approach to serialism, Davies was growing to favour motivic 

development in the shaping of musical ideas as opposed to the ‘chromatic saturation of 

Schoenbergian serial writing.’57 These processes are employed in the Trumpet Sonata and 

observable in Act I, scene i of Taverner.  

 

 
50 Griffiths, op. cit., p.25. 
51 Philip Rupprecht in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.55. 
52 Conducted by Walter Goehr (Alexander Goehr’s father) at the Royal Festival Hall in London, April 1954. 
53 Davies, quoted in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones, Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP 2009), 
p.51. Davies, comment in ‘Messiaen and the Music of Our Time’ discussion, broadcast on the BBC Third 
Programme, 12 March, 1968, BLSA tape NP454W. 
54 Rupprecht in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.51. 
55 Published by Alphonse Leduc (1944). 
56 Philip Rupprecht, British Musical Modernism (Cambridge, CUP, 2015), p.13. 
57 Ibid., p.257. 
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Music Example 7.8 shows the statement of the sonata’s cell (y) which opens the opera and 

is then deployed throughout Act I, scene i and at the beginning of Act II, scene i as a 

signalling device. As shown below, at concert pitch, cell (y) is primarily used to articulate 

episodes and/or introduces new characters. It does not possess any developmental function 

but the cell’s relevance intertextually does support the notion that Davies’s output should 

be considered as a continuum.  

 

Music Example 7.8: Opening trumpet call; cell (y), Act I, scene i, bb. 1-4 (score in C) 

 

 
 

Act I, scene i opens with this fanfare which brings the Court Room to attention. As will be 

shown below (see Music Example 7.20), if transposed down a semitone, sieved and re-

ordered cell (y) is aurally reminiscent of the cantus firmus from the Gloria Tibi Trinitas 

plainsong:  D-natural, F-natural, D-natural, C-natural (so, cell (y) transposed: G-flat =  

F-natural; E-flat = D-natural and D-flat = C-natural). 

 

Music Example 7.9 also shows how it is possible to interpret cell (y) harmonically as a half-

diminished seventh chord with E-flat as its root.  

 

Music Example 7.9:  Cell (y) as half-diminished seventh chord with E-flat as its root 

 

 

 

In its iteration as cell (y), the B-double flat is absent from the opera’s opening trumpet call 

(see Musical Example 7.8) but it is stated repeatedly pizzicato in the double basses (bars 5-

9) where it is spelled as an A-natural.  
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As discussed in Chapter 5, Davies uses tone centres and pivotal pitches to articulate the 

work’s architecture. The opera’s pivotal pitch is D-natural, derived from the D-Aeolian mode 

of the In Nomine. Music Example 7.10 shows D-natural as the axis around which the pitches 

(E-flat and D-flat) of cell (y) resolve. Returning to the notion that the play of binaries is a 

central theme of the opera, it is possible to read that these two chromatic (black) notes 

mirror one another reflected through the (white) note (D-natural). The example below 

indicates how the half-diminished seventh chord may be viewed as dissolving or resolving 

into a D minor chord.  

 

Music Example 7.10: Cell (y) as half-diminished seventh chord resolving to D minor 

 

 
 

In Act I, scene i cell (y) is restated in the horns (bar 24) as the music’s tempo and character 

changes to mark the White Abbot’s prosecution of Taverner. It is then repeated twice in the 

trumpet as the White Abbot calls Richard Taverner to the dock (Music Examples 7.11a and 

7.11b), then in the trombone (bars 244-246) to introduce Rose Parrowe (Music Example 

7.11c) and, finally by the horns to announce the entrance of the Cardinal (Music Example 

7.11d). 

 

 

Music Example 7.11a:  White Abbot calls Richard Taverner, Act I, scene i, bb. 132-135 
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Music Example 7.11b: White Abbot calls Richard Taverner, Act I, scene i, bb. 145-150 

 
 

 

Music Example 7.11c: White Abbot calls Rose Parrow, Act I, scene i, bb. 244-248 

 
 
 
 
Music Example, 7.11d:  Entrance of the Cardinal, Act I, scene i, bb. 537-540 
 

 
 

 

In Act I, scene i, Davies manipulates cell (y) through augmentation, diminution and 

transposition to introduce characters, and, as in the Trumpet Sonata, to generate dramatic 

pace. As shown in Music Example 7.12, the cell is also stated at the start of Act II. Davies 

notes in the score that Act II, scene is conceived as a parody of Act I, scene i. To reflect this, 

cell (y) is transformed, re-orchestrated in screeching piccolo, oboe, doubled in divisi first 

violins, accompanied by flutter-tongued horns and a cacophony of struck percussion 

delivered at an accelerated tempo.  
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Music Example 7.12:  Re-statement of cell (y), Act II, scene i, bb. 1-5 

 

  
 

 

As discussed above, in the context of the Trumpet Sonata, it is possible to regard cell (y) as a 

musical signature, not unlikeTaverner’s own fingerpint, his In Nomine. Given the extent of 

cell (y)’s integration and manipulation throughout the opera could suggest that it possesses 

extra-musical meaning.58  At one level, Music Example 7.12 above shows that the cell’s 

strident re-statement emulates Taverner’s own deteriorating psychological state at the start 

of Act II. However, at another level, it also sets the scene for some of Davies’s most neo-

expressionistic writing in the opera. In relation to Pierrot lunaire, the composer once noted 

that he admired ‘some very grotesque moments, particularly in the wind writing’ where, for 

 
58 Similarly, the Death Chord appears to have held autobiographical significance for Davies. See pp. 227-229 of 
this thesis. 
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example, Schoenberg makes technical demands on the instrumentalists which, when 

played, will inevitably make a ‘grotesque noise - and this is absolutely in keeping with the 

style of the music and text.’59 The extreme orchestration at the opening of Act II, scene i 

resonates with this remark. Further, at this time, Davies sensed that ‘there was something 

about to happen which was going to burst out of the style in which I was then writing […]. I 

wasn’t aware what the musical consequences of the upheaval were going to be, but I knew 

that I had to have enough technique to be able to withstand the shock of it.’60 In turn, this 

may be read as the composer sensing the beginning of that ‘upheaval’ and impending 

aesthetic crisis through the emergence of a neo-expressionist language which, whilst 

nascent in Taverner, would consequently explode in the works which followed. 

 

7.3 Intertextuality (iii): the Death Chord: origins and symbolism 
 
Intertextual referencing is also evident in Davies’s use of the Death Chord which functions in 

the opera similar to a leitmotif or, to adopt the composer’s preferred description, a 

‘symbol.’61 The chord is associated with the appearance of the character of Death or the 

idea of death, both real and/or symbolic and consists of a pair of superimposed major thirds 

(D-natural and F-sharp, E-natural and G-sharp) which form a whole-tone tetrachord framed 

by an augmented fourth, the Diabolus in musica. 

 

Music Example 7.13, the Death Chord 

 

 

 

The origins of the Death Chord and its ubiquity throughout Davies’s output has been 

comprehensively documented. Peter Owens has argued that to label this ‘final sonority as a 

 
59 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed), ‘Schoenberg: Pierrot Lunaire’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 
(Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.92. 
60 Davies, quoted in Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.109. 
61 See Chapter 2, p.38 n2 of his thesis. Also, as discussed in Chapter 6, the writings of James Joyce, in particular 
his novel Ulysses, exerted a significant influence upon Davies. Joyce also made great play of intertextual 
devices in Ulysses. In the Sirens episode of the novel, he introduces leitmotif where repeated phrases are 
associated with specific characters. ‘Bronze by gold’ is linked to Miss Douce and Miss Kennedy and the 
repetition of ‘jingle, jingle, jaunted jingling…’ refers to Mr Boylan and, presumably, the sound of his carriage. 
For a full discussion, see Zack R Bowen, ‘Musical Allusions in the Work of James Joyce’s, Early Poetry through 
Ulysses (Albany, SUNY Press, 1974), p 52. 
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“whole tone chord” may not be objectionable [but], as an analysis it is less than adequate.’62 

He explains the chord’s seriation process with reference to other pieces including the 

Second Taverner Fantasia, St Thomas Wake and Hymn to St Magnus and proposes that the 

genesis of the Death Chord may stem from Seven In Nomine (Op. 28).63 Nicholas Jones also 

provides a detailed account of the provenance of the Death Chord and identifies its first 

appearance in Alma Redemptoris Mater, although he acknowledges the fact that it is moot 

as to ‘whether Davies considered the chord to be symbolic of death at the time of the 

work’s composition.’64 

 

Also, study has shown that the incipit plainsong from Taverner’s Missa Gloria Tibi Trinitas is 

the source of ‘sets’ in the Second Taverner Fantasia, a work closely related to the opera. 

David Beard has asserted that Davies was ‘clearly interested in the symmetrical properties’ 

of one of these ‘sets’ and supports his reasoning with reference to sketches by Davies.65 He 

shows that when duplicated pitches of a seven note collection of pitches generated by the 

Gloria Tibi Trinitas plainchant are deleted or ‘sieved’ and its Prime and Retrograde inversion 

dovetailed, this reveals a reordered version with the Death Chord at the centre. This is 

illustrated in Music Example 7.14. 

 
 
Music Example 7.14: the Death Chord in the context of a pitch collection generated by 
Gloria Tibi Trinitas plainchant 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
62 Peter Owens, ‘Revelations and Fallacy: Observations on Compositional Technique in the Music of Peter 
Maxwell Davies’, Music Analysis, Vol. 13. No 2/3 (1994), p.185. 
63 Owens, op.cit., p.200 n.28. 
64 Nicholas Jones in Jones and McGregor, op. cit., p.32. 
65 David Beard in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p. 93. See sketches in the British Library: Add. Ms.71259, fol.1. 
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Table J shows further symmetrical properties if the Death Chord is described in terms of its 

interval classes.  

 

Table J: the Death Chord as described by interval class 

 

Pitches Interval class 

E-natural – G-sharp  4 

F-sharp – E-natural 2 

D-natural – F-sharp 4 

 

 

And, if the chord is considered in its extended triadic formation it can be read as a 

hexachord which consists of three major third dyads, with a ‘missing’ major third, A-

natural/C-sharp, at its centre. At a macro-level, A major is implied as a tone centre in Act I, 

scene iv and Act II, scene iv. Following the unmasking of the Jester as Death at the end of 

Act I, scene iii (bars 338-355) the Death Chord becomes increasingly prominent since Act I, 

scene iv and Act II, scene iv, both feature executions. Table K (in landscape format below) 

identifies the occurrence of the Death Chord in symbolic terms and shows how it articulates 

dramatic purpose throughout the opera.



Table K: The Death Chord, symbolic and dramatic purpose 
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ITERATION  ACT & SCENE BAR NUMBER(S) INSTRUMENTATION CHARACTERIZATION FUNCTION 
1 ACT I 

Scene i 
 
260 

Double basses, trombones 
& clarinet 

White Abbot &  
Rose Parrowe 

Introduces Rose 
Parrowe 

2 Scene iii 338 – 355 Celli, violas, violins Jester (Death) Jester unmasks himself 
as Death 

3 Scene iv 15 – 17 Tubas & trombones John Taverner Taverner recognises 
Death 

4 Scene iv 216 - 220 Tubas & horns Jester (Death) Death threatens 
Taverner 

5 Scene iv 243 - 247 Tuba, trombone & horns Jester (Death) Death demands 
Taverner’s rejection of 
self 

6 Scene iv 590 - 593 Piccolos & clarinets Jester (Death) Mock crucifixion  
7 Scene iv 648 – 651 Tubas & horns Jester (Death) Death instructs 

Taverner to confess 
8 Scene iv 757 – 759 Tubas & trombones Orchestra  Close of Act I 
9 ACT II 

Scene i 
 
201 – 203 

Chorus Chorus Comments ‘Judge not…’ 

10 Scene ii 252 – 253 Double basses & celli Jester (Death) Death predicts 
dissolution of the 
monasteries 

11 Scene ii 263 Trombones & horns Jester (Death) Prefaces transition  
12 Scene iii 40 – 41 Double basses, celli & 

violas 
Chorus Chorus sing of Judas’s 

betrayal 
13 Scene iii 93 – 94 Celli John Taverner & White 

Abbot 
Duet  

14 Scene iv 155 & 158 Double basses & celli Orchestra Real execution  
15 Scene iv 247 - 258 Tubas, trombones, horns 

& trumpets 
Orchestra White Abbot’s 

execution 
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Table K above identifies fifteen statements of the Death Chord in Taverner. In Act I, it is 

heard eight times (over c. 39 bars) and in Act II, seven times (over c. 21 bars). Davies has 

described the role of the character of Death as ‘the power behind the Reformation or 

Revolution, the master-puppeteer for whom all the other ‘characters,’ including Taverner 

himself are as marionettes.’66 The Death Chord has a parallel function in that, particularly 

during Act I, scene iv, it directs much of the opera’s macro harmonic and modal 

organisation.67 Further, as illustrated in the table above, dramatically, it has a catalytic 

function.  

 

Music Examples 7.15a and 7.15b (in landscape format) present the fifteen statements of the 

Death Chord in short score as identified in Table K. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
66 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘Taverner: Synopsis and Documentation’, Tempo, no.101 (1972), p.5. 
67 For further explanation, see Chapter 5, pp.145-147 of this thesis. 



Music Example 7.15a:  The Death Chord in short score (Act I) 
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Iteration 1, Act I, scene i, b. 260 

Iteration 2, Act I, scene iii, bb. 338-355 

Iteration 3, Act I, scene iv, bb. 15-17 Iteration 4, Act I, scene iv, bb. 216-220 

Iteration 5, Act I, scene iv, bb. 243-247 
Iteration 6, Act I, scene iv, bb.590-593 

Iteration 7, Act I, scene iv, bb. 648-651 

Iteration 8, Act I, scene iv, bb. 757-759 



Music Example 7.15b:  The Death Chord in short score (Act II) 
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Iteration 9, Act II, scene i, bb. 201-
203 

Iteration 10, Act II, scene ii, bb. 252-253 

Iteration 11, Act II, scene ii, b. 263 
Iteration 12, Act II, scene iii, bb. 40-41 

Iteration 13, Act II, scene iii, bb. 93-94 

Iteration 14, Act II, scene iv, bb. 155-158 

Iteration 15, Act II, scene iv, bb. 247-258 
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The most obvious occurrences of the Death Chord are associated with the physical presence 

of the character of Death on stage: his unmasking (iteration 2), Taverner’s recognition of 

Death (iteration 3) and Death’s extraction of Taverner’s confession (iteration 7). McGregor 

has argued that ‘although it is possible to over-interpret symbolism in Davies’s work, it was 

always his intention to create layers of meaning.’68 With this comment in mind, there are 

several instances where the Death Chord is aurally less conspicuous, even embedded in the 

texture, but its allusive purpose remains significant.  

 

As detailed in Table K, its first iteration is in Act I, scene i (bar 260). However, this is well in 

advance of the first appearance of the Jester/Death at the end of Act I, scene iii.  As Music 

Example 7.16 shows below, in Act I, scene i the White Abbot sings: ‘…we would know what 

this was, and what he is; by your word he may suffer death’ the Death Chord is clearly 

stated. If Taverner is found guilty, the White Abbot predicts his execution and as he utters 

the word ‘death’, the chord is sounded in double-basses, trombones and clarinet. Here, as 

elsewhere in the opera, it has a structural significance and marks a dramatic junction: 

signals the closure of the White Abbot’s opening remarks to the court and, simultaneously, 

announces the first appearance of Rose Parrowe as she provides her testimony.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
68Richard McGregor in Jones and McGregor, ‘Compositional Technique and Process’, The Music of Peter 
Maxwell Davies, (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 2020), p.67. 
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Music Example 7.16:  Death Chord (iteration 1), entrance of Rose Parrowe,  

Act I, scene i, bb. 258-262 (score in C) 

 
 

Following the sounding of the Death Chord, and, upon Rose’s entry, the music’s mood 

changes. The White Abbot’s declamatory and disjunct vocal contour, dominated by intervals 

of seconds, sevenths and ninths, is replaced by a more legato line characterised by 

compound tertiary intervals. In the orchestra, the previously prominent trombones are 

silenced and harp, flute, oboe, violas and celli dominate; instruments associated with Rose. 
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Rose Parrowe is Taverner’s mistress, and, symbolically, represents his ‘source of inspiration.’ 

Rose is his muse.69 Later in the opera this is made explicit when, in Act I, scene iv (bars 247-

264), following Taverner’s rejection of the Church of Rome, the Jester/Death makes further 

demands: ‘You must reject not only this, but that total self your father reared, even your 

Mistress, your Music, that you whored to Rome.’ It is with the death of his muse, and by 

association, Taverner’s betrayal of his own music, which marks the turning point in the 

opera. Rose appears on stage as the figure to which Davies refers as ‘Music Incarnate’70 

presented with ‘dulcimer and laurel wreath.’71 She asks of Taverner: ‘Will you betray us, 

even your Music?’ (bars 279-282). Rose is the embodiment of Taverner’s music and, 

alongside her, his father, Richard, is seen dressed in the regalia of ‘full high-office of Guild of 

Corpus Christie.’72  

 

The episode is pregnant with symbolism. Visually, Rose’s costume has quasi-angelic 

associations whilst sonically, to align with her holding a dulcimer, she is accompanied by a 

celestial harp; this is subverted by the sinister-sounding, dark sonorities of the bass-clarinet 

and bassoon. Rose and Richard undergo further transformation during the scene’s mock 

crucifixion as Rose ‘takes up the station of Mary, Richard that of John.’73 The couple’s final 

metamorphosis is into ‘dummies, stage props’ which are then dragged lifeless, off the 

platform. It is a metaphor for the death of Taverner’s muse, his music and his own self-

betrayal. The episode closes, prior to Taverner’s conversion, appropriately with a re-

statement of the Death Chord (iteration 7) as shown in Music Example 7.15.  

  

Whilst cognisant of Jones’s remark about the dangers of over-interpretation, it is possible to 

invest a wealth of symbolic meaning into the first iteration of the Death Chord. Although 

Rose is Taverner’s mistress and muse, her appearance at this point in the opera, curiously 

accompanied by the Death Chord, suggests a double-meaning. It could also be read as 

representative of a premonition.  

 

 
69 Davies, op. cit., p.4. 
70 Davies, op. cit., p.5. 
71 Full score, Act I, scene iv, p.169. 
72 Ibid. 
73 Full score, Act I, scene iv, p.192. 
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In Alma Redemptoris Mater, composed prior to Taverner, Davies specifically referred to the 

chord’s function as ‘a cypher for the Angel of Death.’74 This notion is supported by Roberts’s 

observation that major thirds ‘generally play an important role in the work,’75 and, as noted 

above, in Taverner, Rose’s aria also has a tertiary texture. Further, Nicholas Jones has  

suggested that in Alma Redemptoris Mater it is ‘tempting to speculate that the close 

connection between the Virgin Mary and Davies himself, as [Richard] McGregor has noted 

(Peter Maxwell Davies’s Sources’, p.156) could be traced back to this work (‘Loving Mother 

of the Redeemer’) and by extension, to this chord.’76  

 

The Death Chord is also heard in a more extreme realisation during the Street Passion Play 

in Act I, scene iv. Following the crucifixion of Joking Jesus the Jester/Death ‘detaches the 

oversize joke nail, and offers his left hand to Taverner. Taverner takes it receiving a large 

bloodstain on his right,which he looks at dazed and fascinated.’77 At the appearance of his 

stigmata, the Death Chord (iteration 6) is stated high in the orchestral texture by shrill 

piccolos and screeching clarinets as shown in Music Example 7.17. In this context, the Death 

Chord has become a grotesque, gargoyle-like caricature of itself. 

 

Music Example 7.17: Death Chord (iteration 6), crucifixion of Joking Jesus,  

Act I, scene iv, bb. 590-593 (score in C) 

 

 
74 Movement 2, bar 42, Alma Redemptoris Mater. Davies, in a letter to Gerard McBurney quoted in Jones and 
McGregor, ‘Biography, Stylistic Development, Autobiography’, The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies 
(Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 2020), p.31.  
75 David Roberts quoted in Jones and McGregor, op. cit., p,32, n.72. 
76 Jones in Jones and McGregor, op. cit., p.32, n.72. 
77 Full score, Act I, scene iv, p.197. 
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The Death Chord has been sonically inverted as it signals an important juncture in the 

drama: the Jester/Death extracts Taverner’s confession and performs his mock 

beatification. In this iteration, the chord is not only symbolic of death but also represents 

the ultimate deceit.  

 

This faux execution mirrors that of a real execution, when in Act II, scene iv the White Abbot 

is burned at the stake. As shown in Music Example 7.18, the final Death Chord (iteration 15) 

is stated in its most common orchestration, that of tubas, trombones and horns. 

 

Music Example 7.18:  Death Chord (iteration 15), execution of the White Abbot,  

Act II, scene iv, bb. 247-258 

 

 

Worldes Blis (Op. 38), was written parallel to the opera. It too includes a statement of the 

Death Chord at the work’s conclusion. Owens has suggested that, in this context, the chord 

may hold greater meaning than its function in the opera may appear to suggest: ‘if only this 

nomenclature were correct – D/F-sharp- E/G-sharp equals “Death” – then the chord’s 

“meaning” at the end of the piece would be clear: “Worldes blis” leads to Death, and not 

just death in the sense of physically expiring, but the more frightening spiritually nihilistic 

concept personified in the opera.’78 However, in Worldes Blis the Death Chord does not 

equate with the negative but with the positive since, in this context, for Davies, it was 

 
78 Owens, op. cit., pp.184-185. 
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symbolic of a creative rebirth or transfiguration ‘into another, purged, cleaned spiritual 

state.’79 In his programme note, the composer wrote that the piece was: 

A conscious attempt to re-integrate the shattered and scattered fragments of my 

creative persona. I felt this to have been threatened with total extinction by living 

through a sequence of works which I could only pen by an act of faith in my own 

unreasonableness. However, these experiences could not be reasoned out of 

existence, and, Worldes blis seeks to assimilate and build upon them….80 

 

Given that stylistically Taverner anticipates Revelation and Fall, Eight Songs for a Mad King 

and the other neo-expressionistic music theatre pieces which followed it, the ‘sequence of 

works’ to which Davies refers includes the opera itself. As discussed in Chapter 3, given its 

autobiographical bent, Taverner also represents the fragmenting of the composer’s ‘creative 

persona’ which is being reborn in Worldes Blis. And, as the composer lived through this 

aesthetic crisis the Death Chord remained a constant, an intertextual cipher. This notion is 

supported by Davies’s commentary about the function of ‘symbols’ in his music where 

chords, melodic and rhythmic motives are similar to ‘alchymicall elements.’81 The composer 

recognized that these ‘elements’ could be transposed, transformed and mean different 

things in different contexts. Writing in 2000, Davies reflected that this intertextual device 

could relate to ‘something more personal which should somehow, and ideally, take on a 

more general significance.  I’m thinking, for instance of the four-part chord of two major 

thirds at the major ninth […], this occurs from Alma Redemptoris of 1956, through Taverner, 

where it underlies the Jester unmasking, at the words ‘Death a thief’, to Symphony No. 6 of 

1996.’82 However, he also warned, characteristically, that ‘too much introspection could 

become magnified distortion, with ‘significance’ projected inappropriately, so I leave further 

speculation to others with suitable detachment.’83  

 

Whilst maintaining a degree of suitable objectivity, it is possible to argue that the Death 

Chord functions as Davies’s musical fingerprint in a fashion not dissimilar to that of 

Taverner’s In Nomine. The chord is constantly identifiable throughout his output, from the 

 
79 Davies, letter to Gerard McBurney quoted in Jones and McGregor, op. cit., pp.30-31. 
80 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Worldes Blis’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, 
CUP, 2018), p.95. 
81 Davies, quoted in Jones and McGregor, op. cit., p.31. 
82 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘A Composer’s Point of View: On Parody, References and Meaning’, 
Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.225. 
83 Ibid. 
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earlier works to later ones including the Ninth Symphony (Op. 315) and the Tenth 

Symphony (Op. 327). Nicholas Jones has proposed that its constancy defines a lineage in the 

works which revolve around the pitch-class D which Davies may have associated with the 

concept of death. They include the final Quartet Fragment (Op. 338 ) and the Tenth 

Symphony whilst reaching back to the two Taverner Fantasias and to Taverner itself.84 

However, by 2012, the chord’s nomenclature held less validity for the composer. A diary 

entry from that year confirmed that, as a cipher, its meaning had been transformed from an 

Angel of Death to ‘a welcome friend’ offering ‘some kind of resolution, through a door into 

nothingness, or into the unknown, or, or? – but no regrets, no resistance.’85  

 

7.4 Serialism and sets: origin and transformation 

 

David Roberts has shown that the compositional systems which provided the foundation of 

Davies’s compositional technique during the 1960s were essentially serial in their design.86 

As mentioned above, Davies admired Schoenberg and studied composition with one of the 

notable serialists of the second half of the twentieth-century, Milton Babbitt.87 For 

completeness, Babbitt’s definition of serialism was: 

…a serial relation is one which induces on a collection of objects a strict, simple 

ordering; that is, an order relation which is irreflexive, nonsymmetric, transitive, and 

connected over the collection. The term ‘serial’ designates nothing with regard to 

the number of elements in the collection, to the relations among these elements or 

the relations among them. A musical work, then, can be described as serial with 

regard to, say, pitch, if the pitch content is completely and most simply characterised 

as fulfilling such an ordering with regard to temporal and/or spatial precedence.88 

 

Davies’s studies with Babbitt at Princeton combined with experiences at Darmstadt in the 

late 1950s allowed him to consolidate his technique and led to the development of a highly 

idiosyncratic approach to serial processes. As early as 1958, the composer had indicated his 

scepticism about the value of adhering to strict serial procedures. Writing about the formal 

principles relating to Prolation (Op. 8), he stated: 

 

 
84 Jones and McGregor, op.cit., pp.306-307. 
85 Davies, diary entry, June 2012 (Vol. ‘2011-12’) quoted in Jones and McGregor, pp.306-307. 
86 Roberts, op. cit., p.3. 
87 Milton Babbitt (1916-2011), American composer, theorist and teacher. 
88 Milton Babbitt, ‘Remarks on the recent Stravinsky’, Perspectives of New Music, Vol 2, No 2 (Spring-Summer, 
1964), p.39. 
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Myself I find the twelve tone series too difficult to work with, and at the same time 

to be fully aware of all that is going on. Harmony is the main difficulty – there are too 

many notes to be clear-headed. As I can never hear a 12t series as such anyway, but 

only as a resultant melody, shape, harmony, etc., I see no objection to using another 

number of notes to the series, or to repeating any note, provided this is 

characteristic for the piece, and related to the basic idea and to all resultant ideas.89 

 

 As is evident throughout the twentieth-century, there has never been a singular approach 

to serialism. For many composers, a foray into serial composition was experimental or part 

of a technical evolution.90 This is particularly true of Davies’s development as a composer. 

Rupprecht notes that,  

…the fixity of serial parametric thought was pushed to the limit in the rigorous 

schemes of Prolation (1958), with a five-element pitch and rhythmic set (not a 

twelve-tone row) as generating premise. After this tour de force of formal control, 

Davies moved to a more fluid technique of continuously transformed melodic lines.91 

 

The composer’s evolution involved experimentation in which ‘continuously transformed 

melodic lines’ led to a highly emancipated approach. His technique was so ‘fluid’ that, at the 

time of publication of the Second Taverner Fantasia, Davies recalled, 

…when I read the ‘corrected’ proofs of my Second Fantasia on John Taverner’s ‘In 
Nomine’, an orchestral work published by Boosey and Hawkes […] that the editor, a 

pupil of Webern, had changed many, many of my notes because they did not 

conform to a perceived series or set, my gradual transformations of linear material 

being understood as ‘mistakes’.92 

 

The composer reflected that when studying in the USA he had the ‘inspiration of subverting 

the all-prevalent American post-Schoenbergian super-serialism’ as promoted by Babbitt. 

Davies stated that ‘by gradually changing the intervals in a line of notes so as to slowly 

transform a long or short sequence of pitches into another (each of which sequences should 

have a real and distinct identity and character) – or into its own inversion or cancrizans.’93 

Transformational processes are underpinned by ordered sets which Roberts has described 

as ‘meta-devices’ functioning to bring ‘musical structures into existence.’94 Davies’s sets are 

 
89 Davies, ‘Formal principles in Prolation for orchestra’, quoted in Philip Rupprecht, British Musical Modernism, 
The Manchester Group and their Contemporaries (Cambridge, CUP, 2015), p.257. 
90 Rupprecht, op.cit., p.114. 
91 Ibid., p.115. 
92 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Indivisible Parameters and Spirit-Stirring Amalgams’, Peter Maxwll 
Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.303. The editor to whom Davies refers was Leopold 
Spinner (1906-80). Spinner succeeded Erwin Stein as editor at Boosey and Hawkes in 1958. 
93 Davies, quoted in Jones, op. cit. p.302. 
94 Roberts, op. cit., p.334. 
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frequently derived from plainsong or other pre-existent melodic material. This method was 

first introduced in the sextet Alma Redemptoris Mater (Op. 5) and although not all of 

Davies’s material has such origins, Owens notes that ‘derived’ sets are of sufficient 

prominence throughout his work to make their study illuminating with regard to the 

developing range of his compositional concerns.’95  This ‘developing range of compositional 

concerns’ was manifested in Davies’s embracing of sixteenth-century English music as 

represented by the works of Taverner. Pruslin believed that it was this creative melding 

which informed ‘the entire opera, wherein those two languages coexist without the 

slightest contradiction, because Davies has the capacity to combine them in an alchemical 

anagram.’96  

 

This ‘alchemical anagram’ finds expression in Davies’s treatment of sets or, to use the 

composer’s terminology, ‘rows’, which are transformed through processes of inversion, 

retrogression and retrograde inversion in multiple transpositions and diverse registrations. 

Accordingly, the material used in the opera is derived from two basic groups of music by 

Taverner. Music Example 7.19 shows that the first group is from Taverner’s In Nomine, the 

opening twenty-four bars of which are heard in their original form (see Music Example 7.1) 

at the close of Act II, scene iv and which Stephen Arnold has labelled T1.97 

 

 

Music Example 7.19:  T1  (Arnold)98 

 

 

 

 

 
95 Peter Owens, ‘Revelation and Fallacy: Observations on Compositional Technique in the Music of Peter 
Maxwell Davies’, Music Analysis, Vol. 13, No. 2/3 (July-Oct. 1994), p.164. 
96 Stephen Pruslin, Sleeve note, NMC disc NMC D157, (2009), p.8. 
97 Arnold, op. cit., p.22. 
98 Erratum in Music Example 7.19, B-natural should read B-flat. 
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Arnold identifies the second group, as shown in Music Example 7.20, as the cantus firmus 

played in the alto recorder, originating from the Gloria Tibi Trinitas plainsong. He labels this 

T2.  

 

Music Example 7.20: T2 (Arnold) 

 

 

 

 

 

As noted above, if this set is sieved, transposed up a semitone and re-ordered it is related to 

cell (y) (see Music Example 7.8). As discussed in Chapter 5, the Second Taverner Fantasia 

and the opera have much in common and primary source materials relating to sets further 

confirms links between the two works.99 The source sets of the Fantasia are to be found in 

Davies’s sketchbooks and, although there is no source page detailing the sets used in 

Taverner, there is one for the Second Fantasia.100 Because of this, Beard has argued that 

‘the opera can be read more clearly through processes that crystallized in the Fantasia.’101  

It is likely that the Second Taverner Fantasia was composed in order to cultivate the 

goal-directed transformational technique that, according to Stephen Arnold, was 

first introduced in Act I, scene iv. It was Arnold’s summary of transformations of an 

eight-note set at the start of Act I, scene iv that set [David] Roberts on his analytical 

quest.102 

 

Roberts’s ‘analytical quest’ found that, in Taverner, there exist approximately nine set types 

relating to the plainchant incipit from Taverner’s Missa Gloria Tibi Trinitas which are also 

used in the Second Fantasia.  Music Example 7.21 shows the ‘termini’ of the sets F0 and G0 

 
99 The Second Fantasia was written between the composition of Acts I and II of the opera. In his programme 
note to the Second Fantasia Davies wrote that ‘the work grew out of the completed first act of Taverner’, 
quoted in Griffiths, op. cit., p.141. 
100 British Library, MS, Mus.1401, fol.134, reproduced in David Beard,‘Taverner: an interpretation’, Kenneth 
Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-eds.), Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), p.91. 
101 David Beard, ‘Taverner: an interpretation’, Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-eds.), Peter Maxwell 
Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), p.91. 
102 For a comprehensive discussion of the origins and Davies’s manipulation of these sets see David Beard’s 
analysis in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., pp.90-101. 
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as labelled by Roberts.103 In the following music examples, accidentals apply only to the 

notes which they immediately precede. 

 

Music Example 7.21:  Termini FO and GO (Roberts) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further, Beard has recognised that these set types and sub-set types are common to other 

works of the period including the Seven In Nomine and Revelation and Fall. Notably, given 

their proximity to Taverner, these works also employ goal-directed transformative 

techniques used in the opera. Davies noted: ‘…Taverner’s music undergoes transformation 

processes which the like I had been experimenting for years. There are processes like those 

in the big Second Fantasia. But there are also some of the techniques which I later used in 

things like Revelation and Fall or L’Homme Armé.’104 Act I, scene iv of Taverner was the 

crucible for these procedures.   

I have for a few years been working with series or ‘sets’ (not necessarily 12-tone) 

which are in a perpetual state of transformation, so that given musical identities, 

such as ‘straight’ or ‘inverted’ set-forms, are only gradually established and 

disintegrated. Sets are thus, in the simplest instances, transformed by a given 

interval throughout, but more often by a series of intervals, sometimes in elaborate 

permutation, giving complex curves, and with the rhythmic cells subject to a parallel 

consistent modification, as well as the larger isorhythmic units.105 

 

Several commentators have pointed out that Davies’s disclosure about transformational 

methods led to the opera’s mixed critical reception since most of the audience ‘could not 

 
103 Roberts, op. cit., p.85. 
104 Peter Maxwell Davies and Stephen Walsh, ‘Taverner’, The Musical Times, Vol.113, No.1553 (July, 1972), 
p.653. 
105 Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘Sets or series’, The Listener, Vol. 79, 22 Feb. 1968, p.250. 

Termini F0 

Termini G0 
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hear such processes at work.’106 However, Owens has argued that the manipulation of sets 

functions at three distinct levels: ‘obscured to the maximum, allowed to be perceived and 

actively highlighted at strategic points.’107 Act I, scene iv is a ‘strategic point’ in which 

processes of transformation and ‘the inversion of a theme emerges as the goal of the 

progressive expansion and contraction of some of the constituent intervals.’108 This may be 

interpreted as a musical expression of Taverner’s confession and subsequent religious 

conversion from Catholic to Protestant, from persecuted to persecutor. Beard amplifies this 

idea with reference to draft material for a pre-compositional musical plot which appears to 

relate to both the Second Taverner Fantasia and to the opera.109 The plot’s outline is 

entitled ‘Interrogation (obliteration of personality under pressure).’110 Although no 

characters are named within it, Beard suggests there to be a ‘conceptual link in the 

composer’s mind between the psychological profile of Taverner and an exploration of his 

condition both in symphonic and serial terms.’111 Roberts’s detailed analysis supports this. 

Music Example 7.22 shows the sixteen-element ‘set’ which he has identified as undergoing 

transformation in Act I, scene iv.  

 

Music Example 7.22: Sixteen-element set, Act I, scene iv, bb. 354-363 

 

As indicated in Music Example 7.22, the set, which according to Roberts’s analysis is actually 

a sixteen-element variant of the full nineteen-element set type, is stated in the tenor line  

from bars 354-363 beginning in Bassoon 1.112 The set is constantly extended and migrates 

through the orchestral texture undergoing transformation until each is reduced to a single 

note.113  

 
106 David Beard in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.85. 
107 Owens, op. cit., p.180. 
108 Arnold, op. cit., p.22. 
109 British Library, Ms.Add.71259, fol. 36. 
110 David Beard in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.94. 
111 Ibid., p.97. 
112 Roberts, op.cit., see Vol. II, Music Example 8.22b, p.82. 
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Music Example 7.23:  Transformation of sixteen element set, Act I, scene iv, bb.354-363 

 
 
Prior to the set’s transformation and distillation, Taverner sings of his love for Rose (bars 

340-351):  ‘From your lips I drunk in courage; your body was the house of my worship.’  

Rose is Taverner’s muse, she is a metaphor for his music. As the music undergoes 

transformation, Rose pleads with Taverner to consider his own conversion: ‘It is not given 

you to understand divine nature, except it be implied in your creation, through your songs 

 
113 Roberts, op. cit., Vol I, p.316. 
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for the church….’ (bars 371-383). Taverner is conflicted and sings that ‘I dare not deny you; 

and must acid reason follow on….’ (bars 451-457). His father joins their hands and they 

attempt to leave. The tenor line ends, as it began, on the pitch E-flat now stated by Bass 

Clarinet (bar 466). Death intervenes, the Street Passion Mystery Play is enacted, Taverner is 

duped, he repents for making ‘songs to Popish ditties in the time of my blindness’ and 

collapses. 

 

Arnold has interpreted this transformation of sets as being,  

…finely graded steps between (say) a prime and its inversion, so that the original set 

gradually loses its intervallic identity only to acquire that of its inversion, just as 

Taverner loses his identity and acquires another that is the inversion of all that he 

implicitly stood for by being a creative artist.114 

 

It is also possible to suggest that, conceptually, this process which, in Act I, scene iv, leads to 

the set’s dissolution may be analogous to the principle of perspective in architecture known 

as the ‘vanishing point.’ In his Third Symphony (Op. 119), Davies acknowledged that this 

theory influenced his ‘thinking about the function of the musical tonic.’115 Also, Pruslin has 

stated that there are passages in the Third Symphony where ‘various lines of perspective 

converge and vanish, could have an analogue as an ‘‘imploding tonic.”’116  Although this 

discussion is in the context of a particular symphony’s tonal-modal progression, it is 

arguable that similar principles are at work in Taverner where transforming sets may be 

interpreted as ‘imploding.’ Metaphorically, the sonic vanishing point may be read as 

representing the extinction of Taverner’s music, the silencing of his voice and, ultimately, his 

loss of identity.117 

 

 

 

 
114 Stephen Arnold, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’, British Music Now (ed. Lewis Foreman), (London, Paul Elek, 1975), 
p.83. 
115 Nicholas Jones,‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s ‘Submerged Cathedral’: Architectural Principles in the Third 
Symphony’, Music and Letters, Vol. 81, No.3 (August 2000), p.406. 
116 Pruslin, quoted in Jones, op. cit., p.407 n16. 
117 David Roberts has acknowledged that it is also possible to draw a direct correlation to the development 
sections of Davies’s sonata form models where similar processes may also have metaphorical purposes. See 
Roberts, Vol.1, op. cit., pp.334-335. Also, one is reminded of Berg’s Lulu, where, in Act II, scene i, Dr Schön’s 
death is represented by the series which is associated with his character being subsumed into the basic series 
of the opera. See, Douglas Jarman, The Music of Alban Berg (London, Faber & Faber, 1983), p.225. 
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7.5 Vocal expression and word-setting  

Davies’s approach to vocal expression in Taverner owes much to Arnold Schoenberg and his 

employment and advancement of Sprechstimme (‘spoken voice’) and Sprechgesang 

(‘spoken singing’). Beyond Pierrot lunaire and throughout the twentieth-century, extended 

vocal techniques have been developed as the human voice has became a vehicle for sound. 

John Cage’s One Voice (1958), Solo for Voice I (1958) Luciano Berio’s Sequenza III (1965), and 

Philomel (1964) by Milton Babbitt are notable works in which extended vocal techniques 

have become known as New Vocalism.118 Davies was familiar with Babbitt’s Philomel and 

refers to the work in an article about his experiences whilst studying in the USA.119 

 

Although Schoenberg exerted a significant influence, the work of his student Anton Webern 

also had an impact. Davies regarded Webern as a ‘great composer.’120 During his time in 

Rome, he recalled hearing works by Webern performed by the Filarmonica of Rome121 and 

when in Darmstadt, Davies would have doubtless heard Webern’s music. Whilst studying at 

Princeton University with Milton Babbitt, a proponent of Webern, he was exposed to his 

work.122 Given that much of Taverner was composed during the composer’s time in 

Princeton, it is possible to suggest that Webern’s style had an impact upon the way that 

Davies wrote for the voice in the opera. Certainly, the abundance of minor seconds, major 

sevenths and ninths which characterise the vocal writing in Taverner has a similarity to the 

angular vocal contours for the soloists found in Webern’s pair of late cantatas (Op. 29 and 

Op. 31) composed between 1939 and 1943.  

 
118 For further discussion of extended vocal techniques see, Melanie Austin Crump, ‘When Words Are Not 
Enough: Tracing the development of Extended Vocal Techniques in twentieth-century America’, PhD thesis, 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro, USA (2008). Milton Babbit’s Philomel, which synthesises the 
human voice with electronics, was composed for the soprano Bethany Beardslee (b.1927) whose histrionic 
performance of Pierrot made a strong impression upon Davies at Wardour Summer School in 1965. Also, the 
boundaries of vocal expression are pushed in Revelation and Fall, and, at its first performance the soprano 
appeared in costume.  
119 Davies, ‘The Young Composer in America’, Tempo, no. 72 (Spring), pp.2-6. 
120 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Remembering Darmstadt’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 
(Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.173. Also, perhaps as an homage, Webern’s Piano Variations (Op. 27) were featured 
in the concert which included the first London performance of Davies’s Trumpet Sonata (Op. 1). 
121 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Musical Life in Italy’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings 
(Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.30. 
122 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘The Young Composer in America’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected 
Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.60. 
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As shown in Music Example 7.24, in the second movement (Leicht bewegt) of the First 

Cantata (Op. 29), the vocal line for solo soprano resembles that of the writing for Rose 

Parrowe, particularly the extended passage in Act I, scene iv (bb. 355-420). 

 

Music Example 7.24: Webern – First Cantata (Op. 29), movement ii, bb. 14-18. 

 

 

 

 

Music Example 7.25, shows that the bass solo in the second movement (Sehr verhalten) of 

Webern’s Second Cantata (Op. 31), is melodically reminiscent of the White Abbot’s vocal 

contour, notably in his valdedictoy aria of Act II, scene iv (bb. 163-241).123 

 

Music Example 7.25: Webern – Second Cantata (Op. 31), movement ii, bb. 34-38. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
123 See Music Example 7.30, p.247. 
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Sonically, expressively and allusively, Schoenberg expanded the human voice. Through his 

development of Sprechstimme (‘spoken voice’) and Sprechgesang (‘spoken singing’), he 

transformed the voice into an instrument through which to directly communicate 

expressionistic concerns. The antecedents of  Sprechstimme lie in melodrama but Davies’s 

employment of the technique, as found in Taverner and later works, is founded upon 

Schoenberg’s definition. He wrote that ‘singing unalterably stays on pitch, whereas the 

speaking tone give the pitch but immediately leaves it again by falling or rising […] In no way 

should one strive for realistic, natural speech […] but at the same time it must never be 

reminiscent of singing.’124 In Schoenberg’s hands Sprechstimme ‘was a compositional habit 

that had primed him with felicitous approach to the challenges of devising a sustained 

musical recitation.’125 Dunsby asserts that,  

The ‘syllabicism’ of Pierrot is among its most memorable features. Syllabicism is, 

moreover a virtually unavoidable consequence of the use of Sprechstimme, for 

melisma without discrete pitches can be achieved only by glissando, which is a 

slender resource. However, it has to be borne in mind that Schoenberg was 

exceptionally sparing with melisma throughout his career.126 

 

This ‘syllabicism’ and ‘sustained recitation’ underpins much of the vocal writing in Taverner. 

In the two lengthy trial scenes which open each act, vocal style is characterised by 

predominantly syllabic, declarative delivery. Syllabic vocal delivery also dominates the vocal 

style of Stravinsky’s opera-oratorio, Oedipus rex to which Taverner has aesthetic proximity. 

Stravinsky adopted a similar approach in Persephone in which he required ‘only syllables, 

beautiful strong syllables, and only after that an action….’127 He would later assert that ‘the 

sequence of the words and syllables, and the cadence they create, which produces an effect 

on one’s sensibilities very closely akin to that of music. For I consider that music is, by its 

very nature, essentially powerless to express anything at all, whether a feeling, an attitude 

of mind, a psychological mood, a phenomenon of nature, etc…. Expression has never been 

an inherent property of music.’128 This approach to treatment of text, vocal expression, and, 

 
124 Schoenberg, quoted in Rees. Joseph Auner, A Schoenberg Reader: Documents of a Life (New Haven, Yale 
University Press, 2003), p.118. 
125 Jonathan Dunsby, Schoenberg, Pierrot lunaire (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press), p.32. 
126 Dunsby, op. cit., p.32. 
127 Quoted in Eric Walter White, Stravinsky: The Composer and his Works (2nd ed. Berkeley & Los Angeles, 
University of California Press, 1979), pp.579-81. 
128 Igor Stravinsky, An Autobiography (New York, Norton Press, 1962), pp.53-54. Stravinsky would qualify this 
statement stating that ‘the over-publicized bit about expression (or non-expression) was simply a way of 
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in particular, to syllabicism influenced Davies. However, given the composer’s engagement 

with the past, it is also possible to suggest that his approach was rooted in earlier practices.  

 

Single syllable word setting has its origins in simple psalmody, Byzantine and Gregorian 

plainchant as found in the Liber Usualis, a collection with which Davies was familiar. He also 

read and often quoted the writings of St Augustine (345-430). St Augustine once confessed 

that when music was heard in church, its pleasure could detract from the absorption of text. 

This is an age old tension. Should music serve a given liturgical text (the sacred) or should 

textual clarity be surrendered in favour of musical enrichment (the secular)?  When 

subjected to the expressive power of melisma (described as jubilus or jubiliatio), St 

Augustine admitted that: ‘I happened to be moved by the singing than by what is sung, I 

confess myself to have sinned criminally.’129  

 

In the trial scenes which open Act I and Act II the music serves the text where much of the 

vocal material is delivered quasi-sung-recitative. As show in Music Example 7.26, in Act I, 

scene i, the White Abbot as prosecutor, declaims syllabically:  ‘John Taverner, you are 

accused of possessing heretical books…’ The pitch D-natural refers to John Taverner’s In 

Nomine. 

 

Music Example 7.26: Syllabic declamation, the White Abbot, Act I, scene i, bb. 39-41 

 

 
 

The mirroring trial in Act II, scene i opens with the roles reversed as John Taverner is 

prosecutor and the White Abbot, defendant. As Music Example 7.27 shows, Taverner’s 

syllabic delivery is similar but transformed from what was sung into ‘shouting, being almost 

in a speaking voice.’ 

 
saying that music is supra-personal and super-real and as such beyond verbal meanings and verbal 
descriptions ….today I would put it the other way around: music expresses itself.’ Stravinsky and Craft, 
Expositions and Developments, (London, Faber & Faber, 1962), p.101. 
129 Quoted in Jon Paxman, A Chronology of Western Classical Music, 1600-2000 (Omnibus), 2014, p.16. 
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Music Example 7.27:  Syllabic declamation, John Taverner,  Act II, scene i, b. 22 

 

 
 

Vocal delivery in these two passages is in the style of the plainchant tradition where 

repeated notes, known as the ‘reciting notes’ or the ‘tenor’, remain at the same pitch.   

 

There are two episodes in the opera in which Taverner’s soliloquies are characterised by 

syllabicism. In Act II, scene iv Taverner commits pen to paper in a letter to Thomas Cromwell 

and, correspondingly, in his monologue of Act I, scene ii, Taverner debates internally about 

the meaning of religion in his music and reveals his doubts. In each of these scenes, as he 

writes, the vocal line is syllabic. Yet, in Act I, scene iii, as if in opposition to Taverner’s 

vocality, the chorus of monks intone his In Nomine melismatically.  

 

Given the historical context of Taverner, it is germane to consider syllabic, neumatic and 

melismatic setting of text during the time of the English Reformation.130 In reforming the 

church liturgy, Archbishop Thomas Cranmer promoted the notion of ‘one syllable, one 

note.’ In the creation of his new vernacular texts the aim was to not reduce the solemnity of 

the original Latin, but to increase it.131 Cranmer wrote, ‘in mine opinion, the song that shall 

be made thereunto would not be full of notes, but, as near as may be, for every syllable a 

note; so that it may be sung distinctly and devoutly as be in the Matins and Evensong.’132 

Yet, as a faithful servant of the Catholic church, Taverner’s festal masses were, contrary to 

Cranmer’s wishes, ‘full of notes’ and contained some of the most extravagant melismatic 

text setting of the day. These were Taverner’s ‘songs to Popish ditties’ written in the time of 

his blindness.133  

 

 
130 See Peter Le Huray, Music and the Reformation in England, 1549-1660 (Oxford, Alden Press, 1967). 
131 The Exhortation and Litany (1544) composed by Thomas Cranmer was the first official vernacular service 
published in English. 
132 John Edmond Cox (editor), The Works of Thomas Cranmer (Franklin Classics, 2018), p.412. 
133 John Foxe, Book of Martyrs, op. cit.  
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In Taverner, melismatic setting is used sparingly, symbolically and in the context of pre-

existing music. It is also employed to illuminate rhetorical statements, comedic or parodic 

gestures and provide dramatic emphasis. Table L (in landscape format) locates these 

passages in the opera.  

 

 



TABLE L:  Melismatic word-setting in Taverner  

 243 

 

 

Character Act, scene & bar Text Function 

John Taverner  I/ii, 78-84 

I/ii, 95-97  

II/i, 97-98 

II/iii, 60-67 

‘Or is it this the Devil’s work….?’ 

‘Scorching reason…’ 

‘….to proclaim his scandal.’ 

‘Charity is fled… 

Interior monologue/self-parody 

Interior monologue/self-parody 

Rhetorical 

Interior monologue/self-parody  

Death/Jester I/iii, 354-355 

I/iv, 541-543 

‘…make me afraid.’ 

‘That whored my corse to Rome….’ 

Dramatic  

Parodic 

Rose I/iv, 462-463 ‘Come John for both our sakes….’ Dramatic 

Boy I/i, 414-419 

I/i, 428-431 

‘I discovered the Informator reading….’ 

‘..singing false his Kyrie.’ 

Dramatic  

Monks I/ii, 1-125 

II/iii, 134-160 

Sanctus 

Benedictus 

Pre-existing music 

Pre-existing music 

White Abbot II/iv, 169-170 

II/iv, 185-186 

‘…who preaching free thought do burn me.’ 

‘…be at peace and one…’ 

Dramatic 

 

Archbishop 

 

II/ii, 174-186 ‘Your majesty….’ Parodic 

 

King II/ii, 186-189 ‘Our good Lord Archbishop…’ Parodic 
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As Table L above shows, in Act I, scene ii, Taverner rejects the ‘lying vanities’ of the Catholic 

church. He vows to ‘arm against their injustice, to purge us, to break our idols in our image’ 

and becomes increasingly agitated. As illustrated in Music Example 7.28, Taverner’s vocal 

expression breaks into a line ‘full of notes,’ as, ironically, he refers to the ‘Devil’s work’ in his 

own music.  

 

Music Example 7.28:  Melismatic word-setting, John Taverner, Act I, scene ii, bb. 78-84 

 

 

 
In this passage the tessitura is narrower compared to the wider range and disjunct style of 

vocal writing which characterises much of the vocal writing in the opera. 

 

In Act II, scene iii, Taverner again sings melismatically. Prior to the entry of the soldiers and 

the Captain’s spilling of the communion wine, he sings: ‘Charity is fled, from our religious 

houses, with their gold, their feasting, their falcons, their fine clothes, their idolatry, their 

diverse vices…’ (bars 61-67).  Also, as Music Example 7.29 shows, this is the only occasion in 

the opera when there is the hint of a duet. But it is subverted. Symbolically, it is negated as 

the two characters sing in different languages and opposing vocal styles. Taverner’s line is 

florid and in English, whilst the White Abbot declaims the Catholic Mass in Latin: ‘Vere 

dignum et justum est, aequam et salutare’ (‘It is truly right and just, our duty and 

salvation…’). The text is delivered, parodically, adhering to Cramer’s desire for ‘one syllable, 

one note.’  

 

Simultaneously, the accompanying In Nomine is heard transformed and rhythmically 

disjunct; it is stated by a solo cello, the instrument most closely associated with Rose, 

Taverner’s muse, and is instructed to be played con qualche vibrato poco in relievo (with 

some vibrato, with some prominence).  
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Music Example 7.29:  John Taverner and the White Abbot, Act II, scene iii, bb. 61-66 
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It is the characters of the Jester/Death and the White Abbot who have the most 

characterful, expressive vocal writing in the opera. Following the world-première, Kerman 

observed that, at the moment of Taverner’s conversion in Act I, scene iv, it is not Taverner, 

but Death who ‘sings eloquently at this juncture.’134 Kerman also regarded the White 

Abbot’s ‘Scaffold Aria’ as ‘impressive’ since the character is ‘allowed to develop and the 

static ‘drama of ideas’ yield to drama of human personality.’135 The White Abbot’s 

valedictory song spans 79 bars and is the most extended solo vocal passage in the opera. 

Although the vocal writing is still dominated by syllabic setting, the melodic contour is more 

conjunct than previously and the lines more cantabile in style. Also, Davies repeatedly 

directs dolce and dolcissimo (bars 181, 204, 206 and 215) in the orchestral accompaniment, 

a direct quotation of the final section of the Second Fantasia.  

 

As Music Example 7.30 shows, it is scored for strings only often with the instruction to play 

on open resonant strings (for example, bars 161 and 167, sul G).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
134 Kerman, op. cit., p.23. 
135 Ibid., p.22. 
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Music Example 7.30:  the White Abbot’s valedictory aria, Act I, scene iv, bb.161-171 
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The strings are later joined by the harp (the instrument most associated with Taverner’s 

muse, Rose) for some of the most expressively intimate and luxuriant music in the opera. 

Harmonically, the White Abbot’s aria revolves around a tone centre of A which, in relation 

to the Death Chord, connects to the missing central dyad (A-natural/C-sharp) when stated 

triadically. 

 

Davies tends to introduce tone centres in chorales or hymns where the combination of a 

traditional form and its tonal implications function to subvert or betray associated religious 

values. In the passage which follows the execution of the White Abbot, the full chorus sings 

the first verse of Psalm 70:  ‘O God, make haste to save us…. ‘ Its repeated descending 

phrase refers to the In Nomine, prefiguring its statement at the conclusion of the opera.  

As shown in Music Example 7.31, the hymn has a tone centre of of A-flat/F minor which is in 

opposition to that of A.  Also, A-flat is a tritone away from the opera’s pivotal pitch of D-

natural which suggests a negation or subversion of the hymn’s ecumenical message.136 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
136 Similarly, see Music Example 7.29 for a statement of the In Nomine transposed at the tritone. 
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Music Example, 7.31: Full chorus, Psalm 70, Act I, scene iv, bb. 259-263   
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In reviewing the world-première, Winton Dean asserted that a ‘basic trouble seems to be 

that Davies has little or no gift for characterization in music, or (which is in part the same 

thing) for writing expressive lines for solo voice.’137 Indeed, the writing for the protagonist is 

angular and defined by wide intervallic leaps. However, it is possible to argue that this 

angular, disjunct design has an expressive or, rather, inexpressive purpose. Taverner’s vocal 

contour has little or no axis which may be interpreted as reflecting the character’s 

incoherence and heartlessness. Kerman believed that a failing of the opera was Davies’s 

‘devotion to the static drama of ideas rather than the development of character.’138 He 

argued that, because of the protagonist’s lack of song ‘neither before nor later in the opera 

is Taverner given the opportunity to come to life.’139 And Majel Connery stated that,  

If, as (Joseph) Kerman suggests, Taverner’s inhumanity is signalled in part by his 
failure to sing at his conversion, then the mad king is thoroughly human because he 
cannot fail to sing.  Eight Songs is like the aria Kerman would have liked Taverner to 
sing – a one-act aria of steroidal proportions in which a man contemplates what it 
means to die for his voice, to die singing.140 

 
If, in Eight Songs there is a surplus of song, in Taverner there is a deficit. This notion is 

supported by the lack of musical interaction between the principal characters in that there 

are no conventional operatic duets or set-piece ensembles. A clue to understanding Davies’s 

motivation for this approach may be found in his description that the characters are 

‘cardboard figures’ or ‘complicated beings’ who ‘state’ things. In fact, Davies’s inexpressive 

vocality requires that they do not sing, mainly they declare. This may explain the paucity of 

‘expressive lines for the solo voice’ in Taverner. Also, the dominance of syllabic articulation 

suggests that Taverner’s vocalisation is symbolic of his rejection of his own music, the 

Catholic church and self. As Connery asserts, in Eight Songs it is the mad king’s compulsion 

to sing and his hyper-expressivity which contrasts with the one-dimensional vocal writing in 

Taverner. This supports Kerman’s view that Taverner is but a ‘straw man.’141 It emphasises 

his inhumanity and alienates the audience.  

 

 
137 Winton Dean, Taverner, The Musical Times, July 1972. 
138 Kerman, op. cit., p.23. 
139 Ibid. 
140 Majel Connery, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s Worst Nightmare:  Staging the Unsacred in the Operas Taverner 
and Resurrection’,  Opera Quarterly, Vol.25, No 3-4, (2010) p.256. 
141 Kerman, op. cit., p.23. 
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In Lulu, Berg approaches vocal expression to achieve similar ends, yet the practice is, at 

times, in marked contrast to Davies’s. 

Gone is the attempt to elicit empathy from the audience. The highly lyric (as 
opposed to dramatic) quality of much of the music, especially the pronounced 
coloratura aspect of Lulu’s vocal line, creates a marked distance between characters 
and audience.142 
 

Although Lulu’s vocal line is often characterised by melisma, Berg’s intention remains the 

same: to create a distance between character and audience.143 Berg further developed and 

refined his approach to vocal expression in Lulu. The term Steigerung (‘intensification’)144 is 

introduced for Alwa and in the opera’s Prologue, the Animal Trainer traverses five different 

types of vocal technique including spoken voice, Sprechstimme and full sung voice.  

 

Dunsby has asserted that Schoenbergian Sprechstimme ‘led the path to subsequent 

widespread investigations of new types of vocal sound, pitched, unpitched, ‘extended’ in 

hitherto unimagined ways.’145 And Rees has cited the beliefs of Antonin Artaud146 as seeking 

to explain the origins of novel vocalisation where in ‘abandoning our Western ideas of 

speech, it turns words into incantations. It expands the voice. It uses vocal vibrations and 

qualities, wildly trampling them underfoot. It pile-drives sounds. It aims to exalt, to benumb, 

to bewitch, to arrest our sensibility.’147 

 

In Eight Songs for a Mad King Davies exploited singer Roy Hart’s five-octave range and his 

ability to produce chords with his voice to explore ‘extreme regions of experience.’148 In 

referring to Hart’s extended vocalisation Davies stated that ‘the sounds made by human 

beings under extreme duress, physical and mental, will be at least in part familiar.’149 This 

resonates with psychologist Ralph Metzner’s observation that Sprechstimme may be 

 
142 Jack M Stein, ‘Alban Berg’s Adaptation of Wedekind’, Comparative Literature, Vol. 26, No. 3 (Summer, 
1974), p.240. 
143 This resonates with the concept of Verfremdungseffert (‘the Estrangement Effect’) in Brecht’s genre of epic 
theatre as discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 
144 Wagner uses the expression Mit Steigerung in Parsifal. 
145 Dunsby, op.cit., p.6 
146 Antonin Artaud (1886-1948), French dramatist, actor and writer. 
147 Artaud, quoted  in Rees, p. 176. For a full discussion of Davies’s adoption of expressionism and re-
interpretation of Georg Trakl’s poem in Revelation and Fall, see Rees, pp.172-181 
148 Full score, Preface. 
149 Davies, quoted in Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.148. 
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interpreted ‘to convey the delirium of madness.’150 Whether it was a moonstruck Pierrot or 

Wozzeck’s decline into madness, the topic of madness and its representation in music was 

also of lasting concern to Davies. The trilogy of music-theatre pieces, Eight Songs for a Mad 

King, Miss Donnithorne’s Maggot and The Medium each dwells upon a single character’s 

mental disturbance or ‘madness’151 expressed by a lone voice which is subject, in varying 

degrees, to extreme vocality. Yet, it was in Taverner when Davies first experimented and 

engaged with such techniques. The roles of the Antichrist, the Jester/Death and John 

Taverner all require delivery of Sprechstimme, Sprechgesang, parlando and extended 

vocalisation.  

 

Similar to Davies’s approach in the music-theatre works, the disintegration of Taverner’s 

personality is also mirrored by extreme vocality. The first time Sprechstimme is employed is 

in Act I, scene iv, following the taunting of Taverner by the Jester. As Music Example 7.32 

shows, Davies’s musical direction instructs Taverner to modulate vocal delivery from what 

has been sung to a ‘speaking voice, enraged.’ It is Sprechgsang which signals the beginning 

of Taverner’s ‘delirium of madness.’ 

 

Music Example 7.32:  John Taverner, Sprechstimme, Act I, scene iv, bb. 177-188 

 

 
 

Taverner’s vocalisation continues to reflect his mental decline. As he tells of an epiphany, 

the expressive marking, perhaps ironic given that they are written in in Italian, instructs him 

to sing: comiciando somnambulisticamente (‘beginning as if dreaming’) at bar 661.  

However, as shown in Music Example 7.33, by the end of the act, Taverner’s psychological 

 
150 Ralph Metzner (1936-2019), German-born American psychologist, researcher and writer. Quoted in Rees, 
p.177. 
151 For a full discussion of the theme of madness in these works see, Alan E Williams, ‘Madness in the Music 
Theatre Works of Peter Maxwell Davies’, Perspectives of New Music, Vol.38, No 1 (Winter 2000, pp.77-100). 
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condition has declined significantly and the use of Sprechstimme echoes his increasing 

fanaticism.  

 

Music Example 7.33: John Taverner, vocal delivery, Act I, scene iv, bb. 774-775 

 
Taverner’s mind and voice are in extremis. Following his conversion, the duality of his 

personality is increasingly apparent. Act II, scene i begins with Taverner’s prosecution of the 

White Abbot and, as illustrated in Music Example 7.34, he delivers his accusation ‘shouting, 

almost in a speaking voice’ and, as if to emphasise his schizoid character, immediately 

continues in an ‘ordinary singing voice.’ 

 

Music Example 7.34: John Taverner, vocal delivery, Act II, scene i, bb. 22-23  

 

 

 
 

This delivery recalls Roy Hart’s remark that through mastery of extended vocal techniques it 

was possible to enact a type of ‘conscious schizophrenia.’ The range of extended vocal 

expression which reflects Taverner’s mental deterioration foreshadow techniques that 

would be amplified in Eight Songs.152 At the climax of Act I, scene iv the delivery of 

Taverner’s text instructs that it be delivered ‘shouting, wild, increasingly hysterical.’ This 

 
152 For further discussion of extended vocal techniques in Eight Songs for a Mad King, see Adrian Curtis, 
‘Alternative Vocalities: Listening Awry to Peter Maxwell Davies’s Eight Songs for a Mad King’, Mosaic: An 
Interdisciplinary Critical Journal, June 2009, Vol.42, no 2, pp.101-117. 
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foreshadows a similar direction at the end of the sixth song of Eight Songs, The Counterfeit 

where the vocalist sings, ‘If you tell me a lie’ and then screams ‘ let it be a black lie!’ at 

fortissimo and at the highest possible pitch. Such is the extent of the disintegration of the 

king’s personality and voice that he leaves the stage howling. At the end of the opera, the 

fragmentation of Taverner’s personality and his voicelessness may be less sonically visceral 

than in Eight Songs but metaphorically it is equally powerful. 

 

The Antichrist is a ‘Tenor (spoken)’ role which contains the most extreme examples of 

extended vocality in Taverner. The Antichrist appears only in Act I, scene iv, but, as 

illustrated in Music Example 7.35, it is an impactful moment.  

 

Music Example 7.35: The Antichrist, extended vocality, Act I, scene iv, bb. 211-214 

 

 

 
 

This eruption is a hysterical restatement of the Council’s sectarian message of Act I, scene i: 

‘to rid this fold of hererical sheep, less the whole flock be infected.’153 The extreme 

vocalisation imposes a physical violence upon the human voice which, as shown in Music 

Example 7.36, is further intensified as the Antichrist exits screaming the Easter Papal 

address: ‘to the city [of Rome] and to the world!’ 

 

 
153 Full score, Act I, scene i, bb. 236-243, p.16. 
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Music Example 7.36: The Antichrist, extended vocality, Act I, scene iv, bb. 233-237 

 

 
 

This passage prefigures Revelation and Fall in which the solo soprano performs equally 

extreme vocalisation as she shrieks into a megaphone: ‘Einbrach ein rotter Schatten mit 

flammendem Schwert in das Haus, floh mt schneeiger Strirne.’ (A crimson spectre broke 

into the house with a flaming sword, but fled with snowy brow’).154 At the time of the 

opera’s world prèmiere, Davies reflected that there were ‘already some of the techniques 

which I later used in things like Revelation and Fall or L’Homme Armé. I’m thinking of the 

first scene of Act II, which I wrote in 1965 or early 1966. These are much more extrovert 

than anything I’d used before that. In fact the opera has a lot of techniques used for the first 

time which later used in other things.’155 

 

Extended vocal techniques are used to characterise the role of the Jester/Death. At the end 

of the Street Passion Play in Act I, scene iv, he yells: ‘Take up thy bed and trot’ (bars 527-

528), and, at the end of Act II, scene i, as he rotates the Wheel of Fortune, Death shrieks in 

Latin: ‘Rotam volubili, orbe versamus; infima summis, summa infimis mutare gaudamus.’ 

(bars 267-280). And, at the climax of Act I as he falsely beatifies Taverner, the blessing is 

delivered ‘shrieking.’ Davies’s stage directions indicate that ‘Death crouches behind 

Taverner, and puts his jester’s cap on Taverner’s head, and puts his grinning mask, gargoyle-

like, over his face….’156 Metaphorically, the Jester/Death has disfigured Taverner. In Jungian 

 
154 At the BBC concert performance of Taverner at Glasgow City Halls in 2009, the composer directed that the  
Antichrist be placed in the hall’s balcony and use a megaphone to deliver this passage ‘in the manner of Joseph 
Goebbels.’ 
155 Davies in conversation with Stephen Walsh, ‘Taverner’, The Musical Times, Vol. 113, No 1553 (July 1972), 
p.653. 
156 Full score, Act I, scene iv, bb. 747-750, p.213. 
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terms, this is Taverner’s unconscious ‘inner daemon’157 and the placing of the Jester’s cap 

on Taverner’s head alludes to depersonalisation or brainwashing.158   

 

Music Example 7.37 shows that this crucial moment features some of the most neo-

expressionistic imagery in the opera heightened by the use of extreme vocality.  

 

 

Music Example 7.37: The Jester/Death, extended vocality, Act I, scene iv, bb. 747-750  

 
 

 

In the composer’s approach to vocal expression throughout Taverner, and particularly in 

relation to the deployment of extended techniques, his achievement lies in the eloquent 

melding of music, text and drama. Extreme vocality is never introduced for superficial sonic 

effect. Metaphorically, it mirrors Taverner’s mental decline, physically it enforces the 

Antichrist’s violent message and, dramatically, amplifies Death’s grotesquerie. As part of 

Davies’s compositional apparatus, vocal expression is an essential component. 

 

 

 
157 David Beard in Gloag and Jones, op. cit., p.101. 
158 Davies continued to explore the theme of brainwashing in the musical theatre work Resurrection work (not 
first performed until 1987 but composed in parallel with Taverner) when the character ‘Dummy’ undergoes a 
lobotomy and is reborn as the Antichrist. In conversation with Paul Griffiths in 1980, Davies said of 
Resurrection, ‘Everyone will say that, of course, I’ve gone back to the 1965 extravagant gestures, and it’s quite 
true, but more so and very differently. The knife is much sharper now. And the piece does go indeed go back 
to Act I, Scene iv of Taverner: it’s really a paraphrase or comment on that.’ Davies, quoted in Griffiths, op. cit., 
p.130. 
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7.6 Parody 
 

Parody has been central to much of my work, in both its original meaning – as in 
early parody masses, where the new work simply borrowed from and built upon 
material from another work – and its modern meaning of ‘sending up’ a work or 
style to which the new work refers.159 

This ‘early parody mass’ to which Davies refers is a sixteenth-century genre in which familiar 

music from a motet, madrigal or secular song was introduced as the mass’s main theme or 

cantus firmus. The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians describes parody as ‘a 

technique of composition, primarily associated with the sixteenth-century, involving the use 

of pre-existent material’ and that ‘in Renaissance music the borrowing of material from one 

composition as the basis of another was common place. The essential feature of parody 

technique is that not only a single part is appropriated to form a cantus firmus in the 

derived work, but the whole substance of the source – its themes, rhythms, chords and 

chord progressions – is absorbed into the new piece and subjected to free variation in such 

a way that a fusion of old and new elements is achieved.’160 Here, there are echoes of the 

idea of building ‘new on old’ as discussed in the context of the opera’s architecture in 

Chapter 5. However, parody has an alternative meaning. The Oxford English Dictionary 

defines it as: ‘a literary composition modelled on and imitating another work especially a 

composition in which the characteristic style and themes of a particular author or genre are 

satirized by being applied to inappropriate or unlikely subjects, or are otherwise 

exaggerated for comic effect. In later use extended to similar imitations in other artistic 

fields, as music, painting, film, etc.’  Certainly, this definition relates to Davies’s works of the 

1960s in which he uses parodic devices to mock or satirise a given subject. 

The first work in which I parodied a composer’s music in the modern sense was the 
Fantasia and Two Pavans of 1968. This involved a great affection for the original 
Purcell, and my reworking of the pavans as foxtrots, although on one level funny, 
had deeper and more serious undertones. The tonal shift to B-flat at the end of the 
first pavan in A, in preparation for the second pavan, where the material is literally 
stifled, smothered is indicative of a fundamentally psychological shift into a world of 
referee’s whistles, a moralizing Latin text (also used in the opera, Taverner), zany 

 
159 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (II): On Parody, References and 
Meaning’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.220. 
160 Michael Tilmouth, New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians (ed. Stanley Sadie), (London, Macmillan, 
1980), p.238. 
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1920s dance music and unstable tonality, only herald more of the same in many 
works to come.161 

The Latin text to which Davies refers is, as discussed in Chapter 6, a motto attributed to St 

Augustine: Fides est virtus qua credentur quae videntur. Nos quidquid illud significat 

faciamus, et quam sit verum, non laboremus. (‘Faith is a virtue whereby that which we 

cannot see be believed. Our concern is what it signifies, not whether it is true’).162  This text 

is sung by the chorus in Act I, scene i of Taverner (bars 381-391) and encapsulates the 

central dramatic tenet of the opera which Lister has articulated as: ‘the uncertainty of 

apparently clear and undeniable truth: nothing is as it seems, everything is undermined.’163 

As the composer said, this ‘moralizing Latin text’ signalled a change in his approach to 

parody, a shift which was also identifiable in the composer’s ‘reworking of pavans as 

foxtrots.’ For Davies, this popular dance of the 1930s recalled childhood memories of the  

bombing of Manchester during World War Two, when, hidden under the stairs at home, he 

would hear foxtrots music played on his parents’ gramophone. The foxtrot would continue 

to have sinister associations for the rest of his life, permeate his music and become 

something of a ‘trademark.’164 In St Thomas Wake: Foxtrot for Orchestra on a Pavan by John 

Bull (Op. 37), Davies synthesises the old (a Pavan by John Bull (1562-1629)) and the 

contemporary (a series of foxtrots played by a 1930s-style dance band). At the work’s 

climax, these musical worlds collide. Mike Seabrook perceives that: 

On one level, the piece is amusing, as usual when Max gets into foxtrots: the foxtrots 
themselves are extremely good tunes. That this is not a sustainable way of looking at 
the piece is evident from the start, however: the older theme, the symphony 
developing in the orchestra, is decidedly black, ominous and frightening. Against 
such a background the only way to regard the foxtrots is to contrast the footling 
vacuity of the medium with what is going on all around. It is surely not an accident 
that the dance band are [sic] seated apart from the orchestra, and wear boaters and 
striped blazers. The reference to inane young things fooling around in boaters while 
all around them the heavens fall cannot be missed; Hitler rises unchallenged and 
Jews are kicked to death in front of their children in the street.165 

 

 
161 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (II): On Parody, References and 
Meaning’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.221. 
162 In the second of Davies’s realisation of Henry Purcell’s Fantasia and Two Pavans (1968), there is an optional 
voice which uses this text and in Act I, scene i of Taverner, the chorus sing these words.  
163 Rodney Lister, ‘Sonata form in the music of Peter Maxwell Davies’, in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-
eds.), Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), p.111. 
164 Mike Seabrook, Max: The Life and Music of Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Victor Gollancz, 1994), p.112. 
165 Seabrook, op. cit., p.112. 
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It is possible to suggest that the way that Davies employs the foxtrot is comparable to 

Mahler’s use of the Ländler. Humour may be found in parts of St Thomas Wake but, 

ultimately, this is sardonic music in the manner of Mahler and Shostakovich. Davies 

acknowledged that,  

There are several other composers and poets whose practice I am very aware of 
having adapted to my own musical ends. Mahler used certain gestures almost as 
signs (military calls, sentimental melodies) in such a way that they take on 
significance other than that apparent on the music’s surface. The sign takes on a life 
deeper than that which its notes imply, perhaps showing the surface material in a 
strange light or perspective, or even contradicting any obvious sense it may have. 
Shostakovich employed gesture and figure, as is becoming clearer through post-
Soviet research, to indict and undermine the regime under which he lived.166 
 

Corresponding ‘signs’ or ‘gestures’ occur in Taverner and are presented as ciphers: fanfares, 

baroque dances and canons. Also, for Davies, Henry VIII’s Tudor England represented a 

regime comparable to that of Adolf Hitler’s Third Reich or Joseph Stalin’s communist Soviet 

Union. In 1980, the composer reflected, 

At the time I wrote Taverner I was very much concerned with the figure of 
Shostakovich, whose music doesn’t say what it appears to say on the surface. Those 
triumphant finales, like the one in the Fifth Symphony – they ring so hollow, and 
they make a political statement by inversion, if you like. He, I think, has many 
parallels with Taverner, in that he mounted statements which would make it appear 
that he was totally with the regime in Russia since 1917, but his music itself always 
made one wonder.167 

 

Similar to Shostakovich, Davies employs parody, both musical and extra-musical, for 

subversive purposes. At a macro-level, Act II, scene i is a parody of Act I, scene i, it is  a 

‘political statement by inversion.’ Equally, the Street Passion Play of Act I, scene iv is parodic 

in the tradition of a medieval Festival of Fools whilst in Act II, scene ii, Davies adopts and 

adapts a subversive form of parody as practised by James Joyce to create a distorted 

pastiche of Renaissance dances which undermines the credibility and authority of church 

and state. 

Yet, as Davies has stated above, the concept of parody is nuanced. In the original sense of 

the word it also concerns imitation. Arnold has referred to the composer’s appropriation 

 
166 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (II): On Parody, References and 
Meaning’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.222.  
167 Davies, quoted in Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1985), p.107. 
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and direct quotation of musical material as a form of ‘un-mocking parody.’ Davies once 

described it as ‘a pleasure almost physical in handling material that has inspired earlier 

composers, which has been refined and filtered through many musical imaginations over 

generations.’168 This is apparent in works written before and in parallel with Taverner 

including Alma Redemptoris Mater (Op. 5), Ricercar and Doubles (Op. 10), The Leopardi 

Fragments (Op. 18) and other pieces throughout Davies’s output.169 This affectionate 

parody also applies to the inclusion of plainsong throughout Taverner and, as discussed, the 

composer’s frequent intertextual references to Taverner’s own music: his In Nomine, the 

quotation of the Benedictus from the Missa Gloria Tibi Trinitas (Act II, scene iii, bars 134-

160) and the final statement of In Nomine and the mass combined (Act II, scene iv, bars 291-

end).  

 

Equally, in taking a ‘pleasure almost physical’ in pristine quotation, Davies also takes 

pleasure in imitation. As mentioned above, in the context of the composer’s manipulation 

of plainsong, in Act I, scene i, the Cardinal intervenes in defence of Taverner. He describes 

him as ‘a poor musician’ and cites Taverner’s talents as a composer and teacher as reasons 

for his pardon.170 As the Cardinal sings ‘…he is skilled at the playing of the organs’ the 

accompanying strings, bassoon and double bassoon humourously imitate a sixteenth-

century pipe organ as imagined by Davies (see Music Example 7.3).171 This short passage not 

only displays a virtuosic compositional technique but also has satirical function; its comic 

sounding registration deflates the self-important Cardinal and undermines all that he stands 

for.  

 

Parody extends to self-parody. Davies’s own Second Tavener Fantasia is stated in the 

postludes of Act I, scene i, Act II, scene i and integrated extensively into Act II, scene iv. It is 

also incorporated into Act I, scene ii, albeit in a compressed form. Lister has suggested that,  

 
168 Davies, quoted in Jones, op. cit., p.220. 
169 For a chronological list of pre-existing music referenced and integrated into Davies’s works, see Richard 
McGregor, Appendix II, ‘Source material used in the works of Peter Maxwell Davies, 1957-2006’, Kenneth 
Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-eds.), Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), pp.242-254. 
170 Full score, Act I, scene i, bb.601-610, p.60. 
171 Similarly, Davies mimics the sound of a baroque chamber organ in his realisation of Fantasia and Two 
Pavans after Henry Purcell composed in 1968.   
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In the Second Taverner Fantasia, an instrumental work so intimately connected with 
the opera, it is dramatically logical that a section that appears to be a ‘sonata 
movement’ would turn out over the course of the whole work, to be subsumed into 
a larger design operating on different musical principles with different processes, a 
sort of (deadly serious) joke on the listener.’172 

 

As discussed in Chapter 5, Lister connects, structurally, the Second Fantasia, to Beethoven’s 

Piano Sonata in A-flat (Op. 110).  Whilst the sonata’s form appears to extend over the whole 

work it actually consists of a series of individual movements (sonata, fugue, recitative etc.). 

Correspondingly, as Lister suggests, the integration of the Second Fantasia into the opera, is 

‘subsumed’ for parodic purposes and alludes to St Augustine’s maxim: ‘Faith is a virtue 

whereby that which we cannot see be believed. Our concern is what it signifies, not 

whether it is true.’ There is further self-quotation in Act I, scene iv when, prior to the mock 

crucifixion of Joking Jesus, a chorus of Demons parody a medieval carol: ‘Behold his body in 

every place….’ (bars 479-502) in which the melodic contour is derived from John Taverner’s 

own In nomine and also recalls Davies’s four-part carol ‘Haylle, comely and clene’ from O 

Magnum in Mysterium.173 

 

As noted, the foxtrot is ubiquitous throughout Davies’s output. No foxtrots exist in Taverner, 

but, in the manner of St Thomas Wake, there are sixteenth-century dances. Act I, scene iii 

and Act II, scene ii are both built around a pastiche of Renaissance dances and keyboard 

fantasias which articulate structure and serve a parodic purpose satirically.174 Davies has 

stated that they are introduced as ‘something that is happening “behind the Arras” to use 

Shakespeare’s stage direction. They are happening as an accompaniment to what’s going on 

[…] but they make comment and they parody and they will take some phrase up from 

something in stage and make fun of it.’175 Also, as the opera’s historical narrative tracing 

England’s split from Rome unfolds, the historical dance forms which Davies chooses to 

parody adopt a national significance. In Act I, scene iii, the reinvented dances are of 
 

172 Rodney Lister, ‘Sonata form in the music of Peter Maxwell Davies’, in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-
editors), Peter Maxwell Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), p.111. 
173 Arnold, op. cit., p.26. 
174 Davies has noted that these musical tableaux prefigure the eighteenth-century suite which is ‘intermittently 
suggested in the instrumental songs’ in The Phantom Queen in Eight Songs for a Mad King. Davies, quoted in 
Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘Eight Songs for a Mad King’, Peter Maxwell Davies, Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 
2018), p.99. 
175 Peter Maxwell Davies in conversation with Tom Service, Opera on 3, Taverner, BBC Radio 3 broadcast, 28 
November 2009. 
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predominantly Italian origin. Allusively, to emphasise the dominance of the Church of Rome 

at the King’s court prior to the Act of Supremacy, the movements and dances are all given 

Italian titles: Pavana (bar 16), alla gagliarda (bar 69) and alla marcia (bars 150 and 180).176 

Conversely, the corresponding Throne Room scene of Act II, scene ii, is set a decade or so 

later in Reformation England. As Davies has described, the events at court may be observed 

‘through a hallucinatory distorting mirror.’ The country’s religious and political 

transformation is symbolized by the Jester’s re-robing of the Catholic Cardinal into the garb 

of a Church of England Archbishop and the dance forms of Act II, scene iii are now re-shaped 

and Anglicised as a Pavan and Galliard. As if to signify the declining power of Rome at the 

King’s court, a sequence of sixteenth-century English keyboard fantasias is also introduced. 

These are physically superimposed and performed on stage by two historical instruments 

which accompany the King (appropriately, the Regal) and the Archbishop (a Positive Organ).   

 

Table M shows how these parodied keyboard fantasias increasingly dominate the music in 

Act II, scene ii.  

 

Table M:  Parodied Renaissance keyboard fantasias, Act II, scene ii 

Form Bars  Instrumentation 

Intrada 00 - 11 Stage band 

Preambulus 12 Regal 

Pavan 13 - 29 Stage band 

Miserere 30 – 46 Regal 

Galliard 147 – 139 Stage band 

Dumpe 140 – 153 Stage band 

Eterne Rex Altissime 154 – 173 Regal 

Eterne Rerum Conditor 174 – 186 Positive Organ 

Toccata 187 – 201/202 Regal 

Coranto 202 – 224 Stage band 

Mask in Echo 225 – 248 Regal & Positive Organ 

 
 

176 This extra-musical meaning recalls the opera’s hierarchical scene order (see Chapter 5, p.129 of this thesis) 
reflecting the shifting balance of power as time moves from Pre-Reformation England to Reformation England. 
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The King’s exit is also subject to parodic treatment. He leaves the stage accompanied by an 

Italian Coranto, albeit possibly composed by William Byrd. Arnold has suggested that the 

sixteenth-century models which Davies parodies may include: Erterne Rerum (iii) by John 

Blitheman (c.1525-1591) from the Mulliner Book, a Coranto by William Byrd (c.1539-1623) 

from the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book and a Fancy by Thomas Tomkins (1572-1656) from For 

Two to Play.  Davies systematically juxtaposes sacred and secular music to define the 

structure of this scene whilst historical forms reflect and parody the relationship between 

the King and the Cardinal/Archbishop or, symbolically, between church and state.177   

 

In Act I, scene iii the King declares that ‘Our marriage to the Queen, which appears contrary 

to God’s law, as she was once Our brother’s wife, which we fear illegal’, he, the King (Henry 

VIII) is seeking approval from the Pope (Clement VII) to divorce his Queen (Catherine of 

Aragon) citing that their marriage is unlawful because of her (Catherine’s) earlier marriage 

to the King’s brother (Arthur). Davies presents the historical facts yet musically, through the 

introduction of faux marches, false fanfares, pavans and galliards he is mocking 

proceedings; the King’s music is marked ‘pomposa’ and stage directions require the Jester 

to don a ‘paper crown in imitation of King and parodying him.’  (Act I, scene iii, bars 132-

136). 

 
In Act I, scene i the Priest-Confessor’s accusation of Taverner further demonstrates Davies’s 

multi-layered approach to parody. The comedic stage directions describe the character as 

‘fat and bungling’ and, as he makes his entrance ‘stumbles forward with leathern wine 

bottle.’178 As show in Music Example 7.38, following bribery by a Monk, the Priest delivers 

his evidence in the manner of a ‘Monteverdi recit., but stuttering.’  

 

 

 

 
 

177 Arnold, op. cit., p.25-26. At bar 63, Arnold suggests that in the opening Galliard, the Regal introduces a 
fragment of plainsong from the Te Deum (‘Te per Orbem Terrarum’). 
178 Full score, Act I, scene i, b.343, p.29. 
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Music Example 7.38:  The Priest Confessor, Act I, scene i, bb. 361-363 

 

 
 

Davies’s parodic portrayal of the stuttering Priest-Confessor subverts his credibility as a 

witness and, by association, calls into question the integrity of the court, church and state. 

The counter-tenor is directed to deliver the passage ‘like a Monteverdi recit.’ aligning the 

Priest with his Italian provenance and religious persuasion. Further, his falsetto recalls 

Davies’s parodic treatment of Handel’s Comfort Ye, My People from the Messiah in Eight 

Songs for a Mad King. 

 As illustrated in Music Example 7.39, in another parodic intervention, God the Father is 

caricatured by the Priest-Confessor in a double-role complete with stuttering delivery. In 

this appearance, his falsetto literally gives voice to a false God as he stammers:  ‘Ecce fillius 

bastardus meus’ simultaneously parodying Taverner’s In Nomine and Davies’s carol O 

Magnum in Mysterium.179 

Music Example 7.39:  God the Father, Act I, scene iv, bb. 503-508 

 

 
179 Michael Chanan notes that Ecce Manus Tradentis  is taken from the line ‘Verumtamen ecce manus tradentis 
me mecum est in mensa’, translated: ‘But behold, the hand of him that betrayeth me is with me on the table,’ 
telling the story of Christ’s betrayal by Judas. See Chanan, ‘Dialectics in Peter Maxwell Davies’, Tempo No.90 
(Autumn 1969), pp.12-14. 

1, PRIEST f - II - IX l r 
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Following a performance of Taverner in 1983, Andrew Clements wrote, 

The opera is conceived as a gigantic parody, layer upon layer; the second act mirrors 
and mimics the first (Taverner’s actions as a sword-brandishing zealot are portrayed 
as a grotesque and vapid distortion of his earlier test of faith) and within each scene 
actions acquire double, sometimes triple meanings. In Davies’s music, too, parody in 
its broadest sense is pre-eminent; fragments of Taverner’s compositions provide the 
starting point for much of the invention, while quotations from his liturgical works 
sometimes lie cheek by jowl with the ‘new music’ they have generated, resulting in a 
web of allusions that the ear cannot hope to untangle.180 

 

Davies does weave a ‘web of allusions.’ Attempting to untangle that web will, in part, lead 

to a greater understanding and appreciation of the opera and Davies’s aesthetic. Yet, the 

composer’s intertextual labyrinth which, as Clements notes, when placed ‘cheek by jowel’ 

with his own music is only a point of departure. Ultimately, the composer’s achievement in 

Taverner lies not in the minutiae but in the macro, where the whole is greater than the sum 

of its parts. Parody is a key part, or to adopt Clements’s parlance, it represents ‘one layer.’ 

Parody functions at multiple levels where anything and everything is fair game from religion 

to the  monarchy, from the historical to the contemporary, from the public to the private. 

And although in a traditional sense, Taverner may be regarded as grand opera or, as the 

composer described it, an opera with ‘a capital O’, in truth, it is anything but. There is a 

paucity of set-pieces, a notable absence of the heroic aria, introspective monologue, love 

duet or congregational chorus, until Act II, scene iv where it is used for subvervise purposes. 

The privation of these formulaic devices suggests that Davies has created an anti-opera 

which parodies the very genre itself.   

 

 

 

 
180 Andrew Clements, ‘Wheels with wheels’, The New Statesman, 15 July 1983. 
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Epilogue 

The fox knows many things, but the hedgehog knows one big thing.1 

 

This ancient Greek epigram has been appropriated many times by thinkers including, 

perhaps, most famously, Isaiah Berlin. In his essay about Leo Tolstoy and the philosophy of 

history, Berlin adopted it to make the distinction between people who are fascinated by 

many things (foxes) and those (hedgehogs) who believe in one central thing.2 

 

Meirion Bowen also drew upon this aphorism when he described Harrison Birtwistle as a 

hedgehog, whose output ‘seems to gather itself together into a gigantic statement 

concerning the nature of music and musical expression’ whereas Bowen regarded Peter 

Maxwell Davies as an ‘undoubted’ musical fox.3 However, Arnold Whittall has argued that 

both Birtwistle and Davies know ‘one big thing’ although each approaches it in a different 

way. He suggested that the ‘one big thing’ which Davies knows is how to be a modernist 

composer through his ability to challenge synthesis and integration whilst alluding to both.4 

In Taverner, synthesis and integration are challenged by fragmentation and deconstruction, 

both of which are referred to simultaneously. And, it is this sense of contradiction, inherent 

to the opera, in which lies both its strength and its weakness.  

 

In 1972, Taverner bewitched and puzzled audiences and commentators alike. Nearly fifty 

years following its first performance, and five years after the composer’s death, the opera 

remains, for many, challenging. It is conspicuous by its absence from the operatic stage. 

Arguably, it is the work’s Janus-like character, a reflection of Taverner’s own conflicted 

identity, which sustains and increases its enigmatic status. The opera is both an apprentice 

piece and a work of consolidation, it is grand opera and music-theatre, a synthesis of 

ancient and modern.  

 
1 Attributed to the Greek poet Archilochus (680-645 BC). 
2 Isaiah Berlin, The Hedgehog and the Fox, An Essay on Tolstoy’s View of History (Second Edition), (Princeton, 
Princeton University Press, 2013). 
3 Arnold Whittall, ‘Comparatively Complex: Birtwistle, Maxwell Davies and Modernist Analysis’, Music Analysis, 
Vol. 13, No.2/3 (July-Oct. 1994), p.140. 
4 Ibid. 
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Taverner is a work of many tensions, but its greatest tension lies within and is that which 

exists between John Taverner’s conversion and the White Abbot’s martyrdom. On one level, 

it represents the tension between Protestantism and Roman Catholicism whilst on another, 

it alludes to struggles between tradition and innovation, dogma and doubt. Taverner is pan-

symbolic and possesses ‘super-allegorical power.’5 This is morality opera. 

 

Davies himself recognised that compositional tensions also existed within the work. He 

stated that, 

…one of the criticisms of it is that what I learnt from the German-Austrian traditions, 
were not quite in the same focus as what I learnt from the medieval-Renaissance 
traditions, and very often I feel that the transformation techniques which I used 
were really incompatible with the large forms based on Germanic models. And after 
I’d written the opera, long before I’d heard it [i.e. the period 1970-72], I was 
conscious of that as a problem…6 
 

The composer sought to rectify the ‘problem’ in the short-form works which followed 

Taverner. In Eight Songs, Revelation and Fall and other pieces, traditional ideas (forms, 

styles and music) could be ‘worn and dropped very much like masks and they could be as 

meaningful or as meaningless as various masks.’7 Davies delighted in mask-play. He once 

described Blind Man’s Buff (Op. 51) as a work about ‘identity crises expressed through mask 

imagery’ adding that ‘you can make otherwise impossible statements behind a mask.’8  

 

Equally, it is possible to suggest that Taverner wears multiple masks.  Only by unpeeling 

them will the opera’s many themes, structures, imagery and those ‘impossible statements’ 

be revealed and its perceived ‘web of allusions’ become untangled. Dramatically and 

symbolically, the Jester’s removal of his mask to uncover himself as Death is a turning point 

in the opera as Taverner is challenged to distinguish true from false, black from white. On 

another level, Davies’s grotesque, neo-expressionistic compositional style is a different 

 
5 Bayan Northcott, Music & Musicians (July 1972). 
6 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones and Richard McGregor, ‘Form and Architecture’, The Music of Peter Maxwell 
Davies (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 2020), p.156. See, Peter Maxwell Davies, ‘Tradition and an Individual 
Talent,’ 13 March 1984, British National Sound Archive, T8585WR and B688/1. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Davies, quoted from a letter to Gerard McBurney in Nicholas Jones and Richard McGregor, ‘Compositional 
Technique and Process’, op. cit., p.64. 
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mask which, when removed, reveals in the Second Taverner Fantasia, a hyper-expressive, 

luxuriant Romantic musical personality, which, until then, has been obscured. 

 

Only in the opera’s endgame is Taverner confronted by his own crisis of identity, when, 

following the White Abbot’s valedictory, stoical aria, does he realise that through self-

betrayal he has lost everything. John Warnaby has understood that, 

The dignity of the White Abbot’s extended aria prior to his execution underlines the 
falsity of Taverner’s ‘conversion.’ Moreover, the White Abbot’s execution renders 
Taverner’s ‘redemption’ meaningless, since this is the only reward he receives for his 
renunciation of Catholicism and music. Having been tricked into an acceptance of 
the role of persecutor in the name of ‘reform,’ Taverner is left to face the full 
implications of what he has lost as a result of his sacrifice.9 

 

This theme of betrayal resonates with the Faust legend. In Christopher Marlowe’s Doctor 

Faustus, Faustus learns the dark art of necromancy and sells his soul to Lucifer in exchange 

for an afterlife in Hell. Taverner betrays himself, and others ‘for the sake of simplifying [his] 

earthly existence’ and, where Faust seeks to exert power over the world, Taverner ‘is gulled 

into attaining the same end by having his field of action drastically reduced.’10 Joseph 

Kerman also found an analogue in Thomas Mann’s Doktor Faustus when he contended that, 

Taverner as a whole seems to echo some of the astonishing pieces of non-music 
described in that book, such as the Apocalypsis cum figuris and Dr. Fausti Wehe-
klage. The latter ‘symphonic cantata’ in particular, Adrian Leverkühn’s first fully 
serial work, recalls Taverner as a brilliant purely-musical structure in the service of a 
searching investigation, by means of a sixteenth-century myth, of the modern artistic 
conscience in extremis.11 
 

This ‘searching investigation’ of the ‘modern artistic conscience in extremis’ is central to 

Taverner. The opera charts the protagonist’s demise, spiritually and psychologically. Docktor 

Faustus has been described as a work of nihilism, yet Taverner surely is not. Although, an 

early iteration of the opera’s libretto included the concluding lines: ‘the heathen are sunk 

down in the pit that they made; in the net which they hid is their own foot taken,’12 Davies 

 
9 John Warnaby, The Music of Peter Maxwell Davies based on the writings of George Mackay Brown, PhD 
thesis (The Open University, 1991), pp.iii-iv. 
10 Paul Griffiths, programme note from the original production, Royal Opera House, Covent Garden. 
11 Joseph Kerman, ‘Popish Ditties’, Tempo No.102, (1972), p.22. 
12 Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.53. 
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revised it and, in the final version, the protagonist pleads God not to forsake him. The music 

does not end, it fades to niente, there is no unequivocal double bar-line.  

 

Tippett’s King Priam was composed in close proximity to Taverner. Like Taverner, Priam 

endures a nightmare and through his three solo monologues undergoes a psychological 

collapse from the confident, outward and assertive to his final, reflective inner dialogue. Ian 

Kemp has interpreted the final scene of King Priam as if ‘Priam is almost entirely submerged 

in the blind momentum which cuts through him as if he had not been there. Priam has 

ceased to be a human figure at all.’13 The parallel with Taverner’s plight is clear. In the 

closing moments of Taverner, Rose Parrowe sings ’the Lord has led thee and caused thee to 

walk into darkness, he has filled thee with bitterness, he has made thee a stranger, drunk 

with wormwood.’ Taverner, like Priam, has become dehumanised. Undeniably, both operas 

are motivated by a hopeless sense of tragedy, but there is also an ambivalence. In King 

Priam there is joy and sorrow which may be viewed in the opera’s coda as a ‘kind of 

disclaimer.’14 Here the focus shifts away from the characters to the music and ‘it becomes 

the means by which the tragedy can, in some sense, be uplifting.’15 It represents a moment 

of release. The closing moments of Taverner may not be so elevating but Taverner’s In 

Nomine is therapeutic as it ends the opera quietly. Analogously, in King Priam, it is at a calm 

point in Act III, after announcing that only ‘timeless music’ will convey the transcendent 

experience of Priam’s death, when Hermes delivers Tippett’s own credo on the therapeutic 

power of music to communicate that which is  incommunicable.  

O divine music, 
O stream of sound, 
In which the states of soul 
Flow, surfacing and drowning, 
While we sit watching from the bank  
The mirrored world within, for 
‘Mirror upon mirror mirrored is all the show,’ 
O divine music, 
Melt our hearts, 
Renew our love.16 

 

 
13 Ian Kemp, Tippett. The composer and his music (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1987), p.369. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid., p.370. 
16 Ibid., p.359. 
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The marriage of ‘divine music,’ prose, poetry and artifice, has, in opera, evolved to become 

the art-form through which composers have sought to mediate humanity’s most profound 

and universal truths. In this ‘mirrored world,’ Parsifal is Wagner’s final and redemptive 

masterpiece, Berg’s Lulu tells a story of greed and lust, rise and fall whilst Fidelio is 

Beethoven’s revolutionary manifesto on freedom and justice. It is possible to suggest that 

the three Taverner Fantasias resonate with the three Leonora overtures of Beethoven’s 

Fidelio.17 Composed during the Napoleonic Wars, Fidelio is, in part, a discourse on 

empowerment and liberty whereas Taverner, written during the Cold War, offers new 

perspectives on disempowerment and persecution. It is the ‘blueprint for Davies’s obsession 

with dogma and transformation, established by an anti-authoritarian stance, an interest in 

symbolism and betrayal and a concern with the difficulty of distinguishing truth from falsity, 

or the real from the unreal.’18 

 

In the opera’s closing moments, Taverner, now alone and deserted by his muse, sings ‘Oh 

God, I call upon thy name, out of the lowest dungeon….’  Majel Connery has written that,  

If the absence of Christ, the failure of the divine to manifest itself in a way we can 
see and grasp, is the implied endpoint of all the repetition, Davies’s works still fall 
short of nihilism. If Christ could arrive, if the divine might manifest, then god could 
exist, perhaps even ought to exist. I argue that Davies’s project, ultimately, is not the 
statement, ‘There is no god,’ but rather the question, ‘Where is god?’ Taverner and 
Resurrection testify to the persistence of that question.19 
 

In Taverner, it is the presence of the Jester/Death who affirms the ‘failure of the divine to 

manifest itself.’ It is the Jester/Death who is the controller of destinies. In the Street Passion 

Play of Act I, scene iv he assumes the role of Joking Jesus and, in accordance with things 

 
17 Stephen Pruslin has suggested that it is possible to compare the three Leonora overtures to the three 
Taverner Fantasias (if Worldes Blis is also regarded as one of them). However, Pruslin argues that the 
overtures were written as integral to Fidelio whereas the Fantasias were not intended to be placed within 
Taverner. However, Pruslin does conclude that the overtures, like the Fantasias, were ‘hovering under the 
shadow of an opera about which composer was obsessed, and all mediating on the same spiritual territory, 
which seems larger than a piece of music can exhaust.’ See, Stephen Pruslin, ‘Returns and Departures: recent 
Maxwell Davies’, Tempo (No.113, June 1975), p.22. 
18 David Beard in Kenneth Gloag and Nicholas Jones (co-editors), ‘Taverner: an interpretation’, Peter Maxwell 
Davies Studies (Cambridge, CUP, 2009), p.80. 
19 Majel Connery, ‘Peter Maxwell Davies’s Worst Nightmare: Staging the Unsacred in the operas Taverner and 
Resurrection’, Opera Quarterly, Vol.25, No 3-4, (2010), p.266. 
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Faustian, reveals a Godless world in which to create a God after one’s own image is to call 

up the devil.20   

 

‘The world turns on its dark side….’ sings the chorus at the start of A Child of our Time. It 

was into this turbulent and uncertain world that Taverner was born, an opera written in the 

long shadow of the Hiroshima bomb. Bayan Northcott has understood that although some 

‘political pressures may appear to have receded,’ in the first decades of the twenty-first 

century they have been replaced by the rise of religious fundamentalism. Because of that, 

Taverner is enduringly relevant and even ‘more immediate.’21 Writing in 2002, Davies cited 

Isaiah Berlin’s ‘seminal observations‘ as key in the appropriation of ‘truth’ and to accomplish 

‘a coming-of-age in terms of the history of human belief and awareness, so to avoid in the 

twenty-first century the genocide, war, political and racial dogma which dominated the 

twentieth-century.22  Davies stated that,  

It is against those terrible uncertainties that I compose music: it is an attempt to 
keep alive, and even to achieve some kind of sanity, while still remaining aware. I 
make no claims for lasting qualities or wider significance – it is one person’s effort to 
come to terms, with no compromise, no surrender, and, in the first instance to make 
the very continuation of my own life possible. Of course, I am always more than 
pleased when anyone else listens sympathetically.23 

 

The composer’s message of ‘no compromise, no surrender’ remains stronger than ever. In a 

world which is increasingly polarised, Taverner demands that we listen not with sympathy, 

but with empathy.  

 

The opera is pivotal in Davies’s completed oeuvre and shines a light upon his stylistic 

evolution. Characterised by a refusal to compromise and an over-abundance of ideas, 

Taverner is, in the manner of Mozart’s Idomeneo and Wagner’s The Flying Dutchman, the 

work of a young man in full creative flight. It charts Davies’s development as an artist. The 

opera is a conduit from his apprenticeship into the world of neo-expressionistic music 

theatre pieces and beyond. Taverner contextualises the music which it spawned and 

 
20 Michael Chanan, ‘Dialectics in Peter Maxwell Davies’, Tempo No.90 (Autumn 1969), p.12. 
21 Bayan Northcott, ‘Taverner - Then and Now’, NMC CD D157, sleeve note (2009), p.4. 
22 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (III): On Religion’, Peter Maxwell Davies, 
Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.230. 
23 Ibid. 
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explains that which followed, much of which is a distilled and potent expression of the 

opera. In part, Taverner is autobiographical. In writing it, Davies recognised that his own 

aesthetic and personal crises were mirrored by those of Taverner and, upon the work’s 

completion, the composer confronted the Antichrist ‘within my [sic] own self.’24 The 

absence of a credible alternative to the modernist language of the avant-garde, with its 

refutation of traditional form, harmony and melody, demanded that Davies would find 

alternative musical means with which to satisfy his expressive needs. Hence, in the opera’s 

closing moments the composer affirms the past and puts his faith in the established, ancient 

musical tenets of modality, counterpoint and harmony as articulated by his alter-ego, John 

Taverner.  

 

Taverner represents a coming-of-age. There was an inevitability about its composition. Its 

creation was cathartic, since, unlike the eponymous composer who lost his voice, Peter 

Maxwell Davies discovered his. Because of that, he must have the final word. 

 

I hope my work has some of the luminosity of lumen I perceive: I have no easy 
message of salvation, only an urgent cry: be aware! It is only by going beyond 
personal salvation, that beyond all the racket that single-answer born-again 
brigades, sorry victims of conversion syndrome, make about it, that anything of the 
world, including ourselves, might be saved, perhaps.25 

 

 

 

 

 
24 Davies, quoted in Paul Griffiths, Peter Maxwell Davies (London, Robson Books, 1982), p.150. 
25 Davies, quoted in Nicholas Jones (ed.), ‘A Composer’s Point of View (III): On Religion’, Peter Maxwell Davies, 
Selected Writings (Cambridge, CUP, 2018), p.229. 
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TAVERNER - ACT 1 SCENE 3 7 

LIBRETTO 

The Throne Room: flourishes; enter ICING, with 
train, regalia, standard, etc,; amoo.g his train the 
JESTER (later DEAm), masked with set grin; 
enter from opposite side the CARDINAL alone. A 
small group of musidans plo:rs on stage, aside. 

The ICING mounts dais, JESTER prostrates before 
him, CARDINAL goes down on knees, all bow low. 
ICING seats himself on throne, ftet on the JESTER. 
CARDINAL kisses his ring. 

ICING 

Our good Lord Cardinal, we thank you 
with all our heart for your great 
labour sustained daily on our behalf, 
which service by your kind master and 
King cannot be forgotten, of which 
fault we trust God we never be accused. 

We, pondering the present state of 
Christianity in our realm, miserably 
affiicted with dissension, note with 
regret how the dignity of the See 
Apostolic is thereby diminished. 

1"'1CTiiicIPAL SOURCES 

,i, St. C. Byrne (ed.), The Leturs of King Henry YJII 
(London, 1936) 

John Strype, Memorials of Thomas Cranmer (London, 
1694) 

Matthew Paris, Chronlca Majora, ed. Luard (London, 
1877) 

J. S, Brewer (ed.), Leturs and Papers • • ,of the Reign 
of Henry YJII, vols. 1-4 (London, 1861) 

George Cavendish, The Negotiations of Thomas 
Wolsg, th, Great Cardino/I of England (London, 
1641) 

Henry Ellis, Original Leturs illustrative of English 
Hiwry, vols 1-4 (London, 1817) 

HENRY VIII (to Wols9') 
Mine own good cardinal, I recommend me 
unto you with all my heart, and thank you for 
the great pain and labour that you do daily take 
in my business and matters, desiring you (that 
when you have established them) to take some 
pastime and comfort, to the intent you may the 
longer endure to serve us, for always pain 
cannot be endured. 

[Byrne, p.28) 

HENRY (to Wols9', 1s27) 
My Lord, this shall be to thank you of your 
great pains and travail you have sustained since 
your departure here for our business and 
causes, wherein you have done to us no little 
honour, pleasure and profit, and, to our realm 
an infinite goodness, which service cannot be 
by a kind master be forgotten, of which fault 
I trust I shall never be accused, specially to 
your warde, which so laboriously do serve me. 

[ Byrne, p.48] 

HENRY VIII (to Gardiner, Byran, Casale and 
Vannes, 1 5"29, upon Pope Clement Vll's illness) 
His Highness, pondering and profoundly con-
sidering the present state of Christendom, 
miserably and piteously afflicte(d) with the 
intestine wars, dissentions and disorders reign-
ing amongst the pripces of the same, and how 
the dignity of the See Apostolic is not thereby 
a little diminished, and like to come to total 
ruin, and remembering his great cause of 
matrimony committed to the Papal Court ... 

[Byrne, P·95"] 



8 ACT I SCENE 3 

KING 

We trust that reformations by you meant 
and begun, should take root and prosper 
even, that we should thereby prosper, for 
our enterprises have great need of that 
prosperity which you, Lord Cardinal, so 
well understand. 

JESTER 
(Lifts his head, makes + si9n) 
Cardinalis Pacificus. Est quidem Vir, ut 
uno ore praedicant omnes, unus prope 
inter nobiles eruditus, animoque plane 
philosophico. 
He is pushed down by the Kl NG' s foot. 

CARDINAL 
England is our storehouse of delights, 
a very inexhaustible well, where much 
abounds, and much can be extracted 
from many. 

KlNG 
Herein do you show your carnal wit, 
which in preaching you disprize so much. 
And yet our expenses are truly great, 
and like to be greater, considering this 
great matter of state . . . 

JESTER (inteuuptin9, readsfrom ima9inary scroll) 
Item : gold plate given to Cardinal •• 

9 marks 
Item: presents to Queen . . 2 marks 
Item: bribes to Venetian ambassadors .. 

6 marks 
Item:' divers presents to the King's 

ten mistresses 20 marks 
He is pushed down by the KING'S foot. 

KING 

-A matter of state which lies nearest 
our heart ... 

PRINCIPAL SOURCES 

HENRY VIII (to Wolso/ upon his appointment ef 
Isabel Jordan to the Priory at Wilton) 
The love I bear you (quern diligo castigo) 
causeth me thus to break my mind-I do think 
(cum agendum) touching the redress of 
religion, that, for the wealth of your soul and 
mind, I dare be bolder with you than with 
any, that the procedures by you meant and 
begun, should talk felice and prosper, those 
religious houses (that) would not grant to 
their Soverign in his necessity (not by a great 
deal) so much as they have to you for (the) 
building of your College. 

( Byrne, p. 76) 

ERASMUS (on Cramer) 

Est enim Vir, ut uno ore preadicant omnes, 
unus prope inter nobiles eruditus, animoque 
plane philosophico. 

[Strype] 

POPE LEO x (attrib.) 
Truly England is our storehouse of delights, a 
very inexhaustible well ; and where much 
abounds much can be extorted from many. 

[Paris, 1v, pp. 546-7.] 

[The proceeds of the sale of indulgencies in 
England went to the rebuilding of St. Peter's. Wolsey 
was in charge in England of this traffic, and success-
fully stood out for Henry Vlll's receiving a third of 
the income from this.] 

HENRY VIII (on Cardinal Wolsey) 
[Byrne) 

Royal Expenditure List of 1 528 
[Brewer 1v, p. 3874) 



ACT .1 SCENE 3 

JE8TEJl (tnterruptin9) 
Good love then fly thou to her, 
And see if thou canst woo her. 

( wbJsperin9) 
Greater court is paid to her than ever 
was to the Queen. 

Puttin9 on papu aown In imitation 
ojrJ.NG and parodyln9 him. 

I trust soon to see you again, which to 
me, will be more sovereign remedy than 
all the precious stones in the world. 

ICING 
-which greviously offends our conscience, 
and that our marriage to the Queen, which 
appears contrary to God's law, as she was 
once our brother's wife, which we fear 
illegal. To this sin we attribute the death 
of all our male children, and dread the 
heavy wrath of God, if we persist.We are 
resolved to apply for a remedy to Rome, 
trusting that, for our services to the · 
Church, this scruple may be removed from 
our mind, and a method discovered to take 
another wife, and, God willing, ensure 
the succession. 

The Queen we honour and love, and mind 
to treat as our sister, with all manner 
of kindness, placin.g her in a nunnery; 

While the Gentlewoman we have in mind 
is passing virtuous, for her constant 
virginity, her soberness, her meekness, 
and her (apparent) aptness to the 
procreation of children. 

(Wishing myself in my sweetheart's 
arms, whose pretty ducks I trust 
shortly to kiss.) 

JESTER 
Quod Deus conjunxit homo non separet. 

PRINCIPAL SOURCES 9 

HENRY VIII (to Anoe Boleyn) 
[Byrne] 

FRENCH AMBASSADOR (IS28) 
Mademoiselle Boleyn is come to London, the 
King lodging her in a very fine lodging, which 
he has furnished very near his own. Greater 
court is paid to her every day than has been for 
a long time paid to the Queen. 

HENRY VIII (to Anne Boleyn) 
Beseeching you to be governed by his [ the 
Doctor's] advice in all things concerning 
your malady, [the sweating sickness] by which 
doing I trust soon to see you again, which to me 
will be more soverign remedy than all the 
precious stones in the world. 

[Byrne, p.70] 

WOLSEY (to Sir Gre9ory Casale, 1s27) 
The King attributes the death of all his male 
children, and dreads the heavy wrath of God 
if he persists. Notwithstanding his scruples 
of conscience, he is resolved to apply for his 
remedy to the Holy See, trusting that, out of 
consideration of his services to the Church, 
the Pope will not refuse to remove the scruple 
out of the King's mind, and discover a method 
whereby he may take another wife, and, God 
willing, have male children. 

[Byrne, p.63] 

CARDINAL WOLSEY (to the Pope) 
[the King's desire] is grounded upon justice, 
and not from any grudge of displeasure to the 
Queen, whom the King honours and loves, 
and minds to love and treat as his sister, with 
all manner of kindness ... But as this matri-
mony is contrary to God's law, the King's 
conscience is grievously offended. On the 
other side the approved, excellent virtuous 
(qualities) of the said gentlewoman (Anne 
Boleyn) the purity of her life, her constant 
virginity, her maidenly and womanly pudicity, 
her soberness, chasteness, meekness, humility, 
wisdom, descent of right noble and high 
thorough regal blood, education in all good 
and laudable (qualities) and manners, apparent 
aptness to the procreation of children, with 
her other infinite good qualities, more to be 
regarded and esteemed than the only progeny. 

[Ellis) 

HENRY VIII (to Anne Boleyn) 
[Byrne, p.82[ 

[Matthew xix v. 6) 



10 ACT I SCENE 3 

CARDINAL 

Sir, his Holiness the Pope is in 
captivity: how may we expect him to 
pronounce your marriage illegal ? 

KING 
We want nought but a declaration whether 
the marriage be valid 01' no; were an 
Angel to descend from heaven, he could 
not persuade us of its validity. 

We think the Pope delays overmuch ; as 
soon as the trumpet of dissension blows 
between Rome and us, this will be a most 
propitious occasion to strike at papal power, 
which always was to us a willow tree, shewing 
fair buds and leaves, yet never any fruit. 

CARDINAL (aside) 
Often have I kneeled before him the 
space of an hour or two, to persuade 
him from his will and appetite, but 
without result. 

If the Pope 1s not compliant, then also 
will my life be shortened, as the King 
will hold me culpable. 

In these dangerous times, considering the 
premises, I am a humble suitor to the 
Pope to grant the King's request, not so 
much as the King's servant, but as one 
who has certain knowledge of what the 
result must be. 

JESTER 
Where the word of a King is, there is 
power, and who shall say unto him, 
What doest thou 7 

PRINCIPAL SOURCES 

CARDINAL WOLSEY (to Henry YII/ , upon the Pope 
bein9 for the second time the prisoner of Emperor 
Charles Y). 
Sir, by the only calling of God, you be made 
Defender of the Christian faith; now consider 
in what state the Church of Christ standeth; 
see how the Head of the Church is in captivity: 
see how the holy fathers be brought into 
thraldom and be without comfort: now 
show yourself an aid, a defender of the Church 
of Christ, and God shall reward you. 
HENRY VIII 

(Byrne, p.86) 

As soon as the trumpet of dissention (between 
Rome and us) bloweth, this will be a most 
propice occasion to strike at Papal power, 
which always was to us as a willow tree, shew• 
ing fair buds and leaves, yet never any fruit. 

[Byrne, p. 106) 

WOLSEY (oj Henry Ylll) 
I have often kneeled before him, (in his 
privy chamber) the space of an hour or two, 
to persuade him from his will and appetite, 
but I could never bring to pass to dissuade 
him therefrom. 

[Cavendish, p. 321] 

If the Pope is not compliant, my life will be 
shortened, and I dare not anticipate the 
consequences. I am the more urgent as the 
King is absolutely resolved to satisfy his 
conscience; and if this cannot be done he will 
of two ends choose the least, and the dis-
regard for the Papacy must grow daily, 
especially in these dangerous times. Consider-
ing the premises, I am an humble suitor to the 
Pope to grant this request, not so much as an 
English subject, as one who has certain know-
ledge of what the result must be. 

[Brewer 1v, p.3644) 
(Anne Boleyn was Wolsey's enemy. See affair of 
Wilton Abbey, where Anne requested of Henry that 
her mother Eleanor be made Abbess, whereupon 
Wolsey appointed Isabel Jordan, and wu rebuked 
by the King.) 

[Ecclesiastes vm, v. 4). 



. ' 

ACT I SCENE 3 

CARDINAL (to Kln9) 

We have caused to be done all possible 
on your Majesty's behalf. Plainly His 
Holiness will do nothing to help. 

KING 
We begin to doubt if the Creature of 
Rome have the divine authority to say 
us yea or nay. 
God and our conscience are on good 
terms-however reluctant, we may be 
driven to seek justice elsewhere, out of 
the laws of the Popish Church-
for the quiet of our conscience. 

Though the law of every man's conscience 
be but a private court, yet it is the 
highest and supreme court for judgement 
or justice. 
It bodes ill for the Church of Rome. 

ICING rises, CARDINAL kisses his rin9, exit KING 
with train (ucept JESTER) to flourish. 

CARDINAL WOLSEY 
I do tremble to consider the end of all 
this high and new enterprise. For 
ofttimes it has been that to a new 
enterprise there follows a new manner 
and strange sequel. 

Exit CARDINAL. Li9hts dim. 

JESTER (alone still lyin9 on his side, his head 
propped on his elbow) 
When the Lion knows his strength, hard 
it is to rule him. 
(standin9 up) 
The cords of hell encompass us about, 
(pullin9 off mask) 
and the floods of ungodliness 
(revealin9 skull1ace cf D~ath) 
make me afraid. 

Total darkness, except for his skull1ace, spotll9hted. 

PRINCIPAL SOURCES I I 

BYRAN (to Henry VIII, 1_p8, in reply to above 
letter ta Gardiner, Byran, Casale and Yannes). 
We have done and caused to be done all 
possible. Plainly His Holiness will do 
nothing for your grace. There is no hope of 
recovery, nothing will serve. -

[Byrne, pp.103-4) 

WOLSEY 

If the King cannot obtain justice in this way, 
he will be compelled to seek it elswhere, and 
live out of the laws of the Church, and 
however reluctant, he will be driven to this 
for the quiet of his conscience. 

HENRY VIII 

[Ellis, p. 187) 

[Byrne, p.86) 

[Ellis 1, p.214) 

[Sir Thomas More] 

[Psalm xvm, +-s) 
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2ENAISSANCE�INSTRUMENTS��THOUGH�NOW�IN�TART�PARODIES�OF�PERIOD�
DANCES�AND�KEYBOARD�PIECES�THAT�CARRY�THE�ACTION�FORWARD�THROUGH�
THE� SIXTEENTH� CENTURY�� -ONARCH� AND� CHURCHMAN� DISCUSS� THE�
PROGRESS�OF�THE�2EFORMATION��WHILE�THE�*ESTER�REVESTS�THE�LATTER�AS�
AN�!NGLICAN�!RCHBISHOP��4HE�SECOND�CHAPEL�SCENE�HAS�THE�7HITE�
!BBOT�AND�HIS�MONKS�AT�MASS��WHILE�4AVERNER�CRITICIZES�HIMSELF�FOR�
HIS� EARLIER� CREDULITY��!� CAPTAIN�ENTERS� AND� SPILLS� THE� CONSECRATED�
WINE��WHEREUPON�THE�MONKS�LEAVE��SINGING�AN�ORIGINAL�"ENEDICTUS�
BY�4AVERNER��4HE�l�NAL�SCENE�IS�THEN�A�BIG�CHORAL�TABLEAU�IN�WHICH�
THE�7HITE�!BBOT� IS� BROUGHT� FORWARD� FOR� BURNING� AT� THE� STAKE��
AND�IN�WHICH�4AVERNER�BECOMES�AWARE�THAT�HE�HAS�DESTROYED�THE�
BETTER�PART�OF�HIMSELF��

�
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4HE�l�RST�PRODUCTION��AT�#OVENT�'ARDEN�IN�������WAS�ON�A�SINGLE�SET��
BUT�THE�SCORE�INCLUDES�ORCHESTRAL�TRANSITIONS�THAT�ALLOW�FOR�SCENE�
CHANGES��QUITE�APART�FROM�THEIR�FUNCTION�OF�HURRYING�FORWARD�THE�
CONTINUOUS�MUSICAL�m�OW��4HERE�WAS�A�PRODUCTION�IN�3TOCKHOLM�IN�
������AND�THE�!MERICAN�PREMIERE�TOOK�PLACE�IN�"OSTON�IN������

¥�PROGRAMME�NOTE�KINDLY�SUPPLIED�BY�0AUL�'RIFl�THS�������

"ORN�IN�7ALES��0AUL�'RIFl�THS�WORKED�FOR�THIRTY�YEARS�AS�A�MUSIC�CRITIC�IN�
,ONDON�AND�.EW�9ORK��!MONG�HIS�MANY�BOOKS�ON�MUSIC�ARE�4HE�.EW�
0ENGUIN�$ICTIONARY�OF�-USIC�AND !�#ONCISE�(ISTORY�OF�7ESTERN�
-USIC��#AMBRIDGE�5NIVERSITY�0RESS	�AS�WELL�AS�� LONG�AGO��A�STUDY�OF�
TONIGHT�S�COMPOSER��(IS�MOST�RECENT�BOOK�IS�A�NOVEL� LET�ME�TELL�YOU
�2EALITY�3TREET�%DITIONS	�

02%&!#%�4/�4(%�3#/2%

*OHN�4AVERNER� WAS� BORN� AROUND� ������ PROBABLY� IN�4ATTERSHA)L��
WHENCE�HE�WAS�SUMMONED�IN������BY�7OLSEY�TO�#ARDINAL�S�#OLLEGE��
/XFORD��FOR�THE�POST�OF�h)NFORMATORv��WHICH�INCLUDED�PLAYING�THE�
ORGAN��AND�LOOKING�AFTER�THE�CHORISTERS�AT�3T��&RIDESWIDE�S��NOW�THE�
#ATHEDRAL�#HURCH�OF�#HRIST��

)N� ����� HE� WAS� ACCUSED�� ALONG� WITH� OTHERS� EMPLOYED� AT� THE�
COLLEGE��OF�HERESY��BUT�WAS�RELEASED�FROM�PRISON�AT�THE�PERSONAL�
INTERVENTION�OF�#ARDINAL�7OLSEY��

!FTER�THE�RELIGIOUS�CHANGES�BROUGHT�ABOUT�BY�(ENRY�6)))��4AVERNER�
BECAME�AN�AGENT�OF�4HOMAS�#ROMWELL��AND�A�RUTHLESS�PERSECUTOR�
AND�DESTROYER�OF�MONASTIC�ESTABLISHMENTS��7E�ASSUME�HE�GAVE�UP�
MUSIC�n�THE�WORKS�WE�KNOW�PREDATE�THIS�PERIOD��&OXE�RECORDS�THAT�
HE�hREPENTED�HIM�VERY�MUCH�THAT�HE�HAD�MADE�SONGS�TO�POPISH�
DITTIES�IN�THE�TIME�OF�HIS�BLINDNESSv��BUT�THE�FACT�REMAINS�THAT�THESE�
hSONGSv�ARE�AS�l�NE�AS�ANYTHING�WRITTEN�IN�%UROPE�AT�THE�TIME��AND�
CONSTITUTE�SOME�OF�THE�BEST�MUSIC�OF�OUR�%NGLISH�INHERITANCE��

4HE�LETTERS�DESCRIBING�THE�BURNING�OF�THE�2OOD�AND�THE�MONK�AT�
"OSTON��QUOTED�IN�!CT�4WO��3CENE����ARE�FROM�4AVERNER�S�OWN�HAND��
ADDRESSED�TO�#ROMWELL��

)N� THE� TEXT�� )� HAVE� NOT� ONLY� DRAWN� ON� THE� FEW� FACTS� KNOWN� OF�
4AVERNER�� BUT� COMBED� STATE� PAPERS�� LETTERS�� CONTEMPORARY�
SERMONS��BIOGRAPHIES��DIARIES��POETRY��PLAYS��RECORDS�OF�HERESY�TRIALS��
ETC���TO�GIVE�THE�RECORD�OF�*OHN�4AVERNER�AS�WIDE�AN�APPLICATION�AND�
MEANING� AS� POSSIBLE��4HE� TEXT�� THEREFORE�� CONSISTS� OF� QUOTATIONS��
APPLIED�AND�ORDERED�TO�SUIT�THE�SENSE�AND�CIRCUMSTANCE��



)� STARTED�SKETCHING� IT� IN�������WHILE�STUDYING� IN�-ANCHESTER��AND�
COMPLETED� THE� TEXT� IN� ����� AT� 0RINCETON�� .EW� *ERSEY�� AND� THE�
MUSIC�IN������IN�$ORSET��!FTER�THE�l�RE�AT�MY�COTTAGE�THERE��SOME�
OF�IT�HAD�TO�BE�REWORKED�FROM�SKETCHES�

0ETER�-AXWELL�$AVIES��,ONDON������

;4HE�7ORLD�0REMIERE�OF�4AVERNER�WAS�GIVEN�AT�THE�2OYAL�/PERA�4AVERNER�WAS�GIVEN�AT�THE�2OYAL�/PERA�4AVERNER
(OUSE��#OVENT�'ARDEN��,ONDON��ON�7EDNESDAY����*ULY�������
CONDUCTED�BY�%DWARD�$OWNES=

¥�#OPYRIGHT������BY�"OOSEY���(AWKES�-USIC�0UBLISHERS�,TD�
!LL�RIGHTS�OF�THEATRICAL��RADIO��TELEVISION�PERFORMANCE��MECHANICAL�
REPRODUCTION�IN�ANY�FORM�WHATSOEVER�;INCLUDING�l�LM=��TRANSLATION�
OF�THE�LIBRETTO��OF�THE�COMPLETE�OPERA�OR�PARTS�THEREOF�ARE�STRICTLY�
RESERVED��&ULL�INFORMATION�AVAILABLE�ON�APPLICATION�TO�THE�PUBLISHERS��

!#4�/.%
3CENE�/NE� !�#OURTROOM
3CENE�4WO� 4HE�#HAPEL
3CENE�4HREE� 4HE�4HRONE�2OOM
3CENE�&OUR� 4HE�3AME

!#4�47/
3CENE�/NE� 4HE�#OURTROOM
3CENE�4WO� 4HE�4HRONE�2OOM
3CENE�4HREE� 4HE�#HAPEL
3CENE�&OUR� 4HE�-ARKET�n�0LACE�IN�"OSTON��,INCOLNSHIRE

#(!2!#4%23

*OHN�4AVERNER�
2ICHARD�4AVERNER��LATER�3T��*OHN
#ARDINAL��LATER�!RCHBISHOP
+ING
*ESTER��LATER�$EATH�AND�*OKING�*ESUS�
7HITE�!BBOT
0RIEST#ONFESSOR��LATER�'OD�4HE�&ATHER
"OY
#APTAIN�
!NTICHRIST
4WO�!RCHANGELS��'ABRIEL�-ICHAEL
4WO�-ONKS
2OSE�0ARROWE��LATER�4HE�6IRGIN�-ARY

#HORUS
!CT�)�3C��)�� #OUNCIL
!CT�))�3C��)����� #OUNCIL
!CT�)�3C���� -ONKS
!CT�))�3C���� -ONKS�
!CT�)�3C���� $EMONS�4OWNSPEOPLE
!CT�))�3C���� #HOIRBOYS

�
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!�COURTROOM�DISCOVERED��$ECOR��DRESS��ETC���ALL�IN�BOLD�BLACK�AND�WHITE�
ONLY��4HE�ONLY�COLOUR�IN�THIS�SCENE�TO�BE�THE�#ARDINAL�S�SCARLET�ATTIRE��
4HE�ENTRANCE�LEFTCENTRE�RAISED�BY�A�FEW�STEPS��ACROSS�IT�A�LARGE�BLACK�
CURTAIN��WITH�3T��-ICHAEL�THE�!RCHANGEL�DEPICTED��WHITE��HOLDING�SWORD�
AND�BALANCE��0RESENT�IN�THE�COURT�n�A�LEARNED�COUNCIL�OF�MEN��THE�
FOUR�WITNESSES��4AVERNER�S�FATHER�2ICHARD��HIS�MISTRESS�2OSE�0ARROWE��
HIS�0RIEST#ONFESSOR��A�BOY�OF�HIS�CHOIRSCHOOL	��ALSO�A�RELIGIOUS�NOVICE�
STATIONED�BY�THE�3T��-ICHAEL�CURTAIN��TO�WORK�THIS��!S�THE�CURTAIN�RISES��
THE�7HITE�!BBOT�ENTERS�BY�THE�3T��-ICHAEL�ENTRANCE��AND�MOUNTS�HIS�
HIGH�*UDGE�S�DESK��4HE�COURT�IS�UPSTANDING�THE�7HITE�!BBOT�SITS��ALL�
ARE�THEN�SEATED�

7()4%�!""/4
#ALL�*OHN�4AVERNER��MUSICIAN��BLASPHEMER��CORRUPTOR��HERETIC�

;%NTER�BY�3T��-ICHAEL�ENTRANCE�*OHN�4AVERNER;%NTER�BY�3T��-ICHAEL�ENTRANCE�*OHN�4AVERNER;%NTER�BY�3T��-ICHAEL�ENTRANCE�*OHN�4AVERNER��%NTER�BY�3T��-ICHAEL�ENTRANCE�*OHN�4AVERNER SHACKLED��LED�BY�A�MONK�
WHO�TAKES�UP�A�POSITION�ON�THE�OPPOSITE�SIDE�OF�THE�CURTAIN�TO�THE�
NOVICE=NOVICE=NOVICE

7()4%�!""/4
*OHN�4AVERNER��YOU�ARE�ACCUSED�OF�POSSESSING�HERETICAL�BOOKS��AND�
OF�SPREADING�DAMNABLE�HERESIES�ON�THE�HOLY�SACRAMENTS��CONTRARY�
TO�THE�LAW�OF�THE�(OLY�2OMAN�#HURCH��(OW�MAKE�YOU�ANSWER�
TO�THESE�CHARGES�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
-Y�,ORD��THE�l�RST�CHARGE�)�GRANT��THOUGH�THE�BOOKS�BE�NOT�MINE��
AS�TO�THE�SECOND��OF�ONE�BODY�OF�#HRIST�IS�MADE�TWO�BODIES��ONE�
NATURAL��WHICH�IS�IN�HEAVEN��THE�OTHER��IN�THE�SACRAMENT��NEEDS�
BE�UNNATURAL��TO�ENTER�THE�MOUTH�IN�THE�FORM�OF�BREAD��AND�BE�

DISPOSED�OF�THEREWITH��7HAT�COMFORT�CAN�BE�TO�ANY�#HRISTIAN�TO�
RECEIVE�FOR�A�SPACE�#HRIST�S�UNNATURAL�BODY��2ATHER��#HRIST�S�BODY�
ENTERS�THE�WHOLE�MAN��IN�SPIRIT�ALONE��)F�IT�BE�SHOWN�ME�THAT�THE�
0OPE�IS�RIGHT��THEN�WOULD�)�SUBMIT�MYSELF��NOT�ONLY�TO�KISS�HIS�FEET��
BUT�ANOTHER�PART�ALSO�

7()4%�!""/4
*OHN�4AVERNER��YOU�ARE�LUSTY�AND�YOUNG��AND�CAN�LIVE�LONG��IF�YOU�
WILL�NOT�WILLINGLY�CUT�OFF�YOUR�LIFE�BY�DEATH�AT�THE�STAKE�

#/5.#),
4O�THOSE�WHO�PURGE�OUR�LANDS�FROM�HERETICAL�l�LTH�IS�PROMISED�
HIGHEST�REWARD�OF�SUPERNATURAL�BLESSING�

7()4%�!""/4
#ALL�2ICHARD�4AVERNER��OF�#ORPUS�#HRISTI�'UILD��FATHER�OF�THE�
ACCUSED��;2ICHARD�4AVERNER�COMES�FORWARD;2ICHARD�4AVERNER�COMES�FORWARD; =2ICHARD�4AVERNER�COMES�FORWARD=2ICHARD�4AVERNER�COMES�FORWARD

7()4%�!""/4
2ICHARD�4AVERNER��SEE��YOUR�SON�IS�HERE�ACCUSED�OF�HERESY��(E�
RANTS�AGAINST�THINGS�HOLY�

2)#(!2$�4!6%2.%2
-Y�,ORD�!BBOT��WE�ALWAYS�BADE�HIM�WARE�OF�HIS�WRATH��WHICH�
MAKES�EACH�MAN�ITS�FOOL��YET�HE�MADE�US�INTO�THE�FOOL��AND�WOULD�
DO�US�NO�REVERENCE��7E�TAUGHT�HIM�TO�LOVE�THE�LAWS�OF�'OD��TO�
LET�FRIEND�AND�FOE�FEEL�HIS�LOVE��TO�TAKE�'OD�S�NAME�NOUGHT�IN�IDLE��
TO�SLAY�NO�MAN��TO�HELP�THAT�ALL�MEN�BE�AT�ONE�IN�KEEPING�#HRIST�S�
COMMANDMENT��!ND�YET�HIS�WRATH�DID�OFTEN�TURN�AGAINST�THOSE�
HE�LOVED�MOST��AND�ALSO�THE�THINGS��AND�THE�PRECEPTS��FOR�THAT�HE�
COULD�NOT�HAVE�THEM�ENOUGH��OR�WAS�DENIED�SOME�PART��BY�THE�
WILL�OF�OTHERS��OR�BY�HIS�OWN�INSUFl�CIENCY��(IS�MUSIC�IS�WITNESS�
THAT�HE�BELIEVES��)F�MY�SON�BLASPHEME��IT�IS�AGAINST�HIMSELF��AND�
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)��BY�FAULTS�IN�MY�LOVE��AM�LIKE�TO�BE�CAUSE��-Y�,ORD�!BBOT��BE�
MERCIFUL�

#/5.#),
)T�IS�OUR�DUTY�TO�RID�THE�FOLD�OF�HERETICAL�SHEEP��LEST�THE�WHOLE�
m�OCK�BE�INFECTED��;2ICHARD�4AVERNER�WITHDRAWS;2ICHARD�4AVERNER�WITHDRAWS; =2ICHARD�4AVERNER�WITHDRAWS=2ICHARD�4AVERNER�WITHDRAWS

7()4%�!""/4
2OSE�0ARROWE��MISTRESS�OF�THE�ACCUSED��;2OSE�COMES�FORWARD;2OSE�COMES�FORWARD; =2OSE�COMES�FORWARD=2OSE�COMES�FORWARD

7()4%�!""/4
7E�WOULD�KNOW�WHAT�THIS�MAN�WAS��AND�WHAT�HE�IS��BY�YOUR�
WORD�HE�MAY�SUFFER�DEATH�

2/3%
'OOD�MY�,ORD��HE�WAS�MY�STEADFAST�HEART��AND�)�WAS�HIS��"UT�IN�
THIS�CITY�IS�HE�FELL�AMONG�THIEVES��WHO�WOULD�ROB�HIM�OF�HIS�HEART��
AND�IN�ITS�PLACE�PLANT�SUPPOSITION�BASED�ON�HOLLOW�REASON��EMPTY�
OF�GRACE��(E�WOULD�PURGE�HIS�MUSIC��OF�WHICH�HE�CALLED�ME�SOUL��
AND�WITH�IT�ALL�HIS�LOVING��.EWLEARNED�RELIGIONS��DOUBTING�THEIR�
FAITH��HAVE�BROUGHT�HIM�WITH�THEIR�HONEYED�TONGUE�INTO�DARKNESS��
FROM�WHICH�WE��IN�#HRIST�S�NAME��MUST�BRING�HIM�OUT��-Y�,ORD��HE�
IS�ALL�MY�LOVE�AND�)�AM�HIS��PRESERVE�US�WHOLE�

7()4%�!""/4
-ISTRESS��HE�WHO�BEFOULS�THE�HOLIEST�GROUND�UPON�WHICH�WE�BUILD�
OUR�LIVES��PERJURES�HIS�SOUL��3UCH�SPREAD�THEIR�DISEASE��)�AM�BUT�
AN�INSTRUMENT�FOR�OUR�COMMON�PROTECTION��AGAINST�THIS��AND�THE�
PAINS�OF�HELL��;2OSE�STANDS�BACK;2OSE�STANDS�BACK; =2OSE�STANDS�BACK=2OSE�STANDS�BACK

#/5.#),
/UR�CREED�GRANTS�US�THE�RIGHT�TO�DO�TO�YOU�THAT�WHICH��IF�IT�WERE�

DONE�TO�US��WOULD�BE�AN�INTOLERABLE�USURPATION�AND�SPIRITUAL�
TYRANNY�

7()4%�!""/4
"RING�FORWARD�4AVERNER�S�0RIESTCONFESSOR�

#/5.#),
"EHOLD��'OD�S�REPRESENTATIVE�ON�EARTH��;4HE�0RIEST��FAT�AND�
BUNGLING��STUMBLES�FORWARD��WITH�LEATHER�WINE�BOTTLE=BUNGLING��STUMBLES�FORWARD��WITH�LEATHER�WINE�BOTTLE=BUNGLING��STUMBLES�FORWARD��WITH�LEATHER�WINE�BOTTLE

02)%34
4HE�CONFESSIONAL�IS�NOT�VIOLATED��EXCEPT�FOR�MOST�URGENT��HIGH�AND�
STATELY�REASONS��;-ONK�GIVES�HIM�BAG�OF�MONEY;-ONK�GIVES�HIM�BAG�OF�MONEY; =-ONK�GIVES�HIM�BAG�OF�MONEY=-ONK�GIVES�HIM�BAG�OF�MONEY

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
4RUE��AS�A�CHILD�)�WAS�MADE�TO�CONFESS�TO�THOSE�TRIPES��TOO�
DRUNKEN�TO�HEAR��LEWD��AVARICIOUS��A�*UDAS�

02)%34
(E�IS�A�WHORESON�CORRUPTOR�OF�YOUTH��(E�HAD�BLASPHEMOUS�
THOUGHTS�THE�0OPE�IS�!NTICHRIST��HE�REFUSED�PAYMENT�FOR�PARDONS�
OR�KISSING�SAINTS��RELICS��HE�ATE�MEAT�ON�FASTDAYS�

7()4%�!""/4
7HAT�DID�HE�SAY�OF�THE�(OLY�3ACRAMENT�

02)%34
-Y�GOOD�,ORD�!BBOT��HE�SAID��IN�MY�HANDS��IT�BE�MERE�INDIGESTION��
CORRUPT�AND�l�LTHY��.EVER�WAS�)���

7()4%�!""/4
7E�THANK�YOU��&ATHER��;0RIEST�STEPS�BACK;0RIEST�STEPS�BACK; =0RIEST�STEPS�BACK=0RIEST�STEPS�BACK

0,%!3%�452.�4(%�0!'%3�15)%4,9
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#/5.#),
&IDES�EST�VIRTUS�QUA�CREDENTUR�QUAE�NON�VIDENTUR��.OS�QUID�QUID�
ILLUD�SIGNIl�CAT�FACIAMUS��ET�QUAM�SIT�VERUM��NON�LABOREMUS�

7()4%�!""/4
4HE�BOY�FROM�4AVERNER�S�SCHOOL��LET�HIM�COME�FORWARD�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
-Y�GOOD�,ORD�!BBOT��BRING�NOT�THE�BOY��MUST�)�BE�CONDEMNED�
FROM�THE�MOUTH�OF�ONE�SO�YOUNG�WHOM�)�LOVE�

7()4%�!""/4
(E�IS�A�BAPTISED�#HRISTIAN��HIS�WORD�MUST�BE�WEIGHED��;4HE�BOY�
STEPS�FORWARD=STEPS�FORWARD=STEPS�FORWARD

"/9
,ORD�!BBOT��)�DISCOVERED�THE�)NFORMATOR�READING�A�BOOK��WHICH�
UPON�ESPYING�ME�HE�HID�WITH�OTHERS�UNDER�THE�m�OOR��AND�THEN�
DID�HE�BEAT�US�FOR�SINGING�FALSE�HIS�+YRIE��!ND�AS�HE�SURVEYED�HIS�
IMAGE�IN�THE�GLASS��HE�SWORE�UPON�-ARY�TO�GIVE�THE�7HORE�OF�
2OME�JUST�SUCH�A�NOSE�ALSO����

#/5.#),
2ELIGIOUS�LIBERTY�IS�A�DIABOLICAL�DOGMA��LETTING�EVERYONE�l�ND�HIS�
OWN�WAY�TO�(ELL�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
)�MUST�BE�SAVED�BY�MY�OWN�FAITH��NOT�BY�THAT�OF�OTHERS�

"/9
!ND�WHEN�)�SUPPLICATED�3T��&RIDESWIDE��HE�TOLD�ME�IT�BE�IDOLATRY�
AND�SUPERSTITION��THAT�TO�#HRIST�)�SHOULD�TURN����

#/5.#),
)F�ETERNAL�DEATH�BY�EXCOMMUNICATION�BE�INm�ICTED�FOR�ANY�GUILT��
HOW�MUCH�MORE�THEN�MAY�BODILY�DEATH��;"OY�STEPS�BACK;"OY�STEPS�BACK; ="OY�STEPS�BACK="OY�STEPS�BACK

7()4%�!""/4
7E�JUDGE�THAT�YOU��*OHN�4AVERNER��HAVE�PROMULGATED�FALSE�
DOCTRINE��DESPISING�CORRECTION��EVEN�AGAINST�THE�HOLY�SACRAMENT��
ENDANGERING�MANY�SOULS��(AVING�INVOKED�THE�NAME�OF�'OD�TO�
GIVE�JUST�JUDGMENT��WITH�'OD�AND�THE�(OLY�3CRIPTURES�BEFORE�
OUR�EYES��WE�CONDEMN�YOU��*OHN�4AVERNER��IN�THE�NAME�OF�'OD�
THE�&ATHER��3ON�AND�(OLY�'HOST��TO�BE�BOUND�AND�ATTACHED�TO�A�
STAKE��AS�AN�EXAMPLE�TO�OTHERS�WHO�WOULD�COMMIT�THE�LIKE��AND�
THERE�BE�SLOWLY�BURNED��;&ANFARE��ENTER�THROUGH�THE�3T��-ICHAEL�;&ANFARE��ENTER�THROUGH�THE�3T��-ICHAEL�;
DOOR�WITH�A�LARGE�SILVER�CROSS�EACH����0RIESTS����,AYMEN�WITH�SYMBOLIC�
PILLARS����3OLDIERS�WITH�POLEAXES��4HE�#ARDINAL��IN�SCARLET��HIS�TRAIN�
UPHELD�BY���!COLYTES��BOYS	�4HE�COURT�IS�UPSTANDING=UPHELD�BY���!COLYTES��BOYS	�4HE�COURT�IS�UPSTANDING=UPHELD�BY���!COLYTES��BOYS	�4HE�COURT�IS�UPSTANDING

#!2$).!,
-Y�,ORD�!BBOT�AND�MEMBERS�OF�OUR�HOLY�COURT��)�GREET�YOU�WELL��
#ONCERNING�-ASTER�4AVERNER��)NFORMATOR�OF�OUR�#HORISTERS��HE�
IS�SKILLED�AT�THE�PLAYING�OF�THE�ORGANS��HE�TAKES�GREAT�PAINS�IN�THE�
EXERCISE�OF�TEACHING��HE�IS�SKILLED�AT�THE�ART�OF�PRICKSONG��FOR�THE�
DAILY�SOLEMNITIES�OF�OUR�#HAPEL�APPOINTED��AND�WITHAL�HARD�IN�
REPLACEMENT��WHOM�)�AM�LOATH�TO�LOSE��!ND�SO�WE�MUST�FURNISH�
HIM�WITH�THE�OPPORTUNITY�OF�ARRIVING�AT�TRUTH��AND�NOT�HANDLE�
HIM�UNKINDLY�WITH�SHARP�INQUISITION��FOR�HIS�BLIND�FOLLY��$ISPUTATION�
IS�NOT�HIS�STRENGTH��HE�IS�BUT�A�POOR�MUSICIAN��AND�SO�IS�HE�
PARDONED��THE�MORE�SPEEDILY�TO�REFORM�HIMSELF��!ND�SO�FAREWELL��
)�MUST�TO�#OUNCIL��;!S�#ARDINAL�AND�TRAIN�EXEUNT�INTO�WINGS��7HITE�;!S�#ARDINAL�AND�TRAIN�EXEUNT�INTO�WINGS��7HITE�;
!BBOT�FALLS�ON�KNEES�AND�PRAYS��#OUNCIL�CONGRATULATE�EACH�OTHER��*OHN�
4AVERNER�S�SHACKLES�ARE�REMOVED��AND�HE�JOINS�HIS�FATHER�AND�MISTRESS��
WHILE�LIGHTS�FADE�QUICKLY=WHILE�LIGHTS�FADE�QUICKLY=WHILE�LIGHTS�FADE�QUICKLY
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;FOLLOWS�STRAIGHTWAY��AFTER�AN�ORCHESTRAL�TRANSITION=

;4HE�#HAPEL��-ONKS�ENTER�FOR�OFl�CE��!N�ALTAR��RAISED��ABOVE�WHICH�
RISES�A�CROSS�WITH�THE�CRUCIl�ED�#HRIST�UPON�IT��WITH�l�GURES�OF�-ARY�
AND�*OHN�AT�ITS�FOOT��*OHN�4AVERNER�SITS�AT�A�HIGH�DESK��ASIDE��WRITING=AND�*OHN�AT�ITS�FOOT��*OHN�4AVERNER�SITS�AT�A�HIGH�DESK��ASIDE��WRITING=AND�*OHN�AT�ITS�FOOT��*OHN�4AVERNER�SITS�AT�A�HIGH�DESK��ASIDE��WRITING

4(%�-/.+3
(OC�OPUS�EST�*OHANNI�4AVERNI�IN�REGIONE�,INDI�NATI��VIRI�ARTE�
MUSICA�SINGULARIS��1UI�CUM�IN�SUSPICIONEM�VENISSET��ACCUSATUS�
QUOD�LIBROS�HAERETICOS�SUB�PLANCHETA�SCHOLAE�SUAE�CELAVIT��
#ARDINALIS�TAMEN�OB�MUSICAM�EJUS�PERITIAM�EI�IGNOVIT��ITAQUE�
EFFUGIT�ET��CONCEPTO�CONSILIO��REGIS�l�T�MINISTER�IN�OPPRIMENDA�
l�DE�CATHOLICA��!TQUE�IN�EPISTOLA�MANU�IPSIUS�SCRIPTA�AUDIETIS�
QUOMODO�MONACHUM�QUI�LIBELLOS�DE�REBUS�PAPISTICIS�EDIDERIT�IGNI�
COMMISERIT��%T�ARS�QUOQUE�MUSICA�SUA�PERIIT�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
;OVER�THEIR�CHANTING=
)F�)�FOLLOW�THEIR�LYING�VANITIES��)�SHALL�FORSAKE�MY�OWN�MERCY��4HEIR�
MERCURIAL�STONE�RETURNS�GOLD�TO�DROSS��4HIS�IS�THE�VIGIL��7AITING��
SHALL�)�ARM�AGAINST�THEIR�JUSTICE��TO�PURGE�US��TO�BREAK�OUR�IDOLS�
IN�OUR�IMAGE��CUT�OUT�OUR�COUNTERFEITED�HEARTS��/R�IS�THIS�THE�
$EVIL�S�WORK��)�CREATED�MEANING��NOW��EXILED��)�MUST�LOOK�IT�OUT�
AFRESH��NEW�REALITY��BY�SCORCHING�REASON��'OD�IS�MY�STRENGTH�

4(%�-/.+3
)N�TE��$OMINE�SPERAVI��NON�CONFUNDAR�IN�AETERNUM��)N�JUSTITIA�TUA�
LIBERA�ME��)NCLINA�AD�ME�AUREM�TUAM��ET�SALVA�ME��%STO�MIHI�IN�
$EUM�PROTECTOREM��ET�IN�LOCUM�MUNITUM��UT�SALVUM�ME�FACIAS��
QUONIAM�l�RMAMENTUM�MEUM��ET�REFUGIUM�MEUM�ES�TU��$EUS�

MEUS��ERIPE�ME�DE�MANU�PECCATORIS��ET�DE�MANU�CONTRA�LEGEM�
AGENTIS�ET�INIQUI��QUONIAM�TU�ES�PATIENTIA�MEA�$OMINE��SPES�
MEA�A�JUVENTUTE�MEA��)N�TE�CONl�RMATUS�SUM�EX�UTERO��DE�VENTRE�
MATRIS�MEAE�TU�ES�PROTECTOR�MEUS��)N�TE�CANTATIO�MEA�SEMPER��
TAMQUAM�PRODIGIUM�FACTUS�SUM�MULTIS��ET�TU�ADJUTOR�FORTIS�

!#4�/.%��3#%.%��

;FOLLOWS�STRAIGHTWAY�AFTER�AN�ORCHESTRAL�TRANSITION=

;4HE�4HRONE�2OOM��m�OURISHES��ENTER�+ING��WITH�TRAIN��REGALIA��STANDARD��
ETC���AMONG�HIS�TRAIN�THE�*ESTER��LATER�$EATH	��MASKED�WITH�SET�
GRIN��ENTER�FROM�OPPOSITE�SIDE�THE�#ARDINAL�ALONE��!�SMALL�GROUP�GRIN��ENTER�FROM�OPPOSITE�SIDE�THE�#ARDINAL�ALONE��!�SMALL�GROUP�GRIN�
OF�MUSICIANS�PLAYS�ON�STAGE��ASIDE��4HE�KING�MOUNTS�DAIS��*ESTER�
PROSTRATES�BEFORE�HIM��#ARDINAL�GOES�DOWN�ON�KNEES��ALL�BOW�LOW��
+ING�SEATS�HIMSELF�ON�THRONE��FEET�ON�THE�*ESTER��#ARDINAL�KISSES�HIS�
RING=RING=RING

+).'
/UR�GOOD�,ORD�#ARDINAL��WE�THANK�YOU�WITH�ALL�OUR�HEART�FOR�
YOUR�GREAT�LABOUR�SUSTAINED�DAILY�ON�OUR�BEHALF��WHICH�SERVICE�BY�
YOUR�KIND�MASTER�AND�+ING�CANNOT�BE�FORGOTTEN��OF�WHICH�FAULT�WE�
TRUST�'OD�WE�NEVER�BE�ACCUSED��7E��PONDERING�THE�PRESENT�STATE�
OF�#HRISTIANITY�IN�OUR�REALM��MISERABLY�AFm�ICTED�WITH�DISSENSION��
NOTE�WITH�REGRET�HOW�THE�DIGNITY�OF�THE�3EE�!POSTOLIC�IS�THEREBY�
DIMINISHED��7E�TRUST�THAT�REFORMATIONS�BY�YOU�MEANT�AND�BEGUN��
SHOULD�TAKE�ROOT�AND�PROSPER�n�EVEN��THAT�WE�SHOULD�THEREBY�
PROSPER��FOR�OUR�ENTERPRISES�HAVE�GREAT�NEED�OF�THAT�PROSPERITY�
WHICH�YOU��,ORD�#ARDINAL��SO�WELL�UNDERSTAND�

0,%!3%�452.�4(%�0!'%3�15)%4,9



�� 4!6%2.%2

*%34%2
;,IFTS�HIS�HEAD��MAKES�A�SIGN�OF�THE�CROSS��RATTLES�HIS�JINGLING�*OHNNY=
#ARDINALIS�0ACIFUS��%ST�ENIM�6IR��UT�ORE�PRAEDICANT�OMNES��UNUS�
PROPE�INTER�NOBILES�ERUDITUS��ANIMOQUE�PLANE�PHILOSOPHICO��
;(E�IS�PUSHED�DOWN�BY�THE�+ING�S�FOOT;(E�IS�PUSHED�DOWN�BY�THE�+ING�S�FOOT; =(E�IS�PUSHED�DOWN�BY�THE�+ING�S�FOOT=(E�IS�PUSHED�DOWN�BY�THE�+ING�S�FOOT

#!2$).!,
%NGLAND�IS�OUR�STOREHOUSE�OF�DELIGHTS��A�VERY�INEXHAUSTIBLE�WELL��
WHERE�MUCH�ABOUNDS��AND�MUCH�CAN�BE�EXTRACTED�FROM�MANY�

+).'
(EREIN��DO�YOU�SHOW�YOUR�CARNAL�WIT��WHICH�IN�PREACHING�YOU�
DESPISE�SO�MUCH��!ND�YET�OUR�EXPENSES�ARE�TRULY�GREAT��AND�LIKE�
TO�BE�GREATER��CONSIDERING�THIS�GREAT�MATTER�OF�STATE����

*%34%2
;)NTERRUPTING��READS�FROM�IMAGINARY�SCROLL=
)TEM��GOLD�PLATE�GIVEN�TO�#ARDINAL��.INE�MARKS�
)TEM��PRESENTS�TO�1UEEN��4WO�MARKS�
)TEM��BRIBES�TO�6ENETIAN�AMBASSADORS��3IX�MARKS�
)TEM��DIVERS�PRESENTS�TO�THE�+ING�S�TEN�MISTRESSES��4WENTY�
;(E�IS�PUSHED�DOWN�BY�THE�+ING�S�FOOT;(E�IS�PUSHED�DOWN�BY�THE�+ING�S�FOOT; =(E�IS�PUSHED�DOWN�BY�THE�+ING�S�FOOT=(E�IS�PUSHED�DOWN�BY�THE�+ING�S�FOOT

+).'
!�MATTER�OF�STATE�WHICH�LIES�NEAREST�OUR�HEART����

*%34%2
;INTERRUPTING=
h'OOD�LOVE�THEN�m�Y�THOU�TO�HER��!ND�SEE�IF�THOU�CANST�WOO�HER�v�
;WHISPERING;WHISPERING; =WHISPERING=WHISPERING �'REATER�COURT�IS�PAID�TO�HER�THAN�EVER�WAS�TO�THE�
1UEEN��;0UTTING�ON�PAPER�CROWN�IN�IMITATION�OF�+ING�AND�PARODYING�;0UTTING�ON�PAPER�CROWN�IN�IMITATION�OF�+ING�AND�PARODYING�;
HIM=HIM=HIM

h)�TRUST�SOON�TO�SEE�YOU�AGAIN��WHICH�TO�ME��WILL�BE�MORE�
SOVEREIGN�REMEDY�THAN�ALL�THE�PRECIOUS�STONES�IN�THE�WORLD�v

+).'
7HICH�GRIEVOUSLY�OFFENDS�OUR�CONSCIENCE��AND�THAT�OUR�MARRIAGE�
TO�THE�1UEEN��WHICH�APPEARS�CONTRARY�TO�'OD�S�LAW��AS�SHE�
WAS�ONCE�OUR�BROTHER�S�WIFE��WHICH�WE�FEAR�ILLEGAL��4O�THIS�SIN�
WE�ATTRIBUTE�THE�DEATH�OF�ALL�OUR�MALE�CHILDREN��AND�DREAD�THE�
HEAVY�WRATH�OF�'OD��IF�WE�PERSIST��7E�ARE�RESOLVED�TO�APPLY�
FOR�A�REMEDY�TO�2OME��TRUSTING�THAT��FOR�OUR�SERVICES�TO�THE�
#HURCH��THIS�SCRUPLE�MAY�BE�REMOVED�FROM�OUR�MIND��AND�A�
METHOD�DISCOVERED�TO�TAKE�ANOTHER�WIFE��AND��'OD�WILLING��ENSURE�
THE�SUCCESSION��4HE�1UEEN�WE�HONOUR�AND�LOVE��AND�MIND�TO�
TREAT�AS�OUR�SISTER��WITH�ALL�MANNER�OF�KINDNESS��PLACING�HER�IN�A�
NUNNERY��7HILE�THE�'ENTLEWOMAN�WE�HAVE�IN�MIND�IS�PASSING�
VIRTUOUS��FOR�HER�CONSTANT�VIRGINITY��HER�SOBERNESS��HER�MEEKNESS��
HER�EDUCATION��AND�HER��APPARENT	�APTNESS�TO�THE�PROCREATION�OF�
CHILDREN���7ISHING�MYSELF�IN�MY�SWEETHEART�S�ARMS��WHOSE�PRETTY�
DUCKS�)�TRUST�SHORTLY�TO�KISS�	

*%34%2
1UOD�$EUS�CONJUNXIT�HOMO�NON�SEPARET�

#!2$).!,
3IR��HIS�(OLINESS�THE�0OPE�IS�IN�CAPTIVITY��HOW�MAY�WE�EXPECT�HIM�
TO�PRONOUNCE�YOUR�MARRIAGE�ILLEGAL�

+).'
7E�WANT�NAUGHT�BUT�A�DECLARATION�IF�THE�MARRIAGE�BE�VALID�OR�NO��
WERE�AN�!NGEL�TO�DESCEND�FROM�HEAVEN��HE�COULD�NOT�PERSUADE�
US�OF�ITS�VALIDITY��7E�THINK�THE�0OPE�DELAYS�OVERMUCH��AS�SOON�AS�
THE�TRUMPET�OF�DISSENSION�BLOWS�BETWEEN�2OME�AND�US��THIS�WILL�
BE�A�MOST�PROPITIOUS�OCCASION�TO�STRIKE�AT�PAPAL�POWER��WHICH�



��!#4�/.%��3#%.%��

ALWAYS�WAS�TO�US�A�WILLOW�TREE��SHOWING�FAIR�BUDS�AND�LEAVES��YET�
NEVER�ANY�FRUIT�

#!2$).!,
;ASIDE=
/FTEN�HAVE�)�KNEELED�BEFORE�HIM�THE�SPACE�OF�AN�HOUR�OR�TWO��
TO�PERSUADE�HIM�FROM�HIS�WILL�AND�APPETITE��BUT�WITHOUT�RESULT��
)F�THE�0OPE�IS�COMPLIANT��HIS�MISTRESS�BEING�MY�ENEMY��MY�LIFE�
WILL�BE�SHORTENED��)F�THE�0OPE�IS�NOT�COMPLIANT��THEN�ALSO�WILL�
MY�LIFE�BE�SHORTENED��AS�THE�+ING�WILL�HOLD�ME�CULPABLE��)N�THESE�
DANGEROUS�TIMES��CONSIDERING�THE�PREMISES��)�AM�A�HUMBLE�SUITOR�
TO�THE�0OPE�TO�GRANT�THE�+ING�S�REQUEST��NOT�SO�MUCH�AS�THE�
+ING�S�SERVANT��BUT�AS�ONE�WHO�HAS�CERTAIN�KNOWLEDGE�OF�WHAT�
THE�RESULT�MUST�BE�

*%34%2
7HERE�THE�WORD�OF�A�+ING�IS��THERE�IS�POWER��AND�WHO�SHALL�SAY�
UNTO�HIM��h7HAT�DOEST�THOU�v

#!2$).!,
;TO�+ING=
7E�HAVE�CAUSED�TO�BE�DONE�ALL�POSSIBLE�ON�YOUR�-AJESTY�S�BEHALF��
0LAINLY�(IS�(OLINESS�WILL�DO�NOTHING�TO�HELP�

+).'
7E�BEGIN�TO�DOUBT�IF�THE�#REATURE�OF�2OME�HAVE�THE�DIVINE�
AUTHORITY�TO�SAY�US�YEA�OR�NAY��'OD�AND�OUR�CONSCIENCE�ARE�ON�
GOOD�TERMS��(OWEVER�RELUCTANT��WE�MAY�BE�DRIVEN�TO�SEEK�JUSTICE�
ELSEWHERE��OUT�OF�THE�LAWS�OF�THE�0OPISH�#HURCH�FOR�THE�QUIET�OF�
OUR�CONSCIENCE��4HOUGH�THE�LAW�OF�EVERY�MAN�S�CONSCIENCE�BE�
BUT�A�PRIVATE�COURT��YET�IT�IS�THE�HIGHEST�AND�SUPREME�COURT�FOR�
JUDGMENT�OR�JUSTICE��)T�BODES�ILL�FOR�THE�#HURCH�OF�2OME��
;+ING�RISES��#ARDINAL�KISSES�HIS�RING��EXIT�+ING�WITH�TRAIN��EXCEPT�;+ING�RISES��#ARDINAL�KISSES�HIS�RING��EXIT�+ING�WITH�TRAIN��EXCEPT�;

*ESTER	�TO�m�OURISH=*ESTER	�TO�m�OURISH=*ESTER	�TO�m�OURISH

#!2$).!,
)�DO�TREMBLE�TO�CONSIDER�THE�END�OF�ALL�THIS�HIGH�AND�NEW�
ENTERPRISE��&OR�OFT�TIMES�IT�HAS�BEEN�THAT�TO�A�NEW�ENTERPRISE�
THERE�FOLLOWS�A�NEW�MANNER�AND�STRANGE�SEQUEL�
;%XIT�#ARDINAL��,IGHTS�DIM;%XIT�#ARDINAL��,IGHTS�DIM; =%XIT�#ARDINAL��,IGHTS�DIM=%XIT�#ARDINAL��,IGHTS�DIM

*%34%2
;ALONE�STILL�LYING�ON�HIS�SIDE��HIS�HEAD�PROPPED�ON�HIS�ELBOW=
7HEN�THE�,ION�KNOWS�HIS�STRENGTH��HARD�IT�IS�TO�RULE�HIM��
;STANDING�UP;STANDING�UP; =STANDING�UP=STANDING�UP �4HE�CORDS�OF�HELL�ENCOMPASS�US�ABOUT��;PULLING�;PULLING�;
OFF�MASK=OFF�MASK=OFF�MASK AND�THE�m�OODS�OF�UNGODLINESS�;REVEALING�SKULLFACE�OF�;REVEALING�SKULLFACE�OF�;
$EATH=$EATH=$EATH MAKE�ME�AFRAID��;4OTAL�DARKNESS��EXCEPT�FOR�HIS�SKULLFACE��
SPOTLIGHTED=SPOTLIGHTED=SPOTLIGHTED

!#4�/.%��3#%.%��

;#ONTINUES�FROM�3CENE���WITHOUT�A�BREAK=

;$EATH��THE�*ESTER	�ALONE��HIS�SKULLFACE�ONLY�SPOTLIGHTED��&ROM�THE�;$EATH��THE�*ESTER	�ALONE��HIS�SKULLFACE�ONLY�SPOTLIGHTED��&ROM�THE�;
$EATH�SHEAD�EMERGES�THE�FACE�OF�*OHN�4AVERNER��WITH�EYES�CLOSED��
SPOTLIGHTED��4HE�TWO�HEADS�ARE�CLOSE�TOGETHER��SURROUNDED�BY�TOTAL�
DARKNESS=DARKNESS=DARKNESS

$%!4(��*%34%2	
*OHN�4AVERNER��WHAT�DOES�THE�,ORD�REQUIRE�OF�THEE�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
;SURPRISED��OPENING�HIS�EYES=
$EATH��A�THIEF��)�AM�BUT�A�POOR�MUSICIAN�
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$%!4(
#ONFESS�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
7HAT�WOULD�YOU�)�CONFESS�

$%!4(
)S�YOUR�SOUL�UNSPOTTED�AS�THE�$OVE��)F�YOU�WOULD�NOT�BURN�
BELOW��CONFESS��FOR�YOUR�SOUL�WILL�BE�JUDGED�
;4WO�-ONKS�EMERGE�FROM�THE�BLACKNESS��ONE�IN�A�BLACK�AND�ONE�IN�
A�WHITE�HABIT��4HE�ONE�IN�BLACK�HAS�A�WHITE�CROSS�THE�LENGTH�OF�HIS�
HABIT��THE�ONE�IN�WHITE�A�BLACK�CROSS��4HE�FACES�OF�BOTH�ARE�HIDDEN�IN�
THEIR�COWLS��"ETWEEN�THEM�THEY�HOLD�THE�SOUL�OF�*OHN�4AVERNER��AS�A�
LARGE�WHITE�DOVE=LARGE�WHITE�DOVE=LARGE�WHITE�DOVE

4(%�47/�-/.+3
!B�INITIO�ET�ANTE�SAECULA�CREATUS�EST�

7()4%�-/.+
$ISCONTENT�TO�SING��HE�INCARNATED�WHAT�HE�DARED�NOT�VOICE�

",!#+�-/.+
(IS�SPIRIT�WAS�MOVED�FROM�AN�UNKNOWN�SOURCE�HE�DARED�NOT�
QUESTION��YET�HE�KNEW�NOT�WHAT�MANNER�OF�SPIRIT�HE�WAS�OF�

"/4(�-/.+3
+NOW�THYSELF��,OVE�ONE�ANOTHER�

",!#+�-/.+
4HOUGH�HE�UNDERSTAND�ALL�MYSTERIES��YET�HAVE�NOT�LOVE��IT�PROl�TS�
HIM�NOTHING�

7()4%�-/.+
7HEREVER�#HRIST�IS��THERE�ARE�*UDAS��0ILATE�AND�THE�WHOLE�0ASSION�

"/4(�-/.+3
;STRANGLING�THE�DOVE=
!NATHEMA�SIT�
;4HE�"LACK�-ONK�REMOVES�HIS�COWL�TO�REVEAL�NOBLE�FEATURES��AND�THE�
7HITE�-ONK�SIMULTANEOUSLY�REVEALS�THE�FEATURES�OF�A�"EAST��4HEY�
RETIRE�TO�THE�GLOOM�WHERE�THEY�PUT�THE�DOVE�INTO�A�FURNACE��WHICH�
THEY�OPERATE�WITH�BELLOWS��5PON�THE�FURNACE��ALCHEMICAL�EQUIPMENT��
IN�WHICH�COLOURED�LIQUIDS�BOIL��4HE�FURNACE�EMITS�A�m�ICKERING�GLOW�
WHICH�LIGHTS�THE�MONKS��FACES�RED�IN�THE�DARKNESS��THROUGH�THE�
REMAINDER�OF�THE�SCENE=REMAINDER�OF�THE�SCENE=REMAINDER�OF�THE�SCENE

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
)�AM�CONFUSED��7HAT�MUST�)�DO�TO�BE�SAVED�

$%!4(��*%34%2	
2EMEMBER��9OUR�ASSIDUOUS�STUDY�AND�LEARNING�FROM�HIDDEN�BOOKS�
GAVE�YOU�SCRUPLES�ABOUT�THE�VALIDITY�OF�YOUR�RELIGION�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
)�AM�BUT�A�POOR��LANK�SHADOW�OF�MYSELF��SO�RACKED�BY�ACID�DOUBT�

$%!4(
"UT�THE�INDESTRUCTIBLE�HERITAGE�OF�THE�#HURCH�IS�HEAPED�AGAINST�
YOU��4AVERNER�THE�FOURTEEN�ARTICLES�OF�FAITH��SEVEN�FOR�THE�4RINITY��
AND�SEVEN�FOR�THE�3ACRED�(UMANITY	��THE�TEN�COMMANDMENTS�OF�
THE�,AW��THE�TWO�EVANGELICAL�PRECEPTS�OF�CHARITY��THE�SEVEN�WORKS�
OF�MERCY��THE�SEVEN�DEADLY�SINS��THE�SEVEN�OPPOSING�VIRTUES��AND�
THE�SEVEN�SACRAMENTS�OF�GRACE�
;!S�HE�SPEAKS�A�CONFUSED�HEAP�OF�THESE�ARTICLES�GRADUALLY�APPEARS�;!S�HE�SPEAKS�A�CONFUSED�HEAP�OF�THESE�ARTICLES�GRADUALLY�APPEARS�;
BY�THE�FURNACE�n�BIBLES��-OSES��TABLETS��CHALICES��COPES��CRUCIBLES��
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OFFERING�BOXES��WAFERS��BOTTLES�OF�VINO�SACRO��PARDONS��RELICS�OF�SAINTS�
�PARTS�OF�THEIR�BODIES��ALSO�CLOUTS��GIRDLES��SHOES��WHEELS��GRIDDLES��AXES��
SCALPELS��BOULDERS��LIONS�ETC�	�ETC�=

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
!RROGANT�SUPERSTITIONS��FANTASTIC�OPINIONS��DEVISED�BY�THE�
!NTICHRIST�OF�2OME�TO�ENSLAVE�THE�WORLD��;!T�THE�WORD�@!NTICHRIST���;!T�THE�WORD�@!NTICHRIST���;
A�0OPE�IN�ALL�REGALIA�APPEARS�ENTHRONED�ON�THE�JUNKHEAP��)T�HAS�THE�
BLACK�FACE�OF�AN�APE=BLACK�FACE�OF�AN�APE=BLACK�FACE�OF�AN�APE

!.4)#(2)34
;GIVES�!POSTOLIC�"ENEDICTION�AND�SCREECHES=
4HE�MURDER�OF�A�HERETIC�IS�NOT�ONLY�PERMITTED�BUT�REWARDED��IT�
IS�A�VIRTUOUS�DEED�TO�SLAUGHTER�PROTESTANTS�UNTIL�ALL�BE�EXTIRPED��
)NNOCENT�

$%!4(
4AVERNER��YOU�HAVE�YET�TIME�TO�BURN�FOR�THIS����

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
)�WOULD�ACT�BEFORE��COMPEL�UNIVERSAL�RENUNCIATION�OF�OBEDIENCE�
TO�THE�7HORE�OF�2OME��SUPPRESSION�OF�HIS�BOOKS��ABOLITION�OF�
THIS�HEAP�OF�TRUMPERY�FOREVER�
;TURNING�TURTLE�AND�DISAPPEARING�IN�A�SCREAM�OF�RAGE;TURNING�TURTLE�AND�DISAPPEARING�IN�A�SCREAM�OF�RAGE; =TURNING�TURTLE�AND�DISAPPEARING�IN�A�SCREAM�OF�RAGE=TURNING�TURTLE�AND�DISAPPEARING�IN�A�SCREAM�OF�RAGE

!.4)#(2)34
5RBI�ET�ORBI�
;4HE�4WO�-ONKS�HENCEFORTH�CONSTANTLY�FEED�THE�FURNACE�WITH�ARTICLES�
FROM�THE�JUNKHEAP=FROM�THE�JUNKHEAP=FROM�THE�JUNKHEAP

$%!4(
"UT�THIS�IS�NOT�ENOUGH��*OHN��9OU�MUST�REJECT�NOT�ONLY�THIS��BUT�
THAT�TOTAL�SELF�YOUR�FATHER�REARED��EVEN�YOUR�-ISTRESS��YOUR�-USIC��

THAT�YOU�WHORED�TO�2OME�
;%NTER�SLOWLY�*OHN�4AVERNER�S�FATHER��ROBED�IN�FULL�HIGHOFl�CE�OF�'UILD�;%NTER�SLOWLY�*OHN�4AVERNER�S�FATHER��ROBED�IN�FULL�HIGHOFl�CE�OF�'UILD�;
OF�#ORPUS�#HRISTI��WITH�4AVERNER�S�MISTRESS��2OSE�AS�-USIC��WITH�
DULCIMER�AND�LAUREL�WREATH=DULCIMER�AND�LAUREL�WREATH=DULCIMER�AND�LAUREL�WREATH

2)#(!2$�4!6%2.%2
*OHN��MY�SON��WILL�YOU�REJECT�US��"EGOT�)�THEN�A�THORN�IN�YOUR�
MOTHER�S�SIDE�

2/3%
7ILL�YOU�BETRAY�US��EVEN�US��YOUR�-USIC�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
;SURPRISED�AND�TIMID=
-Y�MISTRESS��MY�LIFE��THE�SOUL�OF�MY�CREATION�
;2OSE�COMES�FORWARD�TO�FACE�4AVERNER;2OSE�COMES�FORWARD�TO�FACE�4AVERNER; =2OSE�COMES�FORWARD�TO�FACE�4AVERNER=2OSE�COMES�FORWARD�TO�FACE�4AVERNER

$%!4(
9OU�MUST�REJECT�HER��4AVERNER��ABHOR�HER�SEDUCTIONS�UTTERLY�

2/3%
9OU�USED�US��*OHN��IN�THE�SERVICE�OF�YOUR�#HURCH��AS�WAS�NATURAL�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
)�KNEW�NO�BETTER�

2/3%
9OU�COULD�NOT�HAVE�USED�US�OTHERWISE��7E�WERE�ALL�YOU�HAD��ALL�
YOU�WERE��ALL�THAT�YOU�CAN�EVER�BE��7ITHOUT�US�YOU�ARE�LESS�THAN�
YOURSELF

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
)�TRACED�YOUR�IMAGE�IN�ALL�THAT�MY�HAND�CREATED��7HEN�)�WAS�
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ALONE�AND�DESPISED��YOU�WERE�THE�CAUSE�OF�MY�CONTINUING�AND�OF�
MY�DELIVERY��&ROM�YOUR�LIPS�)�DRANK�IN�COURAGE��YOUR�BODY�WAS�THE�
HOUSE�OF�MY�WORSHIP�

2/3%
!ND�CAN�BE�STILL��"UT�YOU�WOULD�RECOMPENSE�YOUR�LACK�OF�
UNDERSTANDING�BY�TAKING�VENGEANCE�ON�OTHERS�FOR�WHAT�LIES�IN�
YOUR�FAULT��)T�IS�NOT�GIVEN�YOU�TO�UNDERSTAND�DIVINE�NATURE��EXCEPT�
IT�BE�IMPLIED�IN�YOUR�CREATION��THROUGH�YOUR�SONGS�FOR�THE�#HURCH��
3O�BE�CONTENT��FOR�IN�DENYING�THIS��YOU�BETRAY�US��THE�ONLY�DIVINE�
IN�YOU��4HEN�YOU�IN�TURN�WILL�EVEN�BE�DENIED��TO�WALK�IN�DARKNESS��
CONSUMED�BY�A�BITTERNESS�FROM�WHICH��THOUGH�YOU�TRANSFER�IT�TO�
OTHERS��AND�SPREAD�BITTERNESS�ABOUT��YOU�WILL�NEVER�BE�FREE�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
-Y�HANDS��MY�LOINS�BURN�FOR�YOUR�COOL�BODY��BUT�TO�TEMPER�MY�
HEAT�REASON�WILL�NOT�ALLOW�

2/3%
4HE�$EVIL�IS�IN�YOUR�REASON��WHICH�IS�YOUR�CONCEIT�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
4HAT�IT�IS�MY�NATURE�TO�LOVE�YOU��WITH�SOUL��HEART�AND�BODY��)�DARE�
NOT�DENY�n�)�DARE�NOT�DENY�YOU��AND�SO�MUST�ACID�REASON�FOLLOW�
ON�

2/3%
0RAY�#HRIST�LIGHT�YOUR�REASON�IN�HUMILITY��THAT�DIED�FOR�IT��#OME��
*OHN��FOR�BOTH�OUR�SAKES�

2)#(!2$�4!6%2.%2
;TAKES�THE�HANDS�OF�*OHN�4AVERNER�AND�2OSE�AND�JOINS�THEM=
-Y�BELOVED�SON�

;4HEY�MAKE�AS�IF�TO�GO��5PON�AN�URGENT�SIGN�FROM�$EATH��A�CART�IS�
TRUNDLED�IN�ACROSS�THEIR�PATH��WITH�A�CROSS�UPON�IT��READY�FOR�A�STREET�
PASSION�MYSTERY�PLAY��DRAWN�BY�PAINTED�$EMONS�WITH�PITCHFORKS=PASSION�MYSTERY�PLAY��DRAWN�BY�PAINTED�$EMONS�WITH�PITCHFORKS=PASSION�MYSTERY�PLAY��DRAWN�BY�PAINTED�$EMONS�WITH�PITCHFORKS

$%-/.3
"EHOLD�HIS�BODY��IN�EVERY�PLACE��HOW�IT�IS�DIGHT��AND�ALL�TORENT�
MAN��FOR�THY�PLIGHT��"EHOLD�HIS�HANDS�AND�HIS�FEET��HOW�THEY�ARE�
KNOCKED�WITH�NAILS�GREAT�UNTO�A�TREE��(AVE�REVERENCE�TO�HIS�
#ROSS�
;4AVERNER��HIS�&ATHER�AND�2OSE�GO�DOWN�ON�ONE�KNEE�AND�BOW�THEIR�
HEADS��AS�ON�HIGH��'OD�THE�&ATHER�APPEARS��(E�IS�THE�0RIEST�OF�3CENE�
)��IN�DAZZLING�SPLENDOUR�OF�RAINBOW�COLOURS��3EVEN�LAMPS�AROUND�
HIM�IN�A�SEMICIRCLE��HE�SITS�UPON�A�JEWELLED�THRONE��IN�A�MAGNIl�CENT�
ROBE��HIS�RIGHT�HAND�RESTING�UPON�A�HUGE�BOOK�WITH�SEVEN�SEALS��
)N�ATTENDANCE�4WO�!RCHANGELS��'ABRIEL�WITH�SWORD��-ICHAEL�WITH�
BALANCE=BALANCE=BALANCE

'/$�4(%�&!4(%2
%CCE�l�LIUS�BASTARDUS�MEUS�

'/$�4(%�&!4(%2 AND�!2#(!.'%,3
)PSUM�AUDITE�
;$EATH�BOWS��AND�MOUNTS�THE�#ROSS��OSTENTATIOUSLY��AS�*OKING�*ESUS��;$EATH�BOWS��AND�MOUNTS�THE�#ROSS��OSTENTATIOUSLY��AS�*OKING�*ESUS��;
4HE�$EMONS�PLACE�HUGE�RUBBER�NAILS�IN�HIS�HANDS��OUTSTRETCHED�
AGAINST�THE�WOOD��2OSE�TAKES�UP�THE�STATION�OF�-ARY��2ICHARD�
4AVERNER�THAT�OF�*OHN=4AVERNER�THAT�OF�*OHN=4AVERNER�THAT�OF�*OHN

*/+).'�*%353
;CRUCIl�ED��THROUGHOUT�THIS�SPEECH��A�$EMON�BANGS�A�TABOR�TO�TIME=
)�PRAY�YOU�PEOPLE�THAT�PASS�ME�BY��4HAT�LEAD�YOUR�LIFE�SO�
PLEASANTLY��(OW�HAVE�)�GRIEVED�YOU��!NSWER�ME��THAT�THOU�BETRAY�
ME�THUS�TO�2OME��AND�ALL�THROUGH�THINE�ERROR��)F THUS�THY�LIFE�IN�
SIN�BE�LED��-ERCY�TO�ASK�BE�RIGHT�ADREAD��THE�LEAST�DROP�OF�BLOOD�



��!#4�/.%��3#%.%��

THOU�FOR�ME�SHED��7ILL�PURGE�THEE�THROUGH��IF�THOU�REPENT�WHAT�
THOU�HAST�DONE��AND�STRIVE�IN�ARMS�FOR�ME��)�WILL�NOT�BE�ANGERED�
WITH�YOU��*OHN��IF�YOU�NOW�DO�WAR�FOR�ME��FOR�MERCY�)�HIM�GRANT�
PARDON��THAT�WHORED�MY�CORSE�IN�2OME�

-!29
!RT�THOU�MY�3ON�

*/(.
!RT�THOU�MY�,ORD�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
;SHRUNKEN�IN�ON�HIMSELF��DAZED=
(ERE�IS�THE�REST�OF�ALL�YOUR�BUSINESS��(ERE�IS�THE�PORT�OF�PEACE��
AND�RESTFULNESS�
4O�THEM�THAT�STAND�IN�STORMS�OF�DISEASE��/NLY�REFUGE�TO�WRETCHES�
IN�DISTRESS����
0RAY�FOR�ME�ON�HIGH��.OW�'OD�ME�GUY��)�FEAR�ME�)��WITH�DOLEFUL�
CRY��)�SHALL�ABY����

*/+).'�*%353
4AKE�UP�THY�BED��AND�TROT�
;(E�DETACHES�THE�OVERSIZE�*OKE�NAIL��AND�OFFERS�HIS�LEFT�HAND�TO�;(E�DETACHES�THE�OVERSIZE�*OKE�NAIL��AND�OFFERS�HIS�LEFT�HAND�TO�;
4AVERNER��4AVERNER�TAKES�IT��RECEIVING�A�LARGE�BLOODSTAIN�ON�HIS�RIGHT��
WHICH�HE�LOOKS�AT��DAZED�AND�FASCINATED=WHICH�HE�LOOKS�AT��DAZED�AND�FASCINATED=WHICH�HE�LOOKS�AT��DAZED�AND�FASCINATED

'/$�4(%�&!4(%2
4O�THOSE�THAT�PURGE�OUR�LAND�FROM�HERETICAL�l�LTH��IS�PROMISED�
HIGHEST�REWARD�OF�SUPERNATURAL�BLESSING�

'/$�4(%�&!4(%2�AND�!2#(!.'%,3
"ENEDICTUS�QUI�VENIT��/SANNA�
;4HEY�VANISH=4HEY�VANISH=4HEY�VANISH

;*OKING�*ESUS�JUMPS��DOWN�FROM�THE�#ROSS��AND�CONFRONTS�*OHN�;*OKING�*ESUS�JUMPS��DOWN�FROM�THE�#ROSS��AND�CONFRONTS�*OHN�;
4AVERNER��4HE�$EMONS�PUT�-ARY�AND�*OHN�ON�THE�CART��WHO�HAVE�
BECOME�AS�DUMMIES��STAGE�PROPS��AND�DRAG�IT�OFF=

$%-/.3
!TTOLLITE�PORTAS��PRINCIPES��VESTRAS��ET�ELEVAMINI�PORTAE�AETERNALES��
ET�INTROIBIT�2EX�'LORIAE��;2EPEATED�AS�THEY�LEAVE��FADING�INTO�;2EPEATED�AS�THEY�LEAVE��FADING�INTO�;
DISTANCE=DISTANCE=DISTANCE

$%!4(
;PLACING�SCROLL�AND�PEN�IN�4AVERNER�S�HANDS=
4AVERNER��SIGN�YOUR�CONFESSION�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
;WRITING=
)�REPENT�ME�VERY�MUCH�THAT�)�HAVE�MADE�SONGS�TO�0OPISH�DITTIES�
IN�THE�TIME�OF�MY�BLINDNESS��;(E�COLLAPSES;(E�COLLAPSES; =(E�COLLAPSES=(E�COLLAPSES

$%!4(
"UT�THE�UNCLEAN�SPIRIT��WHEN�HE�IS�GONE�OUT�OF�A�MAN��PASSETH�
THROUGH�WATERLESS�PLACES��SEEKING�REST��AND�l�NDETH�IT�NOT��4HEN�
HE�SAYS��)�WILL�RETURN�INTO�MY�HOUSE�WHENCE�)�CAME��AND�WHEN�
HE�l�NDS�IT�EMPTY��SWEPT�CLEAN��HE�ENTERS�AND�DWELLS�THERE�WITH�
SEVEN�OTHER�SPIRITS��MORE�EVIL�THAN�HIMSELF��AND�THE�LAST�STATE�OF�
THAT�MAN�IS�WORSE�THAN�THE�l�RST�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
;RISING�TO�A�PIOUS�KNEELING�POSITION��HOLDING�A�SWORD�VERTICALLY�BEFORE�
HIS�FACE=
4HERE�SHONE�ABOUT�ME�A�GREAT�LIGHT�FROM�HEAVEN��AND�)�FELL�DOWN�
UPON�THE�EARTH��AND�HEARD�THE�VOICE�OF�#HRIST��SAYING��@0UT�OFF�THY�
BLINDNESS��)�AM�AS�REBORN��(IS�SPIRIT�IS�UPON�ME��)�DEFEND�#HRIST�S�
TRUTH�WITH�THE�SWORD�AND�THE�l�RE��FOR�LOVE�OF�(IM��)N�THE�NAME�

0,%!3%�452.�4(%�0!'%3�15)%4,9



�� 4!6%2.%2

OF�'OD�THE�&ATHER��'OD�THE�3ON��AND�'OD�THE�(OLY�'HOST��
;$EATH�CROUCHES�BEHIND�4AVERNER��AND�PUTS�HIS�JESTER�S�CAP�ON�;$EATH�CROUCHES�BEHIND�4AVERNER��AND�PUTS�HIS�JESTER�S�CAP�ON�;
4AVERNER�S�HEAD��THRUSTS�HIS�JINGLING�JOHNNY�INTO�HIS�HAND��AND�PUTS�
HIS�GRINNING�MASK�OVER�HIS�FACE��(E�SHAKES�4AVERNER�S�HAND�WITH�THE�
JINGLING�JOHNNY�IN�IT�VIOLENTLY��CAUSING�THIS�TO�RATTLE��3IMULTANEOUSLY��
THE�4WO�-ONKS�COME�FORWARD�FROM�THEIR�FURNACE��WHERE�THE�JUNK
HEAP�HAS�BEEN�CONSUMED	��HOLDING�THE�SOUL�OF�4AVERNER�BETWEEN�
THEM�AS�BEFORE�BUT�NOW�AS�A�COALBLACK�RAVEN�WITH�SHINING�RED�EYES��
WHICH�THEY�HOLD�JUST�BEHIND�AND�ABOVE�THE�HEAD�OF�$EATH��!S�$EATH�
SPEAKS��THE�RAVEN�IS�CONSUMED�IN�REDm�AME=SPEAKS��THE�RAVEN�IS�CONSUMED�IN�REDm�AME=SPEAKS��THE�RAVEN�IS�CONSUMED�IN�REDm�AME

$%!4(�
3ALVATUS��"EATUS�6IR��2ESURRECTUS��/SANNA�

�

).4%26!,��C����MINUTES	

�

!#4�47/��3#%.%��

%XCEPT�FOR�THE�7HITE�!BBOT��THE�ACTORS�THROUGHOUT�THIS�SCENE�ARE�
SOMNAMBULISTIC��WITH�JERKY�MOVEMENTS��AS�IN�AN�EARLY�CINEMA�l�LM��
4HE�WHOLE�IS�CONCEIVED�AS�A�PARODY�OF�!CT�/NE��3CENF�!CT�/NE��3CENF E��
4HE�COURTROOM�AS�BEFORE��BUT�THE�3T��-ICHAEL�CURTAIN�IS�NOW�SLASHED�
ACROSS�WITH�A�SCARLET�ZIGZAG��#OUNCIL�AS�BEFORE��ALSO�WITNESSES��
4AVERNER�IS�DISCOVERED�IN�THE�7HITE�!BBOT�S�FORMER�POSITION�AS�*UDGE��
THE�7HITE�!BBOT�IN�4AVERNER�S�AS�PRISONER�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
-Y�,ORD�!BBOT��YOU�ARE�ACCUSED�OF�IDOLATRY��REFUSAL�OF�SUBMISSION�
TO�(IS�-AJESTY�THE�+ING��PERVERSION�OF�THE�(OLY�3CRIPTURE��AND�
RANK�HERESY��(OW�MAKE�YOU�ANSWER�TO�THESE�CHARGES�

7()4%�!""/4
3IR��IT�IS�TO�THEIR�ETERNAL�SHAME�THAT�SO�MANY�RELIGIOUS�AND�OTHERS�
CHANGE�THEIR�BELIEFS�AS�THEIR�CLOTHES��DEPENDING�ON�THE�WEATHER��)F�
THIS�MONTH�S�LAW�BE�LAST�MONTH�S�HERESY��THEN�CAN�IT�NOT�BE�KEPT��
UNLESS�)�LOSE�MY�SOUL�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
#ALL�THE�-ASTER�OF�#ORPUS�#HRISTI��TO�WITNESS�AGAINST�HIM�
;4AVERNER�S�&ATHER�COMES�FORWARD=4AVERNER�S�&ATHER�COMES�FORWARD=4AVERNER�S�&ATHER�COMES�FORWARD

2)#(!2$�4!6%2.%2
(E�DID�TELL�US�TO�RESIST�THE�+ING�S�-AJESTY�AND�CONTINUE�
NOTWITHSTANDING�TO�THE�DEATH�OUR�ALLEGIANCE�TO�THE�"ISHOP�OF�
2OME��7E�WERE�TO�RESIST�THE�#OMMISSIONERS�NEEDS�BE�WITH�
FORCE�



��!#4�47/��3#%.%��

#/5.#),
4HE�+ING�S�DESIRES�ARE�TO�BE�MET��THEY�ARE�JUSTIl�ED�BY�REASONS�
AND�COUNSEL�OF�MANY�LEARNED�MEN�WHO�FEAR�'OD�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
#ALL�THE�WOMAN�2OSE�0ARROWE�TO�PROCLAIM�HIS�SCANDAL�
;2OSE�COMES�FORWARD;2OSE�COMES�FORWARD; =2OSE�COMES�FORWARD=2OSE�COMES�FORWARD

2/3%
9OU�MISUSE�ME��*OHN�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
)N�GREAT�MATTERS�OF�STATE�IT�COUNTS�LITTLE�WHO�WE�ARE�OR�WHAT�
WE�FEEL��)T�IS�ALSO�TO�YOUR�ADVANTAGE�THAT�JUSTICE�BE�DONE��WHOSE�
INSTRUMENTS�WE�ARE���)N�THE�NAME�OF�'OD�THE�&ATHER��'OD�THE�
3ON��AND�'OD�THE�(OLY�'HOST�	

2/3%�;OVER�HIS�LAST�SENTENCE=
-Y�,ORD�!BBOT�WAS�SEEN�AT�THE�HUNT�AND�GAMES��TO�THE�SCANDAL�
OF�HIS�STATION��SOME�WOULD�HAVE�HIM�GUILTY�OF�PROPRIETAS��OTHERS�
OF�DEALINGS�WITH�A�CERTAIN�RELIGIEUSE����
/��-ARY��)�AM�BETRAYED�

#/5.#),
0ERVERTED�BY�DISPENSATIONS�AND�CORRUPTIONS��THE�MONASTIC�STATE�
HAS�BECOME�OBSOLETE�FROM�AGE�OR�DEPRAVED�LIVING�OWING�TO�THE�
INIQUITY�OF�THE�TIMES�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
(IS�PRIESTCONFESSOR�����;0RIEST�COMES�FORWARD;0RIEST�COMES�FORWARD; =0RIEST�COMES�FORWARD=0RIEST�COMES�FORWARD

02)%34
;COLLECTING�MONEY=;COLLECTING�MONEY=;
(E�IS�A�WHORESON�CORRUPTOR�OF�YOUTH��HE�HAD�BLASPHEMOUS�
THOUGHTS�THE�0OPE�IS�IN�#HRIST��HE�DEMANDED�PAYMENT�FOR�
PARDONS�AND�RELICS��HE�DEFENDED�HIS�IDLE�CORRUPT�MONASTIC�STATE�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
7E�THANK�YOU��FATHER��;0RIEST�STEPS�BACK;0RIEST�STEPS�BACK; =0RIEST�STEPS�BACK=0RIEST�STEPS�BACK

#/5.#),
4HERE�IS�NO�DIVIDED�HOUSE�OF�FAITH�AND�REASON��;4HE�BOY�COMES�
FORWARD=FORWARD=FORWARD

"/9
3IR��HE�BADE�US�PRAY�BEFORE�THE�IMAGES�OF�THE�SAINTS��AND�FOR�OUR�
VENERATION�HE�EXPOSED�3T��!UDREY�S�WIMPLE��HER�COMB��AND�3T��
%DMUND�S�SHIRT�AND�,AWRENCE�COAL�AND�4HOMAS��BOOTS�AND�BITS�OF�
#HRIST�S�#ROSS��;"OY�STEPS�BACK;"OY�STEPS�BACK; ="OY�STEPS�BACK="OY�STEPS�BACK

#/5.#),
)N�DENYING�THAT�WHICH�IS�CONTRARY�TO�THE�SENSES��WE�DO�NOT�DENY�
THAT�WHICH�IS�ABOVE�THE�SENSES�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
-Y�,ORD�!BBOT��IT�IS�ONE�THING�TO�CONDEMN�TO�THE�m�AMES��
ANOTHER�TO�SEE�ALREADY�THE�EXECUTIONER�SPRINKLE�SULPHUR��AND�PUT�
THE�l�RE�TO�YOUR�FACE�

#/5.#),
*UDGE�NOT��THAT�YOU�BE�NOT�JUDGED�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
7E�JUDGE�THAT�YOU��,ORD�!BBOT��HAVE�PROMULGATED�FALSE�DOCTRINE��

0,%!3%�452.�4(%�0!'%3�15)%4,9
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DESPISING�CORRECTION��ENDANGERING�MANY�SOULS��7E�CONDEMN�YOU�
IN�THE�NAME�OF�'OD�TO�BE�BOUND�AND�ATTACHED�TO�A�STAKE��WITH�
YOUR�SERMONS��AND�TO�ASHES�THERE�BE�BURNED�����
;&ANFARE��%NTER��FROM�SIDE��4WO�0RIESTS��WITH�A�LARGE�SILVER�CROSS�EACH��;&ANFARE��%NTER��FROM�SIDE��4WO�0RIESTS��WITH�A�LARGE�SILVER�CROSS�EACH��;
4WO�,AYMEN�WITH�SYMBOLIC�PILLARS��4WO�3OLDIERS�WITH�POLEAXES��AND�
#ARDINAL�IN�SCARLET��HIS�TRAIN�UPHELD�BY�4WO�!COLYTES��BOYS	�AS�BEFORE��
4HE�#ARDINAL�HAS�NO�FACE��#OURT�UPSTANDING��"EHIND�THE�#OUNCIL��
IN�A�REDGLOW��APPEARS�A�HUGE�7HEEL�OF�&ORTUNE��UPON�WHICH�ARE�
COUNTERFEITED�THE�FOLLOWING��A�+ING��CROWNED��AT�THE�TOP��SEATED��TO�THE�
LEFT��THE�SAME�l�GURE�REACHING�UPWARDS��TO�THE�RIGHT��THE�SAME�l�GURE�
DESCENDING�WITH�CROWN�DISLODGING��"ELOW��AT�THE�BOTTOM�OF�THE�7HEEL��
THE�l�GURE�FALLING�OFF��TO�THE�LEFT��THE�l�GURE�ABOUT�TO�ASCEND��TO�THE�
RIGHT��THE�l�GURE�ABOUT�TO�FALL�OFF��4HE�7HEEL�ROTATES��INDEPENDENTLY�
OF�THE�l�GURES	�IN�A�CLOCKWISE�MOTION��AT�l�RST�SLOWLY��BUT�ACCELERATING��
THIS�EFFECTED�BY�$EATH��STILL�IN�*ESTER�S�GARB��BUT�UNMASKED��SITTING�AT�
THE�CENTRE�OF�THE�7HEEL��WITH�ONE�HAND�HE�PUSHES�THE�DIAGONALS��
WITH�THE�OTHER�HOLDS�ALOFT�A�LARGE�SMOKING�CHALICE�FROM�WHICH�
EMERGES�THE�HEAD�OF�THE�BLACK�APE��3IMULTANEOUSLY��THE�FACELESS�
#ARDINAL�MOVES�OVER�TO�THE�3T��-ICHAEL�CURTAIN��WHICH�HE�TEARS�DOWN��
DISCOVERING�THE�"LACK�AND�7HITE�-ONKS�SUSPENDED�BY�THEIR�NECKS�
FROM�THE�HORIZONTAL�OF�THE�#ROSS�OF�!CT�/NE��3CENE����AROUND�THE�
VERTICAL�OF�WHICH�IS�WOUND�A�3ERPENT��WHOSE�MOUTH�HOLDS�THE�HEAD�OF�
THE�7HITE�-ONK��ONE�EYE�OF�THE�"LACK�-ONK�IS�A�REDGASH��THE�OTHER�
IS�BEING�PLUCKED�BY�THE�2AVEN��PERCHED�ON�THE�#ROSS��*OHN�4AVERNER�
MEANWHILE�DIVIDES�MONEY�BETWEEN�THE�#OUNCIL��THE�0RIESTS�OF�THE�
SILVER�CROSSES�PRAY��ALSO�THE�-ONK�AND�.OVICE�BY�THE�3T��-ICHAEL�
CURTAIN=CURTAIN=CURTAIN

$%!4(��*%34%2	
2OTAM�VOLUBILI�ORBE�VERSAMUS��INl�MA�SUMMIS��SUMMA�INl�MIS�
MUTARE�GAUDEMUS��!SCENDE�SI�PLACET��SED�EA�LEGE��NE�UTI�CUM�
LUDICRI�MEI�RATIO�POSCET�DESCENDERE�INJURIAM�PUTES�

#/5.#),
3T��-ICHAEL�WARRED�WITH�THE�3ERPENT�AND�CAST�HIM�DOWN��THE�
DECEIVER�OF�THE�WHOLE�WORLD��"UT�WHO�SHALL�KNOW�3T��-ICHAEL��
WHO�THE�3ERPENT�
;,IGHTS�FADE��ALL�IS�BLACK�EXCEPT�#ARDINAL��WHO�REMAINS�LIT�IN�KNEELING�;,IGHTS�FADE��ALL�IS�BLACK�EXCEPT�#ARDINAL��WHO�REMAINS�LIT�IN�KNEELING�;
POSITION��WHEN�LIGHTS�GO�UP�HE�IS�DISCOVERED�THUS��WITH�NORMAL�
FEATURES	�BEFORE�THE�THRONE�IN�THE�PRESENCE�CHAMBER=FEATURES	�BEFORE�THE�THRONE�IN�THE�PRESENCE�CHAMBER=FEATURES	�BEFORE�THE�THRONE�IN�THE�PRESENCE�CHAMBER

!#4�47/��3#%.%��

;#ONTINUES�FROM�3CENE�)�WITHOUT�A�BREAK=

;4HE�THRONE�ROOM��4HE�+ING�IS�DISCOVERED��ENTHRONED�AS�BEFORE��WITH�
ALL�POMP��4HE�#ARDINAL�IS�KNEELING�BEFORE�HIM��!T�A�SHORT�DISTANCE�
BEHIND�THE�#ARDINAL�IS�A�GREAT�WARDROBE��"EFORE�THE�WARDROBE�STANDS�
THE�*ESTER��HIS�BACK�TO�THE�AUDIENCE��ARMS�FOLDED��LEGS�APART��(E�IS�NOT�
MASKED��!�REGAL�AND�POSITIVE�ORGAN�ARE�PLAYED�ON�STAGE��ALSO�A�SMALL�
BAND�OF�MUSICIANS��!�PANTOMIMEBALLET��$ANCE�OF�$EATH	�PERFORMED�
ASIDE=ASIDE=ASIDE

+).'
(OW�FARES�OUR�GOOD�,ORD�#ARDINAL��7HAT�NEWS�FROM�2OME��
;#ARDINAL�RISES;#ARDINAL�RISES; =#ARDINAL�RISES=#ARDINAL�RISES

#!2$).!,
9OUR�-AJESTY��WE�HAVE�RECEIVED�THESE�0APAL�BULLS��;UNFOLDS�;UNFOLDS�;
AND�READS=AND�READS=AND�READS l�RST��PROHIBITING�YOUR�SECOND�MARRIAGE�ON�PAIN�OF�
EXCOMMUNICATION��AND�SECOND��FORBIDDING�ALL�SUPPORT�OF�YOU�AND�
YOUR�CAUSE�BY�ALL�MEMBERS�OF�THE�#HURCH�
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; *; *; ESTER�OPENS�WARDROBE�SLOWLY��THROUGHOUT�THE�+ING�S�PROCLAMATION�
HE�REPLACES�THE�ROBES�OF�THE�#ARDINAL�WITH�THOSE�OF�AN�!NGLICAN�
!RCHBISHOP=!RCHBISHOP=!RCHBISHOP

+).'
/UR�PEOPLE�DO�HATE�THE�0OPE�MARVELLOUSLY��7E�HAVE�RESOLVED�
TO�MAKE�NO�FURTHER�HOMAGE�OR�PAYMENT�TO�2OME��FOR�WE�NO�
LONGER�WISH�TO�SQUANDER�MONEY�WHICH�IS�THE�BLOOD�OF�THE�3TATE��
4HEREFORE�WE�PROCLAIM�THE�ABSOLUTE�ABOLISHMENT�OF�THE�USURPED�
POWER�OF�2OME��;STANDING=4RUSTY�AND�WELLBELOVED�PEOPLE��WE�
GREET�YOU�WELL��"Y�DUE�CONSULTATION��ADVISEMENT�AND�CONSENT��
WE�HAVE�EXTIRPED��ABOLISHED�AND�EXCLUDED�OUT�OF�THIS�OUR�REALM��
THE�ABUSES�OF�THE�"ISHOP�OF�2OME��AND�DO�UNITE�TO�OUR�#ROWN�
)MPERIAL�THE�TITLE��DIGNITY�AND�STYLE�OF�3UPREME�(EAD�IN�%ARTH�
IMMEDIATELY�UNDER�'OD�OF�THE�#HURCH�OF�%NGLAND��WHICH�TITLE�THE�
"ISHOPS�AND�#LERGY�WILL�RECOGNISE�AND�APPROVE�LAWFULLY��UTTERLY�
RENOUNCING�ALL�OATHS�AND�OBEDIENCE�TO�THE�"ISHOP�OF�2OME��
WHOSE�NAME��IN�ALL�MANNER�OF�PRAYERS��OR�HIS�PRESUMPTUOUS�
AND�PROUD�POMP��UTTERLY�BE�ABOLISHED�AND�RAZED�OUT��AND�HIS�
NAME�NO�MORE�REMEMBERED��BUT�SUPPRESSED�AND�OBSCURED�FOR�
EVER��/UR�GOOD�,ORD�"ISHOP�n�;*ESTER�HANDS�+ING�!RCHBISHOP�S�EVER��/UR�GOOD�,ORD�"ISHOP�n�;*ESTER�HANDS�+ING�!RCHBISHOP�S�EVER��/UR�GOOD�,ORD�"ISHOP�n�;
MITRE=�9E�WHOM�WE�HAVE�ORDAINED�;PLACES�MITRE=�!RCHBISHOP�OF�
#ANTERBURY��PRIMATE�OF�ALL�%NGLAND��JUDGING�AND�DETERMINING�ALL�
CAUSES�SPIRITUAL�WITHIN�OUR�REALM��DULY�RECOGNISING�THAT�IT�BECOMES�
YOU�NOT��IN�SO�WEIGHTY�A�MATTER��TO�ENTERPRISE�YOUR�OFl�CE�n�WILL�
GRANT�US�'OD�S�JUDGMENT�IN�THIS�OUR�DISPUTED�MATRIMONY�

!2#(")3(/0
9OUR�-AJESTY�AND�THE�FORMER�1UEEN�NEVER�LIVED�IN�LAWFUL�
MATRIMONY��9OUR�LEGAL�WIFE�BE�YOUR�FORMER�NOW�PREGNANT�
MISTRESS��HENCEFORTH�THE�1UEEN�OF�%NGLAND�

+).'
/UR�GOOD�,ORD�!RCHBISHOP��WE�SEE�YOU�MAKE�SUCH�REFORMATION�
IN�THESE�MATTERS�AS�NEEDS�BE��TO�THE�EXONERATION�OF�YOUR�
CONSCIENCE�BEFORE�'OD�

!2#(")3(/0
%NGLAND�IS�OUR�STOREHOUSE�OF�DELIGHTS��A�VERY�INEXHAUSTIBLE�WELL��
WHERE�MUCH�CAN�BE�EXTRACTED�FROM�MANY�

+).'
;TAKES�THE�!RCHBISHOP�S�ARM��AND�EXEUNT�SLOWLY��FOLLOWED�BY�+ING�S�;TAKES�THE�!RCHBISHOP�S�ARM��AND�EXEUNT�SLOWLY��FOLLOWED�BY�+ING�S�;
TRAIN��EXCEPT�*ESTER=TRAIN��EXCEPT�*ESTER=TRAIN��EXCEPT�*ESTER
4O�FURTHER�OUR�CAUSE��WE�PURPOSE�TO�ANNEX�THE�MONASTERIES��
WHEREIN�NEITHER�'OD�IS�SERVED�NOR�RELIGION�KEPT����

!2#(")3(/0
)NDEED�OUR�EXPENSES�ARE�GREATER����

+).'
4OUCHING�THE�REDRESS�OF�RELIGION��WE�TRUST�THAT�PROCEDURES����

!2#(")3(/0
n�CARE�OF�(IS�-AJESTY�S�WELFARE��;4HEY�ARE�GONE=4HEY�ARE�GONE=4HEY�ARE�GONE

*%34%2
;3LOWLY�CLOSES�WARDROBE�IN�WHICH�#ARDINAL�S�CLOTHES�NOW�HANG��AND�;3LOWLY�CLOSES�WARDROBE�IN�WHICH�#ARDINAL�S�CLOTHES�NOW�HANG��AND�;
MAKES�SIGN�OF�CROSS�OVER�DOOR=MAKES�SIGN�OF�CROSS�OVER�DOOR=MAKES�SIGN�OF�CROSS�OVER�DOOR
3EEST�THOU�THESE�GREAT�BUILDINGS��4HERE�SHALL�NOT�BE�LEFT�ONE�
STONE�UPON�ANOTHER��WHICH�SHALL�NOT�BE�THROWN�DOWN�

0,%!3%�452.�4(%�0!'%3�15)%4,9
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!#4�47/��3#%.%��

;FOLLOWS�STRAIGHTWAY�AFTER�AN�ORCHESTRAL�TRANSITION=

;4HE�CHAPEL�AS�BEFORE��THE�-ONKS�ARE�IN�THEIR�POSITIONS��THE�7HITE�
!BBOT�KNEELS�BEFORE�THE�ALTAR��HIS�BACK�TO�THE�AUDIENCE=!BBOT�KNEELS�BEFORE�THE�ALTAR��HIS�BACK�TO�THE�AUDIENCE=!BBOT�KNEELS�BEFORE�THE�ALTAR��HIS�BACK�TO�THE�AUDIENCE

7()4%�!""/4
6IDEBAT�ERGO�$OMINUS�IN�CIVITATE�INIQUITATEM�ET�CONTRADICTIONEM��
ET�EXTENDEBAT�MANUS�SUAS�AD�POPULUM�NON�CREDENTEM��ET�
CONTRADICENTEM��ET�TAMEN�ET�IPSOS�EXSPECTANS
DICEBAT��0ATER��IGNOSCE�ILLIS��QUIA�NESCIUNT�QUID�FACIUNT�

4(%�-/.+3
5NUS�EX�DISCIPULIS�MEIS�TRADET�ME�HODIE��6AE�ILLI�PER�QUEM�TRADAR�
EGO��1UI�INTINGIT�MECUM�MANUM�IN�PAROPSIDE��HIE�ME�TRADITURUS�
EST�IN�MANUS�PECCATORUM��-ELIUS�ILLI�ERAT��SI�NATUS�NON�FUISSET��;!T�;!T�;
THE�WORDS�hTRADITURUS�ESTv��*OHN�4AVERNER�ENTERS��AND�STOPS�TO�OBSERVE�
THE�-ONKS��$URING�THE�7HITE�!BBOT�S�PREFACE��BELOW	�HE�HAS�THE�
FOLLOWING�=FOLLOWING�=FOLLOWING�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
#HARITY�IS�m�ED�FROM�OUR�RELIGIOUS�HOUSES��WITH�THEIR�GOLD��THEIR�
FEASTING��THEIR�FALCONS��THEIR�l�NE�CLOTHES��THEIR�IDOLATRY��THEIR��DIVERS�
VICES��4HUS�IS�#HRIST�BETRAYED��BY�THEIR�VERY�EASE��THEIR�WORLDLINESS��
(ERE�IS�MY�SHAME��TO�BE�PARTY�TO�ITS�CORRUPTION��PROVIDING�
THE�FURNITURE��-ELIUS�EST�QUOD�SCANDALUM�ORIETUR��QUAM�VERITAS�
RELINQUATUR�
;"Y�THE�h3ANCTUSv�HE�IS�AT�HIS�HIGH�DESK��ASIDE�WHERE�HE�WRITES��AS�;"Y�THE�h3ANCTUSv�HE�IS�AT�HIS�HIGH�DESK��ASIDE�WHERE�HE�WRITES��AS�;
BEFORE��AND�IS�BARELY�VISIBLE�IN�THE�GLOOM=BEFORE��AND�IS�BARELY�VISIBLE�IN�THE�GLOOM=BEFORE��AND�IS�BARELY�VISIBLE�IN�THE�GLOOM

7()4%�!""/4
6ERE�DIGNUM�ET�JUSTUM�EST��AEQUUM�ET�SALUTARE��NOS�TIBI�SEMPER�
ET�UBIQUE�GRATIAS�AGERE��$OMINE��SANCTE�0ATER��OMNIPOTENS�
AETERNE�$EUS��1UI�SALUTEM�HUMANI�GENERIS�IN�LIGNA�CRUCIS�
CONSTITUISTI��UT�UNCLE�MORS�ORIEBATUR��INDE�VITA�RESURGERET��ET�
QUI�IN�LIGNA�VINCEBAT��IN�LIGNA�QUOQUE�VINCERETUR ��PER�#HRISTUM�
$OMINUM�NOSTRUM��0ER�QUEM�MAJESTATEM�TUAM�LAUDANT�!NGELI��
ADORANT�$OMINATIONES��TREMUNT�0OTESTATES��#AELI��CAELORUMQUE�
6IRTUTES��AC�BEATA�3ERAPHIM��SOCIA�EXSULTATIONE�CON�CELEBRANT��
#UM�QUIBUS�ET�NOSTRAS�VOCES��UT�ADMITTI�JUBEAS��DEPRECAMUR��
SUPPLICI�CONFESSIONE�DICENTES�

4(%�-/.+3
3ANCTUS��3ANCTUS��3ANCTUS��$OMINUS�$EUS�3ABAOTH��0LENI�SUNT�CAELI�
ET�TERRA�GLORIA�TUA��/SANNA�IN�EXCELSIS��;!FTER�LAST�hEXCELSISv��7HITE�;!FTER�LAST�hEXCELSISv��7HITE�;
!BBOT�RAISES�HOST�BEFORE�ALTAR��THE�-ONKS�PROSTRATE��AT�THE�SAME�
TIME�THE�DOORS�ARE�m�UNG�OPEN��AND�THE�+ING�S�3OLDIERS�ENTER��LED�BY�
THEIR�#APTAIN��4HE�7HITE�!BBOT�AND�-ONKS�RETAIN�THEIR�POSITIONS�
THROUGHOUT�THE�PROCLAMATION=THROUGHOUT�THE�PROCLAMATION=THROUGHOUT�THE�PROCLAMATION

#!04!).
(IS�-AJESTY�THE�+ING��SUPREME�HEAD�IMMEDIATELY�UNDER�'OD�OF�
THE�#HURCH�OF�%NGLAND��HEREBY�COMMANDS�THAT�THE�MONASTERIES�
BE�FORTHWITH�DISPOSSESSED��AND�ALL�THEIR�WEALTH�AND�GOODS�
BE�HANDED�OVER�TO�US��HIS�COMMISSIONERS��)F��AFTER�DISSOLUTION��
ATTEMPT�IS�MADE�TO�RETURN�AS�RELIGIOUS��WE�SHALL�CAUSE�OFFENDERS�
TO�BE�HANGED�FROM�PIECES�OF�TIMBER�OUT�OF�THE�STEEPLE��OR�BE�PUT�
TO�EXECUTION�AS�WE�SHALL�THINK�MEET��FOR�THE�EXAMPLE�OF�OTHERS��
;4HE�7HITE�!BBOT�MAKES�AS�IF�TO�CONTINUE�-ASS�NOTWITHSTANDING=4HE�7HITE�!BBOT�MAKES�AS�IF�TO�CONTINUE�-ASS�NOTWITHSTANDING=4HE�7HITE�!BBOT�MAKES�AS�IF�TO�CONTINUE�-ASS�NOTWITHSTANDING
;4HE�3OLDIERS�MOVE�IN�AS�THEY�SING��AND�MANACLE�THE�-ONKS��THE�
#APTAIN�POURS�THE�WINE�FROM�THE�UPHELD�CHALICE�IN�THE�7HITE�!BBOT�S�
HAND��WHO�THEN�LOWERS�HIS�HEAD�AND�REMAINS�MOTIONLESS=HAND��WHO�THEN�LOWERS�HIS�HEAD�AND�REMAINS�MOTIONLESS=HAND��WHO�THEN�LOWERS�HIS�HEAD�AND�REMAINS�MOTIONLESS
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7()4%�!""/4
"ENEDICTUS�

4(%�-/.+3
1UI�VENIT�IN�NOMINE�$OMINI��/SANNA�IN�EXCELSIS��;3ETTING�BY�;3ETTING�BY�;
4AVERNER�n�FADING�INTO�DISTANCE�ON�THE�h/SANNAv��AS�THE�-ONKS�
ARE�LED�OUT��4HE�7HITE�!BBOT�IS�LEFT�ALONE�WITH�*OHN�4AVERNER�IN�THE�
#HAPEL�AT�THE�CLOSE�OF�THE�SCENE��AS�THE�LIGHTS�FADE=#HAPEL�AT�THE�CLOSE�OF�THE�SCENE��AS�THE�LIGHTS�FADE=#HAPEL�AT�THE�CLOSE�OF�THE�SCENE��AS�THE�LIGHTS�FADE

!#4�47/��3#%.%��

;FOLLOWS�STRAIGHTWAY�AFTER�AN�ORCHESTRAL�TRANSITION=

;4HE�MARKETPLACE�IN�"OSTON��WITH�THE�3TUMP�IN�THE�BACKGROUND��
AND�A�SCAFFOLD��GRADUALLY�DISCOVERED��0RESENT��A�VERY�LARGE�CROWD�
OF�TOWNSPEOPLE��!S�LIGHTS�GO�UP��THE�0ROCESSION�ENTERS�SLOWLY��THE�
TOWNSPEOPLE�FALLING�BACK=TOWNSPEOPLE�FALLING�BACK=TOWNSPEOPLE�FALLING�BACK

0ROCESSION�

��� 4HE�#APTAIN�AND�HIS�3OLDIERS��WITH�POLEAXES��ETC���AND�BEARING�
THE�l�GURE�OF�#HRIST�CRUCIl�ED��AND�THE�EFl�GIES�OF�-ARY�AND�
*OHN��FROM�THE�CHAPEL�

��� 4HE�7HITE�!BBOT��BOUND��ESCORTED�BY�4WO�0RIESTS��AND�
GUARDED�BY�4WO�3OLDIERS�WITH�POLEAXES��AND�FOLLOWED�BY�4WO�
%XECUTIONERS�;HOODED;HOODED; =HOODED=HOODED �

��� 4HE�!RCHBISHOP��IN�FULL�OFl�CE��HIS�TRAIN�UPHELD�BY�4WO�!COLYTES�
;BOYS=��AND�FOLLOWED�BY�AT�LEAST�SIXTEEN�CHOIRBOYS�IN�SCARLET�
VESTMENTS�

��� 2ICHARD�4AVERNER�;IN�FULL�OFl�CE;IN�FULL�OFl�CE; =IN�FULL�OFl�CE=IN�FULL�OFl�CE ��2OSE�0ARROWE�;IN�MOURNING;IN�MOURNING; =�IN�MOURNING=�IN�MOURNING
0RIEST#ONFESSOR��AND�THE�,EARNED�#OUNCIL�;FROM�THE�4RIAL�;FROM�THE�4RIAL�;
3CENES=3CENES=3CENES ��

4/7.30%/0,%
;AS�THE�PROCESSION�BEGINS�TO�MOVE�IN=
4HIS�IS�THE�WORK�OF�*OHN�4AVERNER��MUSICIAN��SERVANT�OF�THE�+ING��
#HRIST�MUST�REIGN��TILL�HE�HAS�PUT�ALL�HIS�ENEMIES�UNDER�HIS�FEET��
4HE�LAST�ENEMY�THAT�SHALL�BE�DESTROYED�IS�$EATH�

#(/)2"/93
)�HAVE�FOUND�AN�UPRIGHT�MAN��THAT�FEARS�'OD�AND�ESCHEWS�EVIL�

4/7.30%/0,%��#/5.#),��%4#��
(E�POURED�$EATH�UPON�HIS�CATTLE�AND�SERVANTS��l�RE�AND�TEMPEST�
UPON�HIS�CHILDREN��AND�LOATHSOME�DISEASES�UPON�HIM�

#(/)2"/93
)�HAVE�FOUND�A�MAN�ACCORDING�TO�MY�OWN�HEART�

4/7.30%/0,%��%4#�
(E�HAD�HIS�SONS�RAVISH�HIS�DAUGHTERS��AND�MURDER�ONE�ANOTHER��
AND�REBEL�AGAINST�THE�&ATHER�

#(/)2"/93
4HIS�IS�MY�BELOVED�3ON��IN�WHOM�)�AM�WELL�PLEASED�

4/7.30%/0,%��%4#�
(E�WAS�LED�BY�THE�3PIRIT�AND�TEMPTED�BY�THE�$EVIL�

#(/)2"/93
4HIS�IS�MY�BELOVED�3ON��IN�WHOM�)�AM�WELL�PLEASED�

4/7.30%/0,%��%4#�
(E�WAS�DESERTED��ABANDONED��GIVEN�OVER�TO�HIS�ENEMIES�AND�
EXECUTIONERS�
;*OHN�4AVERNER�IS�DISCOVERED��AT�HIS�HIGH�DESK��ASIDE��WRITING��4HE�;*OHN�4AVERNER�IS�DISCOVERED��AT�HIS�HIGH�DESK��ASIDE��WRITING��4HE�;

0,%!3%�452.�4(%�0!'%3�15)%4,9
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4OWNSPEOPLE��ETC���SING�THROUGHOUT�THE�DECLAMATION�OF�HIS�LETTER��4HE�
0ROCESSION�BY�THIS�TIME�IS�GROUPING�AROUND�THE�SCAFFOLD��WHERE�THE�
3OLDIERS�CEREMONIOUSLY�PLACE�THEIR�EFl�GIES��AND�THE�%XECUTIONERS�
BIND�THE�7HITE�!BBOT�TO�THE�STAKE�AND�MAKE�THE�FAGGOTS�READY��4HE�
!RCHBISHOP�CONVERSES�QUIETLY�WITH�THE�7HITE�!BBOT=!RCHBISHOP�CONVERSES�QUIETLY�WITH�THE�7HITE�!BBOT=!RCHBISHOP�CONVERSES�QUIETLY�WITH�THE�7HITE�!BBOT

4/7.30%/0,%��%4#�
!S�IN�THE�TENDERNESS�OF�OUR�CHILDHOOD�WE�SUFFER�n�AND�YET�ARE�
WHIPPED�IF�WE�CRY�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
;WRITING;WRITING; =WRITING=WRITING 4O�THE�RIGHT�HONOURABLE�MY�SINGULAR�GOOD�,ORD�0RIVY�
3EAL�BE�THIS�DELIVERED��)N�MY�MOST�HUMBLE�MANNER�)�HAVE�ME�
RECOMMENDED�TO�YOUR�GOOD�,ORDSHIP��)T�MAY�PLEASE�YOUR�
(ONOUR�TO�BE�ADVERTISED�THAT�THE�FRIARS�AND�THEIR�BRETHREN�
PITEOUSLY�LAMENT�THEIR�GREAT�POVERTY��KNOWING�NO�WAY�HOW�TO�
PROVIDE�LIVING�FOR�THEM�

4/7.30%/0,%��%4#�
SO�WE�ARE�COMPLAINED�OF��IF�WE�COMPLAIN��AND�MADE�DELINQUENTS��
IF�WE�CALL�THE�TIMES�ILL�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
!ND�ACCORDING�TO�YOUR�,ORDSHIP�S�COMMAND�THE�2OOD�WAS�
BURNED�THE�SEVENTH�DAY�OF�THIS�MONTH��AND�THE�FRIAR��WHO�DID�
EXPRESS�THE�CAUSE�OF�HIS�BURNING��AND�THE�IDOLATRY�COMMITTED�
BY�HIM��WHICH�HAS�DONE�MUCH�GOOD��TURNING�MANY�MEN�S�HEARTS�
FROM�IT�

4/7.30%/0,%��%4#���ALSO�#(/)2"/93
#HRIST�S�PAINFUL�LIFE�TOOK�OFF�NONE�OF�THE�PAINS�OF�HIS�DEATH�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
7RITTEN�AT�"OSTON�THIS�ELEVENTH�DAY�OF�3EPTEMBER��IN�THE�YEAR�OF�
OUR�,ORD�l�FTEEN�HUNDRED�AND�THIRTYEIGHT��BY�THE�HANDS�OF�YOUR�
,ORDSHIP�S�POOR�SERVANT��*OHN�4AVERNER�

4/7.30%/0,%��%4#���ALSO�#(/)2"/93
(E�FELT�NOT�THE�LESS�FOR�HAVING�FELT�SO�MUCH�BEFORE��;$URING�THIS�;$URING�THIS�;
FULL�CHORUS��l�NAL�SENTENCE��*OHN�4AVERNER�DESCENDS�AND�WALKS�SLOWLY�
TO�THE�SCAFFOLD��WHERE�HE�CONFRONTS�THE�7HITE�!BBOT=TO�THE�SCAFFOLD��WHERE�HE�CONFRONTS�THE�7HITE�!BBOT=TO�THE�SCAFFOLD��WHERE�HE�CONFRONTS�THE�7HITE�!BBOT

*/(.�4!6%2.%2
-Y�,ORD�!BBOT��PREPARE�YOURSELF�FOR�THE�l�RE�AND�SAY�YOUR�LAST��
;*OHN�4AVERNER�SIGNS�TO�%XECUTIONERS��WHO�LIGHT�TORCHES��AND�HOLD�;*OHN�4AVERNER�SIGNS�TO�%XECUTIONERS��WHO�LIGHT�TORCHES��AND�HOLD�;
THEM�READY�BY�THE�STAKE��(IS�HAND�REMAINS�UPHELD��READY�TO�SIGN�TO�
%XECUTIONERS=%XECUTIONERS=%XECUTIONERS

7()4%�!""/4
)�AM�FELL�INTO�THE�HANDS�OF�THOSE�WHO��PREACHING�FREE�THOUGHT��DO�
BURN�ME�FOR�OPPOSING�IT��)�KNOW�OUR�#HURCH�WOULD�NOT�ALLOW�
SUCH�SOULS�TO�PERJURE�THEMSELVES��BUT�PRUNE�AND�PURGE�UNTIL�
RELIGION�BE�AT�PEACE��AND�ONE��)�KNOW��TOO��THAT�OUR�INHERITORS�MAY�
PRECLUDE�HERETICAL�THOUGHT��EVEN�BEFORE�ITS�INCEPTION��WITH�ACCESS�
TO�YOUR�INMOST�SOULS��WITH�TOOLS�MORE�SUBTLE�THAN�SURGEONS��
KNIVES��.OW�SO�MANY�ARE�SLAIN��THAT�WHEAT�IS�BURNED�WITH�THE�
TARES��"UT�UNTIL�MEN�CAN�DIVINE�A�CHOICE�IN�THEIR�INMOST�SOUL��
WHERE�'OD�SHOULD�RULE��AND�THE�$EVIL�CREEPS��IT�WILL�BE�CHOSEN�
FOR�THEM��BY�HIM�THAT�CAN��-EN�ARE�YET�LESS�THAN�MEN��LESS�THAN�
'OD�S�IMAGE��WHICH�LIES�WITHIN��WAITING��FOR�THE�WORD�THAT�WAS�
SPOKEN��AND�IS�DROWNED�BY�THE�DIN�THAT�THEY�MAKE��"UT�IT�CANNOT�
WAIT�LONG��4HE�SURGEON�S�KNIFE�MAY�BE�THERE�ALREADY��;'ESTURE�OF�;'ESTURE�OF�;
IMPATIENCE�BY�4AVERNER=IMPATIENCE�BY�4AVERNER=IMPATIENCE�BY�4AVERNER �!ND�MEANWHILE��IN�CRUCIFYING�THIEVES��YOU�
MAY�CRUCIFY�#HRIST��TO�WHOM�)�COMMEND�MY�SOUL�
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*/(.�4!6%2.%2
-AY�IT�PLEASE�'OD�IN�HIS�MERCY�TO�RECLAIM�YOU��AND�CALL�YOU�TO�HIS�
(OUSE��
;.ODS�TO�%XECUTIONERS��DROPPING�HIS�ARM�TOWARDS�FAGGOTS��4HE�;.ODS�TO�%XECUTIONERS��DROPPING�HIS�ARM�TOWARDS�FAGGOTS��4HE�;
!RCHBISHOP�WITHDRAWS��THE�%XECUTIONERS�LIGHT�THE�FAGGOTS=!RCHBISHOP�WITHDRAWS��THE�%XECUTIONERS�LIGHT�THE�FAGGOTS=!RCHBISHOP�WITHDRAWS��THE�%XECUTIONERS�LIGHT�THE�FAGGOTS

&5,,�#(/253��INCLUDING�#(/)2"/93	
/�'OD��MAKE�HASTE�TO�SAVE�US��/�'OD��WE�CRY�FROM�THE�MIRE��WE�
CANNOT�STAND�
/�'OD��OUR�SOUL�IS�DROWNED��/�'OD��HAVE�MERCY�UPON�US�
/�HELP�US�IN�OUR�DARKNESS��/�'OD�
;!T�LAST�h/�'ODv��ALL�4OWNSPEOPLE�m�ING�UP�THEIR�ARMS�IN�SUPPLICATION��;!T�LAST�h/�'ODv��ALL�4OWNSPEOPLE�m�ING�UP�THEIR�ARMS�IN�SUPPLICATION��;
THEN�ALL�FALL�TO�KNEES��HEADS�BOWED��*OHN�4AVERNER�IS�KNEELING��IN�
PRAYER��BY�THE�SCAFFOLD��FACING�THE�AUDIENCE��2OSE�0ARROWE�COMES�
FORWARD��AND�STANDS�JUST�BEHIND�*OHN�4AVERNER��3HE�DOES�NOT�TOUCH�
HIM��,IGHTS�GRADUALLY�DIM��THE�ONLY�POSITIVE�LIGHT�AT�THE�END�FALLING�
FROM�THE�GLOW�OF�THE�l�RE�ON�*OHN�4AVERNER�AND�2OSE=FROM�THE�GLOW�OF�THE�l�RE�ON�*OHN�4AVERNER�AND�2OSE=FROM�THE�GLOW�OF�THE�l�RE�ON�*OHN�4AVERNER�AND�2OSE

2/3%
4HE�,ORD�HAS�LED�THEE��AND�CAUSED�THEE�TO�WALK�INTO�DARKNESS��
(E�HAS�l�LLED�THEE�WITH�BITTERNESS��HE�HAS�MADE�THEE�A�STRANGER��
DRUNK�WITH�WORMWOOD�

*/(.�4!6%2.%2�
/�'OD��)�CALL�UPON�THY�NAME��OUT�OF�THE�LOWEST�DUNGEON��&ORSAKE�
NOT�THY�FAITHFUL�SERVANT��;(E�FALLS�PROSTRATE�BEFORE�THE�PYRE��ARMS�;(E�FALLS�PROSTRATE�BEFORE�THE�PYRE��ARMS�;
OUTSTRETCHED��2OSE�0ARROWE�FALLS�TO�HER�KNEES�AND�PRAYS��4HE�SHADOW�
OF�THE�#ROSS�IN�THE�l�RE�FALLS�ACROSS�*OHN�4AVERNER�S�BACK=�OF�THE�#ROSS�IN�THE�l�RE�FALLS�ACROSS�*OHN�4AVERNER�S�BACK=�OF�THE�#ROSS�IN�THE�l�RE�FALLS�ACROSS�*OHN�4AVERNER�S�BACK
;6ERY�SLOW�CURTAIN=6ERY�SLOW�CURTAIN=6ERY�SLOW�CURTAIN

&INIS
0RINCETON��.�*�
��XI���

4HE�LIBRETTO�IN�TONIGHT�S�PRINTED�PROGRAMME�IS�REPRODUCED�BY�KIND�
PERMISSION�OF�"OOSEY���(AWKES��-USIC�0UBLISHERS�,TD���,ONDON
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3)2�0%4%2�-!87%,,�$!6)%3��#"%�

5NIVERSALLY� ACKNOWLEDGED� AS� ONE� OF� THE� FOREMOST� COMPOSERS�
OF� OUR� TIME�� 3IR� 0ETER� -AXWELL� $AVIES� �BORN� IN� 3ALFORD� ON� ��
3EPTEMBER�����	�HAS�MADE�A�SIGNIl�CANT�CONTRIBUTION�TO�MUSICAL�
HISTORY�THROUGH�HIS�WIDERANGING�AND�PROLIl�C�OUTPUT��(E�LIVES�IN�THE�
/RKNEY�)SLANDS��WHERE�HE�WRITES�MOST�OF�HIS�MUSIC��)N�A�WORK�LIST�
THAT�SPANS�MORE�THAN�l�VE�DECADES��HE�HAS�WRITTEN�ACROSS�A�BROAD�
RANGE�OF� STYLES�� YET�HIS�MUSIC� ALWAYS� COMMUNICATES�DIRECTLY� AND�
POWERFULLY��WHETHER�IN�HIS�PROFOUNDLY�ARGUED�SYMPHONIC�WORKS��HIS�
MUSICTHEATRE�WORKS�OR�WITTY�LIGHT�ORCHESTRAL�WORKS��

-AXWELL� $AVIES�S� MAJOR� DRAMATIC� WORKS� INCLUDE� THE� OPERAS�
4AVERNER��2ESURRECTION��4HE� ,IGHTHOUSE� AND�4HE�$OCTOR� OF�-YDDFAI��
FULLLENGTH�BALLETS�3ALOME�AND�#AROLINE�-ATHILDE��AND�MUSICTHEATRE�
WORKS�%IGHT�3ONGS�FOR�A�-AD�+ING�AND�%IGHT�3ONGS�FOR�A�-AD�+ING�AND�%IGHT�3ONGS�FOR�A�-AD�+ING -ISS�$ONNITHORNE�S�-AGGOT��
(IS�HUGE�OUTPUT�OF�ORCHESTRAL�WORK�COMPRISES�EIGHT�SYMPHONIES�
n� HAILED�BY�4HE�4IMES� AS�hTHE�MOST� IMPORTANT� SYMPHONIC� CYCLE�
SINCE� 3HOSTAKOVICHv� n� AS�WELL� AS� NUMEROUS� CONCERTOS� AND� LIGHT�
ORCHESTRAL�WORKS� INCLUDING�!N�/RKNEY�7EDDING�� WITH� 3UNRISE!N�/RKNEY�7EDDING�� WITH� 3UNRISE!N�/RKNEY�7EDDING AND�
-AVIS�IN�,AS�6EGAS��AND�l�VE�LARGESCALE�WORKS�FOR�CHORUS�INCLUDING�
THE�ORATORIO�*OB��(IS�MOST�RECENT�SERIES�IS�THE�LANDMARK�CYCLE�OF�
TEN�STRING�QUARTETS��THE�.AXOS�1UARTETS��DESCRIBED�IN�THE�&INANCIAL�
4IMES�AS�hONE�OF�THE�MOST�IMPRESSIVE�MUSICAL�STATEMENTS�OF�OUR�
TIMEv�

!LSO� INTERNATIONALLY� ACTIVE� AS� A� CONDUCTOR�� -AXWELL� $AVIES�
HAS� HELD� THE� POSITION� OF� #OMPOSER�#ONDUCTOR� WITH� BOTH� THE�
2OYAL� 0HILHARMONIC� AND� ""#� 0HILHARMONIC� /RCHESTRAS�� (E� HAS�
GUESTCONDUCTED� ORCHESTRAS� INCLUDING� THE� #LEVELAND� /RCHESTRA��
"OSTON� 3YMPHONY� /RCHESTRA�� 3AN� &RANCISCO� 3YMPHONY�� ,EIPZIG�
'EWANDHAUS� /RCHESTRA�� 2USSIAN� .ATIONAL� /RCHESTRA�� /SLO�

0HILHARMONIC�AND�0HILHARMONIA�/RCHESTRA��(E�RETAINS�CLOSE�LINKS�
WITH� THE�3T��-AGNUS�&ESTIVAL��/RKNEY�S�ANNUAL�ARTS� FESTIVAL�WHICH�
HE� FOUNDED� IN�������AND� IS�#OMPOSER�,AUREATE�OF� THE�3COTTISH�
#HAMBER�/RCHESTRA��-AXWELL�$AVIES�WAS�KNIGHTED� IN������AND�
APPOINTED�-ASTER�OF�THE�1UEEN�S�
-USIC� IN� ������ IN�WHICH� ROLE�
HE�SEEKS�TO�RAISE�THE�PROl�LE�
OF� MUSIC� IN� 'REAT� "RITAIN��
AS� WELL� AS� WRITING� MANY�
WORKS� FOR� (ER� -AJESTY�
THE� 1UEEN� AND� FOR� ROYAL�
OCCASIONS�
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!S�PART�OF�HIS���TH�BIRTHDAY�CELEBRATIONS�THIS�YEAR��-AXWELL�$AVIES�
WROTE�A�VIOLIN�CONCERTO� FOR� THE�,EIPZIG�'EWANDHAUS�/RCHESTRA�
AND�$ANIEL�(OPE��(E�CONDUCTED�THE�WORLD�PREMIERE� IN�,EIPZIG��
FOLLOWED�BY� ITS�5+�PREMIERE�AT� THE�""#�0ROMS�WITH� THE�2OYAL�
0HILHARMONIC� /RCHESTRA� �ON� �� 3EPTEMBER	�� PART� OF� A� DAYLONG�
CELEBRATION�OF�HIS�MUSIC�AT�THE�2OYAL�!LBERT�(ALL��(IS�MUSIC�WAS�
ALSO� THE� FOCUS�OF� A�WEEKEND�AT� THE�3OUTHBANK�#ENTRE�,ONDON��
WITH�THE�l�RST�PRESENTATION�OF�THE�COMPLETE�.AXOS�1UARTET�CYCLE�
BY�THE�0ARK�,ANE�'ROUP��4HIS�WAS�FOLLOWED�BY�A�FORTNIGHT�OF�EVENTS�
DEVOTED� TO� HIS� MUSIC� IN� 'LASGOW� �WHICH� CLOSES� WITH� TONIGHT�S�
CONCERT	�� )N�ADDITION�TO�PERFORMANCES�BY�THE�3COTTISH�#HAMBER�
/RCHESTRA��(EBRIDES�%NSEMBLE��3COTTISH�%NSEMBLE�� AND�STUDENTS�
FROM�THE�2OYAL�3COTTISH�!CADEMY�OF�-USIC�AND�$RAMA��THE�""#�
3COTTISH�3YMPHONY�/RCHESTRA�GAVE�THE�WORLD�PREMIERE�OF�HIS�NEW�
WORK�n�/VERTURE��3T��&RANCIS�OF�!SSISI�n�UNDER� )LAN�6OLKOV��HERE�AT�
#ITY�(ALLS�ON����/CTOBER	�

/THER�RECENT�AND�FORTHCOMING�COMMISSIONS�INCLUDE�AN�ORCHESTRAL�
WORK�ON�THE�THEME�OF�CLIMATE�CHANGE�FOR�THE�#AMERATA�3ALZBURG��A�
PIANO�CONCERTO�FOR�THE�/RPHEUS�#HAMBER�/RCHESTRA�AND�!NGELA�
(EWITT��AND�AN�OPERA�FOR�THE�2OYAL�!CADEMY�OF�-USIC�AND�*UILLIARD�
3CHOOL� OF� -USIC��!S� A� CONDUCTOR�� -AXWELL� $AVIES� HAS� WORKED�
RECENTLY�WITH�THE�,EIPZIG�'EWANDHAUS�AND�(AMBURG�0HILHARMONIC��
AND� THIS� SEASON� HIS� CONDUCTING� ENGAGEMENTS� INCLUDE� THE� 2OYAL�
0HILHARMONIC� /RCHESTRA�� #AMERATA� 3ALZBURG�� 2OYAL� &LEMISH�
0HILHARMONIC�AND�.ETHERLANDS�2ADIO�#HAMBER�0HILHARMONIC�

PETER MAXWELL DAVIES

TAVERNER

NMC RECORDINGS
www.nmcrec.co.uk 
FREE CD or mp3 sampler with any 

purchase from the NMC website store

TAVERNER - AN OPERA IN 2 ACTS 
Martyn Hill · David Wilson-Johnson · Stephen Richardson
Fiona Kimm · Michael Chance · Fretwork · London Voices

His Majestys Sagbutts & Cornetts · BBC Symphony Orchestra / Oliver Knussen
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$!.)%,�./2-!.��*OHN�4AVERNER	
TENOR

$ANIEL�.ORMAN�STUDIED�AT�/XFORD�AND�IN�THE�53!�AND�#ANADA�
AND� AT� THE�2OYAL�!CADEMY�OF�-USIC� IN� ,ONDON��-AJOR�OPERATIC�
CREDITS�INCLUDE�0ETER�1UINT�4HE�4URN�OF�THE�3CREW��'LYNDEBOURNE	��4HE�4URN�OF�THE�3CREW��'LYNDEBOURNE	��4HE�4URN�OF�THE�3CREW
4ANZMEISTER� !RIADNE� AUF� .AXOS� �,ONDON� 3YMPHONY� /RCHESTRA�
2ATTLE	�� -AO� .IXON� IN� #HINA� �/PERA� "OSTON� AND� 6ERONA	��
3CARAMUCCIO�!RIADNE�AUF�.AXOS� �0ARIS�/PERA	�� THE�%LECTRICIAN� IN�
4HOMAS�!DÒS�S�0OWDER�(ER�&ACE��6IENNA�AND�"OSTON�PREMIERES	��
(ERMES� IN� 4IPPETT�S� +ING� 0RIAM� �.ATIONALE� 2EIS� /PERA	� AND�
6ALETTO�,�)NCORONAZIONE�DI�0OPPEA��"AYERISCHE�3TAATSOPER	��#ONCERT�
PERFORMANCES�INCLUDE�THE�%VANGELIST�IN�THE�3T��*OHN�0ASSION��AT�THE�
2OYAL�&ESTIVAL�(ALL	��"RITTEN�,ES�I)LLUMINATIONS�AND�-OZART�2EQUIEM�
�""#�0HILHARMONIC�.OSEDA	��3T��-ATTHEW�0ASSION��#ONCERTGEBOUW�
!MSTERDAM	�� "EETHOVEN� .INTH� 3YMPHONY� �2OYAL� 0HILHARMONIC�
/RCHESTRA	��AND�3AM�+APLAN�IN�7EILL�S�3TREET�3CENE��""#�0ROMS	��
2ECENT�AND�FUTURE�ENGAGEMENTS�INCLUDE�HIS�#OVENT�'ARDEN�DEBUT�
AS� "ORSA� 2IGOLETTO�� -ARTINU��S -IRANDOLINA� �'ARSINGTON� &ESTIVAL	��
7HITE� -INISTER� ,E� 'RAND� -ACABRE� �%./	�� -ESSIAH� �-INNESOTA�
/RCHESTRA	�AND�"ASILIO�&IGARO��'ARSINGTON	�

2)#(!2$�!.'!3��2ICHARD�4AVERNER	
BASS

2ICHARD� !NGAS� STUDIED� IN� ,ONDON� AND�6IENNA�� (E� WORKED� FOR�
MANY�YEARS�IN�'ERMANY�AND�AT�%NGLISH�.ATIONAL�/PERA�WHERE�HE�
WAS�A�COMPANY�PRINCIPAL�FOR�l�FTEEN�YEARS��2ECENT�CREDITS�INCLUDE��
3WALLOW�0ETER�'RIMES� �:URICH	��!BBOT�#URLEW�2IVER� �4RENTO� AND�
0ISA	�� 3ACRESTANO� 4OSCA�� 'REAT� 2EFEREE� 0LAYING� !WAY� �"REGENZ	��0LAYING� !WAY� �"REGENZ	��0LAYING� !WAY
,A� #UISINIÒRE� ,�AMOUR� DES� TROIS� ORANGES� *AKOVLEVICH� 4HE� .OSE
�!MSTERDAM	��$EATH�OF�7AGNER��!MSTERDAM��,UXEMBOURG��0ARIS	��
!GA�4HE�'REEK�0ASSION��2/(��"REGENZ��"RNO	��3WALLOW�0ETER�'RIMES��
7ALDNER�!RABELLA��7ATER�3PRITE�2USALKA��"ASILIO�4HE�"ARBER OF�3EVILLE��
$REBYEDNYETSOV�0ARADISE�-OSCOW�AND�ROLES�IN�*ULIETTA�AND�,�ENFANT�
ET� LES�SORTILÒGES� �/PERA�.ORTH	��!NGELOTTI�4OSCA��"ONZE�-ADAMA�
"UTTERm�Y��+ING�!IDA� �2!(�'UBBAY	�� TITLE� ROLE�-IKADO� �2EISOPERA��
,A�&ENICE	��TITLE�ROLES�4HE�-IKADO��$ON�0ASQUALE��(IGH�0RIEST�OF�"AAL�
.ABUCCO��!LCINDORO��%./	��+OMMANDANT�&ROM�THE�(OUSE�OF�THE�
$EAD��3TRASBOURG�AND�0ALERMO	��*ULIETTA��0RAGUE��2AVENNA	��0ARSON�
4HE�#UNNING�,ITTLE�6IXEN��"ARCELONA	��#OUNT�,UISA�-ILLER�AND�$IKOJ�,UISA�-ILLER�AND�$IKOJ�,UISA�-ILLER
+ATYA�+ABANOVA��(OLLAND�0ARK	��0RIVATE�7ILLIS�)OLANTHE�AND�0OOH
"AH�4HE�-IKADO��'RANGE�0ARK	�
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-!249.�(),,��#ARDINAL�!RCHBISHOP	
TENOR

-ARTYN�(ILL�STUDIED�AT�+ING�S�#OLLEGE��#AMBRIDGE�AND�AT�THE�2OYAL�
#OLLEGE�OF�-USIC��(E�HAS�A�DISTINGUISHED� INTERNATIONAL� CAREER� IN�
OPERA��CONCERT�AND�RECITAL��/PERATIC�APPEARANCES�INCLUDE�0ONG�IN�
4URANDOT��'ORO�IN�-ADAM�"UTTERm�Y��AT�THE�2OYAL�/PERA�(OUSE	��-ADAM�"UTTERm�Y��AT�THE�2OYAL�/PERA�(OUSE	��-ADAM�"UTTERm�Y
0ETER�'RIMES��4EL�!VIV	��)DOMENEO��'LYNDEBOURNE	��1UINT��3COTTISH�1UINT��3COTTISH�1UINT
/PERA	��!LESSANDRO�IN�)L�2E�0ASTORE��/PERA�.ORTH	��AND�3IR�0HILIP�
IN�/WEN�7INGRAVE��FOR�#HANNEL��	��)N������HE�SANG�IN�THE�WORLD�
PREMIERE� OF� 'EORG� &RIEDRICH� (AAS�S� -ELANCHOLIA� AT� THE� 0ARIS�
/PERA��SUBSEQUENTLY�PERFORMING�THE�ROLE�IN�3TAVANGER��/SLO��'RAZ�
AND�"ERGEN��2ECENT�ENGAGEMENTS�INCLUDE�/EDIPUS�2EX�IN�"UDAPEST�
AND�3POLETTA��4OSCA�AT�THE�2OYAL�/PERA�(OUSE��-OZART�S�2EQUIEM
IN�-OSCOW��(OWARD�"LAKE�S�4HE�0ASSION�OF�-ARY�WITH� THE�2OYAL�4HE�0ASSION�OF�-ARY�WITH� THE�2OYAL�4HE�0ASSION�OF�-ARY
0HILHARMONIC�/RCHESTRA� IN� ,ONDON�� AND� THE�WORLD� PREMIERE�OF�
-AURICIO�+AGEL�S�LAST�WORK��)N�DER�-ATRATZENGRUFT�IN�-UNICH��-ARTYN�
(ILL�SANG�THE�TITLE�ROLE�IN�THE������""#�STUDIO�RECORDING�OF�4AVERNER��
PERFORMED�BY�THE�""#�3YMPHONY�/RCHESTRA�/LIVER�+NUSSEN��(E�
LAST�WORKED�WITH�THE�""#�33/�IN������FOR�A�PERFORMANCE�OF�THE�
4E�$EUM�BY�"ERLIOZ��

34%0(%.�2)#(!2$3/.��+ING�!RCHANGEL�-ICHAEL�#APTAIN	
BASS

!� SPECIALIST� IN� CONTEMPORARY� REPERTOIREt� "RITISH� BASS� 3TEPHEN�
2ICHARDSON� HAS� GIVEN� THE� PREMIERE� PERFORMANCES� OF� A� NUMBER�
OF� IMPORTANT�WORKS� INCLUDING�4HOMAS�!DÒS��4HE�4EMPEST� �2OYAL�4HE�4EMPEST� �2OYAL�4HE�4EMPEST
/PERA�(OUSEt�#OVENT�'ARDEN	t�4AN�$UN�S�/RCHESTRAL�4HEATRE� ))t�
2E��WITH�THE�""#�33/�4AN�$UN�*ERZY�-AKSYMIUK�AT�(ENRY�7OOD�
(ALL��'LASGOW�IN�.OVEMBER������AND�SUBSEQUENTLY�AT�THE������
""#�0ROMS	t�AND�4EA��3UNTORY�(ALLt�4OKYO	t�"ARRY�S�4HE�4RIUMPH�OF�
"EAUTY�AND�$ECEIT�AND�"EAUTY�AND�$ECEIT�AND�"EAUTY�AND�$ECEIT 4HE�)NTELLIGENCE�0ARKt�4AVENER�S�%IS�4HANATONt�
2ESURRECTIONt�4HE�!POCALYPSE�AND�&ALL�AND�2ESURRECTION�WITH�#ITY�OF�
,ONDON�3INFONIA�AT�3T��0AUL�S�#ATHEDRAL��AND�THE�"RITISH�PREMIERE�
OF�2UDERS��4HE�(ANDMAID�S�4ALE��%NGLISH�.ATIONAL�/PERA	��(E�HAS�
ASSUMED�MANY�OF�THE�LEADING�BASS�ROLES�IN�THE�OPERATIC�REPERTOIRE�
AND�RECENT�APPEARANCES�INCLUDE�HIS�DEBUT�AT�/PERA�!USTRALIA�AS�
&ALSTAFF� AND� 3ARASTRO� $IE� :AUBERm�ÚTEt� +ASPAR� &REISCHàTZ� �/PERA�TZ� �/PERA�TZ
DE�2ENNES	t�$ON�1UICHOTTE� IN�&ENELON�S�,E�#HEVALIER� )MAGINAIRE
�%NSEMBLE�)NTERCONTEMPORAIN	t�-ONTERONE�2IGOLETTO�AND�(OBSON�
0ETER�'RIMES��/PERA�.ORTH	t�"ARTOLO�,E�NOZZE�DI�&IGARO��'RANGE�
0ARK� /PERA	� ANDt� IN� CONCERTt� !DÒS�� 0OWDER� HER� &ACE� WITH� THE�
,ONDON�3YMPHONY�/RCHESTRA�AT�THE�"ARBICAN�#ENTREt�CONDUCTED�
BY�THE�COMPOSER�
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$!6)$�7),3/.*/(.3/.��*ESTER�$EATH	�
BASS

$AVID�7ILSON*OHNSON�STUDIED�-ODERN�,ANGUAGES�AT�3T��#ATHERINE�S�
#OLLEGE��#AMBRIDGE��AND�SINGING�AT�THE�2OYAL�!CADEMY�OF�-USIC��
/VER�A�CAREER�SPANNING�SOME����YEARS�HE�HAS�BEEN�A�GUEST�OF�
THE�MAJOR�OPERA�HOUSES��ORCHESTRAS�AND�FESTIVALS�WORLDWIDE��(E�
HAS�PERFORMED�ON�OVER�����RECORDINGS�INCLUDING�WORKS�OF�"ACH��
"EETHOVEN��3TRAVINSKY��3CHOENBERG��2AVEL��&RANK�-ARTIN�S�*EDERMANN
-ONOLOGUES��3CHUBERT�S�7INTERREISE�AND�SONGS�BY�&INZI�AND�1UILTER��
AND�SUNG�UNDER�MANY�DISTINGUISHED�CONDUCTORS�INCLUDING�"OULEZ��
"RàGGEN��'IULINI��(ARNONCOURT��(AENCHEN��(ARNONCOURT��+NUSSEN��
DE�,EEUW��,EONHARDT��-ACKERRAS��-EHTA��-ONTGOMERY��0REVIN�AND�
2ATTLE��)N�RECENT�YEARS�HE�HAS�SUNG�TITLE�ROLES�IN�4IPPETT�S�+ING�0RIAM
�.ATIONALE�2EISOPERA��""#�0ROMS	��!LBENIZ�S�-ERLIN��4EATRO�2EAL	��
3HOSTAKOVICH�S� 4HE� .OSE� UNDER� 2OZHDESTVENSKY� �.ETHERLANDS�
/PERA	��-ESSIAEN�S�3AINT�&RAN OIS�D�!SSISE �%DINBURGH�)NTERNATIONAL�
&ESTIVAL	�AND�"RITTEN�S�/WEN�7INGRAVE��WITH�THE�4APIOLA�3INFONIETTA	��
(E� IS� 0ROFESSOR� OF� 3INGING� AT� THE� #ONSERVATORY� OF�!MSTERDAM�
AND�A�&ELLOW�OF�THE�2OYAL�!CADEMY�OF�-USIC��AND�LIVES�BETWEEN�
HOUSES�IN�!MSTERDAM��,ONDON�AND�&RANCE��

2/$%2)#+�7),,)!-3��7HITE�!BBOT	
BASS

2ODERICK�7ILLIAMS�ENCOMPASSES�A�WIDE�REPERTOIRE��FROM�BAROQUE�TO�
CONTEMPORARY�MUSIC��IN�THE�OPERA�HOUSE��ON�THE�CONCERT�PLATFORM�
AND�IN�RECITAL��(E�HAS�ENJOYED�CLOSE�RELATIONSHIPS�WITH�/PERA�.ORTH�
AND�3COTTISH�/PERA��AND�IS�PARTICULARLY�ASSOCIATED�WITH�THE�BARITONE�
ROLES�OF�-OZART��)N������HE�GAVE�HIGHLY�ACCLAIMED�PERFORMANCES�OF�
0APAGENO�4HE�-AGIC�&LUTE FOR�%NGLISH�.ATIONAL�/PERA�AND�IN������
SANG� IN� ,A� BOHÒME� AT�#OVENT�'ARDEN��(E� HAS� ALSO� SUNG�WORLD�
PREMIERES�OF�OPERAS�BY��AMONG�OTHERS��$AVID�3AWER��3ALLY�"EAMISH�
AND�!LEXANDER�+NAIFEL��(E�HAS�WORKED�WITH�ORCHESTRAS�THROUGHOUT�
%UROPE�� INCLUDING� ALL� THE� ""#� /RCHESTRAS�� AND� HIS� MANY� FESTIVAL�
APPEARANCES�INCLUDE�THE�""#�0ROMS��%DINBURGH��#HELTENHAM�AND�
!LDEBURGH�� &UTURE� AND� RECENT� ENGAGEMENTS� INCLUDE� A� RETURN� TO�
%./�FOR�A�REVIVAL�OF�4HE�-AGIC�&LUTE�AS�WELL�AS�3AARIAHO�S�,�AMOUR�
DE�LOIN��6AN�DER�!A�S�!FTER�,IFE�FOR�.ETHERLANDS�/PERA�� )L�BARBIERE�
DI�3IVIGLIA�FOR�3COTTISH�/PERA�AS�WELL�AS�CONCERTS�WITH�THE�"RITTEN�
3INFONIA��3COTTISH�#HAMBER�/RCHESTRA��""#�.ATIONAL�/RCHESTRA�OF�
7ALES�AND�,ONDON�3INFONIETTA�
� �
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!.$2%7�7!443��0RIEST�'OD	� ��
COUNTERTENOR

!NDREW� 7ATTS� WAS� BORN� IN� -IDDLESEX� AND� STUDIED� AT� THE�
2OYAL� !CADEMY� OF� -USIC� WITH� 'EOFFREY� -ITCHELL�� (IS� OPERATIC�
ENGAGEMENTS� INCLUDE�APPEARANCES�WITH�THE�2OYAL�/PERA�(OUSE�
#OVENT�'ARDEN�� %NGLISH�.ATIONAL�/PERA��'LYNDEBOURNE� &ESTIVAL�
AND�4OURING� /PERAS�� AND� THE�!LDEBURGH� AND�!LMEIDA� &ESTIVALS��
&OREIGN�ENGAGEMENTS�INCLUDE�THE�3TAATSOPER�"ERLIN��+OMISCHE�/PER�
"ERLIN��(AMBURGISCHE�3TAATSOPER��"AYERISCHE�3TAATSOPER��-àNCHEN��
4EATRO�,A�&ENICE��/PÏRA�.ATIONAL�DU�2HIN�AND�$E�6LAAMSE�/PERA��
(IS�REPERTOIRE�INCLUDES�'LUCK�S�/RPHÏE�ET�%URYDICE��!RSAMENES�IN�
8ERXES��THE�TITLE�ROLES�IN�/RLANDO�AND�IN�,EONARDO�6INCI�S�!RTASERSE��
.ERO�IN�,�INCORONAZIONE�DI�0OPPEA��/BERON�IN�!�-IDSUMMER�.IGHT�S�
$REAM��*AMES�IN�(ARRISON�"IRTWISTLE�S�4HE�,AST�3UPPER��/MAR�IN�4HE�
$EATH�OF�+LINGHOFFER��"ISHOP�"ALDWIN�IN�'AWAIN�AND�THE�'REEN�+NIGHT��
0RINCE�'OGO�IN�,E�'RAND�-ACABRE��AND�0LEASURE�IN�'ERALD�"ARRY�S�
4RIUMPH�OF�"EAUTY��(E�ALSO�HAD�ROLES� IN� THE�WORLD�PREMIERES�OF�
%MMANUEL�.U×ES��-ËRCHEN�AND�"IRTWISTLE�S�4HE -INOTAUR��&UTURE�
ENGAGEMENTS� INCLUDE� PERFORMANCES� AT� THE�4EATRO� 2EAL� -ADRID��
'RAND�4HÏÊTRE� DE� 'ENÏÊTRE� DE� 'ENÏÊ ÒVE� AND� A� RETURN� TO� THE� 2OYAL� /PERA�
(OUSE�

-)#(!%,�9%/-!.��"OY	
TREBLE

-ICHAEL�9EOMAN�IS�A�MEMBER�OF�THE�23./�*UNIOR�#HORUS��.9#O3�
.ATIONAL� "OYS��#HOIR� AND� ATTENDS� THE�-USIC� 3CHOOL�OF�$OUGLAS�
!CADEMY��!S� A� SOLOIST� HE� HAS� PERFORMED�@7E�RE�7ALKING� IN� THE�
!IR��FROM�(OWARD�"LAKE�S�4HE�3NOWMAN�WITH�THE�23./�AT�THEIR�
#HRISTMAS� CONCERTS� IN� $ECEMBER� ������ )N�!UGUST� THIS� YEAR� HE�
SANG�AS�A�SOLOIST�AT�THE�%DINBURGH�)NTERNATIONAL�&ESTIVAL�AS�ONE�OF�
THE�!PPARITIONS�IN�THE�""#�33/�S�CONCERT�PERFORMANCE�OF�6ERDI�S�
-ACBETH�
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34%0(%.�*%&&%3��3ECOND�-ONK�3ECOND�-ONK�3ECOND�-ONK !NTICHRIST	
TENOR�SPOKEN

#URRENTLY�STUDYING�WITH�2YLAND�$AVIES��3TEPHEN�*EFFES�IS�A�FULLTIME�
MEMBER�OF�THE�""#�3INGERS��3PECIALISING�IN�CONTEMPORARY�MUSIC��
HE� IS� ALSO� A� FREQUENT� SOLOIST� AND� CONSORT� SINGER�WITH� THE� VOCAL�
ENSEMBLE� %8!5$)�� 2ECENT� SOLO� WORK� INCLUDES� (ANDEL�S� *UDAS�
-ACCABEUS��"RITTEN�S�3T��.ICHOLAS��*�3��"ACH�S�3T��-ATTHEW�0ASSION��3T��
*OHN�0ASSION� "�-INOR�-ASS��#HRISTMAS�/RATORIO�AND�-AGNIl�CAT��#0%�
"ACH�S�-AGNIl�CAT��-ONTEVERDI�S�6ESPERS�OF�������3CARLATTI�S�3TABAT�
-ATER��-OZART�S�2EQUIEM��(AYDN�S�.ELSON�-ASS��(ANDEL�S�-ESSIAH��
-ENDELSSOHN�S�%LIJAH� AND� *ONATHAN�$OVE�S�-ISSA�"REVIS��(IS� l�RST�
OPERATIC�ENGAGEMENT�WAS�PLAYING�THE�ROLE�OF�-ILES�IN�"RITTEN�S�4HE�
4URN�OF�THE�3CREW�FOR�4EL�!VIV�/PERA�IN�)SRAEL�AND�'ERMANY��2ECENT�4URN�OF�THE�3CREW�FOR�4EL�!VIV�/PERA�IN�)SRAEL�AND�'ERMANY��2ECENT�4URN�OF�THE�3CREW
ROLES�INCLUDE�4AMINO��4HE�-AGIC�&LUTE	�IN�(OLLAND��$AMON��!CIS�AND�	�IN�(OLLAND��$AMON��!CIS�AND�	�IN�(OLLAND��$AMON��
'ALATEA	��"ARDOLPH��&ALSTAFF&ALSTAFF&ALSTAF 	��&ENTON��F 	��&ENTON��F 4HE�-ERRY�7IVES�OF�7INDSOR	��4HE�-ERRY�7IVES�OF�7INDSOR	��4HE�-ERRY�7IVES�OF�7INDSOR
AND�THE�.ARRATOR�IN�*UDITH�7EIR�S�4HE�6ANISHING�"RIDEGROOM��(E�HAS�
RECORDED�FOR�THE�#HANDOS��.AXOS�AND�(YPERION�#$�LABELS��AS�WELL�
AS�FOR�l�LM��RADIO�AND�TELEVISION�

#(2)34/0(%2�"/7%.��&IRST�-ONK�!RCHANGEL�'ABRIEL	
TENOR

#HRISTOPHER�"OWEN�WAS�BORN�IN�.EW�:EALAND�AND�STUDIED�SINGING�
AND�MEDICINE�AT�/TAGO�5NIVERSITY��)N������HE�MOVED�TO�,ONDON�
AND�� WHILE� STUDYING� WITH� )AN� 0ARTRIDGE�� STARTED� HIS� PROFESSIONAL�
CAREER��3INCE�THEN�HIS�VERSATILE��HIGH�TENOR�VOICE�HAS LENT�ITSELF�TO�
RECITAL��OPERA��ORATORIO�AND�ENSEMBLE�SINGING��(E�HAS�PERFORMED�
A� BROAD� ARRAY� OF� MUSIC� FROM� THE� MEDIEVAL 0LAY� OF� $ANIEL�� TO�
PREMIERES�OF�CONTEMPORARY�WORKS��(E�IS�ESPECIALLY�INTERESTED�IN�
THE�WORKS�OF�*�3��"ACH�AND�HAS�SUNG ORATORIOS�AND�CANTATAS IN�THE�
5+��%UROPE�AND�FURTHER�Al�ELD��)N�������HE�JOINED�THE�""#�3INGERS�
WITH�WHOM�HE�PERFORMS�AND�RECORDS�ACROSS�THE�5+�AND�ABROAD��
(E�WAS�THE�TENOR�SOLOIST� IN�-OZART�S #�-INOR�-ASS FOR�A�RECENT�
%UROPEAN�"ROADCASTING�5NION� BROADCAST��(E�WAS�:ADOK� IN� THE�
$UBLIN�(ANDEL�&ESTIVAL�PERFORMANCE�OF�3OLOMON� THE�YOUNGEST�SON�
IN�*UDITH�7EIR�S 4HE�6ANISHING�"RIDEGROOM��AND�A�POET�IN�*ANÉªEK�S 4HE�
%XCURSIONS�OF�-R�"ROUªEK�ªEK�ª A�RECORDING�FOR�""#�2ADIO����SUBSEQUENTLY�
RELEASED�LAST�YEAR�ON�#$�BY�$EUTSCHE�'RAMMOPHON��""#�3INGERS�
""#�3YMPHONY�/RCHESTRA�"¹LOHLÉVEK	�
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353!.�")#+,%9��2OSE�6IRGIN�-ARY	� ��
MEZZOSOPRANO

3USAN�"ICKLEY�IS�l�RMLY�ESTABLISHED�AS�ONE�OF�THE�MOST�ACCOMPLISHED�
MEZZOSOPRANOS� OF� HER� GENERATION�� WITH� A� WIDE� REPERTORY�
ENCOMPASSING� THE� "AROQUE�� THE� GREAT� ��TH� AND� ��TH� CENTURY�
DRAMATIC� ROLES� AND� THE� MUSIC� OF� TODAY�� 3HE� HAS� SUNG� ON� MANY�
OF� THE� GREAT� STAGES� OF� THE� WORLD� PERFORMING� OPERATIC� ROLES� FOR�
/PÏRA� DE� 0ARIS�� 'LYNDEBOURNE�� 3AN� &RANCISCO� /PERA�� #OVENT�
'ARDEN�� 3TAATSOPER�5NTER�DEN�,INDEN��.ETHERLANDS�/PERA�� AND�
%NGLISH� .ATIONAL� /PERA�� /N� THE� INTERNATIONAL� CONCERT� PLATFORM�
3USAN�HAS�PERFORMED�WITH� LEADING�ORCHESTRAS�AND�ENSEMBLES�AT�
#ARNEGIE�(ALL�� THE� 3ALZBURG� &ESTIVAL�� THE� %DINBURGH� )NTERNATIONAL�
&ESTIVAL��""#�0ROMS��"ARBICAN��"RIDGEWATER�(ALL��2OYAL�&ESTIVAL�(ALL�
AND�"ERLIN�0HILHARMONIE��!N�ACCOMPLISHED�RECITALIST�3USAN�WORKS�
WITH� 2OGER�6IGNOLES�� )AIN� "URNSIDE� IN� ,UDLOW� AND� *ULIUS� $RAKE�
REGULARLY� AND� HAS� ALSO� PERFORMED� WITH� THE� .ASH� %NSEMBLE� AT�
THE�7IGMORE� (ALL�� 2ECORDINGS� BY� 3USAN� CAN� BE� HEARD� ON� %-)��
$EUTSCHE� 'RAMMOPHON�� "-'�� (YPERION� AND� .IMBUS� AND� HER�
DISC�OF�SONGS�BY�)VOR�'URNEY�WITH�)AIN�"URNSIDE�IS�DUE�FOR�RELEASE�
IN�!UTUMN������

!.$2%7�'2)&&)4(3�
REPETITEUR�SECOND�CONDUCTOR

!NDREW�'RIFl�THS� IS�A�RECENT�GRADUATE�OF� THE� *ETTE�0ARKER�9OUNG�
!RTIST� 0ROGRAMME� AT� THE� 2OYAL� /PERA� (OUSE� #OVENT� 'ARDEN��
(E�TRAINED�UNDER�-ARTYN�"RABBINS�AT�THE�2OYAL�3COTTISH�!CADEMY�
OF�-USIC� AND�$RAMA� IN�'LASGOW�� AT� 3COTTISH�/PERA� AND� AT� THE�
.ATIONAL�/PERA�3TUDIO��7HILST�AT�THE�2OYAL�/PERA��HE�MADE�HIS�
DEBUTS�WITH�THE�ORCHESTRAS�OF�THE�2OYAL�/PERA�(OUSE�AND�/PERA�
.ORTH��CONDUCTED�,INBURY�3TUDIO�PRODUCTIONS�OF�$ONIZETTI�S�2ITA
AND�0ERGOLESI�S�,A�3ERVA�0ADRONA��AND�WORKED�ALONGSIDE�CONDUCTORS�
!NTONIO� 0APPANO�� 3IR� -ARK� %LDER�� 3IR� #HARLES� -ACKERRAS� AND�
OTHERS� ON� AN� EXTENSIVE� REPERTOIRE� INCLUDING�7AGNER�S� 2ING� AND�2ING� AND�2ING
"IRTWISTLE�S� 4HE -INOTAUR�� 2ECENT� ENGAGEMENTS� INCLUDE� (ANSEL�
AND�'RETEL��/PERA�.ORTH�%DUCATION	��4HE�-ARRIAGE�OF�&IGARO�AND�
4HE�"ARBER�OF�3EVILLE��)FORD�&ESTIVAL	�AND�CONCERTS�WITH�3OUTHBANK�
3INFONIA�AND�THE�/RPHEUS�3INFONIA��(E� IS�ALSO�A�MEMBER�OF� THE�
'RAMMYNOMINATED�VOCAL�CONSORT�3TILE�!NTICO�
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23./�*5.)/2�#(/253
#HRISTOPHER�"ELL��CHORUS�MASTER�

4HE� 23./� *UNIOR� #HORUS� IS� BASED� IN� 'LASGOW� AND� ORGANISED�
AND�FUNDED�BY�THE�2OYAL�3COTTISH�.ATIONAL�/RCHESTRA��)TS�PRIMARY�
OBJECTIVES�ARE� TO�DEVELOP�AND� TRAIN�YOUNG�VOICES�� TEACH�MUSICAL�
LITERACY�� AND� PERFORM� WITH� THE� 23./� TO� THE� HIGHEST� POSSIBLE�
STANDARDS��4EACHING�IS�BASED�ON�THE�+ODÉLY�METHOD��AND�THE�#HORUS�
IS� DIVIDED� UP� INTO� THREE� SECTIONS��4RAINING� #HOIR�� 0ROBATIONARY�
#HOIR�� AND� *UNIOR� #HORUS�� )N� ����� A� #HANGED�6OICE� #HOIR� WAS�
ESTABLISHED�IN�ORDER�TO�PROVIDE�OPPORTUNITIES�FOR�BOYS�TO�CONTINUE�
TO�SING�WITH�THE�*UNIOR�#HORUS�THROUGH�THEIR�TEENAGE�YEARS��/VER�
����YOUNG�PEOPLE�ARE�INVOLVED�IN�THE�23./�*UNIOR�#HORUS��

#HRISTOPHER�"ELL
"ELFASTBORN� #HRISTOPHER� "ELL� IS� #HORUS� $IRECTOR� OF� THE� 'RANT�
0ARK�#HORUS��#HICAGO��53!��#HORUS�MASTER�OF�THE�2OYAL�3COTTISH�
.ATIONAL�/RCHESTRA�*UNIOR�#HORUS��THE�%DINBURGH�&ESTIVAL�#HORUS�
AND�OF�THE�"ELFAST�0HILHARMONIC�#HOIR��(E�WAS�LARGELY�RESPONSIBLE�
FOR�THE�FORMATION�OF�THE�.ATIONAL�9OUTH�#HOIR�OF�3COTLAND�IN������
AND�HAS�BEEN�ITS�!RTISTIC�$IRECTOR�SINCE�THEN��(E�WAS�EDUCATED�AT�
THE�5NIVERSITY�OF�%DINBURGH�AND�HELD�HIS�l�RST�POST�AS�!SSOCIATE�
#ONDUCTOR�OF� THE�""#�3COTTISH� 3YMPHONY�/RCHESTRA� BETWEEN�
����� AND� ������ 3INCE� THEN� HE� HAS� WORKED� WITH� MANY� OF� THE�
MAJOR�ORCHESTRAS� IN� THE�5+�AND�%IRE��&OR�HIS�WORK�WITH�SINGERS��
AND�PARTICULARLY�HIS�ENCOURAGEMENT�OF�YOUNG�SINGERS�IN�3COTLAND��
#HRISTOPHER�"ELL�WAS�AWARDED�A�3COTSMAN�OF�THE�9EAR������AWARD�
FOR�#REATIVE�4ALENT��)N������HE�WAS�AWARDED�THE�#HARLES�'ROVES�
0RIZE�FOR�HIS�CONTRIBUTION�TO�CULTURAL�LIFE�IN�3COTLAND�AND�THE�REST�
OF�THE�5+�

*ULIE�!ITKEN�
0ASCALE�!RGONDIZZA�
3UZANNE�"AGNALL�
&RANCES�"ANCEWICZ�
+ATIE�"ARBOUR�
#ATRIONA�"ECKETT�
-ICHAEL�"YARS�
!MANDA�#ONNELLY�
-AIRI�$EAN�
&IONA�$ICKSON�
.IALL�$OCHERTY�
2EBECCA�$ODDS�
-HAIRI�(ANNAH�
3HONA�(EANEY�
!LISON�(ENDRY�
)MOGEN�(ENDRY�
$UNCAN�(UGHES�
#ARLA�*ENKINS�
2ACHEL�*OINT�
"ETH�+EAN�
!NNA�,IU�

*ESSICA�,IU�
#LAIRE�-ACAULAY�
!ILIE�-AC$OUGALL�
!NNA�-AC,EOD�
#LARE�-AC-ILLAN�
2OSHNI�-ANSl�ELD�
*ENNIFER�-C$ONALD�
.ICLOE�-C&ADZEAN�
/LIVIA�.AIO�
!NJLEE�0ATEL�
3OPHIE�0RICE�
2HIANNON�2OHMER�
3Ol�A�3PINNEY�
#LAIRE�3TENHOUSE�
!SHLEY�4ODD�
(ANNAH�4ODD�
-ARY�7ALKER�
,UCY�7ATT�

!LASDAIR�2OBERTSON�
�STANDBY�SOLO�TREBLE	�STANDBY�SOLO�TREBLE	�
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2/9!,�3#/44)3(�!#!$%-9�/&�-53)#�!.$�$2!-!�#(!-"%2�
#(/)2�!.$�5.)6%23)49�/&�',!3'/7�#(!0%,�#(/)2
/LIVER�2UNDELL�AND�*AMES�'ROSSMITH��CHORUS�MASTERS

3OPRANO
.ATASHA�"EEBY
#LAIRE�"USBY
&IONA�#AMPBELL
+ATY�#OOPER
*��$ARAMY7ILLIAMS
,UCY�%MSLIE
!NNABEL�&LEMING
"ROWN
4ANI�'HAFFARSEDEH
+ATIE�'RANT
2EBECCA�(OOPER
#ATRIONA�
(UTCHINSON
+LAUDIA�
+ORZENIEWSKA
,INDA�-C-INN
(ANNAH�-ORGAN
-ATILDA�0OWARD
"RIANNA�2OBERTSON
$EBORAH�2UDDEN
#LAIRE�0RICE
(ANNAH�3ANDISON
'EMMA�
3UMMERl�ELD
#LAIRE�4HOMPSON

!LTO
,UCY�!NDERSON
,YNN�"ELLAMY

!MY�"ROWN
3ARAH�"UCKLEY
,OUISE�#HESHIRE
(ELEN�#LARK
#AROLINE�#OCKBURN
,IZZY�(OLSGROVE
-EADHBH�-AGUIRE
2OBERTA�-C,EOD
!MY�4HORNTON
#ATHERINE�0OPE
,AURA�3MITH
3HEENA�4EMPLETON
&IONA�7ILKIE
,INDA*ANE�
7ORKMAN

4ENOR
+IERAN�"AIN
(ARRY�#AMPBELL
*ONATHAN�#OOKE
"RUCE�$AVIS
*OHN�&INDON
'ITAI�&ISHER
4OM�&RENCH
#HRIS�(ANN
!DAM�-AGEE
#HRISTIAN�
3CHNEEBERGER
3COTT�3HEPHERD
0HILIP�3COTT

*AMES�3LIMING
#AILEAN�3WAINSON
-ATTHEW�4ODD
!SHLEY�4URNELL

"ASS
"RIAN�"ENNER
$OMINIC�"ARBERI
.ICHOLAS�#OWIE
*OHN�$ALLAS
$ONALD�&EIST
"EN�&OWLER
*OE�'ATHERER
/TT�)NDERMITTE
#HRISTOPHER�
*OHNSTON
.OEL�-ANN
*OHN�-C'HEE�
$OYLE
$AVID�-ORRISON
3TEVEN�-C.AIR
#HRISTOPHER�.AIRNE
$AVID�/�(ANLON
4OM�1UINN
,EON�2EIMER
$ONALD�4HOMSON

'LASGOW�5NIVERSITY�#HAPEL�#HOIR�COMPRISES����AUDITIONED�SINGERS�OF�'LASGOW�5NIVERSITY�#HAPEL�#HOIR� COMPRISES����AUDITIONED�SINGERS�OF�'LASGOW�5NIVERSITY�#HAPEL�#HOIR
MIXED�VOICES��WHO�ARE�A�COMBINATION�OF�VOLUNTEERS��CHORAL�EXHIBITIONERS�
AND�PROFESSIONAL�,AY�#LERKS��)N�ADDITION�TO�THE����FUNDED�CHORAL�AWARDS��
ALL�MEMBERS�OF�THE�CHOIR�RECEIVE�FREE�SINGING�TUITION��4HE�CHOIR�IS�DIRECTED�
BY�*AMES�'ROSSMITH��WHO�IS�ALSO�#HORUS�-ASTER�OF�3COTTISH�/PERA��4HEY�
ARE�ACCOMPANIED�BY�THE�5NIVERSITY�/RGANIST��THE�RENOWNED�"RITISH�RECIT
ALIST�+EVIN�"OWYER��AND�THE�5NIVERSITY�/RGAN�3CHOLAR��2OSS�,UESCHER��4HE�
PRINCIPAL�FUNCTION�OF�THE�#HAPEL�#HOIR�IS�TO�SING�AT�SERVICES�HELD�IN�THE�
5NIVERSITY�#HAPEL��$URING�THE�SUMMER�OF������THEY�GAVE�A�CONCERT�TOUR�
OF�4USCANY��)N�ADDITION�TO�THEIR�DUTIES�IN�THE�5NIVERSITY�#HAPEL��THEY�ALSO�
GIVE� REGULAR� RADIO�BROADCASTS� AND�CONCERTS�� AND�HAVE� RECORDED� SEVERAL�
#$S��4HEIR�LATEST�RECORDING�ON�THE�"UTE�,ABEL��DUE�FOR�IMMINENT�RELEASE��IS�
OF�3IR�0ETER�-AXWELL�$AVIES��3OLSTICE�OF�,IGHT��&OR�MORE�INFORMATION�PLEASE�
VISIT��WWW�CHAPELCHOIR�ORG

4HE 23!-$� #HAMBER� #HOIR� CONSISTS� OF� BETWEEN� l�FTEEN� AND� THIRTY�23!-$� #HAMBER� #HOIR� CONSISTS� OF� BETWEEN� l�FTEEN� AND� THIRTY�23!-$� #HAMBER� #HOIR
SINGERS�PURSUING�UNDERGRADUATE�AND�POSTGRADUATE�STUDIES���SINGERS�PURSUING�UNDERGRADUATE�AND�POSTGRADUATE�STUDIES���SINGERS�PURSUING�UNDERGRADUATE�AND�POSTGRADUATE�STUDIES� 2ECENT�YEARS�
HAVE� SEEN� THE� CHOIR� GIVE� CONCERTS� IN� 'LASGOW�� %DINBURGH�� -ANCHESTER��
$UNKELD�AND�#ARLISLE��AS�WELL�AS�PERFORMANCES�OF�(ANDEL�S�-ESSIAH�WITH�
THE�/RCHESTRA�OF�THE�5NIVERSITËT�DER�+ËT�DER�+Ë àNSTE�"ERLIN�AND�CONDUCTOR�,UTZ�
+OEHLER�BOTH�IN�3COTLAND�AND�'ERMANY���+OEHLER�BOTH�IN�3COTLAND�AND�'ERMANY���+OEHLER�BOTH�IN�3COTLAND�AND�'ERMANY� )N�-AY������THEY�PERFORMED�AT�
#ITY�(ALLS�AS�PART�OF�A�""#�33/�POSTCONCERT�EVENT��AND�ALSO�SANG�FOR�
4HE�,AMP�OF�,OTHIAN�4RUST�AT�3T��-ARY�S�0ARISH�#HURCH��(ADDINGTON���4HE�,AMP�OF�,OTHIAN�4RUST�AT�3T��-ARY�S�0ARISH�#HURCH��(ADDINGTON���4HE�,AMP�OF�,OTHIAN�4RUST�AT�3T��-ARY�S�0ARISH�#HURCH��(ADDINGTON� 4HIS�
SEASON�INCLUDES�PERFORMANCES�OF�6IVALDI�S�'LORIA��AS�WELL�AS�A�CONCERT� IN�
'LASGOW�#ATHEDRAL�OF�-OZART�S�2EQUIEM��WITH�CONDUCTOR�$AVID�$ANZMAYR��
FOR�WHICH�THEY�WILL�PREPARE�WITH�THEIR�REGULAR�CONDUCTOR�&RI¡RIK�7ALKER��
&OR�TONIGHT�S�PERFORMANCE�OF�4AVERNER�THEY�HAVE�BEEN�PREPARED�BY�*AMES�4AVERNER�THEY�HAVE�BEEN�PREPARED�BY�*AMES�4AVERNER
'ROSSMITH�AND�/LIVER�2UNDELL�
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-ARTYN�"RABBINS�HELD�THE�POST�OF�!SSOCIATE�0RINCIPAL�#ONDUCTOR�
OF�THE�""#�3COTTISH�3YMPHONY�/RCHESTRA�FROM�����n������(E�
WAS�!RTISTIC�$IRECTOR�OF�THE�#HELTENHAM�)NTERNATIONAL�&ESTIVAL�OF�
-USIC�FROM�����n������#URRENTLY�HE�IS�0RINCIPAL�'UEST�#ONDUCTOR�
OF� THE� 2OYAL� &LEMISH� 0HILHARMONIC�� A� POSITION� WHICH� STARTED� IN�
3EPTEMBER� THIS�YEAR��!FTER� STUDYING�COMPOSITION� IN�,ONDON�AND�
THEN� CONDUCTING� WITH� )LYA� -USIN� IN� ,ENINGRAD�� HIS� CAREER� WAS�
LAUNCHED�WHEN�HE�WON�l�RST�PRIZE�AT�THE������,EEDS�#ONDUCTORS��
#OMPETITION��3INCE�THEN�HE�HAS�REGULARLY�CONDUCTED�ALL�THE�MAJOR�
5+� ORCHESTRAS� AND� IS� MUCH� SOUGHTAFTER� IN� %UROPE�� NOTABLY� IN�
'ERMANY�� (OLLAND�� "ELGIUM� AND� 3CANDINAVIA�� (E� APPEARED� AT�
THIS� YEAR�S�""#�0ROMS�WITH� THE�""#�3YMPHONY�/RCHESTRA� IN� A�
PROGRAMME� OF� MUSIC� BY� *ONNY� 'REENWOOD�� 3TRAVINSKY� AND� 3IR�
(ARRISON�"IRTWISTLE�� AND� LAST� SEASON� AS�WELL� AS� APPEARING� AT� THE�
3OUTH� "ANK� WITH� THE� ,ONDON� 0HILHARMONIC� AND� 0HILHARMONIA�
ORCHESTRAS�� HE� RETURNED� TO� THE� #ITY� OF� "IRMINGHAM� 3YMPHONY�
/RCHESTRA� AND� THE�2OYAL� 3COTTISH�.ATIONAL�/RCHESTRA� �(E� ALSO�
MADE�HIS�DEBUT�IN�*APAN�WITH�THE�.AGOYA�0HILHARMONIC�AND4OKYO�
-ETROPOLITAN�3YMPHONIES�RESPECTIVELY��BOTH�OF�WHOM�ISSUED�RE
INVITATIONS�FOR������ �&ORTHCOMING�%UROPEAN�ENGAGEMENTS�INCLUDED�
THE� .ETHERLANDS� 2ADIO� #HAMBER� 0HILHARMONIC� AT�!MSTERDAM�S�
#ONCERTGEBOUW�� THE� 2ESIDENTIE� /RKEST�� 3ALZBURG� -OZARTEUM�
/RCHESTER�AND�THE�,AHTI�3YMPHONY�/RCHESTRA� �(E� LAST�WORKED�
WITH�THE�""#�33/�IN�-ARCH������FOR�A�CONCERT�IN�'LASGOW�WHICH�
INCLUDED�THE�7ORLD�0REMIERE�OF�$ETLEV�'LANERT�S�$OUBLE�#ONCERTO�
FOR�TWO�PIANOS�AND�ORCHESTRA�

-ARTYN�"RABBINS�HAS�RECORDED�OVER����#$S�WITH�THE�""#�33/�
FOR�THE�(YPERION�LABEL��HE�ALSO�HAS�A�CONTINUING�RELATIONSHIP�WITH�
#HANDOS�2ECORDS�� &OR�.-#�HE� HAS� RECORDED�"IRTWISTLE��$AVID�
"EDFORD� AND� &INNISSY�� FOR� #OLLINS� #LASSICS� 2ACHMANINOV� AND�
3CRIABIN��AND�HE�MADE�A�NOTABLE�LIVE�RECORDING�WITH�THE�""#�33/�
OF�"RITTEN�S�7AR�2EQUIEM�FOR�.AXOS��(IS�RECORDING�OF�+ORNGOLD�S�
$IE�+ATHRIN�WITH�THE�""#�#ONCERT�/RCHESTRA�FOR�#0/�WON�THE�
/PERA�!WARD�AT�#ANNES�

&OR�FURTHER�INFORMATION�PLEASE�VISIT��WWW�INTERMUSICA�CO�UK�BRABBINS
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#HIEF�#ONDUCTOR $ONALD�2UNNICLES
0RINCIPAL�'UEST�#ONDUCTOR )LAN�6OLKOV
!SSOCIATE�'UEST�#ONDUCTOR 3TEFAN�3OLYOM
#ONDUCTOR�,AUREATE *ERZY�-AKSYMIUK
,EADER %LIZABETH�,AYTON

4HE�""#�3COTTISH�3YMPHONY�/RCHESTRA�IS�WIDELY�REGARDED�AS�ONE�
OF�%UROPE�S�LEADING�ORCHESTRAS�AND�ENJOYS�AN�ENVIABLE�POSITION�AS�A�
CULTURAL�m�AGSHIP�FOR�THE�""#�AND�FOR�3COTLAND���CULTURAL�m�AGSHIP�FOR�THE�""#�AND�FOR�3COTLAND���CULTURAL�m�AGSHIP�FOR�THE�""#�AND�FOR�3COTLAND� /RIGINALLY�A�STUDIO
BASED� ORCHESTRA�� FORMED� IN� %DINBURGH� IN� $ECEMBER� ������ THE�
ORCHESTRA�NOW�APPEARS�IN�VENUES�ACROSS�3COTLAND��IS�A�CORE�PART�OF�
THE�""#�0ROMS��PERFORMS�REGULARLY�AT�THE�%DINBURGH�)NTERNATIONAL�
&ESTIVAL�AND�IS�IN�DEMAND�AT�MAJOR�FESTIVALS�THROUGHOUT�THE�WORLD��

!S�BEl�TS� ITS�BUSY�SCHEDULE�OF�BROADCASTS�ON�""#�2ADIO����""#�
2ADIO�3COTLAND�AND�""#�4ELEVISION��THE�ORCHESTRA�HAS�THE�WIDEST�
REPERTORY�OF�ALMOST�ANY�ENSEMBLE� IN� THE�5+��4HE�ONLY�3COTTISH�
ORCHESTRA�TO�WIN�THE�2OYAL�0HILHARMONIC�3OCIETY�!WARD�FOR�BEST�
ORCHESTRA�� ITS�COMMERCIAL�RECORDINGS�HAVE�RECEIVED�A�NUMBER�OF�
PRIZES��INCLUDING�FOUR�'RAMOPHONE�!WARDS�

3INCE������� THE�""#�33/�HAS�GREATLY�EXPANDED� ITS�PROGRAMME�
OF� CONCERTS� AND� RECORDINGS� FROM� ITS� PERMANENT� HOME� BASE� AT�
'LASGOW� #ITY� (ALLS�� AND� EACH� SEASON� IT� CONTINUES� TO� APPEAR� IN�
OTHER�3COTTISH� TOWNS�AND�CITIES��!S�3COTLAND�S� LEADING�SUPPORTER�
OF�NEW�MUSIC�THE�ORCHESTRA�HAS�ESTABLISHED�STRONG�LINKS�WITH�LOCAL�
COMMUNITIES�THROUGH�AN�INNOVATIVE�LEARNING�PROGRAMME��!BROAD��
IT�HAS�APPEARED�IN�MANY�OF�THE�GREAT�MUSICAL�CENTRES�OF�%UROPE�
AND�HAS�TOURED�THE�53!��3OUTH�!MERICA�AND�BEEN�TWICE�TO�#HINA��
MOST�RECENTLY�IN�-AY������

%DINBURGHBORN�$ONALD�2UNNICLES�BECAME�THE�""#�33/�S�#HIEF�
#ONDUCTOR�IN�3EPTEMBER������A�POST�WHICH�WILL�RUN�CONCURRENTLY�
WITH� HIS� POSITION� AS� 'ENERAL� -USIC� $IRECTOR� OF� THE� $EUTSCHES�
/PER� "ERLIN�� (E� SUCCEEDS� )LAN�6OLKOV� �#HIEF� #ONDUCTOR� OF� THE�
""#�33/�FROM�*ANUARY�����n3EPTEMBER�����	�WHO�NOW�HOLDS�
THE�POST�OF�0RINCIPAL�'UEST�#ONDUCTOR�

&OR�FURTHER�INFORMATION�PLEASE�VISIT BBC�CO�UK�BBCSSO

""#�3COTTISH�3YMPHONY�/RCHESTRA
""#�3COTLAND��#ITY�(ALLS
#ANDLERIGGS��'LASGOW�'���.1
$IRECT�LINE���������������

.%84�""#�33/�#/.#%24�!4�#)49�(!,,3

4HURSDAY�����.OVEMBER�AT�����PM�
AND�LIVE�BROADCAST�ON�""#�2ADIO��
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